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ABSTRACT 

This research project addresses the following: how topical talk operates in the organisation and 
management of MSE interactions; and how topical talk operates in the co-ordination of specific 
service requests and service provisions. It draws on a corpus of audio-recorded and transcribed 
interactions between general practitioners and persons seeking general medical services in suburban 
clinics in Brisbane, Australia. The corpus comprised a total of 67 medical service events (henceforth 
MSEs), audio-taped with the full informed consent of the participants. 

Many contemporary medical sociological accounts of the operation of topical talk in MSEs, typified by 
the work of Mishler (1981, 1984) and Waitzkin (1991), remain anchored to the ‘professional 
dominance’ thesis (Freidson 1970a; 1970b), arguing for the fundamental conflict between two 
perspectives – lay and professional. Topical talk has been formulated as one expression of this 
conflict in ‘doctor-centred’ communicative ‘styles’ (Byrne and Long 1976; Silverman 1987). Within 
such accounts, familiar interactional patterns in MSEs, including the content and structure of topics, 
have been theorised as instruments of power and control whereby the dominance of specialised 
medical knowledge and expertise are established and maintained. Mishler’s (1984) characterisation of 
the conflict between a biomedically oriented ‘voice of medicine’ used by professional physicians 
(henceforth GPs) and a ‘voice of the lifeworld’ used by persons seeking medical services (henceforth 
Ps) is an expression of the ‘professional dominance’ thesis. The voices are characterised as attesting 
to a fundamental, theoretically problematic, asymmetry of power relations between GPs and Ps, 
thereby reinforcing the ideological status of professionals in general and the medical profession in 
particular. Further, recommendations regarding correctives to ‘professional dominance’ centre on 
advice GPs to attend to the primacy of Ps’ talk on their experiences of illnesses rather than apparently 
‘ignoring’ or transforming these topics into biomedical accounts of disease.  

This research project critiques this formulation of topical talk and the traditional theoretical and 
empirical bases on which it has drawn. This critique arises from the application of 
ethnomethodological approaches to the study of MSEs. Such approaches, as outlined in Chapters 2 
and 3, are characterised by a number of conceptual and analytic premises: First, particular social 
structural features of social activities and the institutional contexts within which activities occur should 
not be assumed to be the primary criteria for judging the import and adequacy of situated action. 
Second, the parties to situated social events mutually constitute those events in the real world. Third, 
issues of agency are collaborative situated accomplishments such that the management of everyday 
social activities is accomplished by the people involved who show one another the rationalities of their 



actions as they assemble the familiar scenic features of those same institutional events (Garfinkel 
1967; Sacks 1992a, 1992b). These assumptions have been applied in ethnomethodological analyses 
of social action, including the analysis of professional service encounters that have critiqued the 
‘professional dominance’ thesis (Eglin and Wideman 1986; Sharrock 1979). The novelty of this study 
is the analysis of the operation of topic organisation as a phenomenon of order.  

This study also draws on recommendations within Ethnomethodology (Hester & Eglin 1997b; Watson 
1997) that sequential and categorial organisations are mutually informative in the analysis of the 
rationality of situated social action. One of the particular contributions of this thesis is that it not only 
jointly applies both conversation analysis and membership categorisation analysis but also extends 
this recommendation to the inclusion of topic analysis as was originally provided for by Sacks (1992a , 
1992b) and Garfinkel and Sacks (1970). Within this study a model of analysis has been constructed 
that has enabled the analytical consideration of four dimensions of social organisation: local 
sequential, extended sequential, topical and categorial organisations. The theoretical and empirical 
concepts of ethnomethodogical analysis have thus been developed and extended within this project.  

The central findings of this study are that in institutional service events, the ‘service topic’ is both 
significant and consequential, and that persons constitute themselves as bona fide incumbents of the 
categories GP or P by attending to their actions as topically organised. The local adequacy of any 
particular interactional move (such as questioning-answering, greetings, the design of a topic 
proposal, etc) is shown to be referenced to the service topic. This study found no evidence of potential 
or actual “struggles” between the ‘voice of the life-world and the voice of medicine’. Rather, this study 
finds routine recognition on the part of both Ps and GPs of the centrality of the service topic and, 
thereby, the service task, and no evidence of orientation to distinctive biographical contributions 
staged in competition with biomedically relevant service topics. It is found that Ps’ biographical 
references were made in the context of an assembled service topic such that particular service tasks, 
however conventional, were constituted as both relevant and reasonable as medical goods and 
service for the specific service recipient and provider.  

At the most general level, it is concluded that the service topic operates as a phenomenon of order* in 
MSEs  where order*, as defined by Garfinkel and Weider (1992: 202), refers to all of the rationalities 
evident in the generic features of institutional events and settings, that is, the situated logic and 
intelligibility as well as the procedures whereby they are constituted as recognisable social events. 



The thesis concludes with a discussion of the implications of the findings for the theorisation, policy-
making, medical education, and practices of GPs and Ps within MSEs. Overall, the significance of this 
work for researchers into medical interactions is that the relevance of the service topic and its 
pervasive organisational consequences need to be considered analytically. A major outcome of this 
thesis is the establishment of a new order of interest within the study of institutional interactions. The 
project demonstrates the pervasive consequences of service topics and thus provides a step forward 
in the study of institutional service interactions and ways of theorising their rationality, a step that 
extends beyond social structural pre-theorisations of power and domination and also beyond 
interactional accounts of the primary relevance of turn taking structures. 
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CHAPTER 1 

The Operation of Topical Talk in Medical Service Encounters 

perhaps there’s a phenomenon – pervasively important conversational topics 
  (Sacks, 1992a [1966]: 390) 

1.1 Introduction 

Informed by ethnomethodology (henceforth EM), this study documents and examines the operation of 

topical talk in the organisation of general practice medical service events (henceforth MSEs). The 

project also aims to extend EM’s application to analysis of the significance of topical organisation in 

the construction of local and extended sequences of talk-in-interaction and in membership 

categorisation activities.  

1.1.1 Statement of the Problem 

Medical sociology has problematised topical talk in MSEs via the theorisation of a determinate 

relationship between the topics talked about by doctors and patients and: effective doctor-patient 

communication and relationships; the quality of medical service provision; and health outcomes. The 

basis of these theorisations is the observation that people who dispense general medical services 

(henceforth GPs) predominantly talk about medical problems in biomedical terms and persons 

seeking medical services for general medical problems (henceforth Ps) talk in terms of their 

experience of illness and tell stories about their lives. These contrasts in topical focus have been 

further theorised as indices of asymmetry in GP-P relationships and as the method whereby GPs 

achieve dominance and social control in MSEs.  

Following this deductive logic, therefore, achieving symmetry in topical focus (i.e., changing the topical 

focus of GP’s talk) would have the effect of achieving symmetry in GP-P relationships and thus better 

health outcomes. Such changes have been characterised as requiring “a fundamental transformation 
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of the traditional clinical method and the relations it fosters between doctor and patient.… [and] radical 

change in the very person of the physician, the definition of the medical task and in the basic 

epistemology of medicine” (Stewart & Roter 1989: 18 – 19). Whereas the traditional biomedical model 

has focused on “finding a specific biological problem and repairing it”, contemporary outcomes-

focused medical service “considers the benefit from the patient’s perspective” (Kaplan 1997: 79). The 

requirement that the P’s perspective be considered includes the recommendation that Ps’ biographical 

topics be privileged. Several factors have contributed to the high value placed on biographical 

information provided by Ps: 

1. unilateral biomedically-based medical decisions have been shown to be 
questionable (Detre, Wright, Murphy & Takaro 1975; Fisher 1986, 1991; Kaplan, 
Greenfield & Ware, 1989; Silverman 1987; Steven & Douglas 1988; Todd 1983, 
1984, 1989; West 1984a; Zir, Miller, Dinsmore, Gilbert & Harthorne 1976); 

2. “new clinical methods are stressing that understanding the patient’s subjective 
experience of their illness is a key to comprehensive assessment and management” 
(Stewart & Roter 1989: 253), thus, “even treatment of organic disease may be 
ineffective if the patient’s context is dismissed (e.g., family strife, unemployment, 
cultural differences)” (Weston & Brown 1995: 22); and 

3. it is now widely proposed that “without some agreement about the nature of what is 
wrong, it is difficult for a doctor and a patient to agree on a plan of management 
acceptable to both of them” (Brown, Weston, & Stewart 1995:61). 

Thus, emphasis on health outcomes has led to a focus on the relationship between the topics of talk 

and symmetry in MSE interactions. In line with this orientation, it has been proposed that, 

[a]n important step in bringing about better health outcomes is through developing 
health services with a clear consumer focus and empowering consumers to participate 
as equals in their health care. (Australian Commonwealth Department of Human 
Services and Health 1995: 11) 
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This proposition relies not only on the assumption that MSE interactions between GPs and Ps are 

asymmetrical, but also an associated assumption that during MSEs, Ps’ topical talk can be read off as 

transparent projections of their inner selves.  

As a result GPs have been generally advised (with only a few dissenting voices e.g. Horowitz, 1993 

and Illich, 1976) that,  

[I]t is only to the degree that you acknowledge and validate the personhood of your 
patient, rather than his (sic) disease that you will succeed in touching his real needs and 
easing his suffering [and]… that your long range effectiveness, both professional and 
personal will be assured. (Mount 1986: 292, insert added) 

The goal of such ‘acknowledgement’ and ‘validation’ emerging from this “chimera of existent wholism” 

(Cassell 1989: 14) is symmetrical MSE interactions. These assumptions clearly rest on particular 

theorisations of the socio-institutional categories GP and P and on the operation of topical talk in the 

organisation both of the social relationships between them and adequate medical service provision. 

These interests have been reflected in social scientific studies of GP-P interactions that have focused 

on the selection and management of topical talk in MSEs. Topical organisation in MSEs has been pre-

dominantly, though not exclusively (see for instance Eglin & Wideman 1986 and Sharrock 1979), 

characterised as: (1) an interactional method whereby GPs systematically suppress the P’s 

perspective. It has been argued that 

by questioning, interrupting, and by otherwise shifting the direction of conversation from 
nontechnical problems to technical ones, doctors exclude certain topics from talk and 
include others. (Waitzkin 1991: 24, reviewing West 1984b, emphases in original); 

and (2) a manifestation of the struggle for social dominance in the GP-P relationship, such that when 

patients raise personal troubles that do not pertain to technical problems. … the raising 
of personal troubles leads to discomfort for the professional, the client, or both. Under 
these circumstances, doctors typically introject questions, interrupt, or otherwise change 
the topic, to return to the voice of medicine. (Waitzkin 1991: 25, reviewing ideas 
provided by Mishler 1984). 

Within such studies, topical talk has been characterised as strategic and the value of topical content 

and features of topical structure and cohesion are pre-theorised as effects of GPs’ actions to maintain 
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dominance. These theorisations of topical talk in MSEs remain pervasive in medical sociological 

literature despite the fact that they have been empirically questioned in EM studies that have shown 

that the orderliness of topical talk in MSEs is situatedly accomplished by co-participants 

collaboratively oriented to the local relevance of sequential structures (i.e., turn-taking) and the local 

contingencies of particular institutional tasks (Eglin & Wideman 1986; Sharrock 1979; Turner 1976). 

Further, recent reviews of the conduct of General Practice in Australia point directly to the “limited” 

value of many traditional research approaches in providing “a qualitative understanding of general 

practice in relation to treatment outcomes” (McCallum & Knight 1996: 306). Summarising a large 

corpus of research projects aimed at understanding and enhancing GP-P interactions, McCallum and 

Knight concluded that: 

the complexities of the doctor-patient relationship are not well captured by such 
measures and more in-depth assessment techniques are required. ... The actual details 
of what occurs in a doctor-patient consultation remain poorly understood (308). 

This study takes up the challenge implicit in McCallum’s and Knight’s proposition and considers the 

possibility that the familiar features of topical organisation in MSEs, rather than topical content, are 

significant in and relevant to the smooth running of MSE interaction, rather than simply methods used 

by GPs to achieve social control. Garfinkel’s (1972: 29) observation that “[i]t is disconcerting to find 

how little we know about .. different sets of background expectancies and the different objective 

environments that they constitute” seems pertinent, given the history of contemporary research into 

topical talk in MSEs.  

To this end, the features of “natural language” (Garfinkel & Sacks 1970: 338) in MSEs are first 

documented and analysed in this study to discover: how topical talk is structurally organised and 

managed; how the identities of the speakers as GPs or Ps features in topical organisation; and how 

topical organisation impacts on the features of local sequences of talk and on the structure of the 

interaction as a whole. These analyses are conducted using understandings from EM. Topical 
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analysis will draw on the findings of empirical studies of topical organisation (Button 1987; Button & 

Casey 1984, 1985; Jefferson 1972, 1984; Maynard 1980; Maynard & Zimmerman 1984; Sacks 1992a, 

1992b; Schegloff 1972; Schegloff & Sacks 1974). Sequential analysis will use conversation analytic 

techniques (henceforth CA, see for instance, Drew & Heritage 1992b; Heritage 1984, 1995; Sacks 

1992a, 1992b; Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson 1974; Schegloff 1999), and categorial analysis will draw 

on the findings of empirical studies of membership categorisation and membership categorisation 

analysis (henceforth MCA, see for instance Eglin and Hester 1992, 1999; Hester and Eglin 1997a, 

1997b, 1997c, 1997d; Jayyusi 1984; Sacks 1972, 1992a, 1992b).  

Of equal interest in this study are the ways that topical organisation is implicated in the organisation of 

situated relationships between the service provider and the service recipient and whether this 

relationship is pertinent to the type of services delivered. Existing ethnomethodological studies (Eglin 

& Wideman 1986; Sharrock 1979) have demonstrated that on the basis of considerations of 

sequential and task rationalities, the ‘professional dominance’ thesis (Freidson 1970a, 1970b) within 

which the pervasive assumption of GP-P asymmetry is grounded is empirically unsupportable. This 

study  operation of topical organisation in the management of these relationships and activities are 

analysed using membership categorisation analysis (henceforth MCA) (see  

This study maintains a focus on the phenomenon ‘topical organisation’ and investigates the features 

of interactions between GPs and Ps to discover if and how social members orient to topical 

organisation to accomplish situated practical purposes in the MSE setting.  
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1.2 Research Questions 

The study aims to answer two specific research questions. 

1. How does topical talk operate in the organisation and management of MSE interactions? 

2. How does topical talk operate in the co-ordination of specific service requests and service 
provisions? 

1.3 Significance of the Study 

The significance of this study is summarised by the observation that “all subsequent analysis, 

discussions and decisions depend on correct or adequate identification of the events which have been 

observed” (Heap 1982: 392). Although there has been a great deal of research into GP-P talk in 

MSEs that has incorporated a consideration of topical talk, most studies have been focused on 

evaluations of GPs’ communication practices and skills and the workings of clinical practice models. 

These have led to recommendations for changes in GPs’ communicative styles, and dispositions 

towards and relationships with Ps. Pertinent to topical organisation, recommendations to the effect 

that practitioners should privilege Ps’ biographical topics have been based on the assumption that 

such talk would give GPs insight into the persons they are treating, and that this knowledge would, in 

turn, result in better quality and more effective medical care. 

Despite over 30 years of research into GP-P interactions resulting in the formulation of various models 

of clinical practice and the diligent application of recommended changes in GPs’ communication 

styles, recent studies demonstrate that the problems these have sought to address remain (Roter, 

Stewart, Putnam, Lipkin, Stiles & Inui 1997). A relationship between better outcomes and topical talk 

has continued to be found (Ainsworth-Vaughn 1992; Barry, Stevenson, Britten, Barber & Bradley 

2001; Fisher & Groce 1990; Hind 1997; Robinson 2001; Waitzkin 1991). As elaborated in later 

chapters, commonsense pre-theorisations of asymmetries of power and control that provide 

explanations for these apparently intractable problems within the MSE are sustained by the continued 
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finding that GPs and Ps participate differently in topical talk in MSE interactions (see for instance 

Byrne & Long 1976; Frankel & Beckman 1989; Herzka 1989; Mishler 1984; Paget 1983; Silverman 

1987; Weston & Lipkin 1989). 

Recommendations that derive from such studies, such as those that focus the content of topics talked 

about and advice to GPs to probe Ps’ biographical topics more deeply, do not consider the topics as 

interactionally organised and organising. Rather, phases of MSEs have been described and talk on 

particular topics has been assessed in relation to the GPs’ and Ps’ tasks presumed to be relevant in 

each phase (see for instance, Byrne & Long 1976; Heath 1986; Robinson 2001; ten Have 1995a; 

Waitzkin 1991).  

The focus of both empirical and theoretical studies implicating topical talk as a significant factor in 

productive or unproductive GP-P interactions has been on: 

♦ communication formats;  

♦ skills and conduct of physicians and sometimes of both physicians and Ps; 

♦ the propositional content of medical interactions; or  

♦ the deployment of communication strategies and biomedical topics as ‘hegemonic 
practices’ serving the enterprise of maintaining doctor dominance and patient 
subordination.  

This study provides a significant shift in research into the organisation and management of GP-P 

interactions in that it investigates topical talk as a situated collaborative accomplishment and as a form 

of interactional social organisation. It aims to stimulate change in the theorisation and analysis of 

topical talk in MSEs and to promote a new direction for future research in the area.  
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1.3.1 For Policy 

This empirical study of the operation of topical talk aims to provide an evaluation of the commonsense 

assumption that topical talk matters because it represents patterns of: conflict between the interests of 

GPs and Ps; inadequacies in GPs’ communication skills; and primary health care participants’ 

practices that reproduce asymmetrical social hierarchies. The project is timely because models of 

medical service provision are currently under review in Australia and elsewhere. Since 2000 a 

bureaucratic preference for Evidence-Based Health Care, and the like, have emerged in many 

countries. This model of clinical practice incorporates computer diagnosis (Silagy & Weller, 1998), and 

focuses on single, biomedical issues during this diagnostic process (Bradley & Field, 1995, Smith & 

Taylor, 1996), discounting Ps’ experience of illness and patient-centred practices currently favoured in 

general practice settings (Mott, Kidd & Weller, 2000: 277). An appraisal of the operation of topical talk 

and the productive uses of biomedical information and biographical information in general practice 

MSEs is, therefore, significant at this time when policy changes are being debated and developed. 

1.3.2 For service providers and clients 

This study aims to inform health service providers and their clients in important ways. The 

effectiveness of the interactional work done in GP-P interactions has consequences for work 

effectiveness and satisfaction. For GPs, professional credibility and business success rest on their 

ability to interact appropriately, effectively and efficiently in face-to-face interactions with each client. 

Efficiency and effectiveness of requests and delivery of medical services depend on correct 

interpretations of GP-P talk. Ps’ compliance with treatment regimes has been found to depend on the 

levels of satisfaction with the social event itself as well as on GPs’ and P’s abilities to respond 

adequately to one another’s talk. These are said to be manifested either in the prescription of 

treatment regimes congruent with those theories or the opportunistic provision of educational advice 

that will convince the client to replace their theories. The need to provide a ‘right basis’ for 
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interpretations of topical talk is significant given these understandings of their import. Based on the 

results of this project, the value of continued reliance on sets of commonsense assumptions may be 

re-assessed.  

1.3.3 For education and training 

Medical educational and vocational training institutions, policy-makers, and health service systems 

face increasing pressure to make curriculum and services productive of and compliant with high 

standards of quality service. It is in the interest of all of these groups that the currently recommended, 

taught, and deployed theories of communication and communicative practices are evaluated for the 

practical work that they accomplish in the everyday local, situated occasions of their use. This project 

aims to provide an empirical basis upon which those evaluations can be made. 

1.3.3 For theory 

This project aims to provide an empirical basis for testing the premises on which dominant 

theorisations of the operation of topical talk in MSEs are based. The assumption that Ps use 

biographical topics and GPs use medical topics as strategic weapons in a dialectic struggle will be 

empirically tested. 

The present study is concerned with ensuring that any conclusions drawn about topical talk and 

associated recommendations for communication formats and strategies aimed at impacting on the 

quality and efficacy of GP-P communication and medical service are warranted by defensible analysis 

of current practices. The project, therefore, has important implications for reviewing current theories of 

‘good’ communication in service provision that privilege biographical topics and that downgrade the 

relevance of biomedical topics.  
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1.3.4 For methodology 

To date studies of topics of talk in MSEs have used constructivist ‘scientific’ reasoning methodologies 

– and EM/CA studies have focused on short segments and exchange sequences in discrete functional 

phases of MSEs rather on than entire consultations. This study focuses on extended sequences and 

entire consultations thereby adding methodological interest and validity to the project. Further, 

although EM/CA theorises the organisation, management and accomplishments of topical talk as a 

possible procedural resource for social organisation, no studies to date have documented and 

examined this phenomenon over entire conversations or entire MSEs.  

The project is also significant methodologically because it analyses the topical organisation of entire 

conversations and it applies the analytic methods of MCA and CA within that analysis. Conversation 

Analytic resources are applied to the analysis of the structural significance of topical talk in the 

organisation of local exchange sequences and entire interactions. MCA is used to analyse 

participants’ accomplishments of membership categorisation activities in and through topical talk. This 

inquiry into the topical organisation of institutional interactions represents an extension in the 

application of EM that is not fully developed in previous studies of institutional talk in MSEs.  

1.4 Overview of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 reviews literature relevant to the substantive and methodological interests of the project. It 

provides a review of contemporary research into MSE interactions that has a focus on topical talk. 

Theories pertaining to the form and features of talk on topics in clinical medicine are explicated. 

Ethnomethodological theorisations of topics of talk and topical organisation that form the conceptual 

framework for the study of topical talk in this thesis are explicated.  

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the theoretical and analytical principles of EM, MCA and CA. This 

review provides the theoretical relevance of the present study to methods and findings of research 
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into the organisation and management of topics of talk in general practice medical interaction and 

forms the basis for the re-specification of the research questions from an ethnomethodological 

perspective. 

Chapter 4 provides information on the design of the study. The rationale for and processes of 

selection of sites and participants, ethical clearance information, data collection, and analytic methods 

are outlined. Key analytic moves used in the study are explicated. 

Following this, three results chapters report the results of analyses that focus in different ways on 

answering both research questions. Chapter 5 focuses on the operation of topical talk in the 

organisation and management of specific sequences within MSE interactions that are oriented to the 

establishment of service requests and the provision of goods and services.  

Chapter 6 focuses on the operation of topical talk and the co-ordination of service requests and 

service provisions across the entire course of MSE interactions. 

Chapter 7 focuses on the operation of topical talk and the co-ordination of service requests and 

service provisions in interactions that included extended sequences of talk on P’s biographical topics. 

The final chapter of this thesis, Chapter 8, initially discusses the findings of the study with respect to 

the operation of topical talk in the organisation of MSE interactions and the co-ordination of service 

requests and service provisions. The second section discusses the significance and implications of 

the study’s findings for theory, research methods, medical practitioners, medical educators, and health 

services policy. In the final section of the chapter, limitations of the study are itemised and directions 

for future research implied by the study are detailed. 
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CHAPTER 2 
EMPIRICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 1: TOPICAL TALK IN MEDICAL SERVICE EVENTS  

Social science theorists – most particularly social psychiatrists, social psychologists, 
anthropologists, and sociologists – have used the fact of standardization to conceive 
the character and consequences of actions that comply with standardized 
expectancies. Generally they have acknowledged but otherwise neglected the fact that 
by these same actions persons discover, create, and sustain this standardization. An 
important and prevalent consequence of this neglect is that of being misled about the 
nature and conditions of stable actions. This occurs by making out the member of the 
society to be a judgemental dope of a cultural or psychological sort, or both, with the 
result that the unpublished results of any accomplished study of the relationship 
between actions and standardized expectations will invariably contain enough 
incongruous material to invite essential revision. (Garfinkel 1967: 66 – 67) 

2.1 Introduction 

This is an ethnomethodological study of the operation of topical talk within everyday general practice 

medical service events (MSEs). It is an ‘essential revision’ of prevalent social scientific accounts of 

the relationship between the situated actions of medical service providers in general practice (GPs) 

and people who seek their services (Ps) and the familiar features of topical talk in MSEs. This study 

re-opens the question of how these familiar, standardised features are accomplished. Chapter 1 

introduced the area of investigation and specified research questions and the potential significance of 

the study. This chapter provides the theoretical and empirical background to the study of topical talk 

in MSEs. Section 2.2 reviews the literature on topical talk in MSEs drawn from non-

ethnomethodological studies and explicates the various conceptualisations of the relevance of topical 

talk on which their findings are based.  

Section 2.3 provides the conceptual framework for investigating the operation of topical talk in this 

study. It introduces the concept of topical organisation as one of the dimensions of social order in 

situated social action. Section 2.4 explicates the concept of topical organisation and provides a 

detailed explication of procedures that are central to members’ methods for topically organising social 
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action. Following this, Section 2.5 provides a rationale for this study and discusses the implications of 

EM’s theorisation of topical talk. The methodological interests of this study and its contribution to the 

field of ethnomethodological research are previewed. 

2.2 Theories of Topical Relevance in MSEs 

Theorisations of what constitutes a ‘topic’ and how topical management operates in the organisation 

of MSEs are reflected in, and have reflexively shaped, evaluations of GPs’ and Ps’ actions during the 

conduct of medical consultations. Perhaps the most significant factor in the theorisations of the 

relevance of topical talk has been the assumption that talk between doctors (henceforth Ds; used 

when GPs and/or non-GPs are referred to) and Ps is asymmetrical (a notion elaborated in Section 

2.2.1 below). Within this pre-theorised account of asymmetry, the relationship between Ds and Ps is 

“primarily one of authority – dependence” (Purtillo 1990: 97). One expression of this theory is 

exemplified in Ley’s (1988: xi) propositions about the way information is conveyed to Ps in medical 

encounters:  

What is said by clinicians to patients is frequently not understood and frequently 
forgotten … although these problems are often referred to as ‘failures’ of patients’ 
comprehension and memory, it is obvious that patients are not at fault. If a message is 
not understood by its intended audience, it is more rational, if blame must be attached 
at all, to blame the originator of the message for not making it comprehensible in the 
first place. 

Ley’s interests, and those of many others who have studied the language use of Ds, have been in the 

packaging and transmission of information in the medical setting. In such studies, the topics, glossed 

as the “message” or informational content of what is said, have been of limited interest. Based on the 

assumption of the active role of Ds and the passive role of Ps in the production of the familiar features 

of medical interactions, Ps are typically classified as recipients of information from, or producers of 

information for Ds, and their actions are, therefore, of interest with respect to the ways that Ds use 

particular communicative skills, behaviours, and formats to:  
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• communicate clearly with Ps and to encourage Ps to communicate with them 

(Evans, Kielleruo, Stanley, Burrows & Sweet 1987; Greenfield, Kaplan & Ware 

1985; Hind 1997; Kaplan, Greenfield & Ware 1989; Meehan 1981; Myerscough, 

Speirs, Wrate, Currie & Doyle 1989; Putnam, Stiles, Jacob & James 1985; Roter 

1977; Roter & Hall 1992; Savage & Armstrong 1990; Stewart 1984; Stewart, 

Brown & Weston 1989; Roter, Stewart, Putnam, Lipkin, Stiles, & Inui 1997; 

Stiles, Putnam, Wolf, & James, 1979; Street 1991; Tannen & Wallatt 1983; 

Thompson, Nanni & Schwankovsky 1990);  

• manage particular medical service tasks during different stages of MSEs (Byrne 

& Long 1976; Fisher & Groce 1990; Haezen-Klemens & Lapinska 1984; Heath 

1992; Maynard 1991, 1992; Ragan 1990; Robinson 2001; Robinson & Stivers 

2001; ten Have 1989, 1991, 1995; Weston & Lipkin 1989; White, Levinson & 

Roter 1994; White, Rosson, Christensen, Hart & Levinson 1997; Youssef & 

Silverman 1992; Zoppi 1997); or  

• dominate and control Ps (Davis 1988; Fisher 1986; Fisher 1991; Frankel 1983, 

1984, 1990; Freidson 1970a; Katz 1984; Mishler 1984; Paget 1983; Roter 1977, 

1983; Silverman 1987; Strong 1979a, 1979b, 1980, 1982; Todd 1983, 1984, 

1989; Waitzkin 1979, 1984, 1985; Waitzkin & Stoekle 1972, 1976; West 1983, 

1984a; West & Frankel 1991).  

Such perspectives have been influential and productive of a large body of research in the field of 

medical communication and D-P relationships. However, those that do not focus explicitly on the 

operation of topical talk are not reviewed here.  

This review will focus exclusively on significant theoretical and empirical studies in which topical talk 

has been taken to be a dominant factor in the organisation and outcomes of MSE interactions rather 

than those that have focused on content analysis and GP-P communication skills. The general 

domains of interest in topical talk in MSEs are summarised first in Section 2.2.1. Because the notion 

of asymmetry is an underlying assumption of most contemporary research into MSE interactions, the 

concept of asymmetry and its application in studies of topical talk in MSE interactions is discussed in 
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Section 2.2.2. The definitions of what counts as a topic that make sense of theorisations and 

investigations of the operation of topical talk in MSE interactions are detailed in Section 2.2.3. Section 

2.2.4 outlines dominant contemporary topical explanations of health outcomes, and section 2.2.5 

reviews major studies that have theorised topical talk as a variable in outcomes-oriented professional 

medical practice. Section 2.2.6 explicates the theory that topical talk is an instrument of social control 

in MSEs, and reviews major studies based on that understanding. A summary of traditional accounts 

of topical talk in MSEs and their implications is provided in Section 2.2.7. 

2.2.1 Dominant contemporary considerations of topical talk in MSEs 

One consistent observation in studies of GP-P interactions is that, when persons consult a GP about 

a medical problem, they routinely talk about both their medical problem and other topics (e.g., topics 

concerned with the life experience of the patient) in biomedical and non-biomedical terms. The 

uniform property of everyday MSEs, that Ps’ medical problems are formulated through talk that 

includes both biomedical and biographical topics, has been read off as evidence of the conflict 

between, on the one hand, systemic interests, “physicians and nurses .. in the patient’s recovery, 

health educators .. in patient behavior change, and health economists and administrators .. in efficient 

decision-making” (Stewart & Roter, 1989: 254) and, on the other, the interests of patients in their 

experiences of illness. 

Further, observations have been made about the characteristic ways that GPs and Ps organise and 

manage topical talk using question-answer sequences and directive-compliance sequences through 

which GPs typically control:  

• topic initiations (Heath 1981; Mishler 1984);  

• topic change and topic shifts (Ainsworth-Vaughn 1992; Frankel 1990; Mishler 

1984);  
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• transformations of topics framed by Ps in experiential or biographical terms into 

scientific and biomedical terms thereby instating the primary relevance of 

medical discourse (Barry, Stevenson, Britten, Barber & Bradley 2001; Fisher & 

Groce 1990; Frankel 1990; Mishler 1984; Paget 1983; Silverman 1987; 

Silverman & Torode 1980; Tannen & Wallat 1983; Todd 1983; Waitzkin 1991; 

West 1984a); and  

• topic closure (Robinson 2001; White, Levinson & Roter 1994; White, Rosson, 

Christensen, Hart & Levinson 1997).  

The consistent interpretation of the recurrent features of topical talk in MSEs is that they are indicative 

of the struggle of individuals (Ps) against the agents of scientific medicine (GPs) and that these 

features of the social context, MSE, must be corrected if the general quality of primary health care is 

to be improved. 

A second, related commonsense understanding is that routine tasks accompanying requests for and 

delivery of medical service (e.g., exploring and defining the medical problem, diagnosis, and 

developing a treatment plan) are sites where contests between bio-medical (i.e., technical) interests 

and social interests are enacted (Habermas 1970). Ps’ talk, about symptoms and the effects of illness 

on their lives, has been interpreted as attempts to reveal their ‘whole personhood’ to GPs (Mount 

1986; Weston & Lipkin 1989). According to these interpretations, talk on these topics are attempts to 

enhance GPs’ knowledge of them and their understandings of the personal nature and significance of 

Ps’ illness experiences. GPs’ talk on biomedical topics has been interpreted as an attempt to discount 

Ps’ social world and to define medical problems as pathologies in order to contain and limit each 

problem so that clinical treatment is easier. Topic changes, shifts and transformations have been 

theorised as evidence of dominance and control in this power struggle. Each of these concepts is 

underpinned by the notion that MSE interactions are asymmetrical. 
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2.2.2 The Assumption that MSEs are Asymmetrical Interactions 

Contrary to the position of this thesis, and emanating from traditions outside EM, various sociological 

studies of talk in MSEs have characterised the observation that D-P talk does not always focus 

directly on the activities of diagnosis and treatment of Ps’ medical problems as an artefact of the 

asymmetrical social organisation of MSEs. Thus with very few exceptions (see for instance Coupland, 

Robinson & Coupland 1994) studies of MSE interactions have generally been based on the premise 

that the MSE is an asymmetrical conversational environment. This asymmetry has been 

characterised as either practical, that is, produced by the constraints of the institutional business and 

tasks conventionally associated with the setting in which Ps are dependent on GPs for service 

(Bernstein & Bernstein 1985; Byrne & Long 1976; Cassell 1997; Heath 1992; Mishler 1981; ten Have 

1991, 1995a); or social, that is, produced by the constraints of incumbency in a particular social 

category within an hierarchical social structure that is theorised either as ascribed (Barry et al, 2001; 

Fisher & Groce 1990; Mishler 1984; Silverman 1987; Silverman & Torode 1980; Waitzkin 1991) or 

interactionally constituted to deal with the contingencies of the ongoing conversation (Heath 1981; 

Robinson 2001) including the medical tasks at hand (Frankel 1984; Maynard 1988, 1991, 1992; ten 

Have 1991, 1995a). 

Definitions of asymmetry differ. For instance, ten Have (1991), Bernstein and Bernstein (1985), Heath 

(1992) and Byrne and Long (1976) have characterised it as a function of domains of knowledge and 

duties in which the GP is a professional expert and the P is non-expert. According to ten Have, 

[a]symmetry in doctor-patient interactions is of two kinds. First, there is asymmetry of 
topic: it is the patient’s health condition that is under review, not the doctor’s. 
Associated with this, there is a second kind of asymmetry: of tasks in the encounter. 
(ten Have 1991: 140) 

Bernstein and Bernstein (1985) demonstrated a similar perspective in their observation that, 

[I]n contrast to social and familial relationships (other than parent – young child) in 
which a high degree of mutuality is implicit, the primary purpose of professional 
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relationships is the optimal well-being of the patient. The knowledge, skill, and expertise 
of the doctor or nurse are necessary to the patient, often essential to life itself. 
Inevitably an inequity arises: the professional is in control; the patient is in some degree 
dependent. (Bernstein & Bernstein 1985: 2) 

Heath (1992) also characterised the relationship between P and GP as asymmetrical based on “the 

relative distribution of expertise between the participants” (Heath 1992: 246). He referred to 

asymmetry as entailing a “‘communication’ or competence gap, in which the patient is unable to help 

himself (sic) and is ignorant of both the nature and treatment of the disease” (Heath 1992: 236 – 237). 

According to Heath this ‘gap’ is interactionally maintained by GPs whose actions “undermine the 

patient’s opportunity to respond to the diagnostic information” by designing their diagnostic moves to 

“project further talk, not infrequently concerned with the management of the case, and thereby to 

discourage the patient’s response” (Heath 1992: 242). However, Heath also found that Ps routinely 

withheld response to diagnostic informings, and their silence was interpreted by him as demonstrating 

a “remarkable passivity” (Heath 1992: 241). Further explication of symptoms after GPs’ initial 

deliveries of diagnosis was also interpreted with reference to one predicated task of Ps, that is, to 

provide adequate “grounds for seeking professional help” (255) which, in Heath’s account, was 

accomplished by Ps via exaggerated re-presentations of symptoms not only to “encourage the doctor 

to reconsider his (sic) opinion of the condition, but also bolster their grounds for seeking professional 

help in the face of a diagnosis which implies that their difficulties are familiar and relatively 

unproblematic” (Heath 1992: 255). Heath concluded that Ps’ actions were indicative of a struggle 

between the helpless lay person and the authoritative professional, as evidenced in his statement 

that, 

[p]atients may not only be faced with a diagnosis which appears to question the severity of 
their symptoms and suffering, but a medical assessment which undermines the very existence 
of the condition for which they have sought help from the doctor. (Heath 1992: 255) 
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Heath’s conclusion that a P in receipt of a medical disgnosis that “threatens the legitimacy of the 

patient’s claims to being sick and his (sic) grounds for seeking professional help and precludes his 

access to treatment and the sick role” (Heath 1992: 256), recalls Parson’s (1975) social structural 

account of the social organisation of medical practice which, he asserted, 

has come to be organized in terms of an asymmetrical hierarchy with respect to the 
functions of this particular system, of which the two polar aspects are the role of the 
physician as the highest grade of publicly certified expert in health care and the role of 
the sick person independent of the latter’s status in other respects. (Parsons 1975: 266) 

In a similar vein, Byrne and Long’s (1976) pre-theorisation of GP-P interactions as directed by GPs 

led them to study only the conduct of GPs, a practice that has been replicated in many other studies, 

on the basis that 

[w]hen studying interaction one is normally concerned with issues like cause and effect. 
In a study of doctors consulting, as will be seen, much of their behaviour may well be 
viewed as ‘cause’ and much of patient behaviour as ‘effect’. What is more interesting, 
however, is the discovery that the patient behaviour rarely appears to become 
causative. (Byrne & Long 1976: 11) 

Studies of topical talk based on this theorisation are reviewed in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, below. 

In contrast to these perspectives, critical sociological accounts of asymmetry reject the notion that it is 

logically provided for in the practical tasks of the setting or in professionals’ and lay persons’ relative 

possession of relevant knowledge. For instance, following Habermas’ (1970, 1972) definition of 

asymmetry as the existence of instrumental, technical, practical, purposive rationality, many studies 

(see, in particular, Ainsworth-Vaughn 1992; Barry et al. 2001; Fisher & Groce 1990; Paget 1983; 

Mishler 1984; Silverman 1987; Silverman & Torode 1980; Waitzkin 1991), using close analyses of 

transcripts of D-P interactions to support their findings, have found pre-theorised asymmetry in MSE 

interactions to be socially constructed. The difference between the characterisation of asymmetry as 

‘practically’ and ‘socially’ derived is that in the latter Ps are identified as active rather than passive 

participants in a “moment-by-moment battle” in which they “struggle to get heard” (Fisher & Groce 
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1990: 227). Within these studies, GP-P talk was found to be “distorted communication” and 

asymmetrical “instrumental” action aimed at “the growth of productive forces and the extension of 

technological control” (Silverman & Torode 1980: 340) rather than “interaction” which consists, 

according to Habermas, of “communicative action or social interactions” where “social” refers to “an 

organisation of social relations that is bound only to communication free of domination” (Habermas 

1972: 53).  

Accounts of asymmetry from this perspective also assert that it is topically organised. In contrast to 

the theorisation of topic from the ‘practical’ perspective in which Ps’ biographical topics were 

characterised as evidence of Ps’ asymmetrical knowledge and the asymmetry of tasks within the 

business of the MSE, within the critical social perspective, Ps’ biographical talk has been theorised as 

an emergent socio-political struggle. Ds’ lack of acknowledgement or reconfiguration of biographical 

into biomedical topics has been theorised as reciprocal action in that struggle.  

From this perspective, Ps’ talk has been viewed as their attempts to establish and maintain the 

relevance and significance of their versions of their medical conditions as a defence against the 

powerful biomedical version of disease wielded by medical professionals (Fisher & Groce 1990). 

Such a formulation holds that Ps struggle to be considered as ‘whole persons’ with an illness, not as 

an illness or a set of symptoms (Mishler 1984; Weston & Lipkin 1989), is realised in a form of topical 

duelling. The formulation supports the general theorisation that power resides in the social structures, 

such that GPs’ realisations of local hierarchies in MSEs by relocating Ps’ talk about suffering and 

about their lives into a scientific/biomedical framework, also maintains social structural power that 

depends on “monopolistic control over matters of health” (Mishler 1981: 100).  

Pre-theorised in these ways, many studies have found that types of topics predominantly talked about 

by Ds and Ps, and the handling of those topics by each social ‘group,’ are characteristically different. 
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The differences have been summarised in terms of different “styles of medical intervention” 

(Silverman 1987: 224), that is, as sets of practices, values and motivations associated with different 

clinical methods. Consequently applications of different clinical methods and their associated 

practices and task orientations have been theorised as philosophical, political and social structural 

matters (Toon 1994).  

In his study of D-P interactions in a paediatric clinic, Silverman (1987) described two different styles of 

medical intervention (summarised in Figure 2.1, below) as “Practice A .. the ‘old-fashioned’ version of 

organic medicine” and “Practice B ..’progressive’ .. a newly emerging ‘whole person medicine’ based 

on the latest psychological thinking, which respects patients’ own expertise and self-knowledge” 

(224). Silverman’s choices of descriptors and his representation of the oppositionality of each practice 

using the ‘A versus B’ construct (e.g., charges versus choices; policing versus negotiating; 

surveillance versus self-regulation) display clearly value-laden appraisals of each ‘style’ and his 

application of Habermas’ distinction between ‘instrumental’ and ‘communicative,’ ‘social’ actions. 

FIGURE 2.1  TWO STYLES OF MEDICAL INTERVENTION SILVERMAN (1987: 224) 

 Two Styles of Medical Intervention  
   

Practice A  Practice B 
   

Moral charges versus Emphasising patient’s choices 
Policing/the search for truth versus Negotiating contracts 

Surveillance versus Self-regulation 

Silverman’s critical sociological analysis accounts for GPs’ actions (e.g., their applications of particular 

models of clinical practice; uses of particular conversational styles; communicative practices; and 

topic preferences) as effects of ideological systems of social organisation. Accounts of GPs’ 

motivations as social control have noted and accounted for the familiar features of topical talk in 

MSEs as topically mediated social dominance, particularly via their uses of questions, topic changes, 

topic shifts and transformations that instate bio-medical knowledge as a primary point of reference.  
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From this perspective, the ‘problem’ of better (i.e., more effective and more appropriate) medical 

service provision is located in the asymmetrical features of social interaction between members of two 

different social structural categories, represented as the surveiller and the surveilled in the traditional 

bio-medical model of medical practice (Fisher & Groce 1990; Mishler 1981; Silverman 1987; Toon 

1994). This theorisation of MSE interactions, and studies of topical talk based on it, are reviewed in 

Section 2.2.6. 

This section has shown that topical talk has been implicated in the consistent finding that MSE 

interactions are asymmetrical. These theorisations have relied on the observation that GPs typically 

talk about medical problems in bio-medical terms and that Ps routinely talk about their experiences of 

illness and aspects of their biographies (i.e., their personal, family, work and community lives). These 

generalisations have been used as the grounds for inferences about the operation of topical talk in 

MSEs and its relationship to: 

1. health outcomes – discussed in Section 2.2.4; 

2. professional standards and ‘good’ practices – discussed in Section 2.2.5; 

3. asymmetry and the accomplishment of identity – discussed in Section 2.2.6. 

This section has outlined the major themes in the literature on topics of talk in MSE interactions. The 

following section, Section 2.2.3 focuses on dominant definitions of topic used within contemporary 

studies of talk in medical contexts. 

2.2.3 What counts as a topic? 

A survey of socio-linguistic, psychological, and sociological analyses of medical interactions shows 

that the term ‘topic’ has been predominantly (and unproblematically) used as a gloss for referential 

content, that is, the subject matter talked about or mentioned (see for instance Barry et al, 2001; 

Mishler 1984). Early influences from conversation analysis (see Maynard 1980; Sacks 1974) 
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problematised the definition of ‘a topic’ simply as referential content and, as a result, some 

sociological studies have defined topics in terms of both referential and inferential content that has 

structural coherence, that is, sustained talk on a subject bounded by sequentially constructed 

structural openings and closings (Ainsworth-Vaughn 1992; Heath 1981, 1986; Robinson 2001; White, 

Levinson & Roter 1994; West & Garcia 1988; White, Rosson, Christensen, Hart & Levinson 1997). 

These definitions are explicated below in sections 2.2.3.1 and 2.2.3.2 respectively. 

2.2.3.1 TOPIC DEFINED AS REFERENTIAL CONTENT 

By far the most prevalent operative (mostly unexplicated) view of topic within studies of medical 

interactions is the commonsense definition exemplified in Watson and Potter’s (1962: 251) 

observation that, “Every episode of conversation has a focus; it is talk about something.” The 

definition of topic as any referential content has had profound consequences for the commonsense 

theorisations and of the implications of topical talk in MSEs. Both the definition and its effects on the 

theorisation of the role of topical talk in GP-P interactions are evident in Mishler’s (1984) analysis of a 

transcript of the opening segment of an MSE (reproduced in Example 2.1, below).  

EXAMPLE 2.1 VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT AND COMMENTARY FROM MISHLER 1984: 65 – 66. 

01 D What’s the problem. 
    (Chair no[ise) 
002 P [(…) had since . last 
003   Monday evening so it’s a week of sore throat 
004 D  hm hm 
005 P Which turned into a cold ………… uh:m …….. 
006   And then a cough. 
007 D  A cold you mean what? Stuffy nose? 
008 P uh Stuffy nose yeah not a chest […… cold. …….. 
009 D  [hm hm 
010 P uhm 
011 D And a cough. 
012 P  And a cough .. which is the most irritating 
013   [aspect. 
014 D [Okay. (hh) uh Any fever? 
015 P  ……. Not that I know of. 
016   …. I took it a couple of times in the beginning 
017   but [. haven’t felt like- 
018 D  [hm How bout your ears? 
019 P  ……… 
020 P (hh) uhm …. Before anything happened …. I thought 
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021   That my ears ….. might have felt a little bit  
022   funny but (….) I haven’t got any problem(s). 
023 D  Okay. 
024   …….. (hh) Now this uh cough what are you producing 
025   anything or is it a dry cough? 
026 P Mostly dry although 
027   ……. A few days . ago it was more mucusy …. 
028    Cause [there was more (cold). Now (there’s) mostly [cough. 
029 D  [hm hm [What 
030   About the nasal discharge? Any? 
031 P  ….A little 
032 D  What 
033   Color is it? 
034 P  …… uh:m …….. I don’t really know 
035   …. Uhm I suppose whitish- [(….) 
036 D  [hm hm What? 
037 P  There’s been 
038   Nothing on the ha[ndkerchief. 
039 D  hm hm Okay. …. (hh) Do you have 
040   Any pressure around your eyes? 
041 P  No. 
042 D  Okay. How do you feel? 
043 P ……….. uh:m ……. Tired. Heh I couldn-(h) 
044   I couldn’t(h) sleep last night(h) uh[m 
045 D  [Because of the [. Cough. 
046 P  [Otherwise- 
047   Yup. Otherwise I feel fine. 
048 D  Alright. Now . have you . 
049   Had good health before (generally). 
050 P  Yeah . fine. 
 

According to Mishler’s analysis (1984: 69), this segment includes seven separate topics and all seven 

are analysed as GP-initiated, indicating the GP’s topical and procedural social dominance. Mishler 

observed that, 

[t]he physician’s control of content through the initiation of new topics is particularly 
evident. At the first cycle in which the patient introduces her problem, there are seven 
new topics, each introduced by the physician through a question that opens a new 
cycle. In sequence, the physician asks the patient about: presence of fever, ear 
problems, type of cough, presence and type of nasal discharge, pressure around her 
eyes, how she feels, and her general state of health. (69) 

Mishler’s account demonstrates that a ‘topic’ amounts to the mention of a subject rather than a 

structurally organised unit. This predominant definition has resulted in the widespread analyses of 

any referential content as a topic irrespective of its structural features or function within the 
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interaction. As a definition, it has had significant implications for the analysis of topical talk in MSEs. 

In a domain pre-theorised as asymmetrical, the definition of ‘topic’ exhibited in Mishler’s finding that 

seven topics (six topic changes) were executed by the GP within 30 turns at talk is powerfully 

reproductive of the theory. Mishler’s analysis demonstrates the consequences of this definition not 

only for coding and counting of topics but also for coding and counting topic transitions, assessing 

patterns of topical control and the operation of topical talk within interactions. 

2.2.3.2  TOPIC AS SUSTAINED TALK ON A SUBJECT DEFINED BY SEQUENTIAL AND REFERENTIAL BOUNDARIES 

The focus on topical talk as a device for the realization of social power in GP-P interactions provided 

for ‘a topic’ to become an object of analytic interest. Both socio-linguists and sociologists interested in 

MSE interactions found that “[t]opic means something either too large or too small to be of analytic 

interest, when its meaning is restricted only to referential content” (Ainsworth-Vaughan 1992: 411, 

emphasis in original). Understandings provided by Conversation Analysts (especially Heath 1981; 

Heritage 1984, 1995; Maynard 1980; Maynard & Zimmerman 1984; Schegloff & Sacks 1974) were 

adopted in the 1980s to identify the sequential features of a topic and associated phenomena such as 

topic openings, closings and topically organised interruptions and in the interest of demonstrating 

interactional asymmetry between Ds and Ps (see for instance Beckman & Frankel 1984; Frankel 

1984; Paget 1983; West 1983, 1984a).  

2.2.3.3 TOPIC TRANSITIONS 

Reference to topic transitions has been inconsistent in studies of MSE interactions. Transitions into 

and between topics have often been referred to either as topic ‘changes’ or ‘shifts,’ while the term 

‘transformation’ has been used to refer to the practices whereby interactants translate biographical 

references into biomedical references or vice versa (Waitzkin 1991). Ainsworth-Vaughn (1992), 

however, distinguished between ‘changes’ and ‘shifts’. She specified that a ‘topic change’ described 

the initiation of a completely new topic; topic shift described the shift via some tying device such as 
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the repetition of a word or phrase which was then linked in some way to a new topic; topic 

transformation described the process of re-naming an item in a current topic using a term from an 

alternative social discourse (i.e., consistent with Waitzkin’s [1991] formulation). 

The ongoing effects of the particular theorisations of ‘topic’ and the social organisation of MSEs are 

demonstrated in assumptions about the relationships between talk in MSEs and the outcomes of the 

professional health care systems, discussed below in Section 2.2.4. 

2.2.4 Topical explanations of health outcomes 

Particular observably standardised features of topical talk in MSEs have been cited as reasons for 

outcomes such as: inadequate levels of Ps’ compliances with prescribed treatment regimens; 

consumer dissatisfaction; and general population health levels. The existence of these standardised 

interactional features has been explained in terms of features of speakers, such as:  

• paternalism and the socio-political interests of medical practitioners (see for 

instance Fisher & Groce 1990; Mishler, Amarasingham, Hauser, Liem, Osherson 

& Waxler 1981, 1984; Silverman & Torode 1980; Silverman 1987; Waitzkin 

1991);  

• age (Adelman, Greene, Charon & Friedmann 1992; Wasson, Sauvigne, 

Mogielnicki, Frey, Sox, Gaudette & Rockwell 1984; Waitzkin 1991);  

• social class (Pendleton, & Bochner 1980),  

• gender (Beck & Ragan 1992; Tannen & Wallat 1983; Todd 1983; 1984; 1989; 

Verbrugge 1985; Waitzkin 1991; West 1984a), or  

• personality (Street 1991).  

Social-structural categories have thus become commonsensically linked to Ds’ consulting styles, Ds’ 

failures to develop ‘good’ D-P relationships, or Ds’ ‘poor’ communication skills, and have been treated 
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as the central theoretical problem in medical social scientific research. Because it has driven 

developments in clinical medical practice, such research has been consequential for medical clients, 

practitioners, educators, health systems and policy makers. 

Various professional and bureaucratic interests in measurable outcomes (e.g., professional practice 

standards, community health standards, and cost effective medical service provision) have resulted in 

the conduct of many studies of the situated work of Ds. The notion that a determinate relationship 

exists between the features of D-P interactions and medical service outcomes, especially 

improvements in the “health status” of patients (Stewart & Roter 1989: 189), has gained almost 

universal acceptance over the past 40 years. This orientation has explicitly linked topics of talk, 

communication skills and the institutional goals and outcomes conventionally associated with 

professional medical service (Roter 1977, 1983; Roter, Stewart, Putnam, Lipkin, Stiles & Inui 1997; 

Roth, Caron, Ort, Berger, Merrill, Albee & Streeter 1962). The definition of topic that has been most 

widely applied in studies of MSE interactions is that demonstrated in Mishler’s analysis (see Example 

2.1, above). The concept of a dichotomy of topics (biomedical and biographical) has also been almost 

universally applied along with the concept of asymmetry from which it is derived. 

For instance, psychological and social-psychological analyses of GP-P interactions have found that 

topical asymmetry is strongly implicated in relationships between overall health outcomes and 

variables such as levels of patients’ compliance with prescribed treatment regimens (see for instance: 

Becker, Radius & Rosenstock 1978; Byrne & Long 1976; Cameron & Best 1987; Cartwright 1983; 

Ley 1979; Sackett & Haynes 1976; Veale 1996). Studies of consumer satisfaction have pre-theorised 

(and consequently found) a determinate relationship between how GPs and Ps talk in MSEs and 

what they talk about and Ps’ levels of satisfaction with medical service interactions (Bartlett, Grayson, 

Barker, Levine, Golden, & Libber 1984; Bertakis 1977; Korsch, Gozzi & Francis 1968; Roter, Hall & 

Katz 1987; Stiles, Putnam, Wolf, & James 1979). The universal recommendation from these studies 
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has been that GPs would be more likely to meet Ps’ expectations and raise levels of satisfaction and 

compliance if they spent more time talking about non-medical topics introduced by the patient. 

Further, they have proposed that health outcomes would be improved if GPs seized (or created) 

opportunities to talk to Ps about general lifestyle and other personal topics that could affect health. 

These recommendations have been supported by both quantitative and qualitative analyses of MSE 

interactions in which GPs’ topical talk has been scored as one of the variables of good medical 

practice (see reviews by Roter 1989; Stewart 1995). These issues are discussed in Section 2.2.5. 

2.2.5 Professional Standards: Topical Talk as a measure of ‘good’ practice 

The general assumption that GP-P interactions are asymmetrical is consistent with formulations that 

“the doctor is in charge of the ‘how’ of the consultation as well as the ‘what’” (Byrne & Long 1976: 29), 

and the general interest in the outcomes of medical work have together generated studies of clinical 

practice protocols that have focused, in various ways, on assessments of the communicative skills 

and behaviours of medical practitioners (Korsch & Negrete 1972; Ley 1988; Putnam, Stiles, Jacob & 

James 1985). Within these assessments, topical talk is taken into account when GPs’ language use, 

communicative behaviours, and adherence to recommended (i.e., ‘good practice’) protocols are 

graded. 

An MSE has traditionally been described as a structural unit comprising several sub-units. Sub-units 

have been defined in terms of the tasks and transactions conventionally associated with doctors’ 

work, that is: taking a medical history; identifying the medical problem; examining the patient, 

diagnosing, and devising treatment regimens (Byrne & Long 1976: 19). Based on one of the largest 

and earliest studies of audio-taped GP-P interactions (in excess of 2500), Byrne and Long (1976) 

described an “ideal” set and sequence of phases of the MSE expressed in behavioural and 

transactional terms. This six-phase sequence, reproduced below, reflected the theory that 
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communication in MSEs is GPs’ work rather than Ps’ work and that topics of talk are incidental to the 

structural and social organisation of MSEs. The six phases Byrne and Long (1976: 21) described are: 

I. The doctor establishes a relationship with the patient. 

II. The doctor either attempts to discover or actually discovers the reason for the 

patient’s attendance. 

III. The doctor conducts a verbal or physical examination or both. 

IV. The doctor, or the doctor and the patient, or the patient (in that order of 

probability) considers the condition. 

V. The doctor, and occasionally the patient, detail treatment or further investigation. 

VI. The consultation is terminated usually by the doctor. 

As is typical of studies that have focused on GPs’ communicative behaviours, even though Byrne and 

Long specified that they were interested in both the “what” and “how” of talk in MSEs, their study of 

consultative phases paid no explicitly analytic attention to: the topically organised features of the 

specified tasks; the status of particular topics and topical structures within each phase; the 

preservation and development of topics from phase to phase; the methods used to change topics; or 

the frequency of topic transitions. Subject matter was taken to be important only in the sense that it 

provided for the establishment and maintenance of good or bad GP-P relationships and expedited 

GPs’ tasks throughout the MSE. For instance, effective communicative behaviours were found to be 

those that allowed GPs: 

1. in Phase I, to gain “a lot of personal information” (21) about Ps;  

2. in Phase II, to “discover” the real reason for Ps’ attendance, an enterprise that Ps’ 

behaviour assisted or hindered, for instance by providing confusing information regarding 

their problem or “a clear description of a set of symptoms” (23);  
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3. in Phase III, to know exactly what the physical examination should focus on; 

4. in Phase IV, to provide Ps with “such information as has been gained in this and previous 

consultations, along with other related information …. In order to establish some degree of 

consensual approach to the subsequent stages of the consultation and the future 

management of the patient’s condition” (25). Factors that were found to be significant in 

this phase included: a GP’s “beliefs about his (sic) patients’ ability to involve themselves in 

their own treatment; Ps’ levels of articulateness; Ps’ command of the language spoken by 

GP; and Ps’ assumptions of equal status with GP; 

5. in Phase V, to provide instructions or advice relevant to Ps’ real problem for attending 

rather than “ handing out advice and directions which clearly have no practicality in the 

eyes of the patient” (27); 

6. in Phase VI, to provide for the consultation to be satisfactorily terminated, to indicate “that 

it is time for the patient to go” (28), and to avoid the common “dysfunctional” situation (see 

also White, Levinson & Roter 1994; Zoppi 1997) in which Ps prolong the consultation by 

raising a new problem to be solved, via the “by the way, doctor” or “while I’m here, doctor” 

(28) strategy. 

Consistent with the definition of topics as referential content, Byrne and Long found that Phase IV 

was the most significant topically because it involved more content choices on the part of GPs. The 

relationship between topics and outcomes was traded on in their assessments that GPs’ 

communicative behaviours could most positively affect outcomes such as Ps’ compliance with 

prescribed treatment regimens and provide for effective termination of the consultation in Phase VI. 

They observed that the 
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most important variable … is that the doctor has to recognise that many actions he (sic) 
may wish to prescribe may only be executed if the patient actually wishes to execute 
his instructions. He must also realise that many patients are likely to execute desirable 
medical decisions if they believe that they have been a party to the making of those 
decisions. (Byrne & Long 1976: 27) 

Byrne and Long claimed that the analysis of MSEs based on GPs’ communicative behaviours 

associated with the ideal sequence of phases of the consultation (an ‘evolutionary’ sequence that the 

“doctor controls”) provides “a process check on the development of the strategy of a consultation, and 

allows all consultations to be analysed against this yardstick” (29). The coding system they devised, 

therefore, relied on “the definition of what constitutes a ‘behaviour’” and the division of the recorded 

MSEs into behavioural rather than topical “units of sense” (29). They viewed the MSE as a “simple 

pattern of activity, namely, objective-strategy-tactics. Each unit of sense thus becomes a tactic and 

collections of tactics give us insights into the doctor’s sense of strategy” (Byrne & Long 1976: 31). 

Although their study found that the topics of talk (i.e., content) were important, topical talk was treated 

as an effect of the strategic behaviours GPs used to ‘relate to’ Ps (i.e., using the theorised “objective-

strategy-tactics” explanatory model). Byrne and Long’s study became (and remains) a model for 

subsequent social-psychological and sociological studies of the details of GP-P interactions. The 

particular ‘patient-oriented’ descriptions they devised for their behavioural analysis of MSEs and GPs’ 

activities (e.g., ‘giving recognition’, ‘offering self’, ‘encouraging’, ‘using silence’ , etc.) enabled them to 

show and to quantify the relationship between process (GP behaviour and functional phases of 

MSEs) and outcome (efficient MSEs and harmonious and effective GP-P relationships). This study 

also provided a model for the translation into practice of the theory that patient- or client-centred 

interactional practices (Balint 1957) would lead to better GP-P communication and relationships, and 

improved health outcomes. It impacted, therefore, on initiatives to develop new protocols for MSEs.  
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Byrne and Long’s analysis of actual GP-P interactions also provided an empirical base for the direct 

link among GPs’ communication skills, Ps’ health outcomes, and topics of talk that had been first 

formalised in Balint’s (1957) recommendations (developed in psycho-therapeutic contexts in the 

United Kingdom) that GPs should go beyond considerations of biomedical problems to include social-

psychological aspects that affected Ps’ health (Balint 1957, 1973; Balint & Norell 1973). The link to 

topics of talk was developed using the concept that Ps’ descriptions of their symptoms were 

predominantly provided in biographical terms and, even when they were expressed in biological or 

biomedical terms, should be regarded as symbolic communications. Based on this finding, they 

observed that “to go on examining the patient until a proper organic cause could be found, and then 

[to] treat the organic cause” (Balint 1957: 31) was to seek and to treat something that was not actually 

there. Therefore, rather than to follow this unproductive course, it was recommended that the GP 

seek an understanding of a “pathology of the whole person” (Balint 1957: 7) which involved 

expanding the topics of talk in MSEs to include psycho-social aspects of the person’s life and illness 

experience.  

Byrne and Long’s formulation of a new set of behavioural standards, against which GPs’ 

communication skills and quality medical service have since been judged, gave impetus to a growing 

movement in medical practice to focus on Ps’ understandings of their illness and GPs’ 

understandings of Ps as ‘whole’ persons. These orientations reflected the theoretical ideal of “patient-

centred” medical service provision (Balint, Hunt, Joyce, Marinker & Woodcock, 1970) and were 

subsequently developed into the “patient-centred clinical method” (Levenstein 1984; Levenstein, 

McCracken, McWhinney, Stewart & Brown 1986; Stewart, 1984, Stewart & Roter, 1989, Stewart, 

Brown, Weston, McWhinney, McWilliam & Freeman, 1995).  

The “patient-centred clinical method” (henceforth PCM) aimed to improve quality outcomes via more 

effective GP-P communication and enhanced GP-P relationships. Its proponents recommended a 
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multi-topic focus as the index of quality medical care. Topics (still conceptualised as content) were to 

include talk about not only the disease but the illness experience and aspects of the biography and 

lifestyle of the patient that would lead GPs to an understanding of the ‘whole’ person. The objectives 

of topical talk were conceived as illness prevention and health promotion via the achievement of 

mutual understanding or “common ground” between GP and P (Stewart et al. 1995: 24-25).  

McWhinney (1989) specified that the provision of patient-centered medical service required “a 

transformed clinical method” (McWhinney 1989: 25-42) and called for “a fundamental transformation 

of … the social relations .. between doctor and patient” (Stewart & Roter, 1989: 18). This “transformed 

clinical method, … patient-centred rather than doctor-centred” recommended that the doctor “enter 

the patient’s world, to see the illness through his or her eyes” (McWhinney 1989: 34), a task that 

relied on attention to topical content. Theoretical contrasts between PCM and ‘traditional’ bio-medical 

or “illness-centered” MSEs had thus been translated into GP behaviours defined in terms of topic 

selection (i.e., the selection of identifiable packages of content) and pre-specified interactional moves 

whereby GPs could display their real interest in Ps (Zoppi 1997).  

Since the development of PCM, there has been an increased focus on the communicative behaviours 

and skills of GPs and an emphasis on characteristic patterns of: mention or sustained talk on specific 

topics and topic changes, and shifts or transformations. Beckman, Kaplan and Frankel’s (1989: 225) 

summary of ‘health care outcomes requiring study’ (reproduced below in Table 2.1) demonstrates, 

however, that, from this perspective, talking on particular topics remained a variable within specific 

assessments of GPs’ communicative behaviours and the effective organisation and management of 

the sub-units or phases of MSEs. 
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TABLE 2.1    HEALTH CARE OUTCOMES REQUIRING STUDY                           (BECKMAN, KAPLAN AND FRANKEL 1989: 225) 

PROCESS OUTCOMES 

1. Coparticipation/mutuality 
2. Patient assertiveness 
3. Provider empathy/encouragement 
4. Direct evaluation of medication compliance 
5. Ageement on evaluation, treatment options 
6. Solicitataions for patients’ attribution of concerns 
7. Completed solicitations of patients’ concerns 
8. Frequency of interruption 
9. Frequency of open ended questions 

 

SHORT-TERM OUTCOMES 

1. Patient satisfaction 
2. Tension release 
3. Health/disease knowledge acquisition 
4. Doctor satisfaction 
5. Intention to comply 
6. Acceptance of recommended services 

 

INTERMEDIATE-TERM OUTCOMES 

1. Adherence/compliance 
2. Accuracy of diagnosis 
3. Anxiety reduction 
4. Health/disease knowledge 
5. Completion of recommended service 
6. Increased self-esteem 
7. Increased self-confidence 
8. Altered locus of control 

 

LONG-TERM OUTCOMES 

1. Symptom resolution 
2. Physiologic status 
3. Behavioral status 
4. Functional status 
5. Anxiety reduction 
6. Quality of life 
7. Global health perception 
8. Costs of care/utilization 
9. Work loss 
10. Cure rate 
11. Survival 

 

Coding system inventories used to score GPs’ communicative behaviours demonstrate the underlying 

theorisations of ‘good’ practice and its objectives. GPs’ actions are typically scored in terms of: their 

treatment of specific subject matter (i.e., topics); affective categories such as feelings, friendliness 

and understanding (Myerscough, Speirs, Wrate, Currie & Doyle 1989: 1); and communicative actions 

or behaviours (Roter 1985). Thus coding systems have consistently focused on the categories that 
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Byrne and Long found to be relevant (see Stiles & Putnam 1989 for a review of coding systems), that 

is, on:  

• content categories (i.e., types of topics talked about or mentioned);  

• interactional moves and sequences (e.g., questioning, responding and question-

answer sequences) and activities (e.g., explaining, information giving and seeking, 

complimenting, apologising, etc.);  

• non-verbal communication (e.g., voice, gaze, posture, etc.);  

• activity counts based on observable actions (e.g., chart readings; typing; 

interruptions for telephone calls etc.); and 

• affective ratings based on such things as emotional tone and expressions of 

emotions (e.g., anger, distress, crying, laughter etc.). 

Roter (1989) for instance used a coding system that utilised “conceptual groupings of communication 

variables” such as: information-giving; information-seeking; social conversation; positive talk; and 

negative talk. The Roter Interaction Analysis System (RIAS) (Roter 2002) divides observable GP 

behaviours into content, affective and process categories. The RAIS (2002) categorises 

Communication behaviours of all parties to MSEs are categorised as either “socioemotional” or “task-

focused”. Utterance types, including sample sentences, are attributed particular communicative 

values and, like other coding systems, is based on the assumption that particular types of actions and 

expressions have standardised purposes, meaning, and outcomes in different conversations if they 

are spoken by a member of a specific social category (i.e., GP or P). The RAIS has been widely 

applied in evaluations of GPs’ interpersonal communication skills (see for instance, Brown, de Negri, 

Hernandez, Dominguez, Sanchock & Roter 2000). Table 2.2, below is a version of the RIAS coding 
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scheme, reproduced verbatim, from Appendix E, Data Collection Tools used by the Center for Human 

Services, Academy for Educational Development & John Hopkins University (2001) to evaluate the 

interpersonal communication skills of health care workers in Honduras and Trinidad. 

TABLE 2.2 THE ROTER INTERACTION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (RIAS)  

Functional Groupings Communication Behavior Examples 

Content Categories Question-Asking 
(re: medical condition, therapeutic regimen, psychosocial 
topics) 
(open-ended) 
 
 
 
(close-ended) 
 
 
 
Biomedical Information 
(re: medical condition, therapeutic regimen) 
 
 
Psychosocial Exchange 
(re: problems of daily living, issues re social relations, 
and feelings and emotions) 

 
 
 
What can you tell me about the pain? How 
have you responded to the pills? What’s 
happening with your son? 
 
Does it hurt when you bend? Did the shot 
help? Are you sleeping any better? 
 
 
 
The pills may make you drowsy. 
You’ll need to take the antibiotics every day 
for 10 days. 
 
It is important to get out and do something 
daily. 
The Senior Center is a great place for 
company and they’ll give you lunch too. 

Affective Categories Positive Talk  
(agreements, approvals, laughter/jokes) 
 
Negative Talk  
(disagreements, disapprovals) 
 
Social talk  
(non-medical chitchat) 
 
Emotional talk 
(concern, reassurance, empathy, support) 

You look fantastic. 
You’re doing great! 
 
I think you’re wrong. 
You weren’t being careful. 
 
How about that baseball game last night? 
 
 
I know you’re worried about your heart. 
We’ll take care of it – it will be OK. 

Process Categories Facilitation 
(asking for patient opinion, patient understanding, 
paraphrase) 
 
 
Orientation 
(directions/instructions) 

What do you think it is? 
Do you follow? 
Let me make sure I’ve got it right – you said 
the pain is less than before, but still bad. 
 
Get up on the table, take a deep breath. 

The RAIS, and the various other coding systems that have been used in linguistic and psychological 

studies of MSEs, identify the significance of overall sequential organisation of the MSE and the local 

organisation of talk within the MSE’s canonical phases (variously described by Byrne & Long 1976; 

Pendleton, Schofield, Tate & Haverlock 1984; Stiles, Putnam, Wolf & James 1979; Stott & Davis 
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1979). The ‘Consultation Rating Scale’ devised by Pendleton and others (1984: 67) demonstrates in 

its categories the ways that topic markers are used to describe each of the standard phases of the 

MSE and GPs’ communicative behaviours (nature and history of problems adequately/inadequately 

defined; aetiology of problems adequately/inadequately defined; patient’s ideas explored 

adequately/inadequately and appropriately/inappropriately; etc.). Stiles’ ‘Verbal Response Mode’ 

system scores Ps’ exposition and GPs’ explanation (Stiles 1986; Stiles, Putnam, Wolf & James 1979). 

Behavioural categories that imply content (e.g., chatting, history taking, health education) are also 

used in Callahan and Bertaki’s ‘Davis Observation Code’ (Bertakis & Callahan 1992; Callahan & 

Bertakis 1991). Thus topics of talk continue to be glossed as activities typical of MSE talk such as: 

information giving, information seeking, social conversation, positive talk, negative talk, or partnership 

building (see Roter 1989: 189).  

2.2.6 Topical talk, institutional order, and social control 

2.2.6.1 TOPICAL TALK AND INSTITUTIONAL ORDER 

Many studies have observed that GPs treat Ps’ biographical topics as irrelevant to the focal tasks of 

medical service. It has been found that, in response to Ps’ biographical talk, the GP either engages in 

the talk as social ‘chat’, ignores the topic, or re-configures or transforms the biographical topic using 

biomedical terms (see for instance, Byrne and Long 1976; Cassell 1985; Frankel 1983; Katz 1984; 

Mishler 1984; Waitzkin 1979, 1984, 1985, 1991; Waitzkin and Stoeckle 1976; West 1983,). The 

characterisation of biomedical terminology and non-biomedical terminology as representations of the 

person has allowed researchers to find evidence of the opposing interests of the two institutional 

categories in GPs’ and Ps’ topical talk.  

These findings stem from critiques of the traditional biomedical model from the perspective of PCM. 

PCM has explicitly linked: topics to standardised social structural categories (i.e., GP and P); 
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categories to standardised needs; standardised needs to effective conduct in the MSE; and effective 

conduct in the MSE to the effectiveness, efficacy, and quality of medical service. This perspective 

assumes that “a more active role for patients” (Stewart and Roter, 1989: 19) and mutuality and 

symmetry in the GP-P relationship together provide for better, more effective medical service 

provision. Both of these conditions have been theoretically related to the achievement of alignment 

between GPs’ and Ps’ versions of the medical problem and its appropriate treatment, a circumstance 

that is said to result when both GPs and Ps talk about the same things in the same ways.  

Topics of talk have thus been theoretically linked to the achievement of the relational symmetry 

evidenced in GPs’ talk on the experiential and biographical topics initiated by Ps. Pursuit of Ps’ topics 

is seen as the means whereby GPs can “commit themselves to relationships with patients where 

there are no clearly defined limits or end points” so that they can “use these relationships for their 

healing power” (Weston & Lipkin, 1989: 43). Topical talk has thus been characterised as a means of 

‘discovering’ the identity and, thereby, the needs of the person. These understandings provide, again 

commonsensically, for the view that the contest between the distinctive and oppositional interests of 

GPs and Ps is directly related to such reported problems as: misunderstandings between GPs and 

Ps; mistakes in diagnosis; inappropriate treatment plans and other inadequacies in medical service 

provision; Ps’ non-compliance with prescribed medication and treatment regimes; and Ps’ 

dissatisfaction.  

The end point of these interpretations is the assumption that the typical features of topical talk 

observed in GP-P interactions are evidence of an enduring struggle between the interests of the 

individual and the agents of institutional health systems. This notion is derived from and reflexively 

supports findings of: asymmetrical social relationships between GPs and Ps via the constitution of Ps 

as biomedical objects; a lack of a ‘common ground’ and rationality between members of different 

social groups; and the power of scientific medical discourse to homogenise Ps and thereby to deny 
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their identities and interests, particularly those related to gender, ethnicity, age, and educational and 

social status. 

GPs’ and Ps’ interactive practices and the social organisation of MSEs have been explained in terms 

of social structural hierarchies and GPs’ hegemonic practices motivated by orientations, however 

intentional, to power and control (see for instance Cassell 1985, 1989, 1997; Heath 1992; Katz 1984; 

Mishler 1981, 1984; ten Have 1991; Waitzkin 1991; West 1984a). Talk on topics is functional in these 

‘constructivist’ accounts and is taken to provide ‘evidence’ of the disjunctive rationalities of the GP 

and the P. In this way, topics of talk – biomedical and biographical – have been implicated in 

theorisations of effective clinical practice and quality health care outcomes. Relationships between 

topical content and the ‘effectiveness’ of GPs’ abilities to communicate with Ps have been linked to:  

1. improved clinical outcomes (Hulka, Kupper, Cassel, & Mayo 1975; Kaplan, Greenfield 

& Ware 1989); 

2. relationships and miscommunication between Ds and Ps (Ley 1988; Mc Tear & King 

1991; West & Frankel 1991);  

3. levels of Ps’ reported satisfaction (Feletti, Firman & Sanson-Fisher 1986; Henbest & 

Stewart 1990; Korsh, Gozzi & Francis 1968; Korsh & Negrete 1972; Mott 2001; Mott, 

Kidd & Weller 2000; Ware & Davies 1983);  

4. Ps’ levels of knowledge of physiology and disease (Caron & Roth 1977; Leventhal, 

Meyer & Nerentz 1980; Ley & Spelman 1967); 

5. the language and interactional practices of Ds that serve to facilitate or prevent Ps 

from organising the topical agenda and/or to discourage them from asking questions 

(Boreham & Gibson 1978; Carstairs 1970; Fisher, S. 1986, 1991; Klein 1979; Korsch 

et al. 1968; Ley and Spellman 1967; Meehan 1981; Robinson 2001; Roter 1977, 

1983; West 1984a, 1984b);  

6. the attributes of Ps that affect their ability to comprehend Ds’ technical and non-

technical language (Ley 1988; Pendleton & Bochner 1980; Roth, Caron, Ort, Berger, 

Merrill, Albee & Streeter 1962); 
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7. Ps’ compliance with treatment regimes (Ettlinger & Freeman 1981; Freeman 1987; 

Sackett & Haynes 1976; Steven & Douglas 1988); and 

8. Ds’ practices with respect to disclosure of sensitive information, delivery of bad news, 

and diagnostic uncertainty (Katz 1984; Taylor 1988). 

Based on assumptions that GPs and Ps exist in an asymmetrical social relationship that is achieved 

via topical and interactional dominance, topical talk has also been conceptualised as social practice 

and an instrument of professional social control. Proponents of PCM have recommended that the 

negative results of this social practice can be countered if GPs spend time talking about all the 

subjects raised in Ps’ descriptions of their medical problems and symptoms. Recommendations that 

GPs formulate medical problems in terms of “the meaning of illness for the patient” and the patient’s 

“life story or culture” (McWhinney 1989:27), are now commonplace in medical sociological literature. 

The privileging and pursuit of all topics mentioned by Ps is taken to indicate necessary engagement 

in the relevance systems of Ps and is recommended on the grounds that improved health outcomes 

would result (Cassell 1997, 1991; Daley & Delbanco 1993; Gerteis, Edgman-Levitan, Waitzkin 1991; 

Stewart et.al. 1995). The various implications of these conceptualisations and the ways they have 

been supported analytically are discussed in Section 2.2.6.2 below. 

2.2.6.2 TOPICAL ASYMMETRY AND THE ACHIEVEMENT OF SOCIAL CONTROL 

It has been shown above that Ps’ have been characterised as involved in the practical task of talking 

about their experiences of illness and the social task of disclosing their identities as ‘whole persons’ in 

the context of medical care. GPs have been characterised as engaged in the practical tasks of 

formulating and solving bio-medical problems and the social task of controlling and dominating, the 

social setting and Ps (Freidson 1970a, 1970b; Parsons 1951, 1975; Waitzkin 1984), however 

intentionally (Waitzkin 1991: 21-23). From these perspectives, topical talk has been theorised as a 

social structural device that can produce or disrupt mutual understanding and coordinated action 

between GPs and Ps. For instance, Waitzkin (1984, 1991) found that by transforming psycho-social 
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topics expressed in biographical terms into biomedical topics using a technical label such as 

‘depression’, GPs exercised control by imposing on Ps an alien scientific discourse. In addition, 

Waitzkin found that because illness is connected intimately to the ability to participate fully in family, 

work and community life, Ps’ talk on or references to biographical topics made these relevant to 

decisions about such things as treatment regimens, hospitalisation and certification of fitness for 

work. Waitzkin concluded, on these bases, that biographical topics should have been, but were not, 

routinely attended to by GPs as relevant to the business of diagnosis and prescription. Rather, their 

treatment as peripheral worries leading to communications involving, for instance, encouragement, 

jokes, re-assurance and expressions of sympathy, however well meaning, were micro-level methods 

whereby macro-level structural ideologies such as “stoicism and individual coping with transitions of 

aging” (Waitzkin 1991: 143 - 176) and the value of women’s work in the home (Waitzkin 1991:107 – 

142), were continually reinforced. 

Evident differences between Ps’ and GPs’ topical foci have been theorised as fundamental 

differences between the interests of members of the two institutional categories, and as realisations 

of a power struggle between individuals and institutional agents – that is, as a social structural matter. 

These accounts are also based on a pretheorised consensus about the existence of a hierarchy of 

social structural categories and the relative positions of Ps and GPs within that hierarchy. This 

perspective is typified in Mishler’s (1984) theoretical distinction between Ps’ uses of “the voice of the 

lifeworld” and GPs’ uses of “the voice of medicine”. Because accounts of topics as forming part of 

particular social discourses or ‘voices’ (Mishler 1984; Silverman & Torode 1980) used by GPs and Ps 

have been so significant in critical accounts of the social organisation of MSEs, including the 

operation of topical talk within them, the concept of ‘voice’ is explicated in Section 2.2.6.3, below. 
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2.2.6.3 THE CONCEPT OF ‘VOICES’ IN ANALYSES OF GP-P INTERACTIONS 

Silverman and Torode (1980) initially used the term ‘voice’ as a collector for the actions, logics, 

values, beliefs, and theorisations of normative social order implicit in communicative actions (i.e., 

‘material signs’). A ‘voice’: embodies material signs, that is, spoken or written words (Silverman & 

Torode 1980: 3); theorises a particular normative order or “world”; and provides a theory of how any 

current action fits into that world and, therefore, means something (Silverman & Torode 1980: 342). A 

‘voice’ is both a communicative action and that actions’ socio-political project and it acts to constrain 

meaning according to the “internal nature (naturalized social codes)”, that is, the normative order of 

the “world” it theorises (Silverman & Torode 1980: 339 – 342).  

Silverman and Torode developed the notion of ‘voice’ from Habermas’ (1970) theory of 

communicative competence, which sought “to restore recognition to the ‘human interest’ expressed in 

a particular practice” (Silverman & Torode 1980: 338). Habermas’ theory and the concept of ‘voice’, 

provided for interaction to be analysed as “communicative rather than linguistic competence” (340) 

and its focus was to discover “the relations of power surreptitiously incorporated into the symbolic 

structures of speech and action, and [to] reveal the blockages to communication which conceal these 

relations” (Silverman & Torode 1980: 340).  

Implicit in the notion of ‘voice’ is the notion of conflict. Different ‘voices’ are expressive of different 

‘worlds’ and different normativities. Therefore, when they inter-act a struggle ensues and, if the social 

relationships between the ‘voices’ is asymmetrical, one ‘voice’ and the social codes and relations of 

power it symbolises, become dominant and are ‘naturalised’ (i.e., they achieve the status of “facts of 

nature” (342) – social facts). Within Habermas’ theory and its application in Silverman and Torodes’ 

‘voices’, the terms ‘natural’ and ‘social’ have particular meaning. ‘Natural’ refers to the world theorised 

by the ‘voice’ that is dominant. ‘Social’ refers to relationship among the ‘voices’ that is ‘rational’, 

intersubjective, and symmetrical; in which, 
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[a]n unlimited interchangeability of dialogue roles demands that no side be privileged in 
the performance of these roles: pure intersubjectivity exists only where there is 
complete symmetry in the distribution of assertion and disputation, revelation and 
hiding, prescription and following, among the partners of communication.  (Habermas 
1970: 143, cited in Silverman & Torode 1980: 341) 

The corollary of this, according to Habermas (1970), is that ‘pure intersubjectivity’ can only be 

accomplished in situations in which all ‘voices’ are oriented to symmetry. In situations where one 

‘voice’ seeks precedence, the dialectic continues. However, because the dominant ‘voice’ is 

naturalised, the struggle is symbolic and the appearance of ‘mutual understanding’ can be 

superficially achieved. The result, according to this account, is asymmetrical interaction, distorted 

communication and social dominance rather than ‘pure intersubjectivity’.  

To exemplify these understandings, Silverman and Torode (1980: 342 – 347) first applied these 

concepts, in an exemplary way, to a critical analysis of D-P interaction. The notions of ‘voices’ and 

medical interaction as a dialectic was taken up by Mishler (1984) who coined the terms “voice of 

medicine” and “voice of the lifeworld” to “specify relationships between talk and speakers’ underlying 

frameworks of meaning” (Mishler 1984: 14).  According to Mishler, the “voice of medicine” and the 

‘voice of the lifeworld’, represent “the technical-scientific assumptions of medicine and the natural 

attitude of everyday life” (14) respectively. 

The concept of ‘voices’ in conflict and the terms used by Mishler have themselves become powerful 

organisers of critical sociological accounts of MSE interactions and have survived in commonsense 

understandings and explanatory logics of GP-P interactions. Pertinent to this review, they have been 

used to describe procedures whereby GPs establish social control by: maintaining a focus on bio-

medical topics; securing their right to initiate and close topics; and using topic transformation to 

maintain topical dominance. 
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2.2.6.3.1 Topical dominance and social control: topic initiation and transformation 

Mishler’s (1984) main contention was that the exclusive study of D’s talk-in-interaction and 

considerations of Ds’ dominance were themselves versions of the ‘voice of medicine’ and 

demonstrated medical bias. Following Paget (1983), Mishler focused on the dialogic features of 

medical interactions. From this perspective, he found that “the struggle between the voices, rather 

than the dominance of one voice shaped the discourse” (Mishler 1984: 96) and that the standardised 

pattern of GP-P interactions, the “sequential set of three utterances: Physician Question – Patient 

Response – Physician Assessment/Next Question” (61) provided the method whereby GPs managed 

topical and interactional dominance. Mishler observed that, “the physician’s control of content through 

the initiation of new topics [in the third part of the standard sequence] is particularly evident” (Mishler 

1984: 69, insert added). These findings developed Paget’s (1983) findings (based on her analysis of 

interactions between one GP and P) that that the struggle between GP and P was implicit in talk that 

“was awry with disagreements, odd semantic constructions, radical breaks and shifts in discourse 

topics, and allusions to an operation that were not clarified” (Paget 1983: 55). According to Paget, the 

problem for Ps lay in the suppression of their perspective in an interactional environment that did not 

allow Ps’ concerns to be topicalised and, therefore, they remained unaddressed (60).  

Mishler’s development was to show that GPs’ orientations to the preservation of, the three-part 

sequence, ‘GP Question – P Response – GP Assessment/Next Question,’ facilitated not only topical 

but also social dominance by GPs. Thus control of the structure was characterised as control of the 

content of MSE interactions (Mishler 1984: 81). This sequential pattern was characterised as 

providing for GPs both to initiate topics and to transform Ps’ ‘lifeworld’ topics into biomedical topics 

(as illustrated in Figure 2.2, below, reproduced from Mishler 1984: 111).  



FIGURE 2.2 FLOW DIAGRAM MODEL: INTERVIEW EXAMPLE  REPRODUCED VERBATIM FROM MISHLER 1984: 111 

Voice of Medicine                                  Voice of the Lifeworld 
  

D   ……… with the first one or the second one? 
 
 
 

  

    

  

  

  

P.  Both 
 
 

 
P   …………In fact this is last time too. 
      …………That’s why I came here because I- I- 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
D    Hm Hm 

 
 
 
 

 P   that’s what ya know that’s- my other one started that way. 
 
 
 
D   Hm Hm 
  

D   = Did you have an X-ray at that time? 
 
 
 

 P     Yes both times I had X-rays 
 
 
 
D    Was it upper GI series that you- 

 
 
 
 
 
 

P   =but I’m from New York State and you’ll never get em. 

 
 
 
CODE: MD: doctor; PT: patient; Q: question; ANS: answer; TOP: topic initiation;  AT:attention marker; EL: elaboration 
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Figure 2.2 depicts the dialectic and the three-part sequential mechanism that, according to Mishler, 

provides for GPs maintenance of topical and social dominance within MSE interactions. 

Mishler theorised the medical interview as a dialectic within which the GP established and maintained 

control using linked “cycles of turn-taking” that acted to take back control momentarily held by Ps after 

their topic initiations. Further, he found that disjunction between the voices that caused fragmentation 

of the dialogue was accomplished by GPs who: frequently interrupted Ps; failed to acknowledge Ps’ 

responses; and shifted to new topics without explicit transitional commentary. As discussed above 

(Section 2.2.6.2) Mishler proposed that the medical interview was “a discourse between different 

voices” (107), so, rather than topic shifts, he described voice shifts. The concept of voices in which “a 

voice represents a structure of meanings” (103) provided for exchanges between GPs and Ps that 

were referentially coherent to be analysed as disjunctive with respect to ‘voice’. This is exemplified in 

Mishler’s (1984: 106) analysis of two consecutive utterances, the first by the P, “I’ve cheated and I’ve 

been drinking which I shouldn’t have done”, the second by the GP, “Does drinking make it worse?”, 

as evidential of the struggle between the ‘voice of the lifeworld’ (used by the P) and the ‘voice of 

medicine’ (used by the GP). Despite the referential cohesion explicitly provided by “drinking”, 

Mishler’s analysis proposed that no alignment existed between the voices used by P and GP. In 

summary, he concluded that, 

[a]ll roads lead back to the physician’s question. In contrast, lifeworld topics introduced 
by the patient lead only to self-elaboration of the topic, at best; the discourse is then 
returned to point zero by the physician’s question in the voice of medicine. (Mishler 
1984: 112). 

Using Mishler’s formulation of voices and the MSE interactions as a dialectic, Barry, Stevenson, 

Britten, Barber and Bradley (2001) found four communicational patterns (Strictly Medicine, Lifeworld 

Blocked, Lifeworld Ignored, Mutual Lifeworld) rather than the one identified by Mishler. Based on an 
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analysis of three different types of MSEs (i.e., MSEs focussed on: “acute physical complaints,” 

“psychological plus physical problems,” and “chronic physical complaints”) they found that: 

• simple and acute medical problems were addressed by both GPs and Ps in the 

voice of medicine, a pattern they designated as Strictly Medicine (Barry et al, 

2001: 493 – 494) that resembled the pattern found by Mishler (1984); 

• in a portion of MSEs in which Ps’ problems were chronic physical conditions, 

‘glimpses’ of the voice of the lifeworld in GPs’ talk were found and this ‘pattern,’ 

labelled Lifeworld Blocked, (Barry et al, 2001: 494) according to Barry and 

others, again resembled a pattern found by Mishler in which Ps’ attempts to use 

the voice of the lifeworld was transformed by GPs into the voice of medicine; 

• other MSEs in which Ps’ problems were also chronic physical conditions and 

where Ps were relatively well known by GPs, a third pattern emerged, labelled 

Lifeworld Ignored, (Barry et al, 2001: 494 - 496) in which Ps persisted with the 

voice of the lifeworld paralleled by GPs’ persistent use of the voice of medicine. 

In this case, although no alignment appeared to exist between the voices used 

by the co-participants, Ps, although “frustrated” were “motivated to press on with 

the voice of the lifeworld because they had strong feelings about their situations” 

(495); and 

• in MSEs predominantly focused on psychological illnesses, a fourth pattern, 

labelled Mutual Lifeworld (Barry et al, 2001: 496 – 499), was found in which both 

GP and P conducted the interaction in the voice of the lifeworld. 

In addition to the variability associated with the nature of the illness (notably the difference between 

acute, chronic and physical and psychological illness), Barry and others found that the ‘voice’ being 

used also re-configured the same actions and utterances in different contexts (e.g., GPs’ “uses of 

words like ‘Right’”) such that when the voice of the Mutual Lifeworld was in use, such utterances were 

evidence of “active listening” whereas when the other voices were in use, they were “a tool of control” 

(Barry et al, 2001: 497). Further, they found that GPs varied from consultation to consultation in their 

uses of different voices leading to the conclusion that asymmetry was not generalised and that “the 
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communication behaviours are situation specific, or constructed in interaction rather than fixed 

dispositions of individual doctors” (Barry et al, 2001: 499). 

Pertinent to this is Heath’s (1981) study of topic initiation in the opening phase of MSEs. In this study, 

in which Heath analysed the social organisation of opening sequences in different types of MSEs, 

‘new appointments’ and ‘return appointments’, initial topic initiation was found to be implicated in the 

situated organisation of social relationships and the familiar features of talk in MSEs. The study 

examined the brief opening segments of consultations of each type, that is, up to and including the 

turn following the “first topic initiator,” (i.e., the turn at talk by the GP that led to a reason for the visit 

being expressed). Based on field notes, audio and video recordings of 4000 general practice 

consultations in the United Kingdom, Heath used Sacks’ (1992b [1971]: 444 - 452) notion of recipient 

design and procedures for selecting identifications of persons involved in a conversation to identify 

two types (A and B) of interactional moves that he described as ‘topic initiators’.  

Type A utterances (e.g., “How can I help you?”, “What can I do for you?”), according to Heath’s 

analysis, are designed to “provide generalised offers of help to the recipient” (78) and characterised 

the interaction as a “new appointment,” that is, “made at the patients’ volition” (76). Type B utterances 

(e.g., “How’s your arm?”, “How are you Mister Vergen?”) characterise the interaction as a “return 

appointment,” that is, one that had been “made at the recommendation of the doctor” (76).  

Further, Heath concluded that the use of one type or the other ‘designed’ the patient in a particular 

way and, therefore, projected particular types of activities for the patient. Heath’s account provided 

the following descriptions of Type A and Type B topic initiators: Type A identify “the doctor’s 

ignorance of why the patient has come and what the patient’s illness is… [and] provide a systematic 

basis for its discovery” (77-78). In other words, it requires detailed and explicit descriptions from the P 

organised so that it is possible for the GP to locate an institutionally relevant medical problem, and 
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provides for the description to be delivered over a number of turns. Type B utterances identify the GP 

as knowledgeable with respect to the P’s problem and permits the P to produce a truncated 

description of ongoing problems or a report on changes in the known condition. According to Heath, 

this type of topic initiator is “designed and understood with respect to some ‘shared knowledge’” (81). 

Heath concluded that, in the interests of establishing ‘mutual understanding,’ GPs chose either Type 

A or Type B topic initiators in consideration of the status of the appointment as either P initiated or GP 

initiated and that 

[t]he doctor avoids type B first topic initiators in new appointments including ‘How are 
you?’, just as he (sic) avoids using type A first topic initiators in return appointments. 
(Heath 1981: 85). 

Pertinent to the point made by Heath are conversation analytic studies of the interactional relationship 

between ‘caller’ and ‘called’ found in conversational and service telephone calls (Schegloff 1979; 

Zimmerman 1992). In these calls a ‘prebeginning’ turn was understood to have occurred in the 

initiating participant's actions that were prior to but identifiably part of an interaction. Referring to 

telephone callers, Zimmerman observed that the caller "in initiating a summons for someone to 

answer” had “undertaken an act for which they are accountable, for example, for having some 

purpose (however vague) in mind" (Zimmerman 1992: 38). From this perspective, the difference 

between P-initiated and GP-initiated appointments is that in the former, the P has made the pre-

beginning turn or ‘summons’ and has thereby designed the GP as inquirer; whereas in the GP 

initiated appointments, two prebeginning turns (the first by the GP in requesting that the P call, the 

second by the P in coming to the surgery) precede the opening sequence in the consultation itself. 

Although Heath’s study does not explicitly presume an hierarchical relationship between GPs and Ps 

in which the GP occupies the higher status, it is implicit in his analysis of these opening sequences. 

His designation of GPs’ invitations to patients to enter the consulting room as the “summons” and 
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initial service-focused inquiries as topic initiations by the GP display an implicit characterisation of 

GPs as controlling Ps’ participation in the interaction. Both of these designations have been 

challenged by prior (Schegloff & Sacks 1974; Schegloff 1968) and subsequent analyses of 

summonses (Zimmerman 1992) and topic initial elicitation sequences (Button & Casey 1984, 1985). 

Specifically, Button and Casey’s (1984) analysis of topic initial elicitation sequences in conversation 

(see Section 2.4.1.1.1, below) challenges Heath’s analysis of the GPs’ turns as topic initiators. 

2.2.6.3.2 Topical dominance: topic transitions and closure 

Pre-theorisations of asymmetrical interactional environments in MSEs have been used to identify 

power hierarchies not only in control of topical content via control of topic initiation but also in topical 

transitions throughout MSEs. The interest in topic transitions derives from consistent findings that 

both the subject matter (e.g., biographical/lifeworld or biomedical/medical) and the sequential 

organisations of topic transitions or transformations are significant factors affecting the social 

organisation of MSE interactions.  

Observations (see for instance, Barry et al 2001; Paget 1983; Mishler 1981, 1984; Waitzkin 1991) 

that topic changes, shifts and transformations from biographical to bio-medical formulations are 

instances of GPs’ attempts “to bring the patient’s illness into their world and to interpret the illness in 

terms of pathology” (McWhinney, 1989: 34) have led to the characterisation of these features as 

pertinent to the constitution of the asymmetrical institutional categories GP and P. Others have also 

found these topical activities to be more specificly oriented to the organisation of social structural 

categories such as gender (Ainsworth-Vaughn 1992; Davis 1988; Fisher & Todd 1990; Todd 1983, 

1984, 1989; West 1990).  

Although many have considered the relationships between particular social structural categories and 

medical service interactions (see for instance Fisher, S. 1991; Fisher & Todd 19; West 1983, 1984a, 
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1984b) Fisher and Groce (1990), and Ainsworth-Vaughn (1992) have pursued the matter of local 

contingencies that affect the social organisation of MSE interactions, specifically with respect to the 

features of topical talk. Fisher and Groce(1990) identified and analysed GPs’ and Ps’ practices of 

providing ‘accounts’ as local methods whereby lifeworld topics and medical topics were either 

introduced or re-instated. Further they theorised, and subsequently found, that the link between 

topics, particular accounting practices, and “identity formation” within MSEs was evidence of a 

dialectic struggle between GP and P that was compounded by the factor of gender (Fisher & Groce 

1990: 227). Based on analyses of transcripts of 43 MSE interactions between resident GPs in a 

model family practice clinic and female Ps, Fisher and Groce identified three forms of accounts: 

“appended; volunteered; and requested” (Fisher & Groce 1990: 230), each of which was found to be 

relevant to the re-structuring of topical talk in the interaction. A further relevance to topical 

organisation was also found in their analysis of the accounts with respect to the inclusion of 

biographical and/or biomedical information.  

The existence of asymmetry was supported by the finding that ‘volunteered accounts,’ (i.e., those 

provided when the speaker already held the floor) were the most prevalent among GPs (69.3%) and 

the least prevalent among Ps (16.3%). Ps’ relatively high uses of ‘appended accounts’ (i.e., an 

account attached to a response to another question - 50%) and ‘requested accounts’ (33.3%) 

provided support for the theory that Ps were obliged to take advantage of access to ‘the floor’ 

provided by GPs’ questions. While GPs’ ready access to ‘the floor’ resulted in their highest use of 

volunteered accounts in comparison to their relatively low usage of ‘requested accounts’ (13.1%) and 

‘appended accounts’ (17.6%). 

Although the findings supported the theorisation of asymmetry of access, the results related to the Ps’ 

preferences for biographical (social) topics in comparison to medical topics (100% of accounts 

requested by Ps were medical and their appended accounts were equally divided between social and 
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medical) did not support the theorisation of Ps’ primary interests in their ‘lifeworld’ or GPs’ primary 

interests in the biomedical aspects of Ps’ health (78% of the accounts requested by GPs were social). 

Nevertheless, GPs were found to demonstrate high levels of ownership of medical knowledge by 

rejecting 76.5% of Ps’ medical accounts but only 23% of their social accounts, and accepted only 

20.4% of Ps’ accounts overall.  

In summary Fisher and Groce concluded that, 

[d]octors and patients share the perception of what kinds of information are more and 
less relevant for doctors. The participants do not, however, agree on what is 
appropriate for patients to talk about. Patient’s accounting practices consistently move 
to broaden the medical discourse to include the social context of their lives as well as 
their assessment of their health. Doctor’s responses to these accounting practices 
consistently move to constrain the discourse and/or to legitimate the doctor’s medical 
role. (Fisher & Groce 1990: 243) 

Ainsworth-Vaughn’s (1992) study of topical movement (based on the work of Fisher & Groce 1990; 

Maynard 1980; Maynard & Zimmerman 1984; Mishler 1984; and West & Garcia 1988) focused 

specifically on the relationships between sequentially and referentially achieved topical cohesion and 

transitions and relations of power between GPs and Ps especially with respect to gender. The 

overarching interest in the constitution of social asymmetry in GP-P interactions is reflected in her 

framing (following West & Garcia 1988) of the sequential structure of topic transitions in terms of 

asymmetry, that is, as representing either reciprocal action or unilateral action (Ainsworth-Vaughn 

1992: 409).  

Recall that the problem for Ps in MSE interactions had been generally constructed as: 

1. finding opportunities to raise topics within the oppressively asymmetrical discursive 

environment of MSEs (Fisher & Groce 1990; Paget 1983; Mishler 1981, 1984); and 
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2. once Ps had raised their topics of concern, securing them as the topic of discussion in the 

face of action on the part of GPs to transform, close down or ignore those topics (Fisher & 

Groce 1990; Paget 1983; Mishler 1981, 1984; Silverman 1987; Waitzkin 1991). 

With respect to these categories, Ainsworth-Vaughn (1992) found that Mishler’s (1984) formulation 

that GPs used unexplicated topic transitions and the standard three-part sequence – (a) question (b) 

answer/acknowledgement (c) next-question/new topic initiation – to maintain social dominance, did 

not reflect all that happened in MSEs. She found that different types of topic transitions could be 

found on a continuum between reciprocal and unilateral sudden topic changes. In defining topic 

transitions according to “both referential and sequential criteria” (Ainsworth-Vaughn 1992: 414) she 

described a continuum of transition types, reproduced below in Figure 2.3. 

 

FIGURE 2.3 AINSWORTH-VAUGHN’S ‘CONTINUUM OF TOPIC-TRANSITION ACTIVITIES (1992: 415) 

Reciprocal  Unilateral 
Reciprocal activities  Links                          Minimal links                          Sudden topic changes 

 

Reciprocal activities reflected “symmetrical behavior” and engagement by both Ps and GPs in topic 

closure activities such as the exchange of conversational objects (e.g., “We:ell”, “Okay”, and “Alright”) 

described by West and Garcia (1988: 554) or the use of pre-closing moves (e.g., “one party 

summarizes or assesses a topic-in-progress” or “making arrangements .. followed by agreement from 

the next speaker”) (Ainsworth-Vaughn 1992: 420). Two unilateral categories of conduct of topic 

transitions, Links and Minimal Links also included these conversational objects and moves but were 

considered to be unilateral because there was no exchange of conversational objects or agreement 

offered after summaries or arrangements. The third unilateral category sudden topic changes 
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included no explicit acknowledgement of “preceding discourse (and by implication, its speaker)” 

(Ainsworth-Vaughn 1992: 421). 

Ainsworth-Vaughn’s findings confirmed that GPs “realize far greater interactional power than patients 

in medical discourse and also that men physicians do play a more dominant role in the discourse than 

do women physicians” (423). These conclusions were based on quantitative findings after an analysis 

of the types of topic transitions effected. Her analysis showed that the ratio of reciprocal to unilateral 

topic transitions for patients was 13.5 : 1, whereas, generally, for GPs it was 2.5 : 1 within which the 

ration for female GPs was 5 : 1 and for male GPs it was 1.4 : 1 (423 – 424). Thus finding 

opportunities to raise and being able to maintain topics was found to be more difficult for Ps 

especially in interactions with male GPs.  

Robinson’s (2001) study of the closing phases of MSEs (using conversation analysis) also focused on 

the “recurrent problem in health care: Patients are not always able to express their full agenda of 

concerns” (Robinson 2001: 639). The suppression, non-acknowledgement or re-configuration of Ps’ 

topics has been previously theorised as: Ps’ lack of communication skills and passivity (Byrne & Long 

1976; Heath 1992); Ps’ anxiety because of the serious nature of their health concerns (Lipkin Jr, 

Frankel, Beckman, Charon & Fein 1995); and an interactionally managed social control issue (see for 

instance Ainsworth-Vaughn 1992; Fisher & Groce 1990; Paget 1983; Mishler 1984; Waitzkin 1991). 

Robinson’s analysis of brief closing segments of MSEs reinforced the social control perspective via 

his finding that GPs used two types of closing sequences in ways that, by his account, either 

“interactionally manipulate patients away from topicalising additional concerns and toward closing 

encounters” (Robinson 2001: 648) or formally license Ps to topicalise additional concerns. In either 

case, power was attributed to the GP. 
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Using analyses of conversational closings provided by Schegloff and Sacks (1974) and Button 

(1987), Robinson found that the two practices routinely employed in closing sequences of MSE 

interactions were: “the ‘arrangement-related’ business-preclosing sequence” (642 – 647) and “the 

‘final-concern’ business-preclosing sequence” (647 – 650). He found that in the first ‘arrangement-

related’ business-preclosing sequence, patterns of turn design and turn-taking by GPs had negative 

implications for the topicalisation of Ps’ additional concerns because “the arrangement sequence 

does not provide patients with a formal opportunity to topicalize additional concerns” (651) but,  

interactionally constrains patients away from topicalizing new concerns by 
simultaneously: (1) initiating a designedly last topic (i.e., making a future arrangement), 
the completion of which is tantamount to closing; and (2) not providing patients with a 
formal opportunity to topicalize additional concerns .. [because] they must: (1) initiate 
that topicalization; (2) specifically work to do so; and (3) do so in competition with other, 
more relevant actions and activities related to closing encounters. (Robinson 2001: 651 
– 652) 

The second sequence, the ‘final-concern’ business-preclosing sequence, according to Robinson, 

provided Ps with a “formal opportunity to topicalize” their additional concerns (652) but was found, 

nevertheless, to be managed by the GP and demonstrated the assumed asymmetry of social 

relations between GPs and Ps.  

2.2.7 Summary of Traditional Accounts of Topical Talk in MSEs 

The study of topical organisation in MSEs has been underpinned by the assumption that GPs control 

MSE interactions and that their control of topical talk is accomplished at the point of initial topic 

initiations, topic transitions and interactional closures.  

Despite some variations, the generalisation that talk on topics by GPs and Ps is a method of social 

control and a device for reproducing normative structural asymmetries between members of these 

categories has acquired the status of a ‘social fact’ in medical sociology. It has been applied as a 
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‘rule’ in the analysis of actions within MSEs. Of particular interest here have been the ways that this 

theorised asymmetry has shaped theorisations of the operation of topical talk; notably Paget’s (1983) 

finding that Ps’ topics are suppressed; Mishler’s (1984) and Waitzkin’s (1991) findings that Ps’ topics 

were systematically changed or transformed and, therefore, negated; Barry and others’ (2001) finding 

that each of these patterns exist but also other, more symmetrical, patterns of topical treatment have 

been found associated with the contingencies of specific MSE interactions; and the findings of both 

Fisher and Groce (1990) and Ainsworth-Vaughn (1992) that gender is one such contingency. Recent 

studies have, therefore, found greater complexity of structure than was suggested by Mishler’s 

proposal that GPs’ dominance within the dialectic of the medical interview was successfully 

accomplished using the three part, question-answer-acknowledgement/topic initiation sequence. 

In summary, the traditional sociological account of topics of talk in MSEs have included the following 

understandings: 

1. the organisation and management of topical talk are significant factors in the social organisation 

of GP-P interactions; 

2. GP-P interactions are asymmetrical and are characterised by GP dominance and P 

subordination; 

3. the asymmetrical relationship between GPs and Ps negatively affects the nature and quality of 

medical service; and 

4. Ps’ biographical topics are attempts by Ps to equalise the relationship with their GP in the 

interests of having their medical service needs met.  

These accounts of Ps’ biographical topics of talk have been used to critique traditional models of 

clinical practice and to develop others that have explicitly used topics as a point of reference to 

produce a “fundamental transformation of the traditional clinical method and the social relations it 

fosters between doctor and patient” (Stewart & Roter, 1989:18). Thus social-structural accounts of 
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topical talk underpin recommendations that GPs find ‘common ground’ with Ps by pursuing an 

“understanding of the inner life” of the P (McWhinney 1989: 38), an understanding that, by this 

account, becomes transparently available in P’s talk about their lifeworld.  

This section has reviewed dominant social scientific perspectives on topical talk in MSEs found in 

theoretical and empirical studies of the social organisation of MSEs. It has shown that topical talk has 

been implicated in the theoretical constitution of the social categories GP and P and the social 

relationships between them. Further, it has examined the, now commonsense, account that topical 

talk in MSEs is a social practice, an instrument of social control that affects the achievement of 

practical and social outcomes. These orientations have developed within the domains of socio-

linguistics, social-psychology and critical sociology and include studies that have applied some of the 

methodological principles and analytic methods developed by ethnomethodological conversation 

analysts.  

Within these accounts of GP-P interactions, topics are considered as the content of the talk and topic 

selections, topic changes, topic shifts and topic transformations are characterised as representations 

of the nature, values, attitudes and socio-political interests of the two social categories, Ps and Ds. 

From this perspective, members of each institutional category are assumed to have oppositional 

interests. Inter-group congruence and intra-group conflict is assumed. Ps’ and GPs’ interests have 

been contrasted in terms of: tasks involved in conducting an MSE; motivations for selecting and 

handling topics; and in the meaning conveyed by and interpreted from talk on specific topics. 

Research studies operating on these assumptions have focused on the notion that topic selection 

and ways of talking on topics are social practices that have been most influential in shaping 

commonsense understandings of topical talk in MSEs.  
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A contrastive perspective on topics and topical talk is that developed within ethnomethodology (EM). 

From this perspective, topic is conceptualised as a “form of achieved and constraining social 

organisation” (Lee 1987: 36) and the “formal structures” of topical talk are taken to be “invariant to 

some extent over various sorts of content considerations” (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 752). EM’s 

conceptualisations of topics and topical talk (explicated in Section 2.3, below) form the conceptual 

framework for analysing the operation of topical talk in MSEs within this study. These concepts have 

not previously been applied to analysis of the organised nature of entire MSE interactions. 

2.3 Conceptual framework for investigating the operation of topical talk 

The first premise on which this study is built is that the ‘ordered’ properties of situated social events 

are organised by the persons participating in them. It is assumed that the parties to situated 

interactions ongoingly choose from a “system of alternatives” (Garfinkel 1967: 38) both:  

• the “scenic” features (Garfinkel 1967: 37) (i.e., actions/utterances, objects, 

concepts, “biographies, events, personalities, spatial and temporal locations” 

comprising the observable features of the interactional setting [Heritage & 

Watson 1979: 123, 160]); and 

• the rational properties (i.e., the pattern or logic that is both constituted by and 

satisfied by the selective inclusions, organisation of relationships among, and the 

various functions of the scenic features, and on which “decisions of meaning, 

facts, method, and causal texture” are made [Garfinkel 1967: 78]). 

The choices are made in situ. Each ‘local’ action (i.e., each action in a turn-by-turn sequence) 

selected by a participant contributes to the constitution of the situated order because it embodies both 

components of action (i.e., scenic and rational properties). 

A second premise is that these same locally ordered properties give an event its recognisable 

appearance as a particular type of cultural/institutional/social activity (Garfinkel 1967; Hester & Eglin 
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1997b, 1997c; Sacks 1992a, 1992b; Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974). Recognisability pertains to 

the appearance, within situated local actions, of standardised features of categories of social action. 

Thus recognisability is accomplished in and through “members’ concerted activities” (Garfinkel 1967: 

10). That is, the local and situated orderliness reflexively accomplishes the “stable features of 

everyday activities” (Garfinkel 1967: 36). Thus situated local order constitutes social order*. Following 

Garfinkel and Weider (1992), ‘order*’ (i.e., spelled with an asterisk) will be used when referring to the 

recognisable generic features of institutional events and settings, that is, when the word is used as “a 

collector and a proxy for every .. logic, meaning, method, reason and order” (202) that contributes to 

the identifiability of sequences of social interaction as some sort of recognisable event in the world 

(e.g., an MSE). 

Scenic features are chosen from an infinite set of alternatives. Rational properties, that is, “the 

essential features of socially recognized ‘familiar scenes’” are chosen from four “dimensions of social 

organization” (Garfinkel 1967: 36):  

1. local sequential organisation: each action must be accountably adequate given its position 

within the current local context, that is, as one turn within a sequence of turns that “occur 

as a ‘serial unit’” (Jefferson 1972: 304);  

2. extended sequential organisation: each action must be accountably adequate given its 

position within the current social and/or institutional activity, that is, “the unit, a single 

conversation” (Schegloff & Sacks 1974) or “extended sequence” (Psathas 1992);  

3. topical organisation: each action must be accountably adequate given the task it performs 

for the development and preservation (Sacks 1992b) of the current topic of talk; and 

4. categorial organisation: each action must be accountably adequate given the incumbency 

of the speaker as a member of a category relevant to the current interactional, social and 

institutional activity and in relation to other participants in the collective, the relevance of 

which is determined by consulting the “institutionalized features of the collectivity as a 

scheme of interpretation” (Garfinkel 1967: 92). 
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Local actions demonstrate actors’ orientations to their accountability for acting with reference to each 

form of social organisation. Further, patterns of orientation to each form of organisation demonstrate 

the relative value of each form of organisation in the constitution of order within situated events. 

The phenomenon of order*, therefore, is taken to be a result of the ongoing work involved in co-

ordinated action: decision-making and interpretation of meaning with respect to the various forms of 

organisation. These everyday feats of co-ordination rely on members’ mastery of the many 

interlocking aspects of “natural language” (Garfinkel & Sacks 1970). Each type of organisation is 

relevantly assembled to constitute the complex texture of purposeful, everyday, social activities. Each 

aspect,  

permits speakers and auditors to hear, and in other ways to witness, the objective 
production and objective display of commonsense knowledge, and of practical 
circumstances, practical actions, and practical sociological reasoning. (Garfinkel & 
Sacks 1970: 342)  

Each type of organization does not exist or operate independently; each is infused with the logics of 

other organisations. For instance, Watson (1997a) observed of categorial and sequential 

organisation, that, 

[c]onversational sequences are categorically instructed, both for lay speakers and 
analysts: the sense of a sequence – even its sense as a sequence – is, in significant 
ways, given by its categorical order. (Watson, 1997a: 73) 

The ‘layering’ or ‘infusion’ of the different organisations provides multiple tasks and resources 

whereby the work of making sense for and with others, and of other’s actions, can be accomplished in 

orderly ways. Sacks (1992b [1972]: 561) referred to the effects of concurrent organisations as the 

‘thick surface’ of social activity. The surface is thick not because the accomplishment of each form of 

organisation requires the use of different sets of verbal tools and practices, but because each 

utterance is thick with the various concurrent meanings it glosses (Garfinkel & Sacks 1970: 342 – 

345).  
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Thus although interactions have obvious serial or linear formats that the relevance of any utterance 

(action) may be referenced to, it may also have other referential relationships that reflect a rationality 

beyond the sequence. Jefferson (1972: 306) referred to this as the possible “horizontal working” of an 

utterance in addition to “linear working”. Thus, a single interactional move may concurrently 

accomplish: local and extended sequential order; particular category membershipping activities (Eglin 

& Hester 1992, 1999; Garfinkel 1967; Hester & Eglin 1997b, 1997c, 1997d; Sacks 1992); and topical 

ordering work (Sacks 1992a, 1992b; Schegloff 1979). One result of this multiple sense of any 

utterance is that there is no direct correspondence between what is said and what may be inferred, 

and that it is the sense-making work of co-participants that accomplishes situated meaning. EM 

studies (see, for instance, Garfinkel 1967) have shown: 

• that “the occasionality of expressions, the specific vagueness of references, the 

retrospective-prospective sense of a present occurrence, waiting for something 

later in order to see what was meant before, are sanctioned properties of 

common discourse” (Garfinkel 1967: 41); and  

• that co-participants consult known (i.e., common-sense, normative) patterns of 

local and overall sequences, topical order, and categorial order to provide 

themselves with a scheme of interpretation for assigning meaning to any 

documented action (Garfinkel 1967: 89 – 94).  

These sense-making procedures comprise the “documentary method of interpretation” (Garfinkel 

1967: 94, elaborated in Section 3.2.4, below) and are based on the understanding that, within an 

interactional sequence, “each ‘current action’ embodies a ‘here and now’ definition of the situation to 

which the subsequent talk will be oriented” (Goodwin & Heritage 1990: 287). The implications of these 

understandings both for social members involved in interactions and interactional analysis are that 

each utterance should be treated as a possible gloss for each and every form of organised meaning 

and, therefore, investigated for all of the aspects of the thick surface of social interaction. Further, 

members’ competent management of meaning with reference to each type of organisation must be 
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taken into account if warrantable conclusions are to be drawn about how order* is constituted in a 

particular social setting. Thus, 

the task of seeing how activities relate under the rubric of some general principle is 
replaced by that of seeing how the activities ‘dovetail’ with one another. Thus, where 
the usual concern with social order is primarily about the relations between groups, 
organisations, institutions and persons, the interest, in this ‘alternative’ conception [i.e., 
EM] is primarily on the relationship between activities. Rather than thinking of society as 
a system of groups, institutions, positions etc. it thinks of it as a system of activities 
(insofar as it is a system at all). (Sharrock & Anderson 1987: 293, insert added) 

For instance, Sacks (1992b [1972]) observed the unhelpfulness of practices such as, “saying of 

something that it’s a ‘question,’ and then saying that it’s adjacency-pair orderly [i.e., locally organised] 

in a variety of ways, and that’s that, as though one is finished with it” (562, insert added). According to 

Sacks, the “question of what sorts of things, even for the sequential organisation of conversation, can 

be pulled out of a piece of talk needs to be open, and having found it orderly in one way doesn’t 

mean that you’ve done all there is” (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 562).  

Further, categorial organisation (e.g., the situated organised features and relational configurations of 

the social categories P and GP) is taken to be indexical to situated events because 

all categorizations are indexical expressions and their sense is therefore locally and 
temporally contingent. … It has to be decided in each and every case what the 
category means and this will involve a figuring out of what collection the category 
belongs to, for this occasion. (Hester & Eglin, 1997a: 18) 

Based on these understandings, derived from EM, it is assumed that members’ situated actions 

display their background knowledge and understanding not only of the systems of organisation but 

also rationality of their use for the constitution of the familiar features of the particular social 

institutions in a particular culture (i.e., in the constitution of order*). Different social institutions are 

constituted using various configurations of these systems of organisation: for instance, Heritage and 

Greatbatch (1991) showed how broadcast news interviews are constituted in the organisation of turn-
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taking; Eglin & Hester (1999) showed how a news story is constituted primarily using categorial 

disjunctions; Schegloff (1979) showed how geographical and categorial descriptions that are part of 

the scenic properties of a news-telling were constituted using topic sensitive place names; and Sacks 

(1992a) showed how the local organisation of question-answer turn-taking sequences during opening 

gambits in flirting orients to the initiation of topics that could sustain a conversation and thus acted as 

‘pick-up’ activities. 

This section has introduced a number of concepts from EM that are pertinent to topical organisation. 

It has outlined the four dimensions of social organisation, the relationships among them and the ways 

that they operate to constitute social order*. The following section explicates EM’s conceptualisations 

of topic and topical organisation. 

2.4 Topical Organisation and Topic Analysis 

It does appear that persons orient to the fact of topical organisation, and that they have a 
variety of ways for showing respect for topical organisation. (Sacks 1992a [1967]: 535) 

The purpose of this section is to explicate EM’s conceptualisation of topical talk as a phenomenon of 

order, that is, a locally managed, situated, interactional accomplishment used to make sense in and 

of social action in specific settings for particular practical and social purposes. From an EM 

perspective, topical order does not imply, nor is it an effect of, consistency of subject matter; that is, 

“’talking topically’ doesn’t consist of blocks of talk about ‘a topic’” (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 762 - 763). 

Rather, “topicality is an achievement of conversationalists” (Maynard 1980: 263) and orienting to 

‘doing topical talk’ is a procedure for constituting conversational objects within utterances, utterances 

within sequences, sequences within interactions, membership categories and the relationships 

between them, and the overall social activity, as accountably relevant or morally adequate during and 
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for a specific occasion. In other words, in EM’s account, the rationality of actions-in-context can be 

accomplished by orienting to topical organisation.  

Given these considerations, analysis of the ‘topical business’ (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 753) that might be 

being done can productively direct members’ (and researchers’) searches for meaning-in-action. This 

does not assume, however, that meaning can be warrantably assigned based exclusively on the 

finding that talk is topic-orderly. Topical organisation is only one layer on the ‘thick surface’ of socially 

organised action (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 561). 

It was noted in Section 2.3, above, that orienting to topic can supplement or organise the operation of 

both sequential and categorial organisations. Thus in the constitution of orderly (i.e., accountably 

rational) interactions members may manage sequential organisations (e.g. adjacency pairs and turn-

taking) and categorial organisations (e.g., membership category descriptions and relationships) in 

topic-sensitive ways. This section further explicates the concept that members use all four types of 

organisation to achieve their everyday, situated, practical purposes and that the logic of each form of 

organisation can be used concurrently and operate in integrated, complementary, and mutually 

elaborative ways (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 533). The implications of these understandings for 

warrantable analysis and description of situated action, as Sacks (1992b [1972]: 562) observed, are 

that “having found it [a piece of talk] orderly in one way doesn’t mean that you’ve done all there is to 

make it operate in the ways that we can, perhaps, make it operate.” In analysis, therefore, the 

possibility that aspects of all four types of organisation may be operative at any time must be kept 

open. 

Section 2.4.1 explicates methods whereby Members orient to and accomplish topical organisation 

using locally organised sequential and categorial resources. Section 2.4.2 focuses on the relationship 

between topical order and extended sequential order and the ways that on-topic talk can be 
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implicated in the sequential structures of extended sequences. It explicates the organisational 

properties of topics that are oriented to as ‘primary’ and preservable throughout interactions and 

those that are oriented to as transitional or sub-topics. Section 2.4.3 focuses on the relationships 

between topical organisation and membership categorisation activities in interactions.  

2.4.1 Ethno-Methods of Orienting to, Organising, and Managing Topical Talk 

For EM, topical organisation and the activities that accomplish it are local organisational matters in 

which ‘talking topically’ is the phenomenon of order (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 390). Local orientations to  

topical organisation are documented in the scenic features of local actions and situated events. In 

interactions that are topically organised, scenic properties are oriented to as topic carriers (Sacks 

1992a [1968]: 753). Studies of interactional sequences, especially openings, closings and topic 

transitions (Button 1987; Button & Casey 1984, 1985; Jefferson 1972, 1984; Maynard 1980; Maynard 

& Zimmerman 1984; Sacks 1992a 1992b; Schegloff & Sacks 1974; Schegloff 1979; Zimmerman 

1992) have shown that orientation to topical organisation is methodical and accomplishes 

interactional order.  

Initial topic generation has been found to be managed using the three-part “topic initial elicitation 

sequence” (Button & Casey 1984: 167) and “pre-topical” sequences (Maynard & Zimmerman 1984). 

Topic transitions have been found to be managed using: “stepwise transitions” (Jefferson 1984; 

Sacks 1992b [1971]: 300 - 302); “topic changes” and “topic shifts” (Maynard 1980). In ongoing topical 

talk, topic preservation has been found to be oriented to and managed using “side sequences” 

(Jefferson 1972) or “insertion sequences” (Schegloff 1972; Wilson 1991). Such sequences provide for 

a “break” to occur (e.g., via the insertion of a sequence on another topic) while providing for the 

resumption of the ongoing topic. 
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2.4.1.1 TOPIC GENERATION 

Entry into topical talk relies on situated, accountably relevant choices from among courses of action. 

Further, preferences for topic generation, on-topic talk and topic closure are documented in members’ 

designs of utterances and sequences (Button 1987; Button & Casey 1984; Jefferson 1984; Sacks 

1992a, 1992b; Schegloff & Sacks 1974). For instance, the option of topical organisation rather than 

sequential organisation may be made available in the design of the first or second part of adjacency 

pairs. Members’ topical orientations can be seen in sequences where the first part of an adjacency 

pair (see Section 3.3) is treated as a “topic initial elicitor” (Button & Casey 1984: 167) requiring a topic 

proposal or “topic opener” (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 566) in the next turn. First-pair parts may be 

designed with a preference for a topic proposal in the second pair-part or even where no clear 

preference for topical organisation may have been provided in the first pair-part, the design of the 

second pair-part may display topical orientation. Sacks (1992b [1972]: 567) illustrated the way that 

greetings, typically organised by the adjacency pair structure (e.g., “How have you been?” “Fine, how 

have you been?” “Fine”), could be transformed at the second turn into something that produced 

movement towards topic initiation (e.g., ‘How have you been?’ ‘Really really rotten, you can’t imagine 

what’s happening’). The utterance, ‘Really really rotten, you can’t imagine what’s happening,’ orients 

to topical organisation because it projects a topic initial elicitor as the relevant next action. Thus 

conversational objects and sequences that could be ordered sequentially, in which case the locus of 

meaning would be adjacency pairs or sequences (e.g., Q-A, storytelling, news-report, etc.), are 

topically ordered. 

2.4.1.1.1 Topic Initial Elicitation Sequences 

Topic initial elicitation sequences are routinely used to display orientations to and to co-ordinate 

movement into topically ordered talk in opening sequences or at topic transition points after another 
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topic has been closed. This sequence comprises “three, speaker and turn-alternating parts” (Button & 

Casey 1984: 167) and is a topically oriented modification of the adjacency pair structure.  

In Button & Casey’s model, the first move in the sequence, a “topic initial elicitor,” is typically a 

question that, because of its design or its placement in a sequence (e.g., at the beginning of a 

conversation immediately after a greeting sequence), is hearable as topically oriented. Thus topic 

initial elicitors make an inquiry, either general or specific, and project talk on some topic or a report of 

a newsworthy event. Topic initial elicitors require (i.e., make relevant and morally adequate) a topic 

proposal as the second part of the sequence. Topic proposals or “possible topic initials,” in turn, 

require the third part of the sequence, a “topicalizer” which consists of either a topic confirmation or 

rejection. The three parts of the sequence (i.e., topic initial elicitor; topic proposal/possible topic initial; 

topic confirmation/topicalizer) are exemplified in Example 2.2 below. 

EXAMPLE 2.2 VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT (BUTTON & CASEY 1984: 167) 

02 A: Whaddiyuh kno:w.  
03 B: ‘hh Jis’ got down last night.  
04 A: Oh you di:d,? 

 ((continues on topic)) 

2.4.1.1.2 Pre-topical Sequences  

Some sequences of talk rely for their rationality on the fact that they are pre-topical, that is, they orient 

to something “more than an answer long” (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 565) and to finding or generating a 

topic that will allow a conversation to continue. For instance, following Sacks (1992a, 1992b [1972]), 

Maynard and Zimmerman (1984) showed that question-answer sequences at the beginnings of 

conversations, especially between parties who were unacquainted, were pre-topical sequences that 

oriented to topical order. 

In their study of conversations between pairs of previously unacquainted and acquainted university 

students, Maynard and Zimmerman (1984) confirmed and developed various understandings of the 
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operation of topical talk. For instance, they confirmed that the introduction of a primary topic was 

often held off until it could be heard as conversationally or categorically logical and ‘natural’ (Schegloff 

& Sacks 1974) and was designed for its recipient (Sacks 1992b [1971]: 445; Sacks, Schegloff & 

Jefferson 1974: 727). They also showed that co-conversationalists employed observable and 

recognisably patterned procedures (devices) to generate preservable topics and to change topics in 

situatedly accountably rational ways, and that those same devices were used to constitute particular 

types of relationships (Maynard & Zimmerman 1984: 303). For instance, consociates – prior 

acquaintances (Schutz 1973: 16) – topicalised their talk by hailing the relevance of their shared 

histories and biographical knowledge in pre-topical sequences organised as either news-telling or 

‘setting talk’, that is, talk about immediate surroundings (Maynard & Zimmerman 1984: 304). Maynard 

and Zimmerman showed that, for consociates, news-tellings and setting talk were pre-topical because 

they operated as topicalisers in much the same way as the topic initial elicitation sequence. That is, a 

news-telling or talk about immediate surroundings could elicit or occasion a topic that could be found 

relevant to the news or setting-talk via some detail of the consociates’ shared history (Maynard & 

Zimmerman 1984: 304). 

In contrast, “contemporaries” (Schutz 1973: 15), that is, those who had “previously shared time and 

space only in the sense that they live in the same society” (Maynard & Zimmerman 1984:301), used 

pre-topical question-answer sequences to initiate topics. These pre-topical Q-A sequences were 

typically requests for co-interactants to type-categorise (Sacks 1992a [1964]: 40) themselves. These 

sequences were pre-topical in that they sought a topic rather than raised a topic. 

Thus, pre-topical sequences operate as 

an invitation to a recipient … to produce an utterance that offers or bids to be a topical 
initial utterance. Second, whether that topical bid ‘succeeds’ in generating further 
related topical talk depends on how it is treated. (Maynard & Zimmerman 1984: 306) 
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Different types of sequences that may also rely on local sequential organisation (e.g., Q-A 

sequences) or appear to be focused on membership categorisation, such as, requests for self-

identifications or type-categorisations (Sacks 1992b [1971]: 444), may, in fact, be primarily topical 

bids, oriented to topic generation and thus topical order. 

2.4.1.2 TOPIC TRANSITIONS 

2.4.1.2.1 Stepwise Topical Transitions 

‘Stepwise movement” (Jefferson 1984; Sacks 1992b [1971]: 300) from topic to topic is another 

systematic method that orients to the topical organisation of interactions. This method is used for 

topic transitions within interactions to “gradually disengage” (Jefferson 1984: 198) from a current topic 

that has not been closed. The procedure manages transitions to a new topic that may be disjunctive 

with the current topic without an abrupt and disruptive shift that would need to be explicitly accounted 

for in some way. It is effected using tying techniques, that is, building utterances that introduce a new 

topic by making a specific link, however real, to something in the current topic.  

Using stepwise transitions, persons can introduce new topical material that may effectively re-

characterise the interaction sequentially and/or categorially. Jefferson (1984) showed how the 

procedure was used to accomplish a transition from a troubles-telling sequence (talk by one party 

about their trouble) to self-oriented talk by the other party in a way that did not turn out to be either 

insensitive to the troubles-teller or disruptive to sequential order.  

Using this topic-transition procedure one participant’s ‘significant’ topic may replace or become part of 

a current topic, even those that may have recognisable status as the primary topic for the interaction. 

One feature of the ways in which significant topics are introduced into conversations is that they are 

inserted at points at which they can be made significant and relevant rather than at conversational 

openings. Sacks (1992a [1967]: 535 – 39) observed that a recurrent feature of topical organisation in 
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interactions is that “there is an enormous amount of saying-things-to-something-that-somebody-else-

has-raised” (535). This procedure of relating a new topic to a topic already being talked about is a 

sense-making procedure because “fitting into the topic at hand, provides .. the answer for how come 

you said it now” (Sacks 1992a [1967]: 538).  

Stepwise transitions orient to topical organisation, and, adherence to topical consistency and topic 

preservation at any point in a conversation demonstrates that orientation. It also demonstrates an 

orientation to the collaborative nature of talk on topic as well as to the background understanding that 

on-topic talk is sequentially managed and constrains the construction of sequences of talk. Even 

tangential topics can be made relevant if an appropriate link is provided. This is effected using ‘tying 

structures’ (Sacks 1992a [1967]: 540 – 541) that work by tying pairs of utterances semantically (e.g.,  

using word associative techniques, proverbs), syntactically (e.g., using pre-placed appositionals such 

as ‘Now,’ ‘Well,’ etc.; parallel structures, such as, “I came. I saw. I conquered” in which 3 topics are 

made relevant.), or grammatically (e.g., using pronoun referents, conjunctions). Using these 

structures to effect topic transitions or sub-topical insertions orients to topical organisation. Rather 

than causing disjunctions and interactional trouble, ‘tying’ accomplishes specific relationships 

because the search for intelligibility operates to give concurrent relevance to each of the topics 

involved (Sacks 1992a [1967]: 718).  

2.4.1.2.2 Topic change and topic shift 

Maynard (1980) found that topic changes were not “random happenings” but managed events that 

provided co-participants, oriented to the continuation of their interaction, with “a solution to a problem 

of unsuccessful transfer of speakership” (Maynard 1980: 264). Topic change, therefore, can be 

understood as projecting preservation of the extended sequence (i.e., the overall conversation) and is 
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oriented to accomplishing order because it establishes the relevance of extended sequential 

organisation when local organisation (i.e., turn-by-turn) breaks down in some way.  

Based on the assumption that sequential talk is managed using a turn-taking system in which 

transition relevant places are provided and require one party to take a turn at talk (Sacks, Schegloff & 

Jefferson 1974), occasions on which no participant takes a turn require a solution. Topic change is 

one solution that becomes relevant in specific conversational environments including: when one 

speaker stops alternating turns at transition relevant places in their co-participant’s talk and at the 

completion of a storytelling (Maynard 1980: 265 – 271). 

Maynard also described the organisational features of topic shifts, that is, topical movement from one 

aspect of a topic to another aspect of the same topic (Maynard 1980: 271). He found that topic shifts 

operated to broaden the subject matter base of a topic already underway and that they could be 

accomplished (Maynard 1980: 271 – 272) using:  

• “alternate formulations of an object to constitute different lines of topical talk”; 

• two items that are co-members of a class of things (e.g., accomplishing “a shift in 

topical talk from cigarettes to cigars by virtue of their co-membership in the class 

of things ‘things people smoke’”); and  

• “movement from a categorical statement to a particularized one” such as from 

the ‘categorial’ or aphoristic statement “you rest fer a day and you’re way behind” 

to the particularisation of the rule in “I been playing around too much”.  

In showing that topic changes and topic shifts are structural matters, Maynard demonstrated that they 

function as repair mechanisms and their collaborative production. In other words, topic transitions, like 

initial topic generation were found to be oriented to by co-interactants as methods to solve the 

problems locally encountered in social interaction.  
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Maynard’s findings question the findings of West and Garcia (1988) who proposed that some topic 

changes and shifts were ‘unilateral,’ being initiated without any recognisable tie to the topic-in-

progress (West & Garcia 1988: 563), despite the fact that they found occurrances either after a prior 

topic had been allowed to lapse (Schegloff & Sacks 1974) or had not been collaboratively closed with 

some identifiable topic bounding exchange (Jefferson 1984; West & Garcia 1988).  

The significance of Sacks’ caution that to find something “orderly in one way doesn’t mean that 

you’ve done all there is” (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 562) is worth recalling here: West and Garcia’s 

conclusions about topical organisation were made with reference only to local sequential organisation 

and without considering the relevance of two other organisations: extended sequential organisation 

within the overall conversational unit; and the setting-specific categorial incumbencies of the 

interactants. They studied the management of topic changes in twelve-minute, cross-gender 

conversations between university students who were strangers recorded in a laboratory. The 

participants had volunteered to take part in a study and had been “randomly paired, introduced to the 

laboratory and asked to ‘relax and get to know one another’ prior to a problem-solving discussion 

(what to do about bicycle safety on campus)” (West & Garcia 1988: 559). 

The fact that West and Garcia focused only on local sequences in which topic changes were judged 

to have occurred leaves open the matter of relevance to the overall conversation (extended 

sequential organisation) and the possibility that the ‘new’ topic could have been relevant to other 

topics already spoken about. It could also have been relevant to the ‘reason-for-call’ topic (the 

experiment) which, as Sacks (1992a [1968]: 773 – 783) demonstrated, is ‘preservable’ not only 

across other topics within conversations but from one conversation to another. Such considerations 

call into question the finding that utterances, such as, “When does this thing get started?” and “Nice 

little room, quaint.” produced after a co-participant’s turns “(1.6) So henh-henh-henh-‘eh- ‘eh”, and “’h- 

‘h hh-hh-hh” respectively, constitute unilateral topic changes.  
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Further, West and Garcia assumed that, 

[g]iven the turn-by-turn production of topical transitions in conversation, we were able to 
treat these as independent events (West & Garcia 1988: 559). 

The assumption that the only relevant type of organisation at work within the short segments 

extracted from the interactions was local sequential organisation did not consider whether extended 

sequential organisation, topical organisation, and/or categorial organisation were also relevant to the 

co-participants’ situated, local management of topic changes. Only reference to the entire 

conversation would have revealed whether participants’ situated actions constituted a ‘topic change’ 

or shift, a ‘false first’ or preliminary topic, a preserved ‘first’ or ‘reason-for-call’ topic, or a “side 

sequence” (Jefferson 1972: 294 – 338). The segments included in the report of the study indicate that 

the experimental subjects oriented to their preliminary “get to know each other” conversations as 

transitional within the extended sequence pending the ‘real’, goal-oriented discussion to come (i.e., 

talking about bicycle safety on their university campus) and to their identities for the setting (i.e., as 

student co-participants in a sociology experiment). This is apparent in that their interim topics of talk 

focused on courses of study, their experiences of university life, their aspirations to change 

universities, and what the experiment they were engaged in was about. Further, their ‘topic changes’ 

were alternations among these setting-related topics. These orientations are demonstrated in 

Example 2.3. 

EXAMPLE 2.3 DYAD 19: 95 – 98 (REPRODUCED VERBATIM FROM WEST & GARCIA 1988: 565). 

01 Beth Um: (0.2) but it’s a ni:ce school like if I didn’ live in  
02   VenTURa I’d really like it on the beach. 
    (1.1) 
03 Beth It’s jus’ (so) close, my Mo:m comes up to see me all the  
04   ti:me ya’ know:. My sis::ter comes up to se me all the  
05   ti:me. ‘h 

(.) 
06 Andy (ºAh = h hh) 

(3.6) 
07 Andy Have you ever participated in som’um like this before? 
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With reference only to the local sequential (turn-by-turn) organisation, West and Garcia found that 

“following Andy’s sigh and a 3.6 second silence, we find another seemingly unilateral topic change” 

(565). West and Garcia’s own uncertainty, indicated in the use of “seemingly,” might have been 

clarified had the segment been analysed with reference to the entire interaction. Sacks’ analysis of 

the relevance and adequacy of an utterance showed that “any utterance can be related to any other. 

And secondly, there are ways that an utterance can use sequential techniques to position itself 

relative to some others” (1992b [1972]: 558, emphases in original). In Turn 07 above, for instance, 

“this” in the expression “som’un like this” provides for a search for what “this” refers to. Its intelligibility 

can be located in relation to the overall activity (i.e., conversing with a stranger for an experiment); it 

might also be locatable relative to some prior utterance (a matter that could be decided only with 

reference to the entire conversation to that point).  

A further problem with West and Garcia’s analysis is that they made the social structural category, 

‘gender’, significant and analysed Andy’s actions as an example of “men’s unilateral topic shifts,” 

aimed at curtailing a topic that expressed “a woman’s feelings about being ‘too close’ to her home 

and family” (West & Garcia 1988: 570). However, the membership categorisation analysis performed 

by the co-participants in the segment of talk demonstrates that the structurally organised topic change 

is collaboratively produced, not only with reference to extended sequential order but also to the 

situated and local categorial order. The sequence of two turns occupied by silence followed by the 

invocation of the relevance of the setting is hearable as Andy’s analysis of Beth’s course of action, 

that is, to produce a troubles-telling (Jefferson & Lee 1981). His actions, silence and his direct 

reminder that they are parties to an experiment, dis-aligned with the category Beth’s talk was 

assigning to him (i.e., recipient of her personal troubles-telling). Andy’s lack of social support for 

Beth’s membership categorisation work led her to stop and she was silent when it was her turn to 

speak after Andy’s “(ºAh = h hh)” in Turn 06. Beth’s action in remaining silent, therefore, is 
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warrantably interpretable as allowing that activity (i.e., troubles telling) to lapse. The silence marked a 

relevant transition to Andy as speaker, a slot he filled by recalling not only the ‘reason-for-call’ topic 

(i.e., the experiment) but also the categories they occupied as “participants” in an experiment (i.e., 

“som’un like this”). Thus, topic closure can be seen to have been collaboratively produced and 

mutually oriented to. 

The point of the above reflection on West and Garcia’s analysis is that topic transition is a category of 

action that cannot be decided simply with reference to local sequences. To pre-theorise “turn-taking” 

as the only relevant organisation is done at the risk of overlooking the members’ own methods of 

making sense in their interactions. 

2.4.1.2.3 Side Sequences 

A significant finding of Sacks’ (1992a, 1992b) studies of topical talk was that conversationalists orient 

to the preservation of topics. To provide for this orientation and for local contingencies that may 

require a diversion from a topic-in-progress, members have developed methods for managing “a 

‘break’ in contrast to a ‘termination’” (Jefferson 1972: 294) of a topic, an occurrence that Jefferson 

(1972) described as a “side sequence within an ongoing sequence” (Jefferson 1972: 294). According 

to Jefferson (1972), Schegloff (1972), and exemplified by Wilson (1991), such sequences provide for 

clarifications, corrections of misapprehensions, and other relevant additions to or extensions of a 

topic-in-progress. Entry into a side-sequence has been found to be managed either via the repetition 

of an item just mentioned or via a question.  

Side sequences extend or initiate talk on a particular item, but are, nevertheless subsidiary to and are 

not topics “in competition with” (Jefferson 1972: 312) the ongoing topic, that is, they are 

subsidiary to the particular utterances from which they draw their sense, which serve as 
their source, via the relationship to which they have their completeness as actions; but 
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they are subsidiary to the on-going activity of which those utterances are a part. 
(Jefferson 1972: 312) 

Their subsidiary status with respect to on-going topical talk, according to Jefferson, also exists in the 

provision for unexplicated entry into and exit from a side-sequence during on-going topical talk, and 

the kind of conversational work that provides for resumption often involves common disjunct markers 

such as “Okay”, “Listen”, “Well”, followed by a resumption of the suspended topic (Jefferson 1972: 

315 – 324). 

The use of side-sequences (insertions) as resources for seeking clarification in institutional business 

transactions, where significant decisions and access to goods and services rest on those decisions, 

was exemplified by Wilson in his analysis of a stretch of courtroom talk (Example 2.4, below) as a 

question-answer sequence with an insertion sequence rather than as an example of a judge 

exercising institutional power to control the course of the interaction.  

EXAMPLE 2.4 A QUESTION-ANSWER SEQUENCE WITH AN INSERTION SEQUENCE (WILSON 1991: 28) 

08 P: Your Honor, we request immediate sentencing and waive the probation report. 
09 J: What’s his record? 
010 P: He has a prior drunk and a GTA [Grand Theft Auto]. Nothing serious. This is just a shoplifting case. He 

did enter K-Mart with the intent to steal. But really all we have here is petty theft. 
011 J: What do the people have? 
012 D: Nothing either way. 
013 J: How long has he been in? 
014 P: Eighty-three days. 
015 J: I make this a misdemeanor by P.C. Article 17 and sentence you to ninety days in County Jail, with 

credit for time served. 

Rather than analysing turns 2 to 7 as several topic changes, the relevance to the ongoing sequence, 

the co-ordinated action of co-participants and their unproblematic alignment with the action all provide 

a warrant for Wilson’s analysis that the activity is a question-answer sequence with an insertion 

sequence, not as an instance of topical or sequential organisation that would support a finding of 

interactionally accomplished professional dominance. 
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Other EM analyses of segments of talk from institutional medical service encounters (Eglin and 

Wideman 1986; Sharrock 1979; Turner 1976) have demonstrated that interpretations of particular 

service provider actions, especially questions, as interruptions and mechanisms for topic control are 

unwarranted. Rather, each of these studies, in which the analysts searched for, rather than pre-

theorised, the rationality oriented to by co- interactants to constitute their sequential utterances as 

orderly, showed that doctors, therapists, patients, police personnel and callers to the police oriented 

to the relevance of the particular institutional task to find the sense of utterances and their placement 

within sequences. Using this formulation of the rationality of actions, inserted questions and side-

sequences were found to be mutually oriented to as orderly. 

2.4.1.3 TOPICALLY ORIENTED CLOSING SEQUENCES 

Sacks and Schegloff (1974, see also Button 1987) found that the organisation of closing sequences 

can orient to topical order. For instance, it was found that sequences often mimic topic initiation 

sequences, oriented to uncovering any further topics or “mentionables” (Sacks & Schegloff 1974: 

251). In addition, sequences typically used in movement towards closing (e.g., summarising, making 

arrangements, or offering solicitudes), were back-referenced to topics of talk within the interactions 

being closed (Button 1987: 104). Button (1987) summarised these findings and also showed that the 

sequence types in which movements toward closings were organised in these ways, could also 

produce further talk on the topic or generate a new topic and, effectively, a new conversation. In such 

situations, topical organisation can be seen to be the phenomenon of order that is oriented to in 

sequentially ordered ways. The co-relevance of extended sequential organisation, local sequential 

organisation and categorial organisation to topically organised closing sequences has also been 

demonstrated (see Sacks 1992a [1968]; Schegloff and Sacks 1974; Robinson 2001).  
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2.4.1.4 TOPICALLY ORIENTED TURN DESIGN 

Turn design is pivotal in the accomplishment of topical organisation. Three-part topic elicitation 

sequences and stepwise topic generation sequences are structural apparatuses only, and it is the 

design of each utterance in the sequences that displays preferences for topically organised talk. 

Although sequential organisation is important, it may be secondary to the orientation to topical order 

in that the turn design provides “the organisational grounds for a preferred sequential development” 

(Button & Casey 1984: 169).  

Based on analysis of opening sequences, Sacks found that general openings to conversations such 

as ’How are you?’ often evoked next turns such as “Wonderful,” “I’ve been better,” or “Awful”. 

According to Sacks, these types of second-pair parts indicate topical orientation and show that the 

first turns were routinely analysed by co-participants as: “Give me some information as will involve me 

in asking you what it is that’s of some substantial news between us” (Sacks 1992b [1970]: 203). In 

these cases the second pair-part of the adjacency pair projected a topic initial elicitor in the form of a 

“bounded news inquiry” (Button & Casey 1988/9) such as, “Did you win the lottery” or “What’s 

happened.” Thus although the design of first utterances in the adjacency pair did not explicitly orient 

to topical organisation, subsequent actions showed that the orientation to topic organised the 

sequence nevertheless.  

Sacks (1992b [1972]: 561 – 567) showed that the design of a question such as “Howdjuh survive the 

qua:ke? en the: fi:res ‘n th’ floods ‘n everything.” (561) oriented to topical organisation in ways that go 

beyond the question’s relevance as a topic initial elicitor. The co-selections of items such as 

“earthquakes, fires and floods” orients to topical talk because it is designed with an orientation to the 

provision of a topic that might sustain the conversation by activating “what you know they know” 

(564). It provides a list of possible “story sources” (565) either about one of the items on the list or 

about some general phenomenon whereby the items can be summarised (e.g., experiences of 
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‘disasters’). Such lists show a preference for a topically organised interaction because it prefers 

something “more than an answer long” (565) and can thus be heard not as a question but as a “topic 

opener” (566). 

2.4.1.5 TOPICALLY ORIENTED CONVERSATIONAL IDENTITIES 

Following Schegloff (1968), Sacks (1992b [1970] 200 – 211) also found that in opening sequences, 

orientation to topic was organised by the invocation of local conversational identities, such as “caller” 

and “called” or “client” and “agent” (Sacks 1992b [1971]: 391), along with particular topically oriented 

sets of predicated rights and obligations. One significant obligation was the provision of a topic that 

would count as the reason for a call (Sacks 1992b [1970]: 159; [1971]: 361; Schegloff & Sacks 1974: 

249). Topically organised closings, and the ‘terminal exchanges’ that follow pre-closing and closing 

exchanges, were also found to be invited, initiated and accomplished by orienting to the 

conversational identities ‘caller’ and ‘called’ (Schegloff & Sacks 1974: 249). Specifically, Sacks noted 

that, as the ‘owner’ of the “reason-for-call” topic (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 773 – 783), it was “a caller’s 

business to find a place to stick in possible endings” or to offer closings (Sacks 1992b [1971]: 364 - 

366). In these cases and in many others it has been found that the re-introduction of reason-for-call 

topics is a way to signal and manage sequence and interactional closings (Button 1987; Sacks 1992a 

[1968]; Sacks & Schegloff 1974). 

2.4.1.6 TOPIC CARRIERS: CATEGORIAL RESOURCES USED TO ACCOMPLISH TOPICAL TALK 

‘Topic carriers,’ that is, places in utterances “where a person puts in their attentions to the topicalized 

character of the conversation” (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 753) include selective identifications of persons, 

places, objects, actions, and other things. The rationality of the selective formulation can be found 

only if they are understood as classifiable and “selected by reference to a topic” (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 

754).  
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Accountable selection, co-selection and interpretation of particular items, descriptions and 

formulations within sequences of talk (both short and extended) often depend on the understanding 

that they are topic-sensitive. For instance, Sacks (1992a [1968]: 754) proposed that particular 

selections of place identifications such as “across the street” or “around the corner” demonstrated 

orientations to topical organisation because the characterization could not be made sensible unless it 

was referenced to the topic at hand. 

Finding the logic of or consistency in co-selected items in an utterance, sequence or conversation 

may not be possible unless orientation to topical order is taken into account. Talking on-topic often 

provides the logic of particular co-selections of items as “co-class members for some topic” (Sacks 

1992a [1968]: 757 – 758; Schegloff 1972). Orientation to topical order also provides for the 

intelligibility of co-selected items that are apparently disjunctive but can be analysed as “touched-off” 

by talk on a focal topic (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 762-3). 

Topic carriers are often found in first utterances of business interactions when service providers 

called by callers give “candidate typing or candidate signature to the conversation … which say ‘I’m 

going to listen relevant to the identification I make of myself” (Sacks 1992b [1970]: 200); and, in doing 

so, orient to topical organisation. Similarly, callers, in providing an accountable reason for a call (i.e., 

a topic of talk) also provide the recipient (called) with a categorially and topically instructed means “to 

locate the identification used of them to make the contact and thereby provide a means for selecting a 

response” (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 774). 

2.4.2 Relationships between Topical and Sequential Organisations 

Section 2.4.1 focused on ways that local orientations to topical organisation appear in everyday 

interactions. This section describes the methods members’ use to constitute topical order in 

interactions (extended sequences). From an EM perspective, doing topical talk is a practical activity 
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for a focus (Schegloff 1972), and topically ordered interactions are “cued to topics that will keep 

exchange and individual contributions flowing”; “those that do not lend themselves to this social 

function are quickly dropped” (Sacks, 1992a: 710). Thus, although an interaction may include multiple 

topics that have some bearing on local and overall practical outcomes topics that are organisationally 

relevant for an interaction have special properties.  

Following Sacks (1992a, 1992b), it is proposed that topical order is oriented to, and constituted in and 

through the generation and preservation of types of topics that have extended sequential and 

categorial relevance. Such topics provide a basis on which co-participants can co-ordinate their local 

activities for situated, practical purposes. Sacks (1992a, 1992b) described the types of topics that are 

used as such ‘ordering devices’ as ‘first,’ ‘primary,’ ‘ultra-rich,’ ‘reason-for-call,’ and ‘cover’ topics. 

Although different names have been used to describe such topics, the inclusive term ‘ordering topic’ 

is used in this project.  

Ordering topics are significant for “the overall structural organisation of a conversation” (Sacks 1992b 

[1970]: 159) and are locally constituted as ‘high status’ topics (Schegloff & Sacks 1974). Co-

participants document their mutual orientations to topical order using sequentially-organised 

procedures to preserve an ordering topic, and the methods also provide a basis on which to proceed 

through the interaction in a co-ordinated manner despite the multiple layers of meaning that are active 

at any moment. Actions are constructed and analysed in topic-organisational terms, and topical order 

and coherence are oriented to as constraining and as the procedural logic that makes actions 

sensible and rational (Lee 1987; Sacks 1992a, 1992b; Schegloff 1999: 410). Ordering topics also 

provide an infrastructure for the orderly conduct of an interaction that reflexively affects and is 

affected by co-participants’ selections and selective uses of other topics.  
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One property of such topics is that they are preservable throughout interactions and, thereby, provide 

a structure and rational basis for moving across multiple topics. However, as well as providing 

coherence, an ordering topic provides for the orderly conduct of an interaction and is used as a 

procedural resource. It can be used as a sort of ‘ticket’ (Sacks 1992b [1971]: 364), which allows 

holders to move through the conversation from topic to topic and phase to phase (e.g., from: greeting 

to topic initiation; topic initiation to development; topic to topic, pre-closing into closing and 

termination). Thus orientation to topical order, enacted as the preservation of the central position of 

the ordering topic, enables order to be maintained. An ordering topic is, therefore, central to overall 

interactional order via its status as both a warrant for and a procedure for the orderly conduct of 

activities throughout the course of an interaction. 

Two significant classes of ordering topics described by Sacks are ‘reason-for-call’ topics (Sacks 

1992a [1968]: 773 – 783) and ‘cover topics’ (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 320).  

2.4.2.1 REASON-FOR CALL TOPICS 

Reason-for-call topics (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 773 – 783), which include the concept described as “first 

topics” (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 320 – 322), stand as “warrants for contact” (777), and, on that basis, are 

treated as preservable throughout an interaction. Their status as “tellable items” (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 

775) provides both for their initial relevance and ways of organising and managing conversational 

openings, ongoing talk and closings (Button 1987; Button & Casey 1984; Sacks 1992a, 1992b; 

Schegloff & Sacks 1974).  

Reason-for-call topics also have other organisational properties such as providing co-participants with 

the resources to monitor the status or viability of their interaction. Members’ common-sense 

knowledge of social settings, and their expectations that a reason-for-call topic will be produced 

(especially in institutional service interactions), enables them to treat other topics that are initiated 
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prior to a topic that is a recognisable reason-for-call topic as “false first topics” (Sacks 1992b [1970]: 

205).  

Sacks found that these topics, often initiated in opening ‘how-are-you’ sequences, do not disrupt 

topical order because they are treated as transitional rather than preservable and can be summarily 

disposed of and dropped without explanation (Sacks 1992b [1970]: 205). Thus activities such as 

greeting exchanges, introductions or exploratory or familiarisation question-answer sequences, 

routinely found at conversational openings, have been found to be treated as false-first topics that are 

recurrently used to co-ordinate entry into “the unit ‘a single conversation’” (Schegloff & Sacks 1974: 

233) rather than to the unit, a single topic.  

However, although these false-first topics are non-topical they are “pre-topical” and thus oriented to 

topical organisation as well (Maynard & Zimmerman 1984: 306; Sacks 1992b [1970]: 207 - 211). 

Especially in ‘first encounter’ circumstances, such as, service transactions, flirting or ‘pick-up’ 

exchanges (Sacks 1992a [1964]: 49 – 56), “pre-topical” question-answer sequences are a standard 

method whereby co-participants generate a conversation (Maynard & Zimmerman 1984: 306). In 

such circumstances, there is a dependent relationship between finding a topic and generating a 

conversation. For a conversation to develop and continue beyond the greeting or “pre-topical” phase, 

co-participants need to find a topic that could stand as either a reason-for-having-a-conversation (in 

the first meeting circumstance) or a reason-for-the–call (in the business or service circumstance).  

In business interactions, therefore, an institutional agent (e.g., a GP) called on by a client (e.g., a P) 

orients to the relevance of a reason-for-call topic by allocating a special transitional status to “pre-

topical” exchanges and to false-first topics raised prior to a recognisable reason-for-call topic and the 

reason-for-call topic is oriented to as ‘pending’ (Schegloff 1979). However, because pre-topical talk 

does not constitute a topic (Maynard & Zimmerman 1984; Schegloff & Sacks 1974), pre-topical 
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sequences do not require closure prior to a topic initiation. The recognisable role of pre-topical talk in 

topic generation also pre-cludes the necessity for other topic initiation work. These findings have 

implications for the classification of topics and topic shifts and for the attribution of responsibility for 

topic initiation in service situations such as MSEs, and for accounts of social dominance that have 

been supported by counts of topics and topic shifts (as reviewed in Section 2.2.3, see for instance, 

Mishler 1984). 

Reason-for-call topics are also used to accomplish pre-closing and closing sequences. Sacks (1992a 

[1968]: 775) found that “announcing a topic can permit a recipient to monitor when that topic will have 

been finished.” Such topically organised procedures for closing interactions rely on the sense of an 

interaction as an organised ‘unit’ and, reflexively, the use of an ordering topic is the means whereby 

the ‘unit’ is constituted (Schegloff & Sacks 1974: 250).  

2.4.2.2 COVER TOPICS 

‘Cover topics’ are ordering topics in that they can provide for the appearance of coherence in 

interactions, even those, such as MSEs, in which broad-ranging topics are raised and disposed of, or 

treated as transitional (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 320 – 327). The establishment of a topic that can act as 

a cover, or inclusive topic-for-the-conversation, provides a local context for other topics to be raised. 

The taken-for-granted relationship to the cover topic is traded on to provide for the relevance of the 

other topics. The cover topic is preserved and other topics are treated as sub-topics of it and thus as 

transitional (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 320 – 322).  

The management of topical talk is thus made orderly and other topics introduced are accorded 

relevance and status relative to the cover topic. The implications for order in settings such as MSEs 

are considerable because the rights and obligations of co-participants in terms of on-topic talk are 

extended when a cover topic is in use as an ordering topic. Normative rules of relevance and moral 
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adequacy that constrain topic transitions can be re-defined and waived when cover topic organisation 

is in use. Unannounced or un-explicated topic shifts and interactional moves that would otherwise be 

treated as interruptions and thereby as accountable actions may be accepted without sanction.  

Procedures whereby sub-topics can be introduced without loss of relevance of a current 

organisationally relevant cover topic involve tying techniques that may be organised lexically, 

grammatically, sequentially or categorially by establishing that specific features of the sub-topic are in 

some way “co-class members” with features of the primary topic (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 757). 

Sacks (1992a [1966]: 320 – 327; [1967]: 601 – 604) illustrated the workings of a range of tying 

techniques for linking sub-topics to a cover topic using the example of teenage boys’ use of an 

automobile discussion in a psychiatric group therapy session as a ‘guise’ for and as ‘generative of’ 

relevant talk on other topics including: “[s]ex, guilt, independence, autonomy, authority, parental 

relations, the state of society, death, … handled as sub-topics of ‘an automobile discussion’” (320). 

Relationships among topics is a significant feature in topically organised interactions. Although the 

subject matter of ordering topics and sub-topics may vary greatly, coherence and rationality in 

interactions are preserved as a result of hierarchical relationships established between topics and 

classes of topics because of the infrastructure that ordering topics provide. Even though at any 

moment a sub-topic may be talked about exclusively, Members document, using recognisable 

methods, that those topics are subsidiary to the primary topic being assembled and on which order is 

based (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 762). In topically ordered interactions, orientation to the preservation of 

the ordering topic is a condition under which movement to and fro across topics is reasonably and 

rationally accomplished. 

Relationships among ordering topics, sub-topics and preliminary topics (i.e., ‘false first topics’) are 

normatively oriented to in topically ordered interactions. These relationships both reflect and provide 
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for the sense that a topically ordered interaction is oriented to as a unit and as a coherent extended 

sequence “to which participants orient throughout its course” (Schegloff & Sacks 1974: 249, emphasis 

in original). 

It is noted, however, that although topical order relies on apparent structural hierarchies of topics 

within extended sequences, the actual local and overall practical significance of any particular topic 

can only be decided based on an analysis of the members’ documented uses of it. Even though a 

topic may be recognisable as an ordering, ‘false-first,’ or sub-topic, from its features or its role in the 

topical organisation of the interaction, the situated practical tasks accomplished in and through its 

local use must be discovered. These tasks routinely involve membership categorisation work. 

2.4.3 Relationships between Topical and Categorial Organisations 

2.4.3.1 RECIPIENT DESIGN 

The “most general content rule for conversation” (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 563) is that interactants 

generate topics they can talk about together. One procedure to generate a topic that is “something for 

us” is “turning it into something for you, and asking you about it.” (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 563). To 

accomplish this procedure a speaker designs an utterance or initiates a sequence in a way that also 

‘designs’ or attributes particular characteristics, obligations and predicates to the recipient. Sacks 

(1992b [1970]: 229) referred to this property as “recipient design” in that the design of one 

participant’s talk “does some sorts of jobs for the teller and imposes some sorts of jobs on the 

recipient”.  

The activity of turning something (e.g., objects, places, events, ideas, persons) into something that 

concerns a co-participant is membership categorisation activity. Via this procedure, co-participants 

are attributed particular characteristics (e.g., interests, values) and based on those, a local obligation 
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or right to talk on the topic proposed by the other is invoked. Category membership descriptions are 

accomplished in terms of what ‘someone like you’ should talk about, now, with someone like ‘me’ or 

‘us’. This procedure can also form part of stepwise topic generations/transitions (see Section 2.4.1.2) 

and accomplish topically organised local membership categorisation activities. 

2.4.3.2 TOPICALLY ORGANISED MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 

Sacks (1992a, 1992b) also showed that (and how) membership categoristion work was implicated in 

topically ordered interactions via the selection of ‘topic carriers’ including: identifications of persons, 

places, objects, and other concepts (e.g., time, degrees of change in circumstances, emotional or 

physical states or condition). Given that any identification represents a choice from alternatives, local 

choices that can be analysed as topic-sensitive also impact on and can be analysed as categorially 

implicative for the current collection of people involved in the conversation. 

Membership categorisation work has been found to be organised by and for the generation and 

preservation of topical talk. In institutional service interactions, such as: GP-P consultations (Heath 

1992); calls for emergency assistance (Zimmerman 1992); and ‘helpline’ calls (Sacks 1972, 1992a), 

topically organised greeting sequences provide a locus for identifications of persons (see also 

Schegloff 1968; Sacks 1992b [1970]). The transformation of the normative features of institutionally 

relevant membership categorisations provided in such local descriptions of persons requires 

considerable work for which sub-topics may be recruited. Thus the infrastructure of primary topics, 

preliminary and sub-topics available in topically organised interactions provides opportunities for 

category-transformation and category-accretion work to be conducted (Jayyusi 1984). Using topically 

organised resources, membership category descriptions, embedded in talk on the ordering topic or 

sub-topics, may establish special rights and obligations with respect to the provision of goods and 

services (Sacks 1992b [1970]; Schegloff 1968). Ordering topics and the sub-topics they 

accommodate can thus be used as sites for the detailed category description and analysis necessary 
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for the re-specifications of the features of category incumbency on which particular local rights and 

obligations depend. 

2.4.4 Conclusion: Topical Organisation 

Members’ orientations to topical organisation can be located empirically in the documentary evidence 

they provide for their co-interactants as embedded descriptions of what is going on, and what sort of 

actions will count as adequate next actions. Indices of topical organisation include conversational 

objects as well as particular formations at all different levels of sequential organisation (see section 

3.3). In topically organised interactions, the adequacy of any utterance will be primarily oriented to the 

constitution of or preservation of the talk as on-topic talk.  

This section has outlined EM’s version of topical organisation and its relationship to local and 

extended sequential and categorial organisations. It has discussed the notion that particular topically 

oriented sequences and ‘ordering’ topics provide members with procedures for co-ordinating their 

actions and conducting their interactions in orderly and productive ways. It has also outlined the value 

of topical organisation for situated membership categorisation work. Current commonsense 

understandings of topical talk in MSEs are now reviewed from this perspective. 

2. 5 Implications for the analysis of topical talk in MSEs 

The concepts discussed in this section are fundamental to this project and provide the logic for the re-

investigation of the operation of topical talk in MSEs. The policy “ethnomethodological indifference” 

(Garfinkel & Sacks 1970: 345) will be applied and, following Sacks’ recommendations regarding 

sociological description, that “nothing we take as subject can appear as part of our descriptive 

apparatus unless it itself has been described” (Sacks 1963: 2), the detailed topic analysis undertaken 

is based on the aspects of topical organisation described in Section 2.4, above. Thus the formal 
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features and significance of GPs’ and Ps’ topical talk for: local sequential organisation; extended 

sequential organisation; categorial organisation, that is, for the scenic features and rational properties 

of GP-P talk in MSES, will not be decided in advance. Following Garfinkel’s recommendations (1967: 

31) this study will not “use common sense knowledge of social structures as both a topic and a 

resource of inquiry”. Rather, it will “assign exclusive priority to the study of the methods of concerted 

actions and methods of common understanding” (Garfinkel 1967: 31) whereby GPs and Ps co-

ordinate their actions and collaboratively produce orderly, recognisable MSEs and sequences of talk 

within them.  

Following EM’s policies, this study is also indifferent to the findings of previous studies in which 

topical talk within MSEs has been treated as an outcome of common sense knowledge of social 

structures and “no ontological judgemental attention” (Garfinkel & Wieder 1992: 186) will be paid to 

those prior theorisations. Nevertheless, prior theorisations of topical talk in MSEs, which have been 

part of the vast numbers of empirical studies of GP-P interactions, have been instrumental in the 

formulation of ‘common sense’ understandings of its operation within those institutional activities, and, 

on that basis, those studies are relevant to the findings of this project.  

2.5.1  ‘Rule-governed’ definitions of ‘social action’ 

Within a ‘rule-governed’ model of human conduct, actions are viewed as motivated by internalized 

needs to behave in certain ways or external forces – rules –  that need to be followed to avoid 

sanction. Human actors are taken to negotiate their way through social activities guided or governed 

by the standard rules for action in particular social settings. Based on this theory of rule-governed 

action, standardised meanings can be and have been attributed to specific actions, sometimes 

generally, and sometimes in contextually related ways. In previous studies of GP-P topical talk, 

interpretations of the activities of GPs and Ps in MSEs have been stipulated in advance. For instance, 
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based on the generalisation that GP-P talk is socially asymmetrical, it is now a commonplace for GPs 

talk to be interpreted as strategically self-interested and Ps talk to be interpreted as naïve.  

2.5.2 Methodological principles for investigating topical talk 

From this theoretical basis, investigating the formal features of topical talk in situated MSEs, that is, 

the scenic and rational properties of topical talk, must involve “the empirical task of describing them 

as they are found” (Garfinkel 1967: 281). The fact that topical talk has been found to exhibit 

standardised features is not taken as proof that individuals are operating under the control of either 

an internally or externally derived system of social rules. Rather, the documented features of topical 

talk are examined to discover what is accomplished.  

This project adopts the theoretical premises of EM in its four central assumptions, specifically that: 

1. GP-P topical talk in MSEs is a situated accomplishment; 

2. GPs and Ps hold each other accountable at all times for the recognisable organisation, 

management and use of topical talk as talking-on-topics-for-an-MSE;  

3. in and through their topical talk persons constitute themselves as social Members and members 

of the social categories GP and P; and 

4. Members’ concerted work to accomplish the situated sense of their activities constitutes 
recognisable institutional MSEs. 

This chapter has provided a review of various conceptualisations of topical talk and the ways that 

they have been applied within previous investigations of MSE interactions. Current understandings of 

the operation of topical talk in MSEs have been reviewed. The understandings are those that have 

achieved the status of commonsense in bureaucratic, professional, and educational contexts 

concerned with the work of GPs.  
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The theoretical framework for this investigation of the operation of topical talk in MSEs has also been 

explicated: EM’s conceptualisation of topical talk as one form of social organisation; the detailed 

procedures whereby topical talk can be managed and can operate to organise meaning and the 

orderly conduct of interactions; and the relationship of topical organisation to the other three forms of 

organisation (i.e., local and extended sequential and categorial). 

In the light of this, it has provided a justification for the re-assessment of current commonsense 

understandings of the operation of topical talk in MSEs. Chapter 3 further explicates the principles of 

ethnomethodological analysis and the findings of EM studies of sequential and categorial 

organisation that form the empirical and conceptual background to this study. 
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CHAPTER 3 
EMPIRICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 2: ETHNOMETHODOLOGY 

Ethnomethodological studies analyze everyday activities as members' methods for 
making those same activities visibly-rational-and-reportable-for-all-practical-purposes, 
i.e., ‘accountable,’ as organizations of commonplace everyday activities. (Garfinkel, 
1967: vii) 

3.1 Introduction 

This purpose of this chapter is to explicate the principles of ethnomethodological analysis used in this 

study. Fundamental to EM analysis is the tenet that, in organising their commonplace everyday 

activities in recognisable (i.e., accountably rational or orderly) ways, social members reflexively 

accomplish social order*. These ideas were introduced in Section 2.3 along with the notion that the 

rationality and orderliness of situated social activities is constituted with reference to the “dimensions 

of social organisation” (Garfinkel 1967: 36), that is, to local and extended sequential, topical, and 

categorial organisations.  

Sections 2.4 and 2.5 detailed the resources provided by topical organisation and explicated members’ 

procedures for establishing rationally accountable social activities using those organisational 

resources, along with implications of EM’s approach for the analysis of social interaction. EM’s 

foundational principles are more explicitly detailed in this chapter as are features of local and 

extended sequential organisations and categorial organisation. 

This chapter is, therefore, both theoretical and methodological: Section 3.2 further explicates the 

principles of EM elaborating on the understanding developed in Section 2.3 that social order is 

accomplished in and through the situated actions, commonsense reasoning practices, and organised 

interpretation management practices of social members.  
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Section 3.3 reviews and explicates relevant aspects of sequential organisations that will be relied on 

in this study. Section 3.4 explicates EM’s concept of membership categorisation and the aspects of 

categorial organisation that will be relied on here. Section 3.5 provides a summary of the theoretical 

and analytic principles and policies that are applied in this study to answer the two specific research 

questions detailed in Chapter 1:  

1. How does topical talk operate in the organisation and management of MSE interactions? 

2. How does topical talk operate in the co-ordination of specific service requests and service 
provisions? 

3.2 Constituting Orderly Social Life 

The theories and concepts explicated in this section draw extensively on the work of Sacks (1992a 

[1964 – 1968]; 1992b [1968 – 1972]; 1972a, 1972b); Garfinkel (1967; 1972); and Garfinkel and Sacks 

(1970). Propositions fundamental to EM’s theory of the accomplished nature of orderly social life and 

relevant to the analysis of the organised features of MSE interactions are explicated. These 

propositions pertain to the operation of local action, commonsense reasoning practices, and the 

“documentary method of interpretation” (Garfinkel 1967; 1972) in the constitution of social order*. 

Recall that order*liness refers to the rationality and intelligibility of actions in context (see Section 2.3). 

3.2.1 Social Order* is a Members’ Accomplishment 

Section 2.3 introduced EM’s foundational concept that social order* (Garfinkel & Wieder 1992) is a 

members’ accomplishment. Within EM, social actors are “recast as sense-makers or interpreters of 

the world rather than ... vehicles for the operation of generalised norms (i.e., ‘cultural dopes’)” (Hester 

& Francis 2000: 2). These concepts are elaborated in this section. EM proposes that the relationship 

between individual action and social order are reflexive rather than determinate. Central to this theory 
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is the understanding that situated actions constitute accounts of the commonsense rationality of their 

own local production (Schegloff 1972). 

Sense-making involves a mutual obligation to find the sense of actions by locating their rationality and 

to produce morally adequate responses. Attention to these reciprocal obligations, enacted over the 

course of social interaction, shows that they demonstrate members’ understandings that “rational 

accountability of practical actions is an ongoing, practical accomplishment” (Garfinkel 1967: 4). 

Finding (and acting in accordance with) the intelligibility and rationality of an action is an accountable 

matter and necessarily involves social members in local, procedural analytic work such as:  

1. consulting their tacit or explicit knowledge and understanding of standard patterns of organisation 

(i.e., the four dimensions of social organisation); 

2. using the features of the organisation(s) apparently in use as a common sense scheme of 

interpretation to analyse a current action; and  

3. subsequently providing an implicit report of the results of their analysis to their co-participants 

within/by their next action.  

This is the essence of what Garfinkel (1967: 78) termed the ‘documentary method of interpretation’ 

(elaborated below in Section 3.2.2), and the set of procedures whereby social members 

collaboratively produce shared understandings. It is clear from the discussion above that shared 

meaning does not imply that agreement is explicitly formulated or even exists in any objective sense 

(Garfinkel 1967: 38; 1972: 3). EM proposes that, in the service of pragmatic interests, co-participants 

structure their actions and monitor meaning within interactions, to accomplish shared understandings. 

What is shared, therefore, is a moral obligation and commitment to make sense of one another’s 

actions. Thus, members orient to “the enforceable character of actions in compliance with the 

expectancies of everyday life as a morality” (Garfinkel 1972: 14), and constitute their own and others’ 

actions as rational and intelligible according to those expectancies, however they understand them.  
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3.2.1.1 COMMONSENSE: BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDINGS 

While participating in ‘social action,’ “actors find that, willy-nilly, their actions reflexively contribute to 

the sense of the scene which is undergoing development as a temporal sequence of actions” 

(Heritage 1984: 104, emphasis added). This ‘finding’ provides background knowledge and 

understandings about the procedural consequentiality of any action and the importance of choosing 

actions that clearly project, for their co-interactants, the responsive action that their organised actions 

require. Thus actions are characterised as having a social base and a rationality that is locally 

constituted and locally assessable. 

Co-participants work to establish the conditions under which congruence of perspectives can be 

accomplished. They orient to the achievement of agreement, social support and moral rectitude, and, 

in doing so accomplish recognisable social settings and activities, and situated order that is 

normatively grounded (Garfinkel, 1967; Sacks, 1987; Jayyusi, 1984). Making sense by constituting 

recognisable order is a moral as well as a practical imperative for the conduct of orderly social life, 

and members hold one another morally accountable for that production (Garfinkel 1967; Jayyusi, 

1984). Co-ordinated social action thus relies on members’ ability to negotiate and construct alignment 

between “practical theories” of social order (Garfinkel & Sacks 1970). This is true of activities involving 

talk, and has also been shown to be true of activities involving written, spoken, and visual texts (see 

e.g., Cuff 1994; Eglin & Hester 1999; Emmison & Smith 2001; Francis & Hart 1997; Macbeth 1999; 

Marr, Francis & Randall 1999). 

This section has summarised the role of commonsense knowledge of social settings and social 

activities in the accomplishment of mutual understanding and agreement; the next section outlines 

how these understandings pertain to the accomplishment of the rationality of ongoing social action. 
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3.2.1.2 ACCOMPLISHING RATIONALITY 

Members use commonsense knowledge of each dimension of social organisation to make their 

interactions orderly (i.e., rational and intelligible). As indicated above, the knowledge and ‘rules of 

relevance’ (Garfinkel 1967: 3) they use, consist of ‘members’ knowledge’, learned from and in 

interaction with other members. It is this that provides a local warrant for assessing the reasonablness 

of both action choices and interpretations of actions (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 260). 

Although social actions are made orderly with reference to ‘norms,’ they consist of norms of conduct 

attached to the four dimensions of social action:  

• norms for the organisation of local sequential order (e.g., returning a greeting, answering a 

question; see Section 3.3); 

• norms for the organisation of extended sequences (e.g., opening sequences at the 

beginning of a telephone call, closing sequences at the end of a business meeting, making 

arrangements as a pre-closing sequence that are relevant to the topics of talk that were 

marked as ‘what-the-conversation-was-about’; see Section 3.3); 

• norms for the organisation of topical order (e.g., actions that maintain the relevance of a 

reason-for-call topic; see Sections 2.3 and 2.4); and  

• norms for the organisation of categorial order (e.g., using categories from the same class of 

categories to classify co-participants, for instance, doctor and patient rather than golfer-

patient; husband and wife rather than husband-student; see Section 3.4). 

3.2.1.1.1 Commonsense Reasoning Practices  

Together with their cultural knowledge, members’ common-sense reasoning practices also allow them 

to infer meaning from any situated action. In Garfinkel’s terms, members’ common-sense reasoning is 
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organised by “the expectancies that make up the attitude of everyday life” (Garfinkel, 1972: 29), 

where the primary expectation is that they will be able to understand the meaning and the rationality 

of any action. Garfinkel (1967) found that meaning could always be inferred even when there was 

actually no basis for it in substantive terms. However, when the organised logic of an action could not 

be inferred, that is, a rational account of an action could not be found, shared meaning could not be 

reached. Further, if shared meaning can not be reached over the course of an activity, then each of 

the other conditions glossed by the term ‘mutual understanding’ (i.e., social alignment, agreement, 

and intersubjectivity) cannot be manifested. In Garfinkel’s terms, “a common understanding consisted 

of an inner-temporal course of interpretive work… [and] has necessarily an operational structure” 

(Garfinkel 1967: 25, insert and emphasis added). This means that,  

[f]or the conduct of their everyday affairs, persons take for granted that what is said will 
be made out according to methods that the parties use to make out what they are 
saying for its clear, consistent, coherent, understandable, or planful character, i.e., as 
subject to some rule's jurisdiction - in a word, as rational.  To see the ‘sense’ of what is 
said is to accord to what was said its character ‘as a rule’. ‘Shared agreement’ refers to 
various social methods for accomplishing the member's recognition that something was 
said-according-to-a-rule and not the demonstrable matching of substantive matters. 
The appropriate image of a common understanding is therefore an operation rather 
than a common intersection of overlapping sets. (Garfinkel 1967: 30, emphases in 
original) 

3.2.1.1.2 Demonstrating the conditions of rationality: Garfinkel’s experiments 

Garfinkel used experimental demonstrations to support his concept that the underlying rationality of 

action, rather than “shared agreement on substantive matters” (Garfinkel 1967: 24), is the essential 

component of orderly social interaction. One experiment required students to record an ordinary 

conversation with someone they knew and to explain the implicit meanings attached to each actual 

utterance. The aim was to demonstrate that the sense of each utterance relied on its apprehension as 

orderly, according to some organised system(s) of shared meaning. One of the interactions recorded 

by Garfinkel’s students is reproduced below in Example 3.1. Its seamlessness demonstrated that the 
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sense of what was said was available to both parties and that neither needed any explication of what 

was meant by any action.  

EXAMPLE 3.1 VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT FROM GARFINKEL (1972: 4) 

 SPEAKER TALK INTERPRETER’S EXPLANATION 

1 HUSBAND Dana succeeded in 
putting a penny in the 
parking meter today 
without being picked up. 

This afternoon as I was bringing Dana, our four-year-old son, home 
from the nursery school, he succeeded in reaching high enough to 
out a penny in a parking meter when we parked in a meter parking 
zone, whereas before he has always had to be picked up to reach 
that high. 

2 WIFE Did you take him to the 
record store? 

Since he put a penny in a meter, that means that you stopped while 
he was with you. I know that you stopped at the record store either 
on your way to get him or on the way back. Was it on the way back, 
so that he was with you, or did you stop there on the way to get him 
and somewhere else on the way back? 

3 HUSBAND No, to the shoe repair 
shop. 

No, I stopped at the record store on the way to get him and at the 
shoe repair shop on the way home when he was with me. 

4 WIFE What for? I know of one reason why you might have stopped at the shoe repair 
shop. Why did you in fact? 

5 HUSBAND I got some new shoe 
laces for my shoes. 

As you will remember, I broke a shoe lace on one of my brown 
oxfords the other day, so I stopped to get some new laces. 

6 WIFE Your loafers need new 
heels badly. 

Something else you could have gotten that I was thinking of. You 
could have taken your black loafers which need heels badly. You’d 
better get them taken care of pretty soon. 

The colloquy and annotations recorded, according to Garfinkel (1967, 1972), showed that the co-

participants were able to coordinate their actions in terms of: (1) extended sequential organisation 

that is, they attended to “the temporal series of utterances as documentary evidences of a developing 

conversation rather than as a string of terms” (Garfinkel 1972: 4);  and (2) categorial organisation, that 

is, via the attribution of sense based on situated identity of the persons in relation to each other, they 

found “an underlying pattern of matters that each already supposed to be matters that the person, by 

his (sic) speaking, could be telling the other about” (Garfinkel 1972: 5).   

Topical order in this interaction can be seen to be organised by and for categorial organisation and 

extended sequential organisation; that is, the situated sense of what was talked about could not have 
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been ‘found’ without reference to the other two dimensions of organisation. Husband’s action in Turn 

1, giving information about Dana (their son) succeeding in putting money in a meter, was accepted 

apparently without comment from Wife, and the lack of comment was not ‘noticed’ by Husband. 

Husband’s task following Wife’s Turn 2 was to decide the relevant sense (i.e., local sequential, 

extended sequential, topical, or categorical sense) of her question, “Did you take him to the record 

store?”. The rationality that made this action reasonable and intelligible could not have been found 

with reference to the literal meanings of words or their grammatical function; it required analysis of the 

talk as sequentially, topically, and/or categorically ordered “events-in-the-conversation” (Garfinkel 

1967: 40).  

The relevance of categorial organisation for the sense of the talk is clear. The sense-making work 

that Husband projected for Wife in his announcement that “Dana succeeded in putting a penny in the 

parking meter today without being picked up” was that she would hear his utterance as good or 

interesting news. The sense-making work that Wife projected for Husband by placing “Did you take 

him to the record store?” adjacent to his news announcement relied on his recognition that the 

underlying pattern of their conversation was the categorially ordered properties of ‘spouse talk.’ On 

that basis, the understanding that the news about Dana was ‘good’ and ‘interesting’ was shared and 

needed no acknowledgement. Their coordinated action also revealed that in this social setting 

unexplicated topic changes were reasonable; no transitional activities were necessary between 

topics; and topics were preservable across the conversation. Thus the features of topical organisation 

reflected and described categorial order in the setting. Topical content was also made sensible by 

categorial organisation and worked as embedded membership category description (Wife was 

described in action 1 as having some sort of moral obligation to be interested in Dana; in action 2 she 

described herself as having a moral right to know where Husband had been and what he had been 

doing – a description with which he aligned in action 3, and so on.) 
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A second set of experiments, Garfinkel’s ‘Breaching Experiments,’ were used to demonstrate that 

these sense-making procedures (i.e., finding and abiding by the organisations that make courses of 

action familiar and, therefore, seem rational) were moral imperatives in ordinary everyday activities. 

The breaching experiments showed that choices of actions were morally patrolled and sanctionable 

according to the criterion that the logic discerned fulfilled co-participants’ expectations of talk in a 

particular setting. One such experiment required students during an ordinary conversation with a 

friend to press the person to explain commonplace statements or questions. Two examples from this 

‘breaching experiment’ are included in Example 3.2.  

EXAMPLE 3.2 EXTRACTS FROM GARFINKEL’S BREACHING EXPERIMENTS (GARFINKEL 1967: 42 – 44)  

(E = EXPERIMENTER; S = SUBJECT) 

CASE 3 

"On Friday night my husband and I were watching television.  My husband remarked that he was tired. I asked, 'How are 
you tired?  Physically, mentally, or just bored?" 

(S) I don't know, I guess physically, mainly. 

(E) You mean that your muscles ache or your bones? 

(S) I guess so.  Don't be so technical. 

(After more watching) 

(S) All these old movies have the same kind of old iron bedstead in them. 
(E) What do you mean?  Do you mean all old movies, or some of them, or just the ones you have seen? 
(S) What's the matter with you?  You know what I mean. 

(E) I wish you would be more specific. 

(S) You know what I mean!  Drop dead! 

CASE 6 

The victim waved his hand cheerily. 

(S) How are you? 

(E) How am I in regard to what?  My health, my finances, my school work, my peace of mind, my..... ? 

(S) (Red in the face and suddenly out of control.) Look!  I was just trying to be polite.  Frankly, I don't give a damn how 
you are. 

A reading of these short and simple transcripts shows that the source of the subjects’ indignation was 

not in their failure to understand the substantive content of what was said but their interlocutors’ 

failure to provide them with a pattern of interaction that they could recognise. In acting as 

‘experimenter’ the actor had erased the familiar categorially organised intersubjectivity ‘friend-friend’. 
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Hostility was also ‘explained’ by subjects in terms of violations of local sequential organisational 

patterns that are an underlying expectation in mundane conversation, for example, that: observations 

such as “All these old movies have the same kind of old iron bedstead in them.” should be accepted 

not questioned; questions should be answered not continually followed up by another question; and 

ceremonial greeting sequences such as “How are you?” projected a ceremonial greeting response 

such as “Fine, thank you” rather than a question asking for clarification of what the greeting meant. In 

summary, Garfinkel observed that, 

[t]he anticipation that persons will understand, the occasionality of expressions, the 
specific vagueness of references, the retrospective-prospective sense of a present 
occurrence, waiting for something later in order to see what was meant before, are 
sanctioned properties of common discourse. They furnish a background of seen but 
unnoticed features of common discourse whereby actual utterances are recognized as 
events of common, reasonable, understandable, plain talk. Persons require these 
properties of discourse as conditions under which they are themselves entitled and 
entitle others to claim that they know what they are talking about, and that what they 
are saying is understandable and ought to be understood.  (Garfinkel 1967: 41 – 42) 

Commonsense reasoning is, therefore, taken to be displayed as a conscientious commitment to apply 

commonsense “background understandings and ‘adequate’ recognition of commonplace events” 

(Garfinkel 1967: 44) during the “course of understanding work” (40). That is, morally adequate action 

was shown to consist of “treating an actual linguistic event as ‘the document of,’ as ‘pointing to,’ as 

standing on behalf of an underlying pattern that each already supposed to be the matters that the 

person, by his speaking, could be telling the other about” (Garfinkel 1967: 40). Thus ordinary 

everyday choices of actions are moral choices and the bases of those choices are “the ‘natural facts 

of life’ which, for members, are through and through moral facts of life” (Garfinkel 1967: 35). Such 

‘natural facts’ on which the conduct of orderly social life depend are displayed (see Heritage 1984: 

139-40) in social members’ observable: 

1. systematic orientations to accountability for conducting social events in familiar organised and 

thus orderly ways; 
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2. systematic displays of rationality, that is, normative accountablity, to one another; and 

3. systematic orientations to accountability for local order by negotiating (through the management 

of inferences) both the intelligibility of individual perceptions of normative order and their 

relevance on a specific occasion.  

These orientations to accountability for orderly interaction constrain action-choices and imply that 

there is a moral expectation that, if modifications to ‘expected’ order are to be made, they must be 

accounted for. Thus social members constitute their activities as “familiar scenes of everyday 

activities” that “furnish the ‘fix,’ the ‘this is it’ … and are the points of departure and return for every 

modification of the world of daily life” (Garfinkel 1967: 35) by orienting to the dimensions of social 

organisation. Consequently, it is EM’s understanding that, 

[a] society's members encounter and know the moral order as perceivedly normal 
courses of action-familiar scenes of everyday affairs, the world of daily life known in 
common with others and with others taken for granted. (Garfinkel 1967: 35) 

The constitution of familiar features of social settings allows courses of action that might otherwise 

seem unreasonable or irrational to be treated as normal if, by the use of one of the recognisable 

dimensions of social life in that setting, an adequate account can be provided so that others can 

‘witness’ the rationality of the action. This has been shown in classroom interactions where a teacher 

naturalises ‘criticisms of a child’s family life’ using ‘question-answer sequences’ that are the standard 

form of organisation for talk in that setting (Freebody & Freiberg 2000), and psychologists 

participating in a radio show naturalise switching blame for family strife from a boy to his parents 

using disjunctive explanations that are a standard form of organisation of the setting in which the 

contrast between expert versus lay ‘versions’ of everyday family problems is the focal activity (Cuff 

1994).  
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This section has elaborated the notion that rationality is accomplished by co-participants in situated 

social activities. The next section details EM’s concept, the ‘documentary method of interpretation,’ 

that is, the procedure whereby local rationalities are documented. 

3.2.2 The ‘Documentary Method of Interpretation’  

Garfinkel & Sacks (1970: 342) proposed that mastery of natural language is the primary criterion of 

social membership – persons who can make sense in and of social action accomplish and are 

assigned membership. This definition of membership provides for EM’s understanding that ‘making 

sense’ involves ongoing concerted work. Members “make sense of their environments and the 

activities of other persons within them” and “produce their own actions in such a way that they ‘make 

sense’ to others” (Hester & Francis 2000: 3). The exact sense that is made is a matter of ongoing 

significance for the conduct and outcomes of the social event. For this reason, persons work at 

specifying meaning by constraining, and otherwise managing, possible interpretations of their actions.  

EM’s foundational concept that the procedural logic and rationality of action, rather than its 

substantive meaning, must be understood if orderly social interaction is to be accomplished, suggests 

the importance of methods for making these visible to co-participants. According to Garfinkel, people 

engaged in social activities “are continually engaged in having to decide, recognize, persuade, or 

make evident the rational, i.e., the coherent, or consistent, or chosen, or planful, or effective, or 

methodical, or knowledgeable character of such activities” (Garfinkel 1967: 32).  

A necessary feature of sense-making (i.e., rational, accountable action) on any occasion is that 

descriptions of ‘what is going on’ are “available to members as situated practices of looking-and-

telling” (Garfinkel 1967: 1). As discussed in Section 3.2.1, what this means is that each party to a 

conversation must display the organisational logic of their action for that occasion so that “the 
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essential features of socially recognized ‘familiar scenes’ may be detected and related to dimensions 

of social organization” (Garfinkel 1967: 36) (i.e., the local and extended sequential, categorial, and/or 

topical sense of their action). This situated, ongoing coordination, ‘detection’ and specification work 

involves the ‘documentary method of interpretation’ (Garfinkel 1967: 78).  

To demonstrate the work of bringing “the observed occurrence and the intended occurrence into a 

correspondence of meaning,” Garfinkel (1967: 79 - 94) observed how students, participating in a 

research project, made sense of an interaction with a person (unseen) whom they assumed to be an 

authentic psychotherapeutic “counsellor in training”. The expectation was set up that, after the 

student had outlined some serious personal problem to the unseen counsellor, the latter would 

answer questions posed by the student. The proviso was that the questions should be framed in a 

way that they required only a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer. After each answer, the student was to comment 

(unheard by the ‘counsellor’) on the ‘advice’ given (i.e., the ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer). What the students 

did not know was that the answers were given according to a random schedule of evenly divided 

‘yes’es’ and ‘no’s’. 

From this experiment, Garfinkel (1967) found that despite the illogicality and inconsistency of the 

responses the underlying pattern of the local sequence was found and acted on, namely that:  

• “answers were perceived as ‘answers-to-questions’” (89); 

• “much effort was devoted to looking for meanings that were intended but were not evident 

from the immediate answer to the question” (89); 

• unsatisfying, incomplete, inappropriate, incongruous, contradictory answers were treated 

being so “for ‘a reason’” (90 – 91); and 

• the students worked to assign relevant meaning to each answer and in doing so constituted 

the list of yes/no answers as bona fide counselling advice (92 – 94). 
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In summary, via the procedure of the documentary method the yes/no answers were accorded the 

status of advice based on the perception that that’s what they really were. The reasoning work that 

the students did accomplished the speaker as ‘advice-giver’, themselves as ‘advice recipients’ and 

the yes/no answers, thereby, as advice. Correspondence between sign and referent was not 

required, rather, Garfinkel observed that “the documentary method developed the advice so as to be 

continually ‘membershipping’ it” (94). 

Garfinkel’s formulation of the documentary method of interpretation drew on phenomenologists’ 

interpretations (cf. Heritage 1984: 84–7) of Mannheim’s original concept (Mannheim 1952 cited in 

Garfinkel 1967: 78). His initial theorisations of EM’s version of the documentary method of 

interpretation were extended by the work of Sacks (1992a, 1992b) who initially described the formal 

features of sequential (local and extended), topical, and categorial organisations. These have been 

developed into empirically-based traditions of documentary/interpretive methods known as 

Conversation Analysis (CA) (see,  e.g., Garfinkel & Sacks 1970; Heritage 1984; Sacks, 1992a, 

1992b; Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974) and Membership Categorisation Analysis (MCA) (see, 

e.g., Eglin & Hester 1992, 1999; Hester & Eglin 1997a, 1997b, 1997c; Jayyusi 1984; Sacks 1992a). 

These analytic traditions are explicated in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 below. Section 3.2.2.1 outlines the 

procedures involved in documenting rationalities. 

3.2.2.1 DOCUMENTARY PROCEDURES 

In simple terms, the documentary method of interpretation involves procedures for locating the 

relevant organisational system that provides the rationality and intelligibility for a situated 

action/utterance. Correctly applied, it produces appropriate inferences, assigned meanings, and 

provides the basis for judging what will count as an appropriate next action. Thus, in a system in 

which actions are “the socially sanctioned grounds of inference and action” (Garfinkel 1967: 76), the 
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documentary method of interpretation describes the processes whereby actions are made available 

to co-interactants to be analysed and assigned relevant meaning.  

The documenting procedures are used to establish and maintain order*: Thus, first actions in a 

sequence are taken to display the relevance of particular organisations. Ongoing actions, to the 

extent that they are produced in keeping with the established organisational pattern, continue to be 

interpretable as rational, accountable and morally adequate. The ability to assign a “perceivedly 

normal sense” (Garfinkel 1967: 93 ) to any action depends on the individual’s ability to analyse the 

action and to find the relevant organisational logic that makes it reasonable. The results of their 

analysis will be apparent in their next actions.  

Documentary procedures enable activities to be co-ordinated and local rationalities to be negotiated 

without having to be explicitly formulated. In conjunction with commonsense reasoning practices 

“individual documentary evidences” provide the interpretive basis for the next piece of documentary 

evidence and, “on the basis of ‘what was known’ and anticipatorily knowable about the underlying 

patterns” (Garfinkel 1972: 5), mutual understanding is established.  

Sense-making is, therefore, theorised as a reflexive process conducted ongoingly throughout 

interactions using the “contextual resources” (Hester & Eglin 1997a: 29) and documentary evidence 

made available. The local sense of each action is the context of next actions, and, in that it has 

“determinate consequences for the talk” (Schegloff 1991: 53), is, therefore, “procedurally 

consequential” for ongoing action. Through the co-ordinated application of the documentary method 

of interpretation, co-participants manage the range of contingencies associated with “the occasioned 

and situated nature of the communication” using their knowledge of “the shared conventions in terms 

of which ‘orderly’ (i.e. mutually intelligible) talk is generated and traced” (Watson 1987: 261). In 

addition, Garfinkel observed that,  
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[i]t hardly needs to be pointed out that the sense of the expressions depended upon 
where the expression occurred in serial order, the expressive character of the terms 
that comprised it, and the importance to the conversationalists of the events depicted. 
(Garfinkel 1967: 41) 

Knowing how to participate appropriately and effectively in talk-in-interaction in a social setting 

consists of knowing how to make sense in and of contextualised action. This includes: the 

management of literal and inferential meaning; organising and managing local and extended 

sequential, categorial and topical order; taking account of the ‘scenic’ attributes of the conversations; 

and having all of these converge to accomplish the practical business at hand (Goodwin & Heritage 

1990; Schegloff 1999). That is, sense-making involves the management of all aspects of the ‘context’ 

of actions.  

3.2.2.2 THE REFLEXIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONTEXT AND ACTION 

The term ‘context’ in EM has specific meaning; it refers to the particular configurations of local and 

extended sequential, topical, and categorial context(s) of an action/utterance rather than “some fixed 

set of social, cultural, environmental or ‘cognitive’ ‘factors’” (Lynch & Peyrot 1992: 114). The 

sequential placement of an utterance within an organised sequence, therefore, constrains possible 

interpretation. Each organisational dimension of social action documented in a given action provides 

the specific ‘local context’ for a next action.  

Shaped with reference to organisational contexts, each action can be heard as having illocutionary 

force (performing certain actions) and perlocutionary force (occasioning certain responses) as well as 

providing accounts of current action, the identities of the speaker and auditor(s), the social setting and 

the ongoing practical activities. Each of these possibilities is referred to when the ‘meaning’ or 

“recognizable sense” (Garfinkel 1967: 3, emphasis in original) of an utterance/action is being decided. 

In deciding the sense or meaning or methodic character of utterances, the complex layers of 

relevance associated with each ‘context’ operates to limit possible interpretations. Bona fide 
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membership consists in knowing how to constitute and assign meaning to actions taking into account 

all of the layers of contextuality of actions that are “reflexively and essentially tied for their rational 

features to the socially organized occasions of their use” Garfinkel (1967: 4). 

Hester and Eglin (1997b) illustrated the workings of the documentary method of interpretation and 

particularly the operation of categorial organisation and extended sequential organisation in news 

headlines, that is, “the particular part played in meaning constitution by the sort of task or activity that 

reading-the-newspaper-for-the-news” (Hester & Eglin 1997b:36). One section of their analysis 

elaborates and illustrates the notion that meaning assignment is organised by the organisational 

logics hailed by a particular action. In this example, the ‘action’ is not an utterance, it is a graphic text, 

the newspaper headline: 

Engagement was broken – Temperamental young man gassed himself 

The meaning Hester and Eglin derived from this action (i.e., the text of the headline) was that, 

[a] young man’s engagement to be married was broken by his fiancée and that this 
made him so unhappy (at losing her) that, (perhaps) somewhat impulsively, he 
committed suicide. (He probably did this by inhaling poisonous gas from his kitchen 
stove or from the exhaust of his car.) (1997b: 38) 

Hester and Eglin demonstrated that members’ knowledge of categorial order and knowledge that the 

action was part of the extended sequence, ‘reading-the-newspaper-for-the-news,’ that allowed these 

specific meanings and not others to be assigned. They found, therefore, that these meanings 

[a]re locally ordered, relationally configured and reflexively constituted through the 
reader’s use of available contextual resources, namely categories, category collections, 
devices and predicates, made available by the text of the headline for a reader who is 
‘looking for the news’. (39, emphasis in original) 

For instance, they found that the items ‘engagement’ and ‘young man’ invoked the category ‘fiancé’ 

via the operation of the categorial organisational device, ‘standardised relational pair’ (an 

organisational device whereby a category that has not been mentioned may be made relevant on the 
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invocation of another to which it is conceptually and specifically related e.g., husband-wife, see Sacks 

[1972a: 33 – 37]). Thus, the understanding that the engagement that was broken was a marriage 

engagement not a dinner engagement was interpretable not just from the expression ‘young man’ but 

from the categorial organisation that provided for meaning in the text. 

With respect to the logic of the extended sequential organisation, they found that the situated and 

‘definite’ meaning of this text was provided by “the reader’s use of and appeal to that practice 

uniquely predicated of the category news reader, namely ‘looking for and finding the news’” (Hester & 

Eglin 1997b: 41). Members’ knowledge of news stories as extended sequences, that is, as having 

some conventional goal related to “some type of activity that can be said to characterize the 

sequence, that is, it is about doing something, some type of social action” (Psathas, 1992: 100), is 

brought into play and organises their meaning-making. This knowledge includes the understanding 

that news stories hinge on the provision of a “disjuncture between membership categories made 

relevant by the setting [in which they are usually found] and those made relevant by the event” being 

reported (Eglin & Hester 1999: 203, insert added). 

Thus, the headline, the “cryptic ‘utterance’” that is an action within the situated activity in which the 

news writer and the news reader are co-participants, provides for the reader “to find just the story 

announced in the headline, and no other” (42), and to do so it trades on the organised logic of this 

type of extended sequence. It is only with ongoing reference to knowledge of this type of 

organisation, that is, the situated use of the documentary method of interpretation, that meaning can 

be accomplished by the reader. Meaning can be assigned and the action (the headline) can be found 

to be rational and intelligible on that basis. That is, 

[t]he status of the words as a news headline and the identity of the story being told by 
them are the news reader’s locally ordered, relationally configured and reflexively 
constituted accomplishment. (Hester & Eglin 1997b: 42 – 43, emphasis in original) 
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The documentary method of interpretation that is fundamental to meaning-making in everyday 

settings is also fundamental to EM analysis. Since its inception, EM work has been focused on the 

detailed description of the formal features of local and extended sequential, categorial and topical 

organisations whereby members assemble meaning. The features of topical organisation have been 

outlined in Section 2.4, above. The features of local and extended sequential organisation and 

categorial organisation are detailed below in sections 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. 

3.3 Sequential Organisation: Conversation Analysis 

The study of the formal features of sequential organisation of interaction, particularly the ways in 

which utterances are related to one another, is referred to as Conversation Analysis (Heritage 1984). 

This term is also used to describe the situated activities of social actors engaged in the ongoing work 

of making sense using their members’ knowledge of local and extended sequential organisation. 

Conversation Analytic procedures are discussed in Section 3.3.3 below. 

Relationships between sequentially ordered units of meaning have been shown to be central 

resources for meaning making. Recall that these features form one of the dimensions of organisation 

discussed in Section 2.3 whereby co-participants make their interactions orderly. Thus in their 

concerted work of making sense with others, members structure talk-in-interaction turn-by-turn and 

attend to the ways that actions are serially linked. In doing so actors document what they mean, 

report their analyses of co-participants actions, retrospectively analyse meaning in their own prior 

actions, and set down the options for the next action.  

3.3.1 Organised Sequences 

Following Jefferson (1972), the term ‘sequence’ is used to refer to “events that occur as a ‘serial unit,’ 

which belong together and follow one another” (304) rather than to any series of actions or events 
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that just “happen to occur one after another”. The property of talk-in-interaction that it is organised as 

series of linked turns (sequences) provides one reservoir of information to be consulted for the 

purposes of meaning-making. For the purposes of this study, reference to local sequences includes 

adjacency pairs (two-turn sequences) and sequences longer than an adjacency pair. When 

sequences longer than an adjacency pair are referred to the term exchange sequence will be used. 

Collections of exchange sequences that form an overall interactional unit (e.g., an MSE) will be 

referred to as extended sequences. 

Sequential organisation operates relevant to all three of these sequence types and the concurrent 

relevance of each contributes to the “thick surface” of interactional order so that any “given object 

might turn out to be put together in terms of several types of organisation; in part by means of 

adjacency pairs and in part by some other organisational terms, like overall structural terms or topical 

organisational terms” (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 561 – 562). According to Sacks (1992b [1972]), the task 

of co-conversationalists (and researcher-analysts trying to understand social action) is to “establish 

the way in which a series of different types of organizations operate in a given fragment” (562). The 

relational structures of different types of organisation perform some service in the meaning-making 

enterprise and derives from “the relationships between the types of organization in the particular 

object” (562, emphasis in original).  

Section 3.4 outlines the workings of another layer of organisation, “the orderliness of categories and 

the collections to which they belong” (Hester & Eglin, 1997c: 35). This is a transverse layer that cuts 

through and exists in a symbiotic relationship with the serially organised layers: “the relational 

configuration of category and context is used … to provide for the ‘good sense’ of … [actions] just as 

that ‘good sense’ contributes to the configuring of those relations” (Hester & Eglin, 1997c: 35). 

Although these elements are treated separately for analytic purposes, they are bound up in the one 

process of situated meaning-making, because for social members: “[c]onversational sequences are 
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categorically instructed” and “sequences of utterances may be treated as, inter alia, realisations of 

those categorial relevances” (Watson, 1997a: 73). 

In their talk, members demonstrate these features and manage the task of analysing the many 

different layers and types of organisations concurrently. The ongoing rationality of an event depends 

on members’ knowledge and skills for acting in accordance with what they find from each search for 

the organisational logic of an action (i.e., utterance). 

3.3.2  How meaning is documented in sequential organisations 

Schegloff (1999) described particular “generic organizations” such as turn-taking, adjacency-pair 

based sequential structures, repair, and overall interactional organisation as “a reservoir of tools, 

materials and know-how” (417) that  “serve as tools for explicating the action and interactional import 

of particular episodes of conduct in interaction” (416, emphases in original). The serial placement and 

design of turns in a particular serial unit are ‘procedurally consequential’, that is, can have 

significance for what they can be heard to be doing and what they can be heard to be projecting for 

recipients (i.e., in terms of return-action ‘preferences’). The remainder of this section explicates the 

sense-making potential of the sequential organisations: turn-taking; adjacency pairs; sequence 

organisation and extended sequence (i.e., overall interactional) organisation. 

3.3.2.1 TURN-TAKING 

Turn-taking is the “simplest systematic form” of organisation within conversation (Sacks, Schegloff & 

Jefferson 1974: 697). It operates to sequence interactions and displays orientations to co-ordinated 

action in that each action is occasioned by a preceding action. Co-interactants locally organise talk-in-

interaction using common-sense social rules that orient both to collaborative meaning-making and to 

interactional order. For instance, avoiding overlapping talk by speaking one at a time and waiting until 
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a ‘transition relevant point’ is provided in a current speaker’s turn before beginning their next 

utterance (Sacks 1992b [1968]; Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974) is a structural mechanism that 

impacts on the orderly conduct of interactions. 

Transition relevant points are signalled structurally by turn completion, which can be accomplished 

using upward (in the case of questions) or downward (in the case of statements) intonational contours 

of speech, pausing, as well as from the sense of the utterance as a complete turn. These patterns are 

available for analysis by co-participants and serve the purpose of accomplishing co-ordinated and 

orderly talk and meaning. Turn-taking is a structural device that enables the achievement of inter-

subjective agreement as well as the orderly sequencing of talk. Turn alternation provides continual 

opportunities to update and re-direct interpretations of ongoing action and displays of alignment and 

social congruence (Heritage 1984; Watson 1992). Disruptions to ‘normal’ patterns of turn-taking can 

be used, where local sequential organisation provides the rationality of action, to signal nonalignment 

and disharmony. Turn-taking thus provides a procedure for differentiating meaning and reporting 

analyses of utterances as “each ‘current’ ‘action’ in an interactional sequence, embodies a ‘here and 

now’ definition of the situation to which the subsequent talk will be oriented” (Goodwin & Heritage 

1990: 287). 

EM studies of features of turn-taking organisations in institutional interactions (see, e.g., Button 1992; 

Heath 1992; Heritage & Greatbatch 1991; Maynard 1992) have shown that embedded descriptions of 

membership category incumbency may be provided in turn-taking structures. Turn-taking organisation 

within topically organised talk provides ongoing information about the progress of a topic, and signals 

imminent closure or that a topic has been suspended temporarily for an insertion sequence (Schegloff 

1972: 106) and will be resumed. Within categorically organised interactions it provides descriptions of 

rights and obligations of various parties to the interaction. 
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3.3.2.2 ADJACENCY PAIRS 

The primary structural unit for organising sequential relationships between utterances is the 

adjacency pair (Sacks 1992b [1972]; Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974). A single turn can be 

composed of: silence; sounds (e.g., in-breaths, laughter etc.); phonemes (e.g., Mm); grammatical-

functional items (e.g, ’but’, ‘if’); lexical items (e.g., ‘clever’); and syntactical units such as phrases, 

clauses and sentences. Although each is, in principle, a unit of meaning, the meaning of each unit 

cannot be decided without consideration of its context (i.e., position within a sequentially topically 

and/or categorically organised sequence).  

Adjacency pairs comprise two adjacently positioned turns at talk taken by different speakers. They 

exist in a discriminative relationship, that is, the pair type of which the first pair part is a member is 

relevant to the selection of the second pair part (Schegloff 1984). The utterance that is a first pair part 

of some adjacency pair, such as question-answer or greeting-greeting (Sacks et al 1974; Lee 1987), 

is taken to be an interactional move that projects, makes immediately relevant, or “requires the 

production of a reciprocal action” (Goodwin & Heritage 1990: 307).  

According to Sacks (1992b [1972]: 554) “the adjacency pair relationship between utterances is the 

most powerful device for relating utterances” and is the starting point for searches for meaning. It can 

be used as a locus for category-specific information that is related to the parts taken in the sequential 

system by persons holding interactional identities such as ‘caller-called’ (Sacks 1992b [1971]: 362-3; 

Zimmerman 1992), ‘interviewer-interviewee’ (Heritage & Greatbatch 1991) and institutional 

categories, such as teacher-student (see for instance, Freebody 1991, 2003; Freebody & Dwyer 

1994; Freiberg & Freebody 1995; McHoul 1978, 1991; McHoul & Watson 1984); and GP-P (Heath 

1981, 1992; Robinson 2001; ten Have 1991, 1995a).  
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3.3.2.2.1 Recipient Design 

Because a first turn in adjacent turns provides the local context of a next turn, it has the potential to 

‘design’ its recipient in a particular way. ‘Recipient design’ (Sacks 1992b [1971]: 445) can operate on 

turn size and turn order, and provides for a turn at talk to “display an orientation and sensitivity to the 

particular other(s) who are the co-participants” (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974: 727). 

Thus each turn may be designed to ‘project’ a particular type of action or auditor (i.e., as someone 

who could hear the utterance as the speaker intended it to be heard and respond adequately). The 

design of a turn provides implicit advice to auditors regarding the speaker’s preference for the shape 

of the next turn and the trajectory of the exchange, and places limits on what will be considered an 

adequate next. Depending on the design and the standard features of the turn (e.g., as in adjacency 

pairs), stricter limits are set, such that ‘adequacy’ can be interpreted as ‘moral adequacy’. That is, a 

higher level of obligation may be implied by the turn. The design of a turn and its placement in a 

sequence is consulted/analysed by members to make sense of the utterance. All of these factors – 

recipient design, projection, preference, adequacy, and moral adequacy – are part of the implicature 

of a turn within an interactional sequence. 

3.3.2.2.2 Adjacency pairs and the relevance of other organisations 

Adjacency pairs can also hail the relevance of other forms of organisation (i.e., beyond local 

sequential organisation) where knowing that a particular action is structurally preferred does not 

resolve the problem of what it is that an utterance is doing (Watson 1997a). For instance, knowing 

that the ‘questions’ prefer ‘answers’ does not account for the recurrent feature that questions such as 

“How are you?” and “What’s going on?” in some types of conversational openings prefer a topic 

proposal as the morally adequate next action (Button & Casey 1988/9) rather than a return greeting. 

So, rather than instating local sequential organisation as the logic of an utterance, adjacency pair 
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organisation can point to the “place where overall structure and topical talk cohere. And when they 

do, they blow up out of a pair” (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 567).   

Once another broader organisation is made relevant, the logic and meaning of turns are sought within 

that structure rather than just in the adjacency pair structure. For instance, in a two-part exchange, 

such as a greeting, if a question is answered in a way that hails some other relevance or analyses the 

question as something other than a question (e.g., as part of an activity such as offering a service), 

then the pair structure is extended because the answer is implicative of further action rather than 

oriented to completing a paired action. This also applies in the case in which a question is not 

answered. Not answering, that is, not taking up the offer of a turn made available at a transition 

relevant point, hails the relevance of other organisations (Freiberg 1995). 

In some types of conversational openings, questions are routinely used as greetings, thus preferring 

a short return greeting; in others they perform the action of eliciting initial topics, or, designed 

differently, make news inquiries (Button & Casey 1984; Sacks 1992b). To determine which is 

relevant, recipients search not only the structure of the first pair part; they also interrogate the design 

of the question to find out whether it “prefers something an answer long or more than an answer long” 

and if it is the latter the question can be analysed as a ‘topic opener’ (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 566).  

Next speakers can act predominantly with reference to an identity beyond the sequential identity 

projected by the adjacency pair and use a question as an occasion to describe category-related tasks 

such as requesting a medical service or describing a problem or trouble, thus proceeding "directly into 

topic talk by blowing up one of the pairs that go at the beginning” (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 567). Sacks 

provided the following examples: 

[s]o, e.g., to “How have you been?” instead of producing a short answer that says let’s 
continue this pair alternation, “How have you been?” “Fine, how have you been?” 
“Fine,” something like “How have you been?” “Really really rotten, you can’t imagine 
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what’s happening” says we’re going to talk about this right now, i.e., we’re into topic talk 
right now. (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 567) 

Similarly, particular formulations heard sequentially as ‘answers’ can be seen as actions/interactional 

moves that require ‘questions’ (Sacks 1992b [1971]: 412-415). Common-sense reasoning procedures 

associated with the documentary method of interpretation provides for meaning to be assigned on the 

basis of whichever form of organisation is hailed as relevant whether or not an utterance is part of an 

adjacency pair sequence.  

3.3.2.2.3 Shaping relationships between utterances: ‘Positioning’ 

Although talk unfolds turn by turn, meaning-making requires more than paying attention to 

immediately prior utterances and adjacency relationships. Searches for meaning often require back-

referencing, and members develop means for signalling this requirement. Sacks observed that a 

range of positioning techniques, that is, “sequential techniques” (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 557) for 

locating which prior utterance a current one deals with, are often placed at the beginnings of 

utterances. These “markers of position” direct meaning searches not because of their substantive 

content but because of their organised sequential placement. Pre-placed appositionals such as “Oh,” 

‘okay’ and ‘right’ have these ‘positioning’ properties, as do expressions such as “I still say though”. 

Using positioning markers, speakers constrain meaning-making by providing relevant information 

about how the utterance should be heard. They can: refer their auditors back to and make prior 

topics, and thereby, topical organisation, relevant; downgrade or upgrade the significance of their 

upcoming utterance; reaffirm initial positions after disagreements or indicate that they are about to 

summarise points as pre-closure moves (i.e., hail extended sequential organisation as relevant). Thus 

although the local sequential organisational resources – adjacency pairs and turn-taking – can simply 

be used to construct linear relationships between utterances, this may not, in fact, be the organisation 

that makes the talk orderly on any specific occasion.  
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It can be seen, therefore, that although turn-taking organisation and the adjacency pair structure are 

always significant, other organisational layers may be implied within turns, that these contribute to the 

sense and meaning of each turn. The relationships between the different layers of organisation are 

used to inform and direct local searches for meaning. The next section discusses the particular ways 

in which exchange sequence organisations impact on the common-sense rules of turn-taking 

organisation and on meaning-making.  

3.3.2.4 EXCHANGE SEQUENCE ORGANISATION 

Types of exchange sequences may provide the organisational logic (i.e., the rationality) of an 

action/utterance. Common-sense reasoning practices managed via the documentary method of 

interpretation point interactants to the sense-making potential of an action in the context of a 

recognisable type of sequence. Recall that this is a method of constituting or assigning meaning, not 

simply of receiving meaning. Recognising and treating exchange structures as the context of 

sequential actions means that predictions can be made about meaning, how actions might possibly 

be related, what action will count as a reasonable next, and where searches for meaning might be 

productively conducted. Background knowledge of types of activity sequences such as: greetings, 

service requests, accusations (Drew 1978; Jayyusi 1984), story-tellings (Sacks 1992a, 1992b), and 

troubles-tellings (Jefferson & Lee 1981), provide information about how to conduct an exchange 

sequence organised to accomplish such an activity.  

As with adjacency pairs, however, the existence of a recognisable exchange sequence may not 

signify that the exchange sequence actually provides the central rationality for action. Some 

sequences are implicated in the overall organisation of extended sequences, for instance openings 

and closings (Button 1987; Button & Casey 1984; Schegloff & Sacks 1974; Schegloff 1996). So the 

implicature of the actions involved in those extends beyond the coherence of the local organisation of 

the sequences to the coherent organisation of the interactional unit.  
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Relevant to this, exchange sequences may also be implicated, via their relevance to the activities 

conventionally tied to particular institutional business, in the overall coherence of an extended 

sequence (Button 1992; Heath 1992; Jefferson & Lee 1981; Maynard 1992; ten Have 1995a; Youssef 

& Silverman 1992). In this case, although the logic of orderly action centres on the exchange 

sequence, it is also referenced to the extended sequence. Recall the discussion of pre-topical 

sequences (Maynard & Zimmerman 1984) and their relationship to more than one pattern of 

organisation (see Section 2.4.1.1.2) and Sacks’ (1992b [1972]) notion that situated order can rely on 

more than one type of orderliness (see Section 2.3 and Section 2.4.1.2.2). 

For instance, an exchange sequence that has the structure of a story-telling but is operating relevant 

to the extended sequences of an MSE as a request for medical service orients to aspects of both 

organisations. It also, therefore, generates realisations of sequential order that are different from a 

story-telling in another overall interactional context. The local context constituted by the ‘story-telling’ 

within the extended sequence, MSE, would have particular properties whereby a co-participant was 

projected as a service-request-recipient rather than as a story-recipient. The application of a 

sequential story-telling logic might cause interactional trouble. For instance, Jefferson and Lee (1981) 

demonstrated, in their analysis of troubles-telling exchange sequences in an MSE, that the 

convergence of different local and extended sequential relevance systems required special 

management. The task of co-ordinating activities during the conduct of ordinary events in everyday 

life is more complex, therefore, than simply following a set course of action once the type of sequence 

or turn-type has been determined. Other organisations need to be considered to ensure that the 

analytic logic matches the logic of production. 

3.3.2.4 EXTENDED SEQUENCES – OVERALL INTERACTIONAL – ORGANISATION 

Many interactions, especially institutional business transactions, are ‘bounded units’ (Schegloff & 

Sacks 1974); that is, they have specific entry and exit points (Psathas 1992). These bounded units 
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are “extended sequences” and they are different analytically from local sequences. As Psathas 

defined them, extended sequences are “whole units because they represent complex systems of 

action or activity systems” (Psathas, 1992: 99). An extended sequence also “relates to some type of 

activity that can be said to characterize the sequence, that is, it is about doing something, some type 

of social action” (Psathas, 1992: 100). The implications for persons involved in the interactions are 

that their analysis of others’ talk and the structure and content of their own talk may be referenced to 

both the overall structural organisation (i.e., extended sequential order) and the sub-structures within 

that (i.e., local sequential order). They may, as Psathas (1992) found, attend to “overall structure 

rather than to any restricted set of contiguous utterances or turns” (99). Local sequences within the 

extended sequence, therefore, may orient primarily to extended sequential organisation. Entries and 

exits to extended sequences, for instance, may be organised to accomplish different things from 

openings and closings of other sorts of conversations. 

Particular analytic attention has been paid to opening/entry and closing/exit sequences in institutional 

extended sequences because, as goal oriented interactions, these places present important 

information, such as: what the specific goal is; how it can be collaboratively reached; the parts that 

each participant will play in that; and that it has been accomplished. For instance, Button and Casey 

(1984) showed that a specialised three-part topic initial elicitation sequence “designed to generate 

topic interactionally and mutually” (Button & Casey 1984: 167) was recurrently used to open and to 

continue extended sequences. The ‘topic initial elicitation sequence’ comprises three parts: a topic 

initial elicitor (e.g., What’s new?); a topic proposal (e.g., Well, I got a new car yesterday.); and a third 

part in which the first party confirms or rejects the topic proposal (e.g., Yeah? Lucky you.). It was 

shown that this structure orients to the extension of the interaction rather than to the completion of the 

sequence itself and was, thereby constructed and interpreted as relevant to extended sequential 

organisational matters. 
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Similarly, closing sequences have been shown to require attention to the relevance of the extended 

sequences they seek to exit. Schegloff and Sacks (1974) showed that in order to close a 

conversation, as opposed to a topic or an exchange sequence, involved lifting the normative 

constraint imposed by local turn-taking organisation. In other words, to close an extended sequence 

(i.e., a single conversation), the obligation to speak after another speaker has completed their turn 

needs to be lifted. Schegloff and Sacks formulated the ‘problem’ of closing an extended sequence as 

the arrival at a point at which a terminal exchange was relevant. To manage this, conversationalists 

need to organise their joint arrival “at a point where one speaker’s completion will not occasion 

another speaker’s talk, and that will not be heard as some speaker’s silence” (Schegloff & Sacks 

1974: 237). 

Of particular importance for the interests of this project, is that special institutional relevancies have 

been shown to vary normative sequential features of mundane conversations. For instance, Sacks 

observed that “a lousy conversation is marked by the occurrence of a large number of specific new 

topic starts” (Sacks 1992b [1972]: 566). However, extended sequences such as ‘lessons’ (Psathas 

1992) and MSEs (ten Have 1989) are often composed of several phases that require several 

“conversation re-starts” (Jefferson 1984) that are not apparently troublesome within the overall 

organisation of those extended sequences. 

3.3.2.4.4 The organisation of ‘repair’ 

Where there is ‘trouble’ in interactions, systematic procedures for its ‘repair’ are available in particular 

sequential procedures (Heritage 1984; Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974; Schegloff 1999). Repair 

organisations are used in the event that co-participants misread each other’s actions and/or the 

organisational logic of an action. In institutional business interactions such as, employment interviews 

(Button 1992) and broadcast news interviews (Heritage & Greatbatch 1991; Schegloff 1992c), 
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however, orientation to another form of organisation may override normative orientations to repair. 

What Button (1992) showed was that the non-collaborative nature of questioning and answering in 

job interviews produced repair practices that deviated noticeably from repair practices in other 

contexts. 

Each of these sequential organisations is used by social members in their ordinary, everyday 

interactions, to make sense in and of contextualised activities. Some of their special applications 

within institutional interactions (e.g., MSES) are discussed below in Section 3.3.3. 

3.3.3 Analysing Sequential Organisation in Institutional Interactions 

[C]onversation analysis comes down to the task of identifying and analysing the 
methods which conversationalists have for deciding what is happening now in the 
conversation, and for deciding what to do next. (Lee 1987: 33) 

It has been established that the work that any utterance does is decided in situ and is dependent on 

the orderliness ongoingly constituted by the co-participants. Mundane conversation has been 

described as “that organisation of talk which is not subject to functionally specific or context-specific 

restrictions or specialized practices or conventional arrangements” (Schegloff 1999: 407). Clearly, by 

this definition, MSE interactions could not be judged as mundane conversations. One feature of MSE 

interactions, question-answer sequences (henceforth Q-A) has come in for particular attention in 

previous studies of talk in that setting (see Section 2.2). It has been pre-theorised as a method 

whereby GPs establish and maintain social control. In this section the Q-A sequence will be 

considered because it is pertinent to this study. 

3.3.3.1 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN INSTITUTIONAL INTERACTIONS: QUESTIONING AND ANSWERING 

Three features of question-answer sequences pertaining to the traditional sociological 

characterisation of the relationship between asking questions and the establishment and 
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maintenance of interactional and social control, are elucidated by Sacks (1992a [1964]: 49 – 56). 

These are: 

1. that “a person who asks a question has a right to talk again, after the other talks” 

(Sacks 1992a [1964]: 49, emphasis in original); 

2. coordinated action in question-answer sequences relies on the normative 

understanding that answers should be “constructed by reference to the project of the 

question” (Sacks 1992a [1964]: 56); and  

3. “that persons asking questions have a right to make the first operation on the answers,” 

that is, to draw a conclusion based on the set of answers or to assess the answers 

(Sacks 1992a [1964]: 55). 

3.3.3.1.1 A person who asks a question has a right to talk again after the other talks 

Because it has been so powerful in the formulation of commonsense theories of medical interactions 

and in other institutional domains (e.g., classroom talk), the issue of whether questions are, a priori, 

instruments of control needs to be considered. Sacks’ (Sacks 1992a [1964]: 49 – 56) analysis of 

questions is informative: The first point to note is that the notion of ‘control’ operates with respect to 

turn-taking rights and to the organisation of exchange sequences within which questions and answers 

are developed as an exchange sequence (i.e., in Jefferson’s terms, 1972, see Section 3.3.1). The 

concept of ‘control’ attributed to questions is, in this respect, no more potent than the same notion of 

‘control’ used to refer to a story-teller’s rights to hold the floor after beginning a story-telling and until 

that sequence has been completed and the story-recipient’s obligations to comply with that (Sacks 

1992a [1968]: 765 – 772). 

The relationship between questioning and activities, such as adversarial legal interactions and other 

interactions in which power asymmetries have been pre-theorised, has enabled notional turn-taking 

rights associated with questioning to be singled out and objectified, while story-telling and the 
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equivalent rights of the story-teller have not been similarly reified. As a result, questioning has often 

been inappropriately linked to the exercise of social power.  

The operation of questions within pre-topical sequences has been established (Maynard & 

Zimmerman 1984; Sacks 1992a [1964]). It has also been established that in such pre-topical 

sequences, questions are oriented to topical and extended sequential order. In other words, the 

rationality of the series of questions is finding a topic that will sustain an extended sequence of talk. 

The rationality of questions in such contexts is not local; that is, questions are occasioned by the 

absence of a preservable topic rather than by a local suspension of talk or the relevance that at the 

end of the exchange the questioner will be required to draw some conclusions (Sacks 1992a [1964]: 

55). 

The notion that the questioner has ‘control’ must be viewed as conditional on the rationalities 

displayed  by co-participants in situated activities, and the term ‘control’ itself must be understood as 

partial (Sacks 1992a [1964]: 55). ‘Control’ must be taken to refer only to turn-taking and local 

sequential organisational matters unless it can be warrantably shown from the details of the 

interaction that questioning is oriented to categorial, extended sequential or topical order. In other 

words, the analyst has an obligation to provide an adequate account to show, 

that what is so loomingly relevant for us (as competent members of the society or as 
professional social scientists) was relevant for the parties to the interaction we are 
examining, and thereby arguably implicated in their production of the details of that 
interaction (Schegloff, 1991: 65). 

The relationship of questions to ‘control’ is further elaborated in the following section that considers 

the requirement that answers should be designed with reference to the project of questions (Sacks 

1992a [1964]: 56; 1992b [1971]: 412 - 415). 
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3.3.3.1.2 Answers should be designed with reference to the project of questions 

Sacks’ second finding that answers should be constructed with reference to the project of questions 

seems to point to constraints on answerers. It also provides for the understanding that a respondent 

may ignore the project of a question and that to do so is to exercise ‘control’ over the sequence and 

require of their co-participant that they ask another question. Garfinkel’s (1967) breaching 

experiments (see Section 3.2.1.1.2) demonstrated that the requirement that a respondent should 

design their response with reference to the project of the question is a normative requirement.  

The implications are that “questioner-preferred answers” (Sacks 1992b [1971]: 414) are a normative 

requirement, therefore, if a particular activity hails the relevance of, say, biomedical information within 

a topically organised sequence, the answerer is accountable for framing their response according to 

that ‘project’. If the respondent provides a “dispreferred” response (Heritage 1984: 267 - 269; 

Pomerantz 1984) that is not specifically relevant to that ongoing rationality, then interactional trouble 

results (Heritage 1984). Such responses project reparative action for the person who issued the initial 

question. Their task is to find the rationality that will, retrospectively, make that response, as an 

answer to their question, reasonable and intelligible. In short, it projects another question, thus this 

answer, rather than the questioner’s local sequential turn-taking rights, hands the turn and the 

requirement that another question be issued back to the initial questioner. Thus the production of a 

question can be a moral requirement projected by an answer. 

These understandings of the moral order of sequential organisation establish a warrant for 

questioning the validity of Mishler’s (1984) analysis of Q-A sequences within MSEs (see Section 2.2). 

Rather than categorising such sequences, a priori, as methods of social control used by GPs, the 

local rationality documented in such sequences must be examined before warrantable findings can 

be inferred. Q-A sequences are collaboratively produced and where an answerer “leaves the 

questioner ‘in control’” (Sacks 1992a [1964]: 56, emphasis added) by not responding to the project of 
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questions, their actions may be non-collaborative and controlling. According to Sacks (1992a [1964]: 

56)not responding to the project of a question can, therefore, , 

be characterised as letting the questioner go off on as many wrong tracks as he (sic) 
pleases, where you can get a long, involved project that generates a series of 
questions, none of which turn out to have any use.  

A third issue that must be taken into account when considering actions in Q-A sequences typically 

found in institutional interactions is that questions are frequently heard as relevant to a projected 

conclusion. This is reflected in Sacks’ finding that “persons asking questions have a right to make the 

first operation on the answers,” and that this typically involves drawing a conclusion based on the set 

of answers or otherwise assessing answers (Sacks 1992a [1964]: 55). 

3.3.3.1.3 Persons asking questions have a right to make the first operation on the answers 

Sacks analysed of the following exchange sequences to provide examples of the routine procedure of 

drawing a conclusion at the end of a Q-A sequence (reproduced without full CA notational 

conventions as in Sacks 1992a [1964]). (N.B. the conclusion drawn is marked with an arrow ) 

EXAMPLE 3.3 CASE 2 SACKS 1992A [1964]: 53 

A: Are you working? 
B: No I’m not. 
A: Your husband supports you? 
B: Yes. 
A: Well, what do you do with yourself? 
B: Oh, I have a lot of interests. I work with theater. I do, oh, little community theater direction things of this 

order. 
A: Do you find there are times when you lose interest in it? 
B: Yes. Very d- I find there are times when I lose interest in everything and there have been times when I 

have stopped speaking for days. 
A: I don’t know anything about your sex life now, but are there times when you lose interest in sex? 
B: Yes. Completely so. 
A:  Right. Sounds pretty clear cut as a depressive illness. 
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EXAMPLE 3.4 CASE 3 SACKS 1992A [1964]: 53 – 54 

A: Hello, this is Mr Smith. 
B: How does the Emergency Psychiatric Hospital work out? 
A: How does it work out? 
B: I mean what do you do. I’m sure a telephone conversation wouldn’t save me. 
A: Well, it sometimes is a first step in the process, going a very long way to being helpful. 
B: A first what now? 
A: A first step. 
B: In a telephone conversation. Then what’s the next step? 
A: Well, we would If it’s a problem involving suicide we would invite you to come in for an interview, explore 

the problem more fully with you, and then see if we could recommend something helpful. 
B:  It sounds too slow. 
A: What’s that I’m having difficulty hearing. 
B: I said it sounds too slow. 
A: Too slow, we can act very rapidly when the need arises. Are you a person with a suicidal problem? 
B: Yes. 
A Could you tell me something about it? 
 

Based on these data, Sacks observed that in interactions in which conclusions (e.g., diagnoses, 

effective treatment plans) are the services required, parties oriented to the normative expectation that 

a questioner will “add up the answers and draw some conclusion” (Sacks 1992a [1964]: 54). This 

expectation demonstrates orientation to extended sequential organisation (i.e., goal directed talk) and 

topical organisation (i.e., the questions and answers cohere around some topic). The expectation 

provides for the ordered properties of Q-A sequences in interactions in which these organisations are 

relevantly documented.  

The rationality of actions following a single Q-A sequence is transferred from local sequential 

relevance to exchange sequential relevance (or perhaps even further to extended sequential 

relevance if the conclusion involves diagnosis or design of a treatment regimen). Whatever 

organisational rationality is documented within the sequence, its orderliness will depend on co-

participants coordinating their activities according to that background understanding of the function of 

the Q-A exchange on that occasion. In topically or extended sequentially organised exchanges, 

questions in a series will be answered with a view to the fact that a conclusion is pending but that it is 

not required until the series is completed. New activities are not, therefore, initiated until the exchange 
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is completed. Once the ‘conclusion move’ is provided, other parties can then ‘operate’ on the set of 

answers and these next moves may be hearable as assessments of the adequacy of the conclusion 

provided. Sacks found that this may be effected in various ways, for instance: other conclusions may 

be drawn; the answerer may ask questions; initial conclusions may be contested; or, if the 

conclusions are presented as tentative, the exchange may be extended by the answerer’s additions 

of more information (see, for instance, Heath 1992).  

Although each of these options may be available, it is the choice of the conclusion-recipient that 

determines the next course of action. Further, the course of action chosen is not only prospectively 

relevant for next sequences and for the topical or extended sequential order, it is also retrospectively 

relevant because it retrospectively characterises the Q-A sequence and the conclusion delivered. 

Section 3.3 has outlined and discussed sequential organisations whereby interactional order may be 

managed and accomplished. It was noted that different forms of sequential organisation (e.g., turn-

taking, adjacency pairs, ‘activity’ sequences, extended sequences) may be oriented to either singly or 

concurrently. Different types of sequential organisation were shown to be mutually informative such 

that they provided a thick rather than a thin, or transparent, layer of meaning. It has also been shown 

that sequential organisation operates concurrently with other forms of organisation (e.g., topical and 

categorial). In Section 3.4, aspects of categorial organisation and the ways that meaning is 

categorially organised are explicated. The concept that sequential, topical and categorial 

organisations provide interconnected layers of meaning is extended and developed.  

3.4 Categorial Organisation: Membership Category Description & Analysis 

The concepts explicated in this section relate to categorial organisation, namely, categorial resources 

and membership categorisation procedures used by cultural members to make sense of, and in social 

interaction and to reflexively constitute orderly social life. It draws on the work of Sacks (1992a, 
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1972a, 1972b, 1974), Jayyusi (1984), Eglin and Hester (1992; 1999), and Hester and Eglin (1997b, 

1997c, 1997d). Section 3.4.1 explicates the concepts and terminology used in EM: membership 

categories, membership categorisation devices (MCDs) and commonsense ‘rules’ for their 

application, and category-bound activities and features. Section 3.4.2 explicates membership 

categorisation descriptive and analytic procedures (MCA) whereby categorial order is accomplished 

in situated social settings for specific tasks and to deal with local contingencies. Section 3.4.3 

explicates the various ways that the recognisable features of types of social activities are constituted 

by the membership categorisation activities conducted within them to meet the contingencies of 

situated, institutionally relevant tasks. Section 3.4.4 provides a summary of the aspects of categorial 

organisation discussed. 

3.4.1 Concepts: Membership Categories, MCDs, & Category-Bound Activities 

3.4.1.1 MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES 

Membership categories are notional concepts used by cultural members to classify persons (Sacks 

1992a [1966]: 40 – 48). They are essential resources for social organisation because recognisable 

classifications or categorisations of persons involved in social activities enable co-participants to 

interpret and assign meaning to actions, to classify actions and other non-personal objects, and to 

constitute actions/utterances as relevant to particular activities (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 241). Category 

membership has been found to constitute an adequate basis for particular inferences to be made 

about persons, objects and actions. As Sacks (1992a [1964]) observed “to become a member is to 

make stateable about yourself any of the things that are stateable about a members of that 

commonsense category” (47). Recognisable incumbency of one participant in a specific social 

category invokes other related categories that can be commonsensically aligned with the initial 

categorisation and, therefore, may entitle or oblige co-participants to act in particular ways. 
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This is not to say that particular culturally, socially or institutionally relevant categories have fixed 

features such that incumbency in the category can always be related to those features and not 

others. A foundational tenet of EM is that, “categories like other concepts (and categorizations like 

other descriptions) are open-textured” (Jayyusi 1984: 39). Thus the meaning-making potential of 

categories and categorisation can be extensive because “there are multiple criteria (both formal and 

substantive) available to members of the culture in the situated application, invocation, production 

and use of membership categories” (Jayyusi 1984: 40). EM rejects the “decontextualized model of 

membership categorization” (Hester & Eglin 1997a: 12) in favour of the concept that “categories-in-

context” (Hester & Eglin 1997b: 25) are situatedly accomplished and specifically described. 

Situated membership categorisation has been found to be essential for the constitution of local order 

in everyday practical activities (see for instance, Cuff 1994; Cuff & Francis 1978; Drew 1978; Eglin & 

Hester 1992, 1999; Francis & Hart 1997; Hester 1992; Hester & Eglin 1997a, 1997b, 1997c; Jayyusi 

1984; Sacks 1974). Meanings are assigned and interpretable on the basis of situated categorisations 

of persons in relation to co-participants and to the activities in which they are situatedly and locally 

engaged. Coordinated action and mutual understanding can thus be made possible on the basis of 

categories and the ways they are situatedly described and relationally configured. One central 

understanding is that situated categorial order, category descriptions and relational configurations of 

categories are indexical expressions, relevant to their “local, contextual specificity and use”; thus 

categorical order is a “local accomplishment of the use of categories-in-context” (Hester & Eglin 

1997b: 25). 

3.4.1.2 MEMBERSHIP CATEGORISATION DEVICES - MCDS 

Membership categorisation devices (MCDs) are “collections of categories for referring to some 

persons, with some rules of application, where these devices can be applied to populations and 

members apply them to populations to say things about them” (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 238). Sacks 
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specified that MCDs are collections in the sense that the categories observably go together for some 

purpose. He defined an MCD as “[a]ny collection of membership categories, containing at least a 

Member, so as to provide, by the use of some rules of applications, for the pairing of at least a 

population member and a categorization device member. A device is then a collection plus rules of 

application” (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 246).  

Collections may also imply particular relational configurations of the categories, including notional 

hierarchically “positioned categories” (Sacks 1992a [1967]: 585), and along with those configurations, 

particular features of incumbents of the related membership categories. Central to Sacks’s 

descriptions are two collections, “R” and “K.” He defined “R” as a collection of “programmatically 

relevant” paired relational categories or “standardized relational pairs” (e.g., “husband-wife, parent-

child, neighbor-neighbor, …stranger-stranger”) related with respect to “a set of rights and obligations 

concerning the activity of giving help” such that the occurrence of one of the pair makes the other 

relevant or noticeably absent (Sacks 1972: 37 – 38). “K” was defined as “a collection constructed by 

reference to special distributions of knowledge existing about how to deal with some trouble” and 

“composed of two classes (professional and laymen (sic))” (Sacks 1972: 37 – 39).  

3.4.1.2.1 MCDs – Rules of application 

As outlined above category-concepts, category descriptions and MCDs are the components of 

categorial organisation. Based on empirical evidence, Sacks found that members accomplish 

recognisable social activities and actions using membership category organisation. According to 

Sacks (1992a [1966]: 242), “the simplest way you make a recognisable description is to take some 

category and some activity that’s bound to it, and put them together.” Collections of categories 

(MCDs) and relational configurations of categories in collections also have meaning-making potential 

and, like topical and sequential organisations there are various commonsense procedural rules for 
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constituting the local rationality and intelligibility of actions with reference to categories, MCDs and 

category-action relationships.  

The rules pertain to: (a) selections of categories and MCDs used to classify the range of persons 

involved in a particular social event; (b) judgements about how categories and MCDs can or must be 

used, including how many can or must be used, to accomplish adequate classifications; and (c) 

judgements about the relevance of relationships between activities, membership categories, and 

MCDs and thus, the orderliness of sequential actions (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 238 – 266). Each of these 

is summarised below. 

Selections of categories and MCDs used to classify, in recognisable ways, the range of persons 

involved in a particular social event may be organised via the application of “’relevance’ rule[s]” 

(Sacks 1992a [1966]: 146), such as: 

• the Consistency Rule: “If some population of persons is being categorized, and if 

a category from some device’s collection has been used to categorize a first 

Member of the population, then that category or other categories of the same 

collection may be used to categorize further Members of the population” (Sacks 

1972: 33 emphases in original; see also Sacks 1992a [1966]: 239);  

• the Hearer’s Maxim: “If there are two categories used, which can be found to be 

part of the same collection, hear them as part of the same collection” (Sacks 

1992a [1966]: 239); and  

• Category Relevance Rules 1 and 2: These pertain to the ‘programmatic 

relevance’ of particular categories given the use of an MCD. For example, for the 

MCD ‘parties to a medical service event,’ GP and P are programmatically 

relevant, while other categories, such as friend, neighbour, or husband are not 

programmatically relevant but may be made relevant. Given the use of one of 

the programmatically relevant categories (e.g. GP) another can be expected to 

be relevant (e.g., P or medical clinic ancillary staff member). These are made 

relevant using knowledge of “standardised relational pairs” (SRPs), that is, 

categories that may be made relevant on the invocation of another (e.g., for a 
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collection “R” device – husband-wife; for a collection “K” device – GP-P) (Sacks 

1972: 33 – 37).  

Judgements about how categories and MCDs can or must be used, including how many devices can 

or must be used, to accomplish adequate classification may be managed via the application of 

“’reference satisfactoriness’” rule[s]” (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 246), such as: 

• the Economy Rule: “A single category from any membership categorization 

device can be referentially adequate” (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 246). Thus “For any 

population N, on any occasion of categorizing Members, whether the 

consistency rule or some combining rules are necessary, the task may be 

complete if each Member of the population has a single category applied to 

them” (Sacks 1972: 34); and  

• ‘Character Appears On Cue’: “for some pairs of activities, pairs of actions that 

are related by norms, that there’s at least a rule of adequate description which 

says ‘character appears on cue,’ i.e., if the first takes place and it’s an adequate 

grounds for the second taking place, then it’s okay to describe the thing without 

having provided for how it is that the second person happened to come on the 

scene to do whatever it is they properly do, if one says the first occurs and the 

second occurs as well” (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 254). 

Judgements about the relevance of relationships between activities, membership categories, and 

MCDs and, thus, the orderliness of sequential actions, documenting the “’correctness’, for members, 

of ‘possible descriptions’” and interpretations (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 259) may be managed via the 

application of relevance rules, such as: 

• The first Viewer’s Maxim: “If a Member sees a category-bound activity being 

done, then, if one can see it being done by a member of a category to which the 

activity is bound, see it that way” (Sacks 1992a[1966]: 259); and 

• The second Viewer’s Maxim: “If one sees a pair of actions which can be related 

via the operation of a norm that provides for the second given the first, where the 

doers can be seen as members of the categories the norm provides as proper 
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for that pair of actions, then (a) see that the doers are such Members, and (b) 

see the second as done in conformity with the norm” (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 260).  

These ‘rules’ or ‘norms’ for the interpretation of situated actions organised by their relationship to 

specific categories of persons, “provide some of the orderliness, and proper orderliness, of the 

activities they observe. Via some norm, two activities may be made observable as a sequentially 

ordered pair” (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 260). Thus the reasonablness and intelligibility of observed 

actions is provided for by linking actions to categories of persons and activities. The identification of 

the person as an incumbent of a category is formulated with reference to the action performed and 

the activity-setting within which it is performed, because such an action can be normatively linked to 

such a category. Of course this does not clinch either the identification of the person or the local 

meaning of the action, but it points to the direction in which a search for the situated rationality and 

meaning of any sequential action may proceed. 

For categorial order to be established and maintained, intersubjective agreement about 

categorisations must be adequately constituted throughout situated social activities. As Sacks’s ‘rules’ 

indicate, rationality and intelligibility may be organised, either completely or in part, with reference to 

known-in-common collections of category-concepts. However, because situated activities, even in the 

same type of social activity, are different, it is more usual for the features of even programmatically 

relevant category concepts (i.e., those typically associated with a specified MCD) to be described in 

situ. This descriptive work is referred to as the procedure of membership categorisation. The 

reciprocal procedure, membership categorisation analysis (henceforth MCA) involves the 

interpretation of category descriptions. EM proposes that it is these descriptive and interpretative 

procedures that both enable meaning to be made from actions performed and reflexively constitute 

the recognisable and familiar features of social settings (Eglin & Hester 1992).  
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As with sequential organisations, particular categorisation procedures are recurrently used; however, 

what is accomplished via their use on any occasion is indexical (Hester & Eglin 1997b). The central 

task for persons involved in a situated event, for which a particular MCD is a commonsensically 

appropriate inferential and ‘naming device,’ is to constitute the conditions under which locally relevant 

inferences may be drawn. The direction of inferences is constrained and so, therefore, is meaning-

making by particular situated descriptions of the features of the categories that the MCD makes 

relevant and collects on and for that occasion. Recognisable descriptions constitute order because 

they provide the conditions for mutual agreement and co-ordinated action that reflexively constitute 

the conditions under which displays of inter-subjective agreement about features of categories and 

categorial order are accomplished. 

3.4.1.3 CATEGORY-BOUND ACTIVITIES AND FEATURES 

Category-bound activities are the “activities .. taken by Members to be done by some particular or 

several particular categories of Members where the categories are categories from membership 

categorisation devices” (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 241; 248 – 249). Activities or features that can be 

constituted as ‘bound’ to category-concepts include: “actions, attitudes, rights, obligations, concerns, 

beliefs etc.,” (Jayyusi 1984: 103). They are essentially descriptive, and their functions in social 

organisation is to provide the basis for adequate local descriptions and classifications of persons, that 

is, they can be generative of a category or attributed to a person who is describable as an incumbent 

of a specific category.  

Jayyusi (1984: 20 – 56) distinguished different relationships between types of activities/features and 

category-concepts in terms of different levels of obligation for exhibiting or selecting an activity/feature 

to generate/assemble or attribute/confer category membership. Table 3.1 summarises the different 

types of and category-related features and their relationship to membership categorisation activities.  
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TABLE 3.1: CATEGORY-ACTIVITY/FEATURE RELATIONSHIPS  

CONSTITUTIVE FEATURES TIED FEATURES OCCASIONED FEATURES 

Features that are “type-embedded” 
and criterial to that categorisation i.e., 
that MUST be observable or 
describable. 

 
 
Any feature that WILL generate that 
specific category-concept i.e., is both 
necessary and sufficient to ascribe or 
confer incumbency in the category. 
 
 
May Include:  

♦ required/predicated 
attributes, skills, 
knowledge, values, 
behaviours;  

♦ associated criterial 
rights & obligations; 
and 

♦ programmatically 
relevant task-
relationships with 
others. 

 

Features that are criterial to that 
categorisation under certain 
conditions (e.g., during some 
specific event) i.e. that WILL be 
observable or describable under 
those conditions. 

Any feature that CAN generate that 
specific category-concept i.e., is 
necessary but not sufficient to 
ascribe or confer incumbency in the 
category. 

 
May Include: 

♦ relevant attributes, 
skills, knowledge, 
values, behaviours;  

♦ associated rights & 
obligations; and 

♦ relevant task-
relationships with 
others. 

Features that are not criterial to that 
categorisation but might be made so 
under certain conditions i.e., that 
MIGHT be observable or describable 
under those conditions. 

 
Any feature that MAY be made 
relevant to the category-concept 
already generated i.e., is neither 
necessary nor sufficient to ascribe or 
confer incumbency in the category. 
 
May Include: 

♦ attributes, skills, 
knowledge, values, 
behaviours that can be 
made locally relevant;  

♦ associated rights & 
obligations that can be 
made locally relevant; 
and 

♦ task-relationships with 
others that can be 
made locally relevant. 

In this project, the notion of category-boundedness is used to denote a relationship constituted in and 

through membership categorisation work, that is, as “an occasioned matter and a methodic 

achievement on the part of members” (Jayyusi 1984: 35). Thus whatever the objective status of any 

categorial feature (i.e., constitutive, tied or occasioned) its local status can be accomplished as 

‘category-bound’ using membership categorisation (i.e., descriptive) procedures.  

Following Watson (1978), Eglin and Hester (1992) have used the expression ‘category predicates’ as 

an inclusive descriptor in the same way that Jayyusi has used the expression ‘category features’. 

Within this thesis, features will be used to refer to any particular, or collectively to all, properties, 

characteristics or attributes accomplished as relevantly attached to a category concept (i.e., whether 

constitutive, tied or occasioned). Predicates will be used when the reference is specifically to features 
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that are in some way criterial to the description of a category, that is, either ‘constitutive of’ or ‘tied to’ 

a category concept. This enables distinctions to be made between occasioned features and those 

that are, at various levels of obligation, expectably predicated of the category concept. 

This section has defined the basic concepts and terms used in EM to refer to the processes involved 

in categorial organisation. It has been specified that searches for meaning do not involve uncritical 

attributions of a priori meanings to categories, relationships among them, or the actions that members 

perform. EM rejects the view that membership categories are “separate, independent phenomena” 

(Hester & Eglin 1997c: 26). The relevance and adequacy of category features cannot be decided 

because some MCD can be commonsensically applied such as is characteristic in analyses of social 

action using the “’bucket’ theory of context in which some pre-established social framework is viewed 

as ‘containing’ the participants’ actions” (Drew & Heritage 1992: 19). Rather, the task of meaning-

making is taken to be category-dependent and relies on the fact that “interlocutors organize their 

accounts and admissions by reference to what can have happened in specific scenes of action 

performed by recognizable types of social agent” (Lynch & Bogen 1997: 120). Therefore, in situated 

events, “[a]lthough generic categories and associations are used, they are given singular reference to 

singular characters and actions” (Lynch & Bogen 1997: 120).  

The features of any category and MCD are defined for each occasion, therefore, membership 

categorisation activities form part of the social business that parties to a social activity engage in. 

Although they are oriented to meaning construction (i.e., the management of the rationality and 

intelligibility of local actions), the membership categorisation activities themselves are formal features 

of types of social settings and activities.  

Recall that previous studies of MSE interactions (see Section 2.2) have characterised Ps’ insertions 

of biographical information and topics as attempts to correct social structural and interactional 
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asymmetries. Within these analyses, Ps’ intentions have also been theorised in psychological and 

practical terms and the provision of biographical information has been read off as Ps’ attempts to 

encourage GPs to take their ‘whole personhood’ into consideration when they make biomedical 

judgements and decisions about treatment regimens. 

Three understandings from EM developed in this section provide a rationale for the analysis of  

topically organised membership categorisation work in situated MSEs, namely, 

• that neither the scope nor intent of membership categorisation work that such 

topical talk can accomplish in MSEs has been investigated;  

• that membership categorisation work is directed to constituting specific rationality 

and intelligibility for situated action; and 

• that members’ motives cannot be pre-theorised or generalised. 

These understandings highlight the importance of analysing what is actually accomplished by such 

topical talk in the situated contexts of its use. 

Membership categorisation activities are infused within the logic of local and extended sequential 

organisations (discussed in Section 3.3 above) and topical organisation (see Sections 2.3 and 2.4) 

and are oriented to establishing the rationality and intelligibility of situated actions. Section 3.4.2 

details particular membership categorisation procedures that are relevant to the organisation of 

institutional settings, such as MSEs, wherein collection K categories are programmatically relevant 

and familiar scenic features include biographical information (packaged in various ways) about one or 

more participants.  

3.4.2 Members’ Methods of Membership Categorisation 

Within EM, situated membership categorisation and analysis, the object of which is assigning 

meaning and directing inferencing and interpretation, is taken to be a members’ phenomenon (Hester 
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& Eglin 1997c: 157). Because sense-making and interpretation management are complex and mulit-

layered, they cannot possibly be managed through explicit formulations. It has been established that 

category concepts, MCDs and “categories of social configuration or collectivity-categorizations” 

(Hester & Eglin 1997d: 157) are locally constituted to extend the meaning potential and to design the 

procedural consequentiality of local actions (as well as to constrain possible interpretations). The 

classification of persons, objects and actions as members of a class provides for unspoken things to 

be ‘known’ or assumed about them.  

These understandings, that are foundational to the notion of categories and MCDs in EM, provide for 

the assumption that they are essential resources for members’ as they organise the rationality and 

intelligibility of situated actions. To provide for the recognisability (rationality and intelligibility) of 

situated action, members make situated choices that result in locally assembled descriptions of 

categories that implicate the relevance of particular MCDs (Jayyusi 1984: 83). Membership 

categorisations, just like any meanings, are assigned based on adequate description and 

documentation of their situated relevance (Sacks 1992a [1964]: 46). Although particular common-

sense inference-rich, representative membership-category-concepts (Sacks 1992a [1964]: 41) may 

be invoked by the setting (i.e., may be made programmatically relevant), their accountable (i.e., 

rational and intelligible) use depends on adequate situated description and analysis: deciding “in each 

and every case, what the category means and this will involve a figuring out of what collection the 

category belongs to, for this occasion” (Hester & Eglin 1997b: 18, emphases in original). In situated 

social activities, adequate description has been found to be locally managed (see for instance Cuff 

1994; Eglin & Hester 1992, 1999; Francis & Hart 1997; Freebody & Freiberg 2000; Hester 1992; 

Hester & Eglin 1997b, 1997c; Jayyusi 1984; Lynch & Bogen 1997; Watson 1986). As Hester and 

Eglin observed, “[a]ll categorizations are indexical expressions and their sense is therefore locally and 

temporally contingent” (Hester & Eglin 1997b: 18, emphases in original).  
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The central proposition explicated here is that programmatically relevant category-concepts and 

MCDs may not provide for the local contingencies of situated activities. MCDs and the categories they 

collect, and category-concepts and relational configurations among them can be modified to 

accommodate such contingencies. Alternatively, or additionally, other MCDs and categorial 

incumbencies may be occasioned, that is, invoked and assembled for specific tasks within a setting. 

Section 3.4.2.1 explicates some of the methods used by members to accomplish locally adequate, 

categorial descriptions that implicate particular MCDs. 

3.4.2.1 METHODS USED TO ACCOMPLISH LOCALLY ADEQUATE CATEGORIAL DESCRIPTIONS 

3.4.2.1.1 Category Transformation and Accretion 

Abstract category-concepts (Jayyusi 1984: 20) are made concrete and are occasioned by local 

sense-making needs and are accomplished by local descriptive practices. The expectable attributes 

and predicates of common-sense category-concepts can be used to assemble other category 

descriptions and locally relevant MCDs. Thus “category accretion” (Jayyusi 1984: 114), the binding of 

occasioned features to a category-concept in use, may be achieved using common-sense descriptive 

techniques such as ‘mapping’ (Watson 1983). In this way, attributes and predicates from other 

category-concepts can be made relevant, for the practical activities at hand, and the category-

concept initially invoked is modified, transformed or fabricated into “event-specific or event-tied” 

categories (Jayyusi 1984: 114 – 121) that fit within a local categorial order. In this way, interpretations 

and the interpretability of local action is organised and constrained (Drew 1978; Jayyusi 1984; 

Schegloff 1972; Watson 1983).  

The familiar and expectable features of category-concepts can thus be transformed “for a focus” 

(Schegloff 1972: 102) and for local practical purposes, using patterns of selective formulations of 
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items such as terms of address, descriptions of locations, actions, persons, category-sensitive 

identifications of action and co-selected category and action descriptions (Jayyusi 1984; Schegloff 

1972; Watson 1983). Their occasioned co-selection is made sensible by the fact that they are tied in 

specific ways (e.g., using notional hierarchies, comparison and contrast, or causal relationships) to 

the attributes and predicates of the categories programmatically relevant in a setting (Hester & Eglin 

1997c; Jayyusi 1984; Sacks 1972; 1992a, 1992b; Schegloff 1972). Although “[a]bstract category 

devices and inference making machines may be featured at every point” (Lynch & Bogen 1997: 121), 

they are employed as the point of departure for the description of the local features of categories and 

the implication of other MCDs. 

Co-selection of category-concepts may either assemble a new version of a category or an alternative 

categorisation. For instance, membership categorisation procedures have been shown to provide for: 

‘expert witness’ to be transformed into ‘unreliable witness’ via the co-selection of ‘witness,’ ‘good 

criminologist,’ and ‘bad criminologist’ (Lynch & Bogen 1997); ‘nigger’ to be mapped onto ‘victim’ 

(Watson 1983); ’young men‘ to be transformed either into ‘victims’ or ‘offenders’ depending on the 

motivation for a “category-fitted account” (Jayyusi 1984 103 – 114); ‘problem pupil’ to be transformed 

into ‘shy boy’ (Hester & Eglin 1997c); and “offender” into “murder suspect” (Eglin & Hester 1999).  

Category accretion can also provide for the differentiation of programmatically relevant categories in 

R and K collections and SRPs. This differentiation is locally constituted and is consequential to the 

extent that, in some cases, predicated features (i.e., constitutive or tied) of a category, for which a 

high level of ethical obligation normally applies, may be waived, as in the case where ascribing 

insanity to a person who has committed a crime “removes the agency from the person’s acts” (Eglin & 

Hester 1999: 212) and thereby the obligation to display category- constitutive or tied features on that 

occasion. These descriptive processes provide for specialised types of “accounting categorisations” 

(Jayyusi 1984: 116 emphasis in original) that operate to accomplish setting-specific and task-relevant 
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category accretion and transformation (Cuff 1994; Hester & Eglin 1997b; Jayyusi 1984; Lynch & 

Bogen 1997). 

Accounting categorisations are specifically occasioned fomulations “embedded (or implicated) in the 

informal logic of use of other morally implicative concepts and morally organized assessments” 

(Jayyusi 1984: 116) either through self-assessments or assessments by co-participants who have 

some attributed or programmatic right to do so. Accounting categorisations rely on the fact that some 

other categorisation is simultaneously available and usable. They are transient additive 

categorisations rather than transformations. Although they may be referentially adequate for the 

occasion, that adequacy is constituted for and by the situated event. In other words, they are 

motivated descriptions oriented to the achievement of particular practical tasks in the local context.  

Jayyusi (1984: 116 – 121) described two category assembly procedures (reflexively occasioned by 

and constituted for the local contingencies of situated activities) whereby accounting categorisations 

are accomplished: category deletion/substitution and category elaboration. Her diagrammatic 

summary of these procedures is reproduced below in Tables 3.2. and 3.3 

TABLE 3.2 MEMBERSHIP CATEGORISATION: DELETION/SUBSTITUTION OPERATION 

INITIAL CATEGORIZATION RELEVANT INTERMEDIATE 
CATEGORIZATION 

CONSEQUENT CATEGORIZATION 

Stable Categorization (A) Stable Categorization (B) Stable Categorization (C) 

(Account Providing) 

 

TABLE 3.3 MEMBERSHIP CATEGORISATION: ELABORATION OPERATION 

INITIAL CATEGORIZATION RELEVANT INTERMEDIATE 
CATEGORIZATION 

CONSEQUENT CATEGORIZATION 

Event-Tied / Locally Specific 
Categorization (A) 

Stable Categorization Event-Tied / Stable / Action-
Consequent Categorization (B) 

(Account Providing) 
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These procedures assemble locally relevant categories and differentiate the category features of local 

versions of programmatically relevant categories such that “the attributions of rights and 

responsibilities get made and reflexively ‘fix’ or constitute that categorization for the relevance at 

hand, and accomplish, in and through this, that local particular purpose” (Jayyusi 1984: 48).  

3.4.2.1.2 Using topical talk to assemble categories and category features 

The categorial ordering power of topics has been well documented with respect to: group therapy 

sessions (Sacks 1992a [1966]; [1967]); newspaper texts (Eglin & Hester 1999); referral meetings 

(Hester & Eglin 1997c); and classrooms (see for instance Baker & Freebody 1987; Freebody & 

Freiberg 2000; Freiberg & Freebody 1995). Topics of spoken, written or visual texts can be 

“pervasively important”” (Sacks, 1992a [1966]: 390) for membership categorisation activities. Talk on 

particular topics and formulating topical talk in particular ways operates in the constitution of particular 

categories (Sacks 1972; 1979; 1992a): Talking on certain topics can generate a category where such 

action is a predicated activity of a category and MCD; for instance, engaging in an “automobile 

discussion” as constitutive of the category “young man” in the company of other young men (Sacks 

1992a [1966]: 320 – 322); and “‘problem talk’ (about referrals)” as constitutive of relevant category 

memberships in the MCD “parties to a referral meeting” (Hester & Eglin 1997b: 32 – 33). Talking on a 

topic in a particular way using category-evocative referential terms (e.g., referring to “hotrods” rather 

than “cars,” “tuning your pipes” rather than say, “starting the motor”) can generate a type-classification 

such as “hot-rodder” or “teenager” (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 169 – 174). When this occurs, the sense of 

utterances is documented as related to topical and categorial organisations.  

The concept that membership categorisation is a complex and highly organised activity that provides 

for the rationality and intelligibility of situated social action has been explicated in this section. It has 

also been established that membership categorisation is directed at the constitution of both 
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recognisable categorial order and the situated sense of practical activities in social settings, and that 

the membership categorisation activities are themselves part of those recognisable features. Section 

3.4.3 explicates the various ways that the recognisable features of types of social activities are 

constituted by the membership categorisation activities that are conducted to meet the contingencies 

of situated, institutionally relevant tasks. 

3.4.3 Membership categorisation: constituting recognisable social activities 

So much of social meaning is embedded in categorially organised information, it stands to reason that 

membership categorisation activities will be significantly in evidence in the familiar features of social 

activities. This is not to say that the membership categorisation activities are an end in themselves 

(i.e., as they are depicted in critical sociological accounts of power, dominance and control). Rather, it 

acknowledges that the scenic features of social settings as well as their rational properties are 

constituted by membership categorisation activities. In other words, the organised procedures used to 

describe the indexical features of category concepts for the specific practical tasks conventionally 

associated with institutional settings are identifiably familiar scenic features of those settings. Several 

examples of the ways that membership categorisation activities themselves constitute the typical 

features of social settings and tasks, are identified in Sections 3.4.3.1 – 3.4.3.3. 

 

3.4.3.1 USING DISJUNCTIVE CATEGORIES AND MCDS TO DESCRIBE PARTICIPANTS WITHIN, AND TO ASSEMBLE 
THE FEATURES OF, A RECOGNISABLE ACTIVITY 

Eglin and Hester (1992, 1999) illustrated the reflexive workings of membership categorisation 

procedures in their analysis of newspaper headlines and news stories. They noted that newspaper 

stories (and headlines) conventionally provide newsworthy versions of events (Eglin & Hester 1992, 

1999) and found that the tasks of reporting and finding newsworthiness were typically accomplished 
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using networks of MCDs implicated by specific categories rather than single MCDs and their relevant 

category collections. Eglin and Hester’s analyses demonstrated that different MCDs were used to 

provide for the intelligibility of a series of events as a newspaper headline (1992) or story (1999). For 

instance, their analysis of news stories (1999) associated with the event known as ‘the Montreal 

Massacre’ showed that particular focuses of newsworthiness (e.g., the constitution of the event as 

stories of horror, tragedy, crime, or gun control) were organised categorially by establishing the 

necessary condition of a news story, that is, a disjuncture between “setting related and event based 

categories and their conventional predicates” (Eglin & Hester, 1999: 204).  

The “Story of Tragedy” (Eglin & Hester 1999: 205 – 206), for example, was constituted “in the 

disjuncture between the predicated and actual futures of these murdered young people, these dead 

students” (205) using scenic properties such as descriptions of “family and collective biographies” 

(205) that implicated: 

• ‘stage-of-life,’ collection “R” via various standardised relational pairs (SRPs) 

including: daughter-parent; sister-brother; friend-friend; and 

• the murdered young persons’ incumbency in the category “student” that invoked 

expectations of successful futures, cut short because of their re-location in the 

MCD, “parties to a killing”.  

In the first instance, the organisation of newsworthiness in the form of a story of tragedy was 

established using contrastive and disjunctive categorisations of those involved. The tragedy was 

constituted in the disjunction between youthful expectations of a successful future and their unnatural 

deaths. The tragic story was organised by an additional disjunction between the young persons’ 

entitlements to and the potential availability of “help” via their incumbency in the collection R SRPs 

and their drastically reduced rights to access such help during the ‘massacre’. Eglin and Hester 

(1999: 205) found that the “category-predicate disjunctions are what make the tragedy, as the tragedy 

makes the news, and does so recognizably.” 
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Thus the membership categorisation activities made relevant by the tasks conventionally associated 

with the social activity constructing and finding newsworthiness for a newspaper story were found to 

be the same activities that made the text identifiable as a news story. The essential reflexiveness of 

contingent action and the ‘normative’ features of social activities have also been demonstrated in 

other media texts and institutional interactions as illustrated below. 

3.4.3.2 USING EMBEDDED STORIES TO ASSEMBLE CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS AND RECOGNISABLE SOCIAL 
ACTIVITIES 

Many social activities organised for specific institutional business purposes (e.g., MSEs, trials, 

television commercials etc.) include story-tellings. In these contexts, the story-teller may feature in 

(and may be categorisable within) both the ongoing activity and the stories that are told as part of the 

activity. Where the scenic features of an activity include the telling of a story, category incumbency 

may, therefore, be organised with reference to both the ongoing activity and to the characterisation of 

the teller as a character within the story. Thus telling a story may be used as a procedure for category 

accretion. A third feature of story-tellings – not considered in this section – is that as story-tellers, 

participants may be attributed particular interactional rights that affect local sequential order in an 

interaction. For instance, Sacks (1992a [1968]; 1974) found that story-tellers were attributed particular 

rights and obligations by auditors and vice versa. Incumbency in the category story-teller, for 

instance, carries with it: the right to ‘hold the floor’; obligations to have a ‘tellable’ point that relates to 

the social purpose of the activity within which it is embedded; and an obligation that the story-telling 

sequence will come to a distinct end.  

Story-tellings provide opportunities for characters in the story to be described and categorised and for 

generalisations to be drawn about the effects of particular actions and about category-action 

relationships. Category descriptions within stories are not limited to those that are explicit within the 

story-telling; rather, the “narrative intelligibility” (Francis & Hart 1997: 123) of a story itself can also be 
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traded on for the classification of persons, objects and actions. The activity of story-telling sets up 

particular expectancies, including the recognisable text structures, that constitute the rationality and 

meaning of particular actions of characters in the story. Thus where stories are used within, say, 

institutional service encounters, moral lessons can be conveyed for instance, about the effects of 

good or poor service or special service requirements of an individual. 

One property of stories embedded in other social activities is that they are knowingly designed as part 

of the other activity not as entities in themselves. The task for co-participants is to find the rationality 

of the story to the accomplishment of the institutional purpose of the institutional activity. It is not an 

available cultural commonsense understanding that a story, for instance, about one’s self, embedded 

in another institutional activity, will not be gratuitous self-description. Membership categorisation 

activities accomplished either explicitly or implicitly via embedded stories relate to situated relevancies 

and the specific tasks at hand (Jayyusi 1984; Sacks 1992a).  

For instance, Francis and Hart’s (1997) analysis of a television commercial showed that the 

intelligibility of various inclusions (e.g., a visual ‘story’ of a sequence of events in a Quayside scene 

and a song) were oriented to the constitution of the entire text’s sense as a TV commercial. Their 

rationality and intelligibility depended the viewer’s understanding of that relationship. Understanding 

the text required “the viewer to orient to the text as a virtual text designed to be viewed as such” 

(Francis & Hart 1997: 151). The story of a young man embedded in the commercial was a method of 

conveying meanings and co-selecting categories for the accomplishment of the advertisement of the 

product (a beer product). The relevance of the embedded story was that the co-selection of persons, 

activities and objects in the story (“crowded quayside,” “customs official,” “passengers,” “dockhands,” 

“boat,” “cabbage,” “crates and netting,” “young man,” “bald man,” etc.) only provided a “consistent 

sense of scenic orderliness” if they were seen as components of a narrative (Francis & Hart 1997: 

134). However, the categorisation of the central character for the activity central to a television 
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commercial (i.e., advertising a commercial product) as a young man missing things associated with 

‘home’ particularly beer (and football), was also required to make the exact sense required.  

What Francis and Hart showed was that the embedding of a story within the television commercial not 

only set up particular opportunities for membership categorisation activities but that the co-selection 

of the story-narrative and TV commercial provided for a particular interpretation of the actions of the 

central character. A third co-selected text, a song played concurrently with the visual narrative 

(specifying the name of the product being advertised), provided another layer of meaning also 

organised categorially. The conflation of two direct sources of information about the characters made 

available by the visual text and the song together with the activity that watching a television 

commercial consists of (i.e., looking for the advertised product) combined to specify the features of 

the category ‘young man’ on this occasion.  

What this example demonstrates is not only the descriptive potential of embedded stories for tasks 

conventionally associated with other institutional activities but that, because they are so widely used, 

the ‘embeddings’ make the activities that contain them, recognisable cultural activities. In terms of 

descriptive potential, they serve to make more than one category-concept and MCD concurrently 

relevant for an individual and, by implication, for their co-participants. Embedded stories provide 

opportunities to include “occasioned” MCDs (Francis & Hart 1997: 135), that is, a collection of 

categories that might not otherwise seem sensible and, therefore, to effect category accretion and 

transformation.  

3.4.3.3 USING SEQUENTIAL PATTERNS TO ASSEMBLE RECOGNISABLE INSTITUTIONAL CATEGORIES AND 
ACTIVITIES 

The action of talking in particular ways using specific sequential structures in interactional events 

such as: classroom talk (Freebody & Freiberg 2000; Macbeth 1990; McHoul & Watson 1984); 

broadcast news interviews (Heritage & Greatbatch 1991); and specialist medical consultations 
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(Maynard 1991, 1992) have documented the category-constitutive power of such actions. These 

same activities reflexively constitute the recognisable features of those settinged activities. 

For instance, the specialised speech exchange system associated with “instructional, curricular 

activity” in elementary school classrooms was shown by Freebody and Freiberg (2000) to be 

constitutive of the ‘occasioned’ MCD (see Francis & Hart 1997) ‘parties to a literacy lesson’ composed 

of the categories ‘teacher,’ ‘kind teacher,’ ‘good student,’ ‘bad student,’ where the rationality and 

intelligibility of the actual event also depended on the invocation of a second MCD, dysfunctional 

family consisting of the categories ‘neglected child’ and ‘neglectful parent.’ Activities and interactional 

patterns predicated of the category ‘teacher’ were effectively used to naturalise and to “sanction the 

topicalisation of non-curricular domains” such as the moral values of the students, and features of 

parental care, and household routines in the students’ homes (Freebody & Freiberg 2000: 142). 

These interactionally accomplished topics in turn provided opportunities for descriptive accounts of 

the category ‘student’ to be formulated not only in terms of activities typically associated with 

classroom learning but conflated observable conduct including “students’ behavior and body 

movements with both assessable cognitive activity and intellectual ability”. These actions invoked 

category features and assembled the MCD ‘parties to a literacy lesson’, the categories teacher and 

student, and typical question-answer-evaluation (Q-A-E) sequential structure of teacher-student talk, 

in extended and non-normative ways.  

Trading on normative features of the MCD ‘parties to a classroom lesson’ in conjunction with the 

understandings provided by the MCD ‘dysfunctional family,’ and recognisable pedagogic routines, the 

category ‘teacher’ was constituted as a kind of clairvoyant moral police officer. Based on these 

category features, students’ performance of mundane actions (e.g., moving about the room, 

answering questions and postural positioning) were available to the teacher as evaluations of their 

own and their families’ “social and moral attributes, dispositions and values” (146). The assembled 
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accounts of the programmatically relevant MCD ‘parties to a literacy lesson’ and the programmatically 

relevant categories ‘student’ and ‘teacher’ were networked with the other MCDs and categories to 

achieve, in seen-but-unnoticed ways, the relevance of the teacher’s public moral judgements made of 

the student and his parents, and the activity of enlisting the support of other students in these 

judgements so that, in turn, making moral judgements of other students and their families was 

constituted as a category-bound activity for the category ‘student’. The teachers’ embedded accounts 

of their own and the students’ rights and obligations and the students’ reciprocal (and compliant) 

accounts of the categories constituted the indexical features of the local MCD and the categories 

normatively associated with it. The situated account was achievable because it was grounded in and 

members oriented to the normative sequential structures of talk in the classroom setting. Freebody 

and Freiberg’s (2000) study demonstrated a procedure, that, according to Jayyusi (1984), is a 

recurrently used as a device to extend or reduce the activities that will be considered to be morally 

adequate in a setting on specific occasions. Jayyusi (1984: 172) found that,  

[t]he use of setting inappropriate actions as a device by members enables them to 
extend their inferential horizon not only along a descending order of settings 
categorized and ordered thus by reference to that action, but also along an ascending 
or escalating order of possible actions in those settings, thus maintaining a consistency 
of evaluation of a person’s in situ actions. 

This section has illustrated the reflexive properties of membership categorisation activities and their 

role not only in the constitution of situated order but also in constitution of social order*. The following 

section summarises the concepts of categorial organisation explicated above. 

3.4.4 Conclusion: Categorial Order and Membership Categorisation 

Membership categorisation work is a normative feature of everyday social activities. The local 

rationality and intelligibility of actions and activities are contingent on the accomplishment of 

categorial order. The common-sense understanding that category-concepts and category-collections 
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(MCDs) are essentially abstract and open-ended, and thus, can and must (for situated practical 

purposes) be locally modified and transformed, underpins EM’s foundational understanding of 

membership categorisation and analytic work. Thus the reciprocal activities, adequate membership 

categorisation and membership categorisation analysis (MCA) are central to the organisation, 

management and achievement of practical tasks in everyday life. Further, members’ actions 

demonstrate that the thickly textured nature of everyday social activity is contingent on local, ongoing 

membership categorisation work that constitutes the indexical features of categorial order using 

textual, sequential, and topical resources. Thus, the layers of meaning that Sacks (1992b [1972]) 

found to be operative in the situated organisation of sequential features also characterises 

membership categorisation work.  

This section has explicated EM’s concept of categorial organisation and membership categorisation 

analysis. The next section provides a summary of EM’s theoretical principles and relates them to the 

investigation of the phenomenon of order* in general practice medical service events (MSEs). 

3.5 Summary of the theoretical and analytical principles of EM 

EM’s account of social order* is that it is an outcome of members’ situated, co-ordinated action, that 

is, it is a members’ phenomenon. Thus, the observable standardisation and familiar patterns of social 

activities in social settings is a members’ accomplishment. By this account, members’ selective uses 

of organised patterns of social action: constitute social settings, themselves and their actions as 

instances of those that are typically found and programmatically relevant on those sites; are practical 

solutions to ongoing local problems of how to get something done given the contingencies of 

everyday life; and provide an “analysable basis for participants” to derive meaning (Sacks 1992a 

[1967]: 516).  
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Ethnomethodological studies investigate “the production and the accountability of order*” (Garfinkel & 

Weider 1992: 177), that is, they seek members’ situated rationalities for action. To do so an EM 

study,  

analytically examines the ways that conduct, belief and judgement are organised, 
produced and made intelligible in members’ own accounts and descriptions, and how 
these are embedded in various other practices. The accounts are treated as features of 
those practices; the descriptions as constituents of conduct. (Jayyusi 1991: 234). 

3.5.1 EM’s Research Policies 

Central to EM’s research policy is the understanding is that a members’ action documents not only 

something that can have meaning but also the organised referential framework that should be used to 

interpret its local, contextualised meaning. In other words, an action itself specifies the parameters to 

be used to search for, derive and assign meaning to that action on that occasion; that is, action 

directs the search for meaning and rationality. EM’s theory of action thus provides an analytic 

methodology whereby the rationalities that produce situated human activities can be discovered. 

Consequently, the focus of EM research is the ‘discovery’ of relationships between the observable 

features of social events and their rational production.  

The general rule for EM research is that “[a]ny factor that we take to be conditional of any of the 

properties of activities is a factor that is conditional of the rationalities” (Garfinkel 1967: 282). For 

instance, an action that forms part of an adjacency pair that opens a topic directs a search for 

meaning to both sequential organisation and topical organisation to decide what that action is. To 

discover what is meant to be interpreted each organised logic of the particular usage must be 

consulted. To discover what the action came to mean (i.e., how it was interpreted) the subsequent 

actions of co-participants must be consulted.   
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EM also specifies that “any occasion whatsoever be examined for the feature that ‘choice’ among 

alternatives of sense, of facticity, of objectivity, of cause, of explanation, of communality of practical 

actions is a project of members’ actions” (Garfinkel 1967: 32, emphases in original). Although an 

action provides a guide to how it should be interpreted via the use of one or all of the four types of 

organisation, the constraints on the interlocutor are purely social constraints, that is, in the interests of 

maintaining a workable intersubjectivity for the interaction, recipients align with the interpretive 

guidelines provided, or they risk interactional trouble and social sanction (i.e., disruption to 

intersubjectivity).  

Thus ethnomethodological analyses (i.e., interpretations of the rationalities of GPs’ and Ps’ conduct 

within MSE interactions) attend to the interactants’ situated co-ordinating procedures evident in their 

situated local actions and their analyses and interpretations of actions throughout the MSE. It is in the 

application of this ethno-method to the task of situated social analysis that distinguishes ethno-

methodology from other research traditions. 

Explanations that cite the properties of the rationalities, such as, finding that GP-P talk is orderly 

because GPs use the “voice of medicine” and Ps use the “voice of the lifeworld,” are based on the 

external rationality of that theory of idealised social actors, settings and action. Coding systems, for 

instance, provide a pre-threorised account of the type of organisation used by the social actors whose 

actions are observed and coded. When a code is invoked, meaning is assigned based on the 

organisational logic of that code, thus ‘asking a question’ can be coded as ‘unilateral topic shifting’ 

and ‘social control’ if the organisational logic invoked is interactionally mediated asymmetry of power 

and social dominance.  

The invocation of such exogenous organisational logics “diminish[es] the sociological significance of 

the actor’s interpretation of his or her circumstances” and portrays “the actor as a ‘judgemental dope’ 
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(Garfinkel, 1967: 68) who unthinkingly (and, .. unknowingly) ‘acts out’ the institutionalized directives of 

the culture” (Heritage, 1984: 27). Explanations of everyday social conduct that rely on theoretically 

attributed variables such as institutional rules, roles, social configurations and communicative 

frameworks, formats or structures are rejected by EM because these variables do not, of themselves, 

count as warrantable bases for the interpretation of situated action (Lee 1991). According to 

Garfinkel, explanations of human behaviour “as either culture bound or need compelled, or by 

construing the pairing of appearances and intended objects – the pairing of “sign” and “referrent” – as 

an association ….  is precluded by neglecting the judgemental work of the user” (Garfinkel 1972: 26). 

Such pre-theorisations pre-empt the social phenomena whereby social actions on any occasion are 

endogenously organised and made publicly rational. As Smith (1990) observed 

The practice of sociology … insisted that the sociologist should never go out without a 
concept; that to encounter the raw world was to encounter a world of irremedial 
disorder and confusion; to even to begin to speak sociologically of that world required a 
concept, or concepts, to order, select, assemble, a sociological version of the world on 
paper. (Smith 1990: 2) 

According to Sacks (1992a [1964]), ‘analysis’ based on pre-theorisations by Members external to the 

situated events, produces commentaries that re-construct what really happened in terms of the 

theoretical phenomenon assumed, that is, 

they’re doing it simply as another Member. They haven’t described the phenomena 
they’re seeking to describe – or that they ought to be seeking to describe. What they 
need to do is give us some procedure for choosing that category which is used to 
present some piece of information. (Sacks 1992a: 42) 

While traditional social scientific and common-sense accounts generally regard the nature of 

relationships and interactions as effects of social and institutional conventions, structures, and roles, 

EM aims to discover the phenomenon of order whereby what is observable was accomplished. To do 

so, EM studies investigate members’ methods for documenting meaning and thus the organisational 

methods they use to make sense in and of their activities. From this perspective, MSE interactions 
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are regarded as institutional service encounters that pose specific, contingent, organisational 

problems that are solved turn-by-turn by the participants in situatedly relevant topical talk that is 

organised in patterned and thus recognisable ways (Zimmerman 1992: 37). 

3.5.1.1 THE NOTION OF WARRANTABLE FINDINGS 

[w]hatever the intersubjective knowledge and understanding is that is achieved and 
however it is achieved become legitimate topics of investigation as to their "what" and 
"how." With this realization, we reach the threshold of ethnomethodology. (Heritage 
1984: 71, emphasis in original) 

EM places strict requirements on researchers with respect to referencing observed patterns of 

conduct within interaction to structural features of society (Garfinkel 1967; Hester & Francis 2000; 

Schegloff 1991: 65-66). Adequate proof of both the fact and the significance of a social phenomenon 

is taken to be observable only in Members’ accounts of their own actions and activities. Strong 

intuitions based on the researcher’s cultural knowledge do not constitute adequate proof. 

Warrantable observations about the workings of particular social events and practices need to focus 

on how members constituted the event as and when they did, rather than attributing causal links 

between what is observed and members’ motives, no matter how commonsensical the links seem to 

be (Schegloff 1991). Common-sense rationalities are not taken to ‘cause’ the constitution of 

particular situated social organisations or actions. In EM, common-sense rationalities are only taken 

to be properties of local rationalities in that they provide a known-in-common reference point for the 

local management of interpretations and the interpretability of what is going on. Garfinkel (1967: 282) 

specified the implications of this foundational understanding for ethnomethodological research: 

Instead of the properties of rationalities being treated as a methodological principle for 
interpreting activity, they are to be treated only as empirically problematic material. 
They would have the status only of data and would have to be accounted for in the 
same way that the more familiar properties of conduct are accounted for. 

Therefore, EM recommends that the researcher maintain “practical objectivity” and a focus on  
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the practical observability of structures of practical action and practical reason in and as 
of ordinary activities while exercising indifference to the policies of natural theorizing, 
withholding the corpus status of formal analytic descriptive facts, avoiding the design 
and administration of generic representations and their methodised dopes, and in 
related ways making no use of methods of constructive analysis (Garfinkel & Wieder 
1992: 186 – 187). 

Thus if it cannot be shown from the interaction, it is not a warrantable finding. Without this warrant, 

analysts can perpetuate the unproductive stereotyping that characterises many pseudo-explanations 

available in generic common sense accounts, including those of social scientists (e.g., studies 

reviewed in Section 2.2). EM privileges empirical accounts of the operation of social institutions within 

any situated event. Searches for the rationality that is at the base of social action are, within EM, 

necessarily the search for members’ rationalities; the rationalities whereby they formulate their actions 

for real purposes in the real world (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974). The “problem of rationality” 

cannot be solved using “scientific rationalities as a methodological rule for interpreting human actions” 

(Garfinkel, 1967: 279).  

The detailed textures of interactions must be analysed to discover the methodological resources used 

by members to make sense in and of their situated actions. In this project, sequentially, categorially 

and topically organised properties of GP-P talk are analysed to discover the rationalities of local 

action and social organisation in the MSE setting. 

3.5.2 Investigating topical talk as a phenomenon of order* 

EM’s proposition that Members’ actions in social settings are self-organising and self-explicating 

challenges current generalisations about how and why GPs and Ps organise and manage topical talk 

in MSEs as they do. EM proposes that idealisations that over-write the specifics of clinical practice 

allow, at best, only a tenuous relationship between generalisations and specific communicative 
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practices, and, at worst, prescriptive and potential counter-productive definitions of and 

recommendations about ‘good’ practice.   

Generalisations are a form of encompassing rationality; they produce a synthetic conflation of 

practical and theoretical issues. They are part of inference-making machinery that make sense of the 

local practices of, for instance, mentioning work stress, problems with children, feelings of lethargy 

during a service event directed at treatment for a sprained ankle. Both practically and theoretically, 

generalisations stated in terms of domains such as medical practice make it possible, as a default 

position, to uncritically read off actions as evidence supporting the generalisation. Resilient 

generalisations about doctor control and patient powerlessness (see Section 2.2.2) resonate with 

other theorisations of dependent relationships, duty of care and the public liability of doctors, and so 

on, to construct an edifice of theory that make it difficult to decide if a specific practice or a specific 

empirical observation actually supports or undermines the theory.  

Using the heuristic devices available within their paradigms, psychological, sociological, and linguistic 

collectivity members have formulated their descriptions ironically as ‘what the actions really are’ and 

‘what each action really accomplishes’ in the event. These descriptions document the a priori 

definitions of actions as representations of particular external and constraining social structures, 

theorized as omni-relevant for any social/institutional member according to the social/institutional 

identity or role that is taken by the analyst to be relevant to the event. Such analyses are proposed as 

accounting for the significance of context, where context is variously defined as institutional (e.g., 

MSEs, broadcast news, advertising), discursive (e.g., medical discourse, public media discourse, 

scientific discourse), and/or ideological (e.g., professional hegemony, scientific hegemony, 

masculinist hegemony). Such a 

decontextualized conception of members’ knowledge ignores the ways in which the use 
of knowledge is always situated. Furthermore, that members of society know anything 
at all is also something that is inferred from their action in particular circumstances. The 
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decontextualized model, then, diverts our attention from the local character of human 
activities. (Hester & Eglin, 1997b: 17) 

EM conceptualises these paradigmatically privileged and authorised descriptive/analytic accounts as 

ontological not teleological, as institutional themselves, and as not necessarily correct or incorrect. 

EM has critiqued those traditional sociological accounts of social order and the attribution of meaning 

to action that pay no regard to rationalities constituted endogenously by parties to an interaction 

(Garfinkel, 1967; Sacks 1992a, 1992b; Sharrock 1989; Hester & Eglin 1997b, 1997c, 1997d). From 

an EM perspective, traditional studies of MSEs are critiqued based on the proposition that, 

all sociological areas, as traditionally investigated, whether demarcated as ‘theoretical’ 
or ‘substantive’, not only rest for their intelligibility on, but constitute forms of, 
membership categorisation analysis on the part of the sociologist. (Hester & Eglin 
1997d: 154) 

This critique and EM’s proposal that “especially (but not exclusively) in conversation, talk is 

constructed and attended to by its recipients for the action or actions it may be doing” (Schegloff, 

1995: 187) leads to the ethnomethodological respecification of topical talk as a form of social 

organisation accomplished by co-participants over the course of their situated talk-in-interaction and 

directed to the disposal of several practical institutional tasks.  

This study proceeds from the proposition, derived from EM, that the most reliable and, therefore, 

adequate descriptions (Sacks 1963) of the operation of topical talk in MSEs are those endogenously 

produced by the participants during the conduct of naturally occurring, everyday MSEs. Consistent 

with the common-sense perspective of an ethnomethodological approach, doing topical talk is 

conceptualised as a recognisably structured activity and a members’ method for making sense. Using 

EM, this study avoids the “nasty consequence of writing generalized descriptions .. that one makes of 

particular objects ‘versions’ of the general object …as ‘imperfect’ (as a version of an ideal object in an 

ideal world)” (Sacks 1963: 14).  
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The social setting investigated is an institutional service setting in which particular practical 

institutional tasks and membership categories (i.e., GP & P) are programmatically relevant. Based on 

EM’s principles, identification of standardised features of topical talk in MSEs provides for its 

characterisation as a members’ method for making sense in and of their own and others’ actions; 

identification of indexical features of topical talk demonstrate the ways that local contingencies of 

situated MSEs are managed via its operation. Although the features of topical organisation are the 

focal interest in this study, no assumptions are made in advance about the relationship of topical 

organisation to the constitution of order in the MSE setting. Participants’ methods and the 

relationships between their accomplishments of interactional, categorial, and topical order are 

documented and examined.  

Recall that the focus of the study is the operation of topical talk in MSEs. In Chapter 1, two research 

questions were posed: 

1. How does topical talk operate in the organisation and management of MSE interactions? 

2. How does topical talk operate in the co-ordination of specific service requests and service 

provision? 

In the light of the theoretical framework and analytical principles and policies of EM detailed in this 

chapter and in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, it is clear that to understand the operation of topical talk, the 

local rationality of topical talk is the object of interest, that is, topical talk as a phenomenon of order*. 

The analysis will focus on topical organisation in relation to the other three dimensions of social 

organisation: local and extended sequential and categorial organisation. Both research questions will 

be applied to the analysis of the relationship between topical organisation and: 

1. local sequential organisation and categorial organisation (reported in Chapter 5); 

2. extended sequential organisation of the MSE (reported in Chapter 6); and 

3. categorical organization and descriptions of categories-in-context (reported in Chapter 7). 
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Table 3.4, below, presents a summary of the topical organisers found relevant in other EM studies to 

the constitution of local and extended sequential and categorial order. This table will be reproduced in 

each results chapter to indicate the focus of the analysis of topical order under consideration. 

TABLE 3.4   TOPICAL ORGANISATIONS RELEVANT TO LOCAL AND EXTENDED SEQUENTIAL ORDER AND CATEGORIAL ORDER  

 LOCAL SEQUENCES EXTENDED SEQUENCES 

 SEQUENTIAL ORDER  CATEGORIAL ORDER SEQUENTIAL ORDER  CATEGORIAL ORDER 

 

TOPICAL 
ORGANISERS 

 

Topic Generation  

Topic Preservation  

Topic Closure 

Topic Carriers 

Topic sensitive 
classifications 

Sequential structures 
that provide for 
embedded category 
descriptions 

Category 
descriptions 
accomplished via 
topical management 

 

Reason-for-call 
Topics 

Cover Topics 

False-first Topics 

Sub-Topics 

Preliminary Topics  

Pre-topical sequences 

Classifications organised 
by topics talked about  

MCDs that provide for 
category accretion & 
transformation 

Topic structures available 
for membership 
categorisation work (i.e., 
pre-topical sequences, 
preliminary topics, sub-
topics)  

The material in this chapter has implications for the conduct of the research project: its design and 

analytic methodology. It has provided details of the methodological principles and practices that will 

be applied in the analyses of the data corpus. This material will not be replicated in Chapter 4 

(Methods) which provides details of the design of the study and the stages of analysis. 
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 CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH DESIGN AND ANALYTIC METHODS  

All subsequent analysis, discussions and decisions depend on correct or adequate 
identification of the events which have been observed. (Heap 1982: 392) 

4.1 Introduction 

This project examines and documents the patterned organisation, management and uses of topical 

talk in GP-P talk in MSEs. Chapter 2 has provided a rationale for examining topical talk in MSEs and 

EM’s empirically warranted understandings of topical organisation (Section 2.5) as a members’ 

method for providing the rationality and intelligibility of situated action (Section 2.4). Chapter 3 has 

provided a summary of EM’s empirically warranted understandings of local and extended sequential 

organisations and categorial organisation, and of EM’s analytic principles and policies. Rather than 

repeating these principles and policies, this chapter outlines the design of the project: ethical 

clearance, data, participants, data collection procedures, stages of data analysis, and issues of 

validity, reliability, representativeness and generalisability of findings. 

4.2 Project Design 

In keeping with the design of an EM project, a non-experimental approach to the investigation of the 

operation of topical talk in general practice MSEs is adopted. The study investigates relationships 

between the accomplishment of the local rationality and intelligibility of situated actions and topical, 

local and extended sequential and categorial organisations as they were documented in the actions 

of GPs and Ps in 67 ordinary MSEs.  

This is a study of naturally occurring, routine, GP-P interactions during everyday, fee-for-service 

MSEs. Emphasis is placed on the notion that topical talk is an organisational feature of the everyday 

practices embedded in the activity conducting medical service consultations. Clearly this study does 
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not attempt to pursue a "survey-logic" of representative sampling. Routine interactions between GPs 

and Ps were audio-taped and transcribed.  

The data for this project were collected by the researcher as part of another project, Everyday health-

literacy practices: doctors, health-workers, families and the role of literacy in care (on which the Chief 

Investigator was Peter Freebody). That research project was funded by the Australian Research 

Council, and focused on the literacy practices of GPs and Ps reported in GP and P interviews and 

found in MSEs and GP’s medical records. None of these was considered in the study of topical talk 

reported in this thesis. 

Exclusive responsibility for the design and management of aspects that pertained to the investigation 

and analysis of topical talk was undertaken by the researcher. As the senior research assistant on the 

umbrella project the researcher was also responsible for: initial and follow-up contact with GPs all 

data collection and the preparation of the following documents: 

1. application for ethical clearance submitted to the Ethics Sub-Committee, Griffith University; 

2. application for ethical clearance submitted to the Royal Australian College of General 

Practitioners Ethics Committee 

3. letters to medical practitioners; 

4. written consent form for participating medical practitioners; 

5. information sheet for patients; and  

6. written consent form for participating patients. 

67 general practice consultations were collected and transcribed for the present study. Only 

transcripts from which segments were selected to exemplify findings have been included in Appendix 

D. Each transcript was re-transcribed by the researcher to ensure accuracy and to undertake the 

analysis that is involved in making decisions regarding representations of expressive effects in the 

talk. 
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4.2.1 Sites and Participants 

SELECTION OF SITES 

The sites were not specifically selected for this study, since it used data collected for the umbrella 

project. The only relevant selection criterion was that interactions were authentic, naturally occurring 

MSEs. In a study designed to document the operation of topical talk in ordinary, naturally occurring 

MSEs, any situated interactions that the co-participants orient to and know-in-common to be 

institutional MSEs count as adequate data. For the purposes of the present study, therefore, all that 

mattered was that the interactions audio-taped were institutional GP-P service interactions that made 

available for study the haecceities of GPs’ and Ps’ “work affairs” and “the organisational thing that 

they are up against” (Garfinkel & Wieder 1992: 186). The object of this study is to find out “what their 

affairs consist of as locally produced, locally occasioned, and locally ordered, locally described, locally 

questionable, counted, recorded, observed phenomena of order*, in and as of their in vivo 

accountably doable coherent and cogent detail for each another first time” (Garfinkel & Wieder 1992: 

186, emphases in original). It was considered appropriate to the tasks set for this project, therefore, to 

use the audio-taped interactions that were part of the data collected for the umbrella project. 

Interactional data were gathered in six different geographical locations, during six different general 

practitioners’ morning consulting sessions. It was considered that the inclusion of six GPs would 

extend the basis for comparison of procedures and methods of topical organisation, management and 

purposeful use. However, the range of participants was already broad; it was naturally extended 

because each GP-P duo’s interaction provided a separate ‘site’ in itself. Sites are re-specified as 

single interactions. Sites are achievements of the practical action of the co-participants (Garfinkel & 

Weider, 1992). The notion of a site as a physical location and multiple sites as several physical 

locations is not relevant in an EM study. A single medical service event, therefore, constitutes a site 

within which participants’ sense-making procedures and reasoning practices can be discovered, 
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examined, described, and, documented. Based on this assumption, local orders of institutional 

interactional practices can be validly documented in a rigorous analysis of a relatively small number of 

actual service events by "identifying the details within these exchanges which documented the 

understandings of the participants involved" (Wootton, 1997: ix). Thus, although only six geographical 

sites made up the ‘places’ at which data were collected, there were 67 separate interactional ‘sites’. 

The procedures used by individual sets of participants to constitute their interactions as MSEs are the 

objects of the analyses. If there are observable patterns, consistencies and similarities in the 

procedures for organising, managing and using topical talk across the interactions, they can be 

discovered; if topical talk is a phenomenon of order in MSEs, it can be discovered; if and how topical 

talk is used by co-participants to constitute their interactions as MSEs, themselves and each other as 

GPs and Ps and to establish and maintain order in their interactions, the procedures whereby those 

things are accomplished can be discovered by an analysis of the ways in which GPs and Ps 

document those things for one another. If there are commonalities across sites, the ways that these 

normativities are procedurally generated and accomplished can be discovered.  

SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS 

Voluntary participation by general practitioners determined the sample. The only criterion applied was 

that the consultations were unremarkable, everyday general practice medical service events.  

GENERAL PRACTITIONERS 

General Practitioners from two urban Queensland Divisions of General Practice participated in the 

study. Invitations to participate in a study loosely described as focused on ‘the health literacy 

practices of GPs and Ps’ and ‘doctor-patient communication’ were initially sent to officials in five 

Divisions of General Practice in and around Brisbane, a large urban centre and capital city of the 

State of Queensland, Australia. Two Divisions responded positively after follow-up telephone calls. 

Direct contact was then made with Division officials and information was provided directly to GPs at 
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each Division’s monthly meeting. Two GPs from one inner urban Division and four GPs from one 

outer urban division volunteered to participate in the umbrella ‘health literacy’ project that included the 

study of ‘doctor-patient communication’. 

PATIENTS 

Patients were approached individually during the data collection session at each clinic (see detailed 

procedures Item 1, Appendix B). Participation was voluntary and based on informed consent (see 

Items 3 & 4, Appendix B. In cases where the patient was a minor, informed consent was sought from 

the parent accompanying the minor.  

4.2.2 Data Collection and Processing Procedures 

67 consultations (approximately twelve hours of recorded interactions) were recorded during six 

morning consulting sessions – one for each GP. Consulting sessions lasted for approximately four 

hours. 

Following EM’s recommendation that understanding the social world relies on the analysis of actual 

events, the data for this project include only audio-tapes and transcripts of actual consultations 

recorded in situ by GPs during a routine consulting session. According to Sacks (1984: 26) tape-

recorded materials are sufficient data for analysis of particular social events because they constitute 

“a ‘good enough’ record of what happened. Other things, to be sure, happened, but at least what was 

on the tape had happened.”  

An additional consideration was relevant to the decision to limit the data to audio-taped recordings 

managed by the GP: Because of the sensitive nature of many medical consultations, the concerns of 

people consulting their GP that matters to do with their personal health are private, and the potential 
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disruption that the presence of an observer or video equipment might cause, these modes of data 

collection were not considered appropriate.  

Although EM research is not limited to analyses of talk (see for instance, Bjelic & Lynch 1992; 

Emmison & Smith 2000; Francis & Hart 1997; Heath 1986; 1997, Psathas 1992; Schegloff, 1999), in 

this instance, for the analysis of topical talk, it was considered adequate. The relative gain in terms of 

extra details provided by information about gaze, physical proximity, and other non-linguistic aspects 

was offset by the intrusiveness of the procedures and the potential for gross reduction in the number 

of persons (both GPs and Ps) who would consent to having their consultations recorded. 

One hand-held recorder was used.In some cases, especially during physical examinations conducted 

away from the GPs’ desk, the GP did not place the tape-recorder close to the examination couch, and 

segments of the recordings were unclear. Care has been taken not to make assumptions about the 

contents of talk that cannot be clearly heard. Although incomplete consultations were analysed to 

verify the existence of particular patterns, these consultations have not been used to provide 

exemplary analytic points or findings.  

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 

The consultation data used in this project were collected between January 1997 and October 1997. 

Each participating GP nominated a date and time for data collection to occur. The data collected 

during one morning surgery session conducted by each GP are the data used for this project.  

In each surgery, reception staff obtained initial consent (from people consulting with participating 

medical practitioners) for the researcher to approach them to explain the nature of the research 

project for which data collection was being conducted in the surgery on that day. If the persons 

attending the medical clinic for consultation were minors or in a state of diminished responsibility, they 
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were not approached unless a parent or guardian was present and the approach was made through 

and in the presence of the parent or guardian. 

Persons who gave consent to be approached were informed of the: aims, procedures, outcomes, 

measures to ensure anonymity and confidentiality, and were given an assurance that they were able 

to withdraw their consent at any stage.  The person was also informed that refusal to participate in the 

project would in no way prejudice the care that they would receive then or in the future.  The person 

was given written and spoken explanations (see Item 3 Appendix B), and invited to ask questions. 

Each person was provided with a consent form (see Item 4, Appendix B). If they chose to participate, 

they signed the consent form prior to the beginning of the consultation and gave it to the GP. If this 

was done, the GP turned on the tape-recorder and the consultation was audio-taped.  

Two problems were encountered with data collection: In one case the GP had difficulty with the tape 

recorder and only four interactions were effectively recorded. One GP typically pre-empted the 

terminations of interactions and turned the tape recorder off prior to the terminal exchanges. In cases 

where the interactions continued beyond the closing sequences, he turned it on again and reported 

that only small sections of talk were not recorded. 

TRANSCRIPTION OF AUDIO-RECORDED DATA 

Audio tapes were initially transcribed by a typist. All transcripts were re-transcribed by the researcher, 

using the conventions detailed in Appendix C. Data transcription is considered to be a first stage 

analytic procedure in EM studies; it is an interpretive procedure in the sense that precise details of 

talk need to be analysed so that they can be recorded using a set of detailed conventions. As a 

result, the transcript is not considered to be a neutral record of the interactions. It is a relatively thin 

representation and interpretation of the data and cannot be relied on to deliver the rich texture of the 
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interactional event even after several re-visions and further listenings (Psathas & Anderson 1990: 77). 

The actual audio-recordings were always referred to in subsequent analytic phases.  

The notational conventions used to document this analysis (see Appendix C) are modifications of 

those devised by Jefferson (see Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974; Psathas 1995). Notational 

conventions aim to provide as full a representation as possible of the pauses, interruptions, overlaps, 

false starts and intonation contours of talk. This detail is a first order analysis of the talk and is 

important and relevant for further analyses. It is through such details that speakers convey meaning 

and manage others’ interpretations of their talk (Heritage & Stivers 1999; Sacks, Schegloff & 

Jefferson 1974). The inclusions of these notational details in many cases are informed by a 

considerable body of EM/CA research and, especially in the case of the notation of silences, are 

important structural features of talk, topical organisation and management; they are also rich sources 

of inferential meaning for participants and analysts (see for instance, Clavarino, Najman & Silverman 

1995; Heath 1992; Psathas and Anderson 1990).  

Transcriptions have the appearance of a ‘script’; turns at talk are numbered and speakers are 

signified by a letter code. In each transcript participants are noted either as GP or P, the two 

“programmatically relevant” (Sacks 1972: 38) “category-concepts” (Jayyusi 1984: 20) for the 

institutional setting. It should be noted that the consistency of these notations does not indicate that 

the features of the category-concept GP and P are the same in any of the interactions. Although each 

participant normatively oriented to membership in the relevant category, the features of the category-

concepts in each situated interaction are indexical; occasioned by and constituted within and for that 

event. The notations in the speaker column indicate the turn-taking sequences and commonsense 

institutional category-identity of the speaker of the utterance (Psathas and Anderson 1990). 
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4.2.3 Ethical Clearance 

Ethical clearance for this project was gained from Griffith University as part of the ethical clearance for 

the umbrella project Everyday health-literacy practices: doctors, health-workers, families and the role 

of literacy in care (Freebody 1995). It was noted in ethical clearance applications that the “Study of 

Medical Interactions” would be conducted to “find out: how the structures and patterns of talk in 

medical consultations contributed to the production of satisfactory and efficient interactions, 

diagnoses and treatment plans, and how different kinds of knowledge are used by doctors and 

patients during medical consultations” (Application for Ethical Clearance, page 2: Description of 

Project). The researcher was advised that this inclusion, required to be expressed in ‘lay’ terms, 

covered the analyses to be undertaken for the study of topical talk and that no additional application 

for ethical clearance would be required. A copy of the Ethical Approval of Research Protocol for the 

umbrella project is provided in Appendix A.  

CONDITIONS OF ETHICAL CLEARANCE 

It was considered that there were no physical, social, legal, psychological, or other risks to 

participants in the study. Matters of confidentiality and privacy were accounted for using the following 

data collection and processing procedures:  

1. informed, written consent from both P and GP to audio-record the consultation was established; 

2. audio-recording was conducted and controlled by the participating GP and either P or GP could 

decide to terminate or temporarily suspend audio-taping at any point during the interaction; 

3. ID numbers and letter codes were used to identify for the purposes of distinguishing among 

participants. A master list of names and numbers was held only by the chief researcher on the 

umbrella project and this was destroyed after data entry. Invented names were substituted for 

any names (of persons or locales) used during a consultation. This occurred at the transcription 

stage and real names do not appear in print or on disk at any time. 
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4.3 Validity and Reliability, Representativeness and Generalisation 

In an EM study, standard research project components require re-specification.  Those that are re-

specified here are: validity and reliability, representativeness and generalisability. 

VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 

The validity of the data as adequate for the study of the organisation, management and uses of 

topical talk in GP-P talk in MSEs relies on the fact that the data are true representations of actual, 

everyday MSE interactions. This is accomplished using only real interactions and only audio-

recordings, rather than observational, interpretive accounts. Although audio-recordings are 

transcribed to provide opportunities to study the details of the talk, these interpretive accounts are 

used in conjunction with the audio-recordings during the analyses. Thus, the validity of the data is 

ensured by the use of audio-recordings that provide “an essential corrective to the limitations of 

intuition and recollection” (Heritage 1984: 238).  

The validity of the MSE data themselves, that is, that what is recorded are activities that can be 

judged as authentic activities within GP-P interactions in MSEs, is not a research design problem. It 

is, rather, a Members’ problem; the validity of the accounts as trustworthy accounts of action in those 

settings is determined in situ (Peräkylä 1997).  

The reliability of the analysis is also provided for by the same means: First, through the use of 

adequately transcribed audio-recorded data; second through the analytic assumptions and 

procedures of EM. The adequately transcribed audio-recorded data on which findings are based are 

directly available so that readers are able to see the original data and analytic procedures on which 

assessments are based. This provides ‘built-in’ possibilities for verification that “personal 

preconceptions or analytic biases” are not operative and that the original data are “neither idealised or 

constrained by a specific research design or by reference to some particular theory or hypothesis” 
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(Heritage 1984: 238). Adequate transcription is part of this guarantee (Clavarino, Najman, & 

Silverman 1995). However, as Heritage noted, “transcription is at best an approximation to the 

recorded data … a communicative convenience and not an analytic substitute for recorded data” 

(Note 11 in Heritage 1995: 395). 

The rationality of analytic procedures in EM studies to sustain ethnomethodological indifference 

(Garfinkel 1967) provides assurance of interpretive reliability and the warrantablity of findings. The 

analyses report participants’ own procedures made available in their turn-by-turn analyses of each 

others’ talk and ‘reported’ in accounts embedded in actions or as formulations of what a prior turn was 

judged to signify or amount to (Garfinkel 1967; Heritage 1984; Peräkylä 1997; Sacks 1992a, 1992b). 

Thus, participants’ judgements of the validity of the own and their co-participants activities within the 

specific social setting are retrievable from their actions. Apparently seamless, unremarkable, orderly 

MSE interactions provide for the finding that whatever is going on there is perceived by the 

participants to be relevant and ‘normal’. 

REPRESENTATIVENESS AND GENERALIZATION 

EM’s theory of the radical occasionality of meaning (Hester & Eglin 1997b) not only re-specifies the 

concepts of representativeness and generalization but also what counts as a research finding.  

The critical consideration concerning representativeness of the data is that they are ordinary, 

everyday MSEs, selected without demographically or otherwise pre-specified characteristics, other 

than that they happened during the course of a general practitioner's normal working day. In other 

words, they faithfully represent what those social Members actually did and how they organised their 

social interactions without intervention on that occasion. 

Conventional sociological research identifies visible patterns among the activities of participants 

within particular social settings. It finds the features of a normative order and develops a theory of 
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why the visible patterns exist. EM begins from the generalisation that the normative features of social 

settings are constituted by the situated actions of the people involved. Empirical EM studies look for 

and discover the procedures whereby different sets of participants in social settings co-ordinate their 

situated actions by orienting to their Members’ knowledge of normative order for that setting (i.e., 

background, commonsense cultural, social and institutional knowledge). By orienting to the normative 

order of a social setting through their actions, Members constitute the event as a recognisable event 

for that setting. Orienting to normative (commonsense) understandings of how to act in a particular 

social setting, such as an MSE, produces the typical features of social action in the setting.  

The normative features of a social setting do not need to be found, they are what every bona fide 

member knows. What needs to be found is how members constitute those normative orders in 

situated single events. The ontological problem, explaining the thing that is, a priori, assumed to exist, 

is replaced by the teleological problem, finding out what the thing really is by looking at how it is 

produced. Research oriented to these goals re-specifies the notion of generalisability. Rather than 

focussing on the features of a social setting and theorising about why the setting is organised in those 

ways, EM uses analytic procedures for “close looking at the world” to discover “things that are not 

currently imaginable” (Sacks 1984 [1971]: 25), that is, to find the means whereby the typical, culturally 

recognisable, surface features of a social setting are made reproducible. The phenomenon to be 

understood is not that social settings of a particular type have standardised features, but rather how 

social members produce standardisation in rational and intelligible ways with reference to the four 

dimensions of organisation (local and extended sequential, topical and categorial, see Section 2.4). In 

EM studies, generalisations can be made about sets of procedures if it is found that there is a 

regularity or pattern in the procedures used by Members to reproduce that setting on different 

occasions (Sacks 1972: 31). In Sacks’ terms, 

Our aim is to get into a position to transform, in an almost literal, physical sense, our 
view of “what happened,” from a matter of particular interaction done by particular 
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people, to a matter of interactions as products of a machinery. We are trying to find the 
machinery. In order to do so we have to get access to its products. At this point, it is 
conversation that provides us such access (lecture 1, winter 1970). (Sacks 1984: 26-
27) 

The following section outlines the stages of analysis used in this study.  

4.4 Stages of Analysis 

It was established in Chapter 3 that EM analyses of human conduct are descriptions of the methods 

used by co-participants to make sense of one another’s situated actions while they are engaged in 

the conduct of real, purposeful social events. EM investigates the sense-making procedures 

documented in situated conduct.  EM analyses of topical, local and extended sequential and 

categorial organisations are applied in this study. The bodies of theoretical and empirical research 

referred to as CA (see Section 3.3) and MCA (see Section 3.4) are applied and understandings about 

topical organisation developed by ethnomethodologists (see especially, Maynard 1980; Maynard and 

Zimmerman 1988; Sacks 1992a, 1992b; Schegloff 1972; Zimmerman 1992) have been assembled to 

provide theoretically and empirically informed procedures for Topic Analysis (see Section 2.4). 

At the broadest level, the analyses aimed to discover whether the organisation and management of 

topical talk is procedurally relevant for Members’ foundational social tasks: 

1. the constitution and enactment of each interaction as a recognisable MSE, that is, a social 

event of a type; and  

2. the management of interpretations of situated actions. 

Recall that the focus of the study is the operation of topical talk in MSEs. In Chapter 1, two research 

questions were posed: 

1. How does topical talk operate in the organisation and management of MSE interactions? 

2. How does topical talk operate in the co-ordination of specific service requests and service 

provision? 
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Both research questions will be applied to the analysis of the relationship between topical 

organisation and: 

1. local sequential organisation and programmatically relevant categorial organisation (reported 

in Chapter 5); 

2. extended sequential organisation of the MSE (reported in Chapter 6); and 

3. categorical organization and descriptions of categories-in-context (reported in Chapter 7). 

To that end the following Stages of Analysis are undertaken: 

1. Unmotivated Scanning of the Materials: Detailed re-transcription of the audio-taped 

consultations involving many re-listenings to the audio-record of each interaction and re-

viewing of each transcript to provide familiarity with the content and structural organisation of 

each interaction; 

2. Analysis of the operation of topical talk in the organisation of local sequences and the 

activities involved in the conduct of MSEs (reported in Chapter 5) by Analysing the Local 

Order in Opening, Ongoing and Closing Segments: 

a. Analysing opening sequences of all consultations to identify commonalities and 

differences with respect to ways that categorial organisation and sequential 

organisation intersect with topical organisation:  

• the procedures used to generate initial topics of talk;  

• exchange sequence structures;  

• turn-taking procedures and turn distribution;  

• turn design; 

• interactional trouble and repair;  

• types of topics initiated as first topics;  

• topic carriers - specific formulations of a topic focus; and 

• orientations to first topic preservation. 
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b. Analysing sequences following initial topic generation and ongoing sequences in all 

consultations to identify commonalities and differences with respect to:  

• participants’ orientations to topic preservation; 

• topic preservation methods; 

• specific formulations of a topic focus; 

• exchange sequence structures;  

• turn-taking procedures and turn distribution;  

• turn design; 

• interactional trouble and repair; and 

• structural relationships between topic generation sequences and 

subsequent exchange sequences. 

c. Analysing closing sequences in all consultations to identify commonalities and 

differences with respect to:  

• procedures for entry into closing; 

• procedures for topical closure; and 

• procedures for terminating interactions. 

3. Analysis of the operation of topical talk in the organisation of extended sequences and the 

activities involved in the conduct of MSEs (reported in Chapter 6) by Analysing Extended 

Sequences to find the rationality of order* in MSEs and the relationship to topical phenomena 

including:  

• reason-for-call topics; 

• cover topics; 

• false-first topics; 

• sub-topics; 

• preliminary topics;  

• pre-topical sequences; 
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• participants’ orientations to topic preservation; and  

• topic preservation procedures. 

4. Analysis of emergent topical structures used to incorporate biographical topics and implications 

for the constitution of categories-in-context and the rationality and intelligibility of activities 

involved in the conduct of MSEs (reported in Chapter 7). Analysing interactions to find the 

rationality of inclusions of pre-topical sequences, preliminary and sub-topics to identify the 

relationship between recurrent features of topical order and: 

• the constitution of the indexical features of incumbents in the categories GP 
and P; 

• the constitution of occasioned MCDs; and 

• the achievement of the practical purposes conventionally associated with 
MSEs.  

4.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has provided information on the design of the study. The first section reviewed the 

objectives of the study. In the second section, the processes whereby the sites and participants in the 

study were selected, procedures for data collection and processing were managed, and ethical 

clearance was obtained were explained. The third section discussed issues of validity, reliability, 

representativeness and generalisation as they apply to this study. The final section detailed the 

stages of data analysis. This chapter has laid out the ground for the three results and discussion 

chapters that follow. 
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CHAPTER 5  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 1: THE OPERATION OF TOPICAL TALK IN THE ORGANISATION OF 
LOCAL SEQUENTIAL AND CATEGORIAL ORDER 

 
[W]e have some events, we try to find out what kind of activity is going on, we then try 
to build a way of reproducing that activity. That’s what I mean by machinery.  
 (Sacks 1992a: 471). 

5.1 Introduction 

The phenomenon of interest in this project is the operation of topical talk in the orderly conduct of 

MSE interactions between general practitioners (GPs) – patients (Ps), that is, the part that topical 

organisation plays in the interactional ‘machinery’ whereby the familiar features of this everyday 

activity are reproduced.  

Recall that the ‘ordered’ properties of situated social events are organised by the persons 

participating in them. EM studies have found that co-participants, faced with the contingencies of an 

ongoing activity, selectively include various scenic features that, because they are organised in 

recognisable ways, constitute the activity recognisably. It has been established that, from EM’s 

perspective, rationalities that provide for the local relevance of specific scenic features are related to 

four dimensions of social organization: local sequential; extended sequential; categorial; and topical. 

Thus, topical organisation does not work independently of the other three dimensions of social 

organisation. Rather, topically ordered interactions are achieved when interactants orient to 

categorial, local and extended sequential order as organised by and for accountable topical talk.  

The analyses and results reported in this chapter are relevant to the study’s two research questions: 

1. How does topical talk operate in the organisation and management of MSE interactions? and 

2. How does topical talk operate in the co-ordination of specific service requests and service 

provision? 
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Both research questions have been applied to the analysis of the relationship between topical 

organisation, local sequential organisation and programmatically relevant categorial organisation (i.e., 

descriptions of the category predicates of Ps and GPs see Section 3.4.1.3). The aspects of topical 

organization considered in this chapter are those that EM studies of topical, sequential and categorial 

organization have found to be recurrent features of social settings. This chapter reports the 

application of those understandings to the analysis of social action within the MSE setting. Concepts 

that are applied to this first phase of the analysis appear in the shaded sections of Table 5.1, 

reproduced from Chapter 3 (Table 3.4).  

TABLE 5.1   ASPECTS OF TOPICAL ORGANISATION CONSIDERED IN CHAPTER 5  

 LOCAL SEQUENCES EXTENDED SEQUENCES 

 SEQUENTIAL ORDER  CATEGORIAL ORDER SEQUENTIAL ORDER  CATEGORIAL ORDER 

 

TOPICAL 
ORGANISERS 

 

Topic Generation  

Topic Preservation  

Topic Closure 

Topic Carriers 

Topic sensitive 
classifications 

Sequential structures 
that provide for 
embedded category 
descriptions 

Category 
descriptions 
accomplished via 
topical management 

 

Reason-for-call 
Topics 

Cover Topics 

False-first Topics 

Sub-Topics 

Preliminary Topics  

Pre-topical sequences 

Classifications organised 
by topics talked about  

MCDs that provide for 
category accretion & 
transformation 

Topic structures available 
for membership 
categorisation work (i.e., 
pre-topical sequences, 
preliminary topics, sub-
topics)  

Chapter 6 documents the relationship between topical organisation and extended sequential 

organisation. Chapter 7 documents the relationship between topical organisation and situated 

categorial organization, that is, the description of categories-in-context. The focus in Chapter 7, 

therefore, is on the procedures whereby members describe and differentiate themselves so that the 

local rationality and intelligibility of situated courses of action are established. It is acknowledged that 

the separate consideration of local and extended sequential organisation and categorical organisation 
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is artificial because these are not independent aspects in social events. However, the separation 

facilitates the management of data analyses and the presentation of findings.  

The present chapter is organized in five sections: Section 5.2 reports the general finding that topical 

talk is the machinery whereby persons constitute their interactions as GP-P talk in MSEs, that is, as 

the MCD, parties to a medical service event. Topical organisation was found to provide the rationality 

and intelligibility of the familiar scenic features of MSEs including the structures of sequences of talk 

and the specific interactional moves made by Ps and GPs.  

Section 5.3 reports the analysis of the operation of topical organization in opening sequences. 

Section 5.4 reports the analysis of sequences within ongoing interactions and Section 5.5 reports the 

analysis of closing sequences. Section 5.6 provides a summary of the findings of this first phase of 

the analysis.  

Throughout this chapter, documentary evidence in the form of exemplary extracts from transcripts is 

provided for each feature described (see Appendix A for transcripts of entire or relevant segments). 

TRANSCRIPT NOTATIONS 

Several forms of notation have been used on transcript segments included as exemplars in the 

results chapters (5 – 7). Numbering on the left side indicates the Turn number within the entire MSE 

sequence. Where Turns are omitted the number sequence reflects that. The participants are 

designated as GP or P. Notations after Turn numbers and before speaker designators are used to 

indicate various things. For instance, te, tp, and tc indicate that the Turn has been analysed as a 

topic initial elicitor, topic proposal, or topic confirmation respectively. Other specific notations used in 

examples are explained as they arise and are applied within particular transcripts. A list of the 

conventions generally used throughout all of the transcriptions is provided in Appendix C. 
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TRANSCRIPTS ARE EXAMPLES OF PARTICULAR PROCEDURES RECURRENTLY FOUND IN MSES 

Each example focuses on the procedures whereby co-participants’ locally organised action 

collaboratively accomplished the characteristic features observed. The reflexive relationships among 

topic, category, action and local sequential order for the MSE setting are described. The analytic 

focus on the procedural relevance of topical talk is maintained throughout. Sequences in which topics 

were initiated were analysed first to identify categorial and sequential patterns and the organisational 

rationality documented by the participants. 

5.2 The rationality of MSEs 

It is .. through the specific, detailed and local design of turns and sequences that 
'institutional' contexts are observably and reportedly i.e. accountably - brought into 
being. (Heritage 1984: 290) 

Co-participants oriented to their interactions as institutional medical business transactions. The 

actions of both parties recurrently oriented to a high level of accountability for generating ‘reason for 

call’ topics (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 773 – 778), though their actions displayed different category-tied 

obligations with respect to that project: Ps were oriented to as the party who should rightly provide a 

bona fide reason for calling on the professional services of a GP, that is, a ‘service topic’; GPs 

collaborated in service topic generation activities by routinely providing topic initial elicitors until a 

service topic was located; GPs and Ps collaboratively developed, preserved and closed service 

topics. 

The analysis of opening and closing sequences and other sequences within the ongoing interactions 

showed that membership categorization activities were consistently managed with reference to topical 

organization. Several recurrent features were found: 

1. the coordinated actions of co-participants’ constituted the MCD, parties to a medical service 

encounter, via their mutual orientation to their actions as relevant to “collection K,” the “collection 
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constructed by reference to special distributions of knowledge existing about how to deal with 

some trouble” and “composed of two classes (professional and laymen (sic))” (Sacks 1972: 37 – 

39); 

2. the parties to a medical service encounter typically oriented to the generation, preservation 

and formal closure of particular types of topics; 

3. category-based distributions of initial actions focused on the generation of one or a number of 

specialised topics, nominated here as ‘service topics’. A ‘service topic’ is defined as a topic 

that provides an institutionally relevant reason for an MSE to proceed; 

4. service topics were oriented to as ‘actionable,’ that is, as implying institutionally relevant 

‘serviceable’ tasks, and both parties were mutually accountable for locating the ‘serviceable 

task’; 

5. co-participants worked concertedly at the task of generating a service topic in categorially 

organized ways: GPs consistently provided a topic initial elicitor; Ps consistently provided a 

service topic proposal that GPs confirmed; 

6. co-participants worked concertedly at the task of preserving a service topic in categorially 

organized ways: Ps consistently acted as informants on matters to do with their health 

problems or requests for medical goods and services and formulated information in service- 

topic-sensitive ways using topic carriers; GPs consistently acted as inquirers, problem solvers, 

and medical service providers by remaining focused on Ps’ service topics, acting accountably 

by attending to the design of Ps’ service-topic proposals to shape their service provisions, and 

attending to information provided by Ps as relevant to the service-topic-in-progress (these 

findings are elaborated in Section 5.4); and 

7. co-participants worked concertedly at the task of closing MSEs by closing service topics in 

categorially organized ways: GPs consistently attended to their obligations as service 

providers by ensuring that closing exchanges were back-referenced to service topics and 

providing summaries of treatment regimens during arrangement-making in closing 

exchanges; Ps consistently oriented to interactional closure when their service-topic-tasks 

had been dealt with (these findings are elaborated in Section 5.5); 

Items 1 – 5 are illustrated using Example 5.1, VICTOR’S PICTURES. This opening segment demonstrates 

the ways in which topically organized actions provide descriptive accounts of the activity, conducting 
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an MSE, and the programmatically relevant categories GP and P. It also shows that the actions of 

both parties, even in this brief exchange, cannot be understood without reference to their relevance 

as topically oriented categorial and sequential structures of an MSE. 

Talk of ‘pictures’ and ‘a sneak preview’ and the offering and viewing of the contents of an envelope 

was understood by both parties to be relevant to medical service provision. Neither party 

demonstrated any difficulty understanding what was going on even though the words and actions 

could have been interpreted in many ways. The parties to this interaction displayed that they 

understood the sense of the series of utterances, the envelope, and the activities as part of a request 

for and offer of a medical service. To locate that specific sense required coordinated membership 

categorization analytic work (elaborated in Section 3.4). 

EXAMPLE 5.1 VICTOR’S PICTURES  

BP-VM – 3A6 

01 GP Ok what have we got.  
02 P (1) 
03 GP Pic↑tures.  
04   ((8 seconds noise of envelope opening, noise of movement of celluloid film)) 
05 P Yeh I've already had a sneak preview.  
06 GP What did they say↑ 
07 P Said it all looks normal. 
08 GP Good↑  Well that's what we want↑ That's much better.  All looks normal.  Could you get that VMA test 

done↑ 

On the basis of publicly available categorial incumbency, each party was heard as performing tasks 

conventionally associated with MSEs. Contextually relevant membership category predicates were 

invoked by situated actions and the context itself was established by the same courses of action. The 

sense of the selections, co-selection and interpretations of participants’ actions depended on the 

understanding that they were oriented to a service topic. GP and P coordinated their activities without 

any need for explanation about what they were doing via the reciprocal attribution of membership in 

the programmatically relevant categories, GP and P, collected by the collection K device parties to a 
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medical service event (MSE will be used henceforth to refer to that MCD). This understanding meant 

that co-participants did not need to discuss the aim of their interaction, formulate the topics in 

advance, or explicate the relevance of selected and co-selected courses of action including apparent 

topic changes.  

No explanation was provided for the GP’s actions in accepting and studying the contents of the 

envelope proffered by P, about the sort of ‘pictures’ GP was talking about, or what P had looked at 

before he came or why the action of looking was ‘sneaking’. Their conduct (i.e., talk and action) was 

attentive to the topicalised character of the interaction and to their incumbency in the categories 

collected by the MSE device. Their actions can be read as enacted accounts of categorial 

incumbency, category predicates of GP and P, and were part of, and necessary to, the orderliness 

and intelligibility of the exchange.  

Courses of action in this brief exchange are hearable as the members’ documented accounts of the 

normative order of the medical service setting that they were enacting. Co-participants displayed for 

each other that they were doing ‘conducting a medical service event’ via the local organisation of their 

‘in-context’ actions (Hester and Eglin 1997: 26c). Simultaneously, they displayed for each other how 

to do ‘conducting a medical service event’ on this occasion as a GP or a P. To accomplish this they 

provided embedded behavioural evidence of their categorial incumbency and category-predicates of 

each programmatically relevant category. 

For instance, the relevance of P’s selection ‘sneaked’ to describe his action, ‘looking at the X-ray 

report,’ indicated the impropriety of such an action for an incumbent of the category P. The relevance 

of the category-predicates of a P must be invoked to make sense of the term ‘sneaking’. The action 

‘telling the GP that he had pre-viewed the report’ provided more than substantive information for the 
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auditor. In three actions, that is, handing over the X-rays, telling the GP he had had a “sneak pre-

view,” and selecting the term ‘sneak,’ considerable membership categorisation work was achieved.  

An analysis of the membership categorization work accomplished, and the ways that actions 

operated as topic carriers is summarized in Table 5.2, below. 

TABLE 5.2 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOPICAL ORGANISED SEQUENTIAL ACTION (TOPIC CARRIERS) AND LOCAL 
MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIZATION ACTIVITIES 

 Action Topic Carrier Membership Categorisation Activity 

1. GP Ok what have we got. Topic initial elicitor 

 

Invoked GP category predicates – offer of medical service; 
GP’s invitation to P to propose a service topic and request 
service 

Invoked P’s category predicate – obligation to propose a 
service topic. 

2. P Handed GP an 
envelope 

Service Topic proposal Invoked P category predicates – proposing a service topic 
(provided as an implicit proposal & request for service, i.e., 
for the GP to “look at this”); deferring to GP’s right to 
interpret medical test results; 

Invoked GP predicate – providing medical service – 
interpreting medical test results. 

3. GP Pic↑tures. Topic confirmation 

 

Invoked GP category predicates – confirmation of P’s topic 
proposal, alignment with P’s service topic. 

4. GP Opens envelope and 
studies X-ray film 

Provision of service 

 

Invoked GP category predicates – knowledge of how to 
assess X-ray reports, interest in P’s health matters, aligning 
with service task implicit in service topic. 

5. P Yeh I've already had a 
sneak preview. 

Service-topic oriented 
pre-viewing news-telling 

 

Invoked P category predicates – interest in personal health 
matters, transporter of rather than proper recipient of 
specialist reports on medical tests; 

Provision of an account that consisted of the activity 
reading and interpretation of medical X-rays as a 
predicated activity of the category GP. 

6. GP What did they say↑ Aligning as news 
recipient - service-topic 
oriented action 

Invoked GP category predicates - interest in P’s health 
matters, aligning with service task implicit in service topic. 

7. P Said it all looks 
normal. 

Service-topic oriented 
news-telling 

Invoked P category predicates – knowledge about personal 
health and ability to understand specialist biomedical 
assessments on that basis (e.g., knowing what ‘it’ is. 

8. GP Good↑  Well that's 
what we want↑ That's 
much better. All looks 
normal.   

Could you get that 
VMA test done↑ 

Service-topic oriented 
news assessment 

Service topic related 
inquiry 

Invoked GP category predicates  - assessing biomedical 
information and aspects of P’s health, assessing 
biomedical reports, assessing progress in a medical 
condition, 

Invoked GP category predicates – monitoring P’s health-
related activities, requesting P’s report of pursuit of 
treatment regimen; Account of P category predicates – 
accountable to GP for pursuit of treatment regimen. 
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The actions make sense only through reference to commonsense knowledge of the social order in 

MSEs. P’s action in handing the specialist’s report to the GP designs the GP as knowledgeable 

(Heath 1981) and as the rightful recipient of the report, features that were hearable available in GP’s 

first utterance. P’s action displays this analysis and also repairs the indexicality of “what” and “we” in 

GP’s utterance. It is irrelevant that Ps might routinely read reports from other service agents prior to 

handing them to their GP. Ps’ selective account of his actions reported both the normative order and 

his deviance from it. P oriented to the normativity of GPs’ rights to exclusive access to those reports 

by declaring his non-compliance with that commonsense normative order. His utterance, therefore, is 

inferentially generative in that it was more than a report of what he had done; it was an interactional 

move that accomplished his status as a particular type of P in relation to this GP.  

The meaning or sense of the categories GP and P and the activities that comprised intelligible 

medical service recipient and provider typically relied on the mutual understanding that a service topic 

was to be provided as focus for ongoing activities. This was accomplished mutually in Example 5.1 

and in all MSEs analysed. Co-participants made sense of each other’s actions and documented that 

they were mutually oriented to the contingencies of accomplishing topical order via the accountable 

generation of a service topic. As in Example 5.1, above, this always relied on enactments of activities 

predicated of incumbents of the categories GP and P. These enactments included selective uses of 

particular types of interactional sequences. These are discussed fully in Sections 5.3 – 5.5. A brief 

report of the finding, that a determinate relationship exists between topical order and sequential 

organization, is provided in Section 5.2.2.  

5.2.2 TOPICAL ORDER PROVIDES THE RATIONALE FOR LOCAL SEQUENTIAL ORGANISATION 

It was found that the rationality of local sequential organisations in MSEs was provided by 

orientations to topical order. The analysis of the setting-specific features of and procedures for topic 
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generation, preservation, and closure showed that topical organisation was a central resource used 

by GPs and Ps for accomplishing local rationality and intelligibility in sequences of talk.  

The sequential resources whereby co-participants generated service topics constituted the 

recognisable features of MSEs. Locally organised procedures for service topic generation constituted 

recognisable local sequential order in opening, ongoing, and closing sequences of MSEs. Co-

participants’ specific descriptions and formulations of offers of and requests for service constituted 

their talk as talk-for-a-focus (Schegloff 1972: 102) and as MSE talk: GPs’ topic elicitation moves were 

formulated as either offers of services or invitations to Ps to request services; Ps formulated topic 

proposals as requests for services and descriptions of ‘serviceable tasks.’ Both parties exhibited an 

orientation to the interactions as MSEs.  

The practical activities conventionally associated with this institutional setting – requesting, offering, 

and providing medical services – were activated, made rational and intelligible by accomplishing 

‘actionable’ service topics implicative of serviceable tasks. The accomplishment of service topics and 

their associated serviceable tasks simultaneously accomplished the typical sequential organisation of 

MSEs. 

5.3 The local organisation of opening sequences 

Recall that ‘local’ refers to turn-by-turn organisation within sequences of talk (Sacks, Schegloff & 

Jefferson 1974; Schegloff & Sacks 1974: 242; see Section 3.3), aspects of turn design and the 

relevance of an utterance as part of a “serial unit” (Jefferson 1972: 304) such as an adjacency pair or 

longer sequence. 
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5.3.1 Initial Topic Generation Procedures 

[Y]ou can’t get a topic done by yourself ... it requires collaboration (Sacks 1992a [1967]: 542) 

Opening sequences, in all of the 67 MSEs analysed, were organised using the three-part topic initial 

elicitation sequence “designed to generate topic interactionally and mutually” (Button & Casey 1984: 

167). Ps and GPs oriented to their interactions as topically organised in their accountable generation 

of a service topic. In keeping with the orientation to category-tied accountabilities for providing a 

‘reason for the call’ and thus an actionable service topic, topic initial elicitors used by GPs were 

predominantly formulated as direct service inquiries (usually questions) projecting service topic 

proposals from Ps. Ps’ proposals were formulated either as a direct request for medical goods and 

services or as a report of a health problem. In the former, topic initial elicitors were task oriented and 

contained explicit or implicit offers of help (e.g., “How can I help you?”) or action (e.g. “What can I do 

for you today?”). In the latter, topic initial elicitors were problem oriented and contained either explicit 

or implicit requests for information about Ps’ general or specific health problems. Itemised news 

inquiries (e.g. “How’s the leg been going?”) were used to elicit topic proposals focused on particular 

known or apparent illness or injuries. Specific or itemised topic initial elicitors more strongly ‘preferred’ 

a service topic proposal and oriented to Ps’ high level of accountability for proposing a service topic in 

their next turn.  

General inquiries (e.g., “How are you?”) were also collaboratively produced as topic initial elicitors. Ps 

predominantly oriented to these as seeking a service topic. On those occasions in which Ps initially 

analysed general inquiries as the first pair part of a ceremonial greeting, the exchange was brief. GPs 

typically re-issued the topic initial elicitor, sometimes in a marginally different form (e.g., “So how’s it 

been going for ya?”) and sometimes as a more specifically service oriented (e.g., “What are we doing 

today?”) or an itemised inquiry (e.g. “How’s the finger?”).  
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Ps were attributed exclusive rights to propose the content of the service topics generated. GPs 

demonstrated no investment in the content of topics generated. No repair was necessary, for 

instance, when the substantive content of a topic proposal did not align with the content of an 

itemised topic elicitor or with the project of the topic elicitor as requiring a certain type of topic 

proposal (e.g., a specific task; a problem description; or a progress report). To gauge the prevalence 

and salience of topical organisation, the data were interrogated for the following features:  

(a) the distribution and frequency of general inquiries and service-oriented inquiries in topic 
initial elicitor moves in opening sequences; 

(b) the level of priority given to service topic generation indicated by the degree to which topic 
initial elicitors were foregrounded in the interaction, that is, the turn at which the topic initial 
elicitor was delivered within the opening exchange; and  

(c) the effectiveness of different types of topic initial elicitors with respect to eliciting a service 
topic, that is, the degree to which both parties oriented to the generation of a service topic as 
a moral imperative. 

It was found that, in all 67 MSEs, Ps’ and GPs’ coordinated actions oriented to the generation of a 

service topic. GPs provided a topic initial elicitor predominantly within the first four turns at talk in an 

interaction. The ratio of service-oriented elicitors (i.e., either task or problem oriented) to general topic 

elicitors was 60:17 (Table 5.3). In 87% of cases Ps provided a service topic proposal in response to 

GPs’ topic initial elicitors, the first time they were issued and in response to 75% of general inquiries 

and approximately 92% of service oriented elicitors (Table 5.3). The recurrent use of the topic initial 

elicitation sequence and the frequency of the accomplishment of service topics attests to co-

participants mutual orientation to MSEs as topically organised and oriented to medical service tasks. 

Table 5.3 lists examples of typical ‘general inquiry’ (GI), and ‘service-oriented inquiry’ (SOI) moves. It 

shows the frequency with which particular formulations of topic initial elicitors were selected. The level 

of priority given to service topic generation is reported in terms of the Turn number at which a topic 

initial elicitor was issued and re-issued. The number of times a type of elicitor resulted in a service 

topic proposal or a non-service topic proposal is also reported. 
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 TABLE 5.3   SUMMARY OF TYPES, PRIORITY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF TOPIC INITIAL ELICITATION SEQUENCES 

 Topic Initial Elicitation Moves Frequency  Level of Priority Elicited ST Non-ST 

General Inquiry Moves  Turn No.   

How are you? + (name or time) 15 T1 – T3, T11* 10 5 

How’s it been going for you? 2 T3, T50* 2  

Total number & effectiveness of GI Moves 17  12 5 

Service Oriented Inquiries     

What can I/we do for you today? 8 T1 – T4 8  

What are we doing today? 4 T1 – T10* 4  

What’s happening/happened today [to you]? 7 T1 – T5* 7  

Let’s have a look. What’ve we got? 1 T7 1  

How can I help you +  [name or time] 8 T1 – 3* 8  

Why are ya here? 1 T3 1  

What’s up? 1 T2 1  

Who’s first? 1 T9 1  

What do I need to know? 1 T1 1  

What’s the problem today? 3 T1 – T3 3  

Whatcha in for today? 1 T1 1  

What have you done [to yourself]? 6 T1 – T2(4),  
T26(1), T36*(1)  

5 1 

How are you feeling today? 3 T1 1 2 

What’s brought you here today? 5 T1 – T3 4 1 

How’s the finger? 1 T3* 1  

How’s ya crook toe? 1 T1 1  

So, you’ve got your ultrasound results? 1 T4* 1  

So, you look a bit breathless at the moment? 1 T5  1 

So what we’ve got then is a little bit of puffing? 1 T11 1  

So last time we … what’s happening now? 1 T1 1  

How’s the chest holding up at the moment? 1 T3 1  

How are the aches and pains? 1 T3 1  

So what’s happened with the leg? 1 T3 1  

What have we got here? Pictures! 1 T2 1  

Total number & effectiveness of Service 
Oriented Inquiry Moves 

60 T1 – T3 (63) 
 T4-T10 (12) 

> T10 (3) 

55 out of 60 
(92%) 

5 

Overall Totals and effectiveness of Topic 
Initial Elicitataion Moves 

77 Range  
T1 – T50 

67 out of 77 
(87%)  

10 

*indicates that the topic elicitor was re-issued at this point after a prior elicitor had not yielded a service topic (ST). 
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Opening sequences of MSEs showed that the standard relationship between P and GP replicated the 

interactional relationship between ‘caller’ and ‘called’ found in conversational and service telephone 

calls (Schegloff 1979; Zimmerman 1992). In these calls and in MSEs, a ‘prebeginning’ turn was 

understood to have occurred in the initiating participant's actions that were prior to, but identifiably 

part of, an interaction. Referring to telephone callers, Zimmerman (1992) found that, in calling on a 

professional for service, a person acts with some accountable purpose in mind and that both the 

caller and the called oriented to that rationality. Such mutual orientations were a recurrent feature of 

service topic generation in MSEs. In replying to the summons typically issued by Ps, GPs oriented to 

the identified and recognised MSE context as one in which a reason for a call would be provided by 

Ps and that this reason would be institutionally legitimate. The context of a service encounter was 

activated through interactional and institutional category-distributed accountabilities with respect to 

service topic generation. 

In this corpus of data, service topics had the character of ‘preservable,’ ‘reason for call’ topics. Ps’ 

designs of topic proposals as ‘actionable’ topics, not discussion topics, proposed that further business 

associated with that topic was pending. To be heard as a bona fide service topic in this setting 

required that the topic proposal projected one or more serviceable tasks. This feature was 

normatively oriented to in opening sequences, though differently in different types of exchange 

sequences (see Section 5.3.2.2). 

Normative interactional and institutional accountabilities were also documented in GPs’ enactments of 

‘called’ who routinely provided interactionally relevant topic initial elicitors. Their institutional 

accountability for collaborating in the production of a service topic was evidenced in their 

characteristic repetitions of topic initial elicitors until a service topic was initiated. Further, they 

attended to the turn design of Ps’ service proposals to locate a service topic and to locate the means 

whereby the service topic could be preserved.  
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5.3.2 Constituting ‘talking on service topics’ as an accountable matter in 
opening sequences 

Topic elicitation sequences in which GPs issued the topic initial elicitor, Ps proposed a topic, 

predominantly a service topic, and GPs confirmed the topic were found to be a familiar feature of 

MSEs (see Table 5.3). This section provides the findings of a closer analysis of turn-taking and turn 

design in topic initial elicitation procedures in MSEs that examined members’ methods for organising 

this feature of their interactions. Using sequential, turn-by-turn, analysis of opening exchanges, it was 

found that GPs and Ps recurrently used specifically designed, modified forms of the topic elicitation 

sequence described by Button and Casey (1984). ‘Generic’ local sequential resources including turn-

taking and turn design (Schegloff 1999: 409-413) were crafted to generate and assemble service 

topics in particular focused ways that were consequential for both the topical content and structure of 

ongoing talk. GP’s and P’s actions to generate and preserve service topics to constitute their 

interactions as oriented to the institutional business of MSEs reflexively constituted the recognisable 

scenic features, including typical sequential structures, of MSEs. 

It was found that Ps and GPs designed their turns in highly organised ways that displayed their 

mutual orientations to the task of generating an actionable service topic and to institutional identity-

based accountabilities pertinent to that task. GPs’ topic initial elicitor turn designs consistently 

preferred service topic proposals. Ps’ topic proposal designs were found to be procedurally 

consequential for sequential and categorial order in subsequent sequences. The latter point is 

elaborated and exemplified in Sections 5.3.2.1 and 5.3.2.2.  

5.3.2.1 THE RATIONALITY AND INTELLIGIBILITY OF TOPIC PROPOSAL DESIGN 

Locally organised features of turn design in topic initial elicitation sequences are demonstrated in 

Example 5.2. Recall that the notations te, tp and tc represent topic initial elicitor, topic proposal and 

topic confirmation turns respectively. 
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EXAMPLE 5.2 THE WORKINGS OF THE TOPIC INITIAL ELICITATION EXCHANGE SEQUENCE 

BP – AB – 3A5 SLICED FINGER 

01 P How ya' going. 
02 GP Good↑  
03 te GP What have you done to yourself. 
04 tp P Ohh just sliced it a bit- little bit 
05 tc GP Sliced it open.  What with↑ 
06 P Ahh, just- ah stainless steel knife. 

After a two-turn greeting exchange, GP provided the first part of the three-part topic initial elicitation 

sequence. In his topic initial elicitor, GP used an itemised news inquiry “What have you done to 

yourself?” that specified the bounded domain from which P’s topic proposal might relevantly be 

selected (Button & Casey 1984: 176). P showed her orientation to her accountability as caller by 

analysing GP’s talk as a request for a reason for call topic (a service topic) proposal. She answered 

the question and provided a topic proposal thus accounting for her local sequential obligation. The 

topic proposal also fulfilled her predicated categorial obligation because it projected an institutionally 

relevant problem, a cut finger, and thus located an actionable service topic. The specific design of her 

topic proposal turn, “Ohh just sliced it a bit- little bit,” also projected further category-tied and 

sequential accountability on GP’s part.  

The proposal was designed to downgrade the significance of the injury using the words “just” and 

“little bit”. The pre-placed appositional “ohh” also serves this purpose. The task projected for GP was 

the search for something that would make “sliced finger” a reason for calling on the professional 

services of the GP. The search was categorially oriented; this topic could not become a legitimate 

service topic, or the P a legitimate P, unless its relevance within the activity MSE was located, that is, 

it needed to be implicative of some medical service that would warrant her presentation as a P 

(Turner 1976). P’s design projected a particular design in GP’s confirmation turn that needed to signal 

that P’s turn had been heard as the proposition of an actionable service topic that would instate it, 

retrospectively, as an intelligible reason for seeking professional services. To do this GP had two 
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possible options: to simply accept the topic and project further talk from P with a turn that could 

accomplish both actions, or to display the prospective relevance of P’s topic proposal and participate 

actively in the transformation of the topic into a service topic. In this instance, GP’s Turn 5 “Sliced it 

open. With what?” does the latter. Had he stopped after the first utterance, “sliced it open,” he would 

have provided for the former.   

In Turn 5, GP provided the, then relevant, third part of the topic initial elicitation sequence, 

confirmation of the topic. The course of action in that initial part, re-cycling of content of the topic 

proposal is a technique found by Button and Casey (1984: 184) to orient to topic generation. It 

projected more talk and topic proposal development on the part of the topic proposer. GP, in this 

instance, strongly harmonised with P indicating that he had analysed her turn as a legitimate service 

topic and opted for participation in the service topic generation with the question “With what?”. The 

procedural consequentiality of this action for future talk in the MSE is that it provided a means of 

preserving the service topic ‘injured finger’ via activities including assessing the extent of the damage 

and other potential health risks associated with cutting a finger and treating a wound. 

Thus, although the objective was to accomplish the service topic, the co-participants mutually 

oriented both to local sequential and categorial order to make sense of each other’s talk. Both of 

these sets of accountabilities were referenced to topical order. The normativity of this topical 

organisation in MSEs was documented in GP’s and P’s consistent alignment with these procedures, 

and its property as one of the scenic features of this setting was documented. 

5.3.2.2 ENACTED ACCOUNTABILITY: ORGANISATION OF REPAIR IN TOPIC GENERATION SEQUENCES 

Ps’ and GPs’ mutual orientations to accountability for the generation of an actionable service topic 

generation in opening sequences were also documented in endogenous repair organisations. 
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Procedures for the repair of interactional trouble were activated by one or both parties when the 

possibility of establishing a legitimate actionable service topic was somehow subverted. 

Example 5.3, PAUL’S HANDS, demonstrates one way in which the constitution of an actionable service 

topic implicative of a serviceable task was subverted by GP’s actions in the third part of the topic 

initial elicitation sequence. As a result, P’s proposed reason for the MSE was rendered non-

actionable and, therefore, not preservable (see Turns 1 – 7). Subsequent action by both parties 

demonstrated their mutual orientation to service topic generation as the underlying rationality of their 

concerted action. Both P and GP worked concertedly to develop an actionable service topic.  

PAUL’S HANDS 

P in this instance had a chronic problem with eczema on his hands. P returned after a two-week 

holiday and presented at DF’s surgery on his second day back at work. GP and P appear to know 

each other well. GP indicated her knowledge of and interest in P’s ‘lifeworld’ in Turn 3 by recalling, 

without prompting, that P had just returned from his annual holidays. This biographical reference 

diverted the focus from the service topic and rendered the topic unserviceable.  

The  symbol indicates the Turns within which the speaker attempts to locate a serviceable task 

within the service topic. 

EXAMPLE 5.3  PAUL’S HANDS 

SEGMENT 1 

DF-PH – 4A1 

01 te GP Paul. how can I help you. 
02 tp P (1) Um:↑ (.) oh I'm back about (.5) my hands. 
03 GP Aren't they wonderful after your holiday. 
04 P Yep, (2) 
05 GP Normal. 
06 P Yep, (1) 
07 GP Very go:od.  
08   (1)  
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09 P But (.) ar:[:::h 
010 tc GP  [The skin is still not perfectly healthy. It's still a bit,= 
011 P =Well=it=was=I'd say that has been irritated in the last two days. 
012 GP Ri:ght. 
013 P So:↑ (.) but, no, they were perfectly (.) fine on the weekend. 
014  GP And did you try those (.) new gloves↑ 
015 P Yep, Ye:ah::↑ (1) u::m (1) I nee:d↑ (2) I only had two that would- (.5) that I could try.  So I really haven't, 

(2) 
016 GP had long enough.  
017 P Yep. 
018 GP Yeah. 
019 P They fall apart (1)  
020 GP [They would.]   
021 P [with the] petrol and stuff (.5) yeah. 
022 GP They would.  Yep.  
023  GP So::↑ (1) I guess what we really need to do is find out exactly what it is that you react to. 
024 P Mm:m. 
025  GP How would you like to see an allergist for tes-ting. 
026 P Um:::, (6) hhhhh .hhhh I don't really wan't to:: I don't really want to::, (3) start adding it up cause I’ll look at- 

looking at another job if it (.) 

 ((talk continues on possibility of changing jobs up to Turn 40)) 
 

The interaction was opened by GP with a routine topic initial elicitation move “”how can I help you?”. 

P proposed the topic “Um:↑ (.) oh I'm back about (.5) my hands” projecting confirmation of the service 

topic, a medically relevant problem with hands. In Turn 3, however, GP appraised the condition of P’s 

hands as healthy (“Aren't they wonderful after your holiday,”) and thus subverted the generation of a 

legitimate service topic (i.e., not finding a medically relevant, serviceable, task in P’s topic proposal). 

P’s agreement in Turn 4, “Yep” confirmed her appraisal. In Turn 5, GP further assessed P’s hands as 

“Normal” a proposition with which P again agreed, “Yes.” In Turn 7, GP announced that that was “very 

good”. The co-participants’ coordinated action in this sequence was sequentially unproblematic; 

however, in terms of topical order and the categorical order of MSEs, it was inadequate because a 

recognisable service topic implicative of a serviceable task had not been generated.  

After a one second pause, P oriented to the normative requirement that a medical problem should be 

provided and signalled with the disjunct marker, an emphatic “But”, that repair was relevant. GP 

aligned with this projected repair by amending her appraisal of P’s hands in Turn 10 (“The skin is still 
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not perfectly healthy. It's still a bit,=”) and provided the service topic confirmation. Her orientation to 

the need for immediate repair is indicated by the fact that the beginning of her turn overlapped P’s 

continuing utterance in Turn 9. P harmonised by relinquishing his turn but took it up quickly in Turn 11 

and confirmed with “=Well=it=was=I'd say that has been irritated in the last two days” that the service 

topic had been located. P accounted for the ‘trouble’ in Turn 13 with his statement, “So:↑ (.) but, no, 

they were perfectly (.) fine on the weekend”. 

However, given that P’s hands had been an ongoing problem, a service topic in previous MSEs, and 

treatment plans were in place, a new serviceable task for the current MSE was still absent. GP 

oriented to this absence in Turn 14 and to the need to provide for the service topic to be rendered 

preservable for this occasion. She did so by carrying over matters to do with the treatment of P’s 

eczema from a previous consultation in her question “And did you try those (.) new gloves↑” that 

projected further talk on the service topic and thus oriented to topic preservation. 

Further strong harmonising in the following seven turns oriented to the troublesome character of the 

topic generation sequences and the need for ongoing repair of topical and categorical order. During 

P’s Turn 15, GP allowed P to hold the floor, passing up several opportunities to speak provided by P’s 

frequent pauses. She also harmonised by collaborating in the building of his incomplete sentence at 

the end of that Turn, “So I really haven’t (2)” providing the missing “had long enough.” Further 

harmonising was evident in GP’s recycling of P’s Turn 17 “Yep” with her “Yeah in Turn 18 and 

providing agreement with his Turn 19 proposition that the gloves were inadequate “They fall apart. 

(1)” with “They would” in Turn 20 and again “They would, Yep” and Turn 22 after P’s Turn 21 had 

taken over her Turn 20. 

Co-participants worked collaboratively over 19 turns at talk to repair the trouble initiated at Turn 3. 

Their joint commitment to the task of generating a legitimate and, therefore, sustainable service topic, 
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and the category predicates of P and GP, provides evidence of their mutual orientation to the 

constraint that service topics must be actionable, that is, the serviceable tasks and activities 

predicated of Ps and GPs must be located if the MSE is to be viable. Following what seemed like a 

possible closure of the topic and potentially the termination of the interaction, GP and P worked 

collaboratively to repair the problem by re-generating the topic as a preservable service topic. This 

was achieved by attending to topically and categorically ordered local sequential organisations such 

as: orienting to agreement, aligning with turns projected in adjacency pair structures, repair 

organisation, and relinquishing turns on occasions when overlapping talk occurred as organised by 

the activity of actionable service topic generation. 

5.4 Topically Ordered Accounts of Categorial and Sequential Modifications 

Example 5.2, above, demonstrated the three basic actions in topic initial elicitation exchange 

sequences: elicit – propose – confirm. This sequence was routinely used, and the search for and 

preservation of the service topic provided for its sense in this social setting. It was also found that the 

rationality of searching for and preserving a service topic provided a categorial and sequential 

environment within which procedurally relevant modifications to category-relevant features and 

exchange sequences were reasonable and intelligible.  

Local modifications to the topic initial elicitation sequence, accomplished at the topic proposal turn, 

imputed particular features to the speakers as incumbents of the categories GP and P. Co-selections 

of categories and actions specified what would count as adequate service provision (i.e., fulfilment of 

the predicated activities of a GP) and what would count as an adequate request for service (i.e., the 

features of the P category) for situated MSEs. Thus topical order operated as the rational grounds for 

the reasonableness and intelligibility of indexical features and provided the conditions under which 

such local specifications could be accomplished. Modifications were recurrently accomplished in the 
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design of Ps’ topic proposal turns and these were procedurally consequential for the conduct of the 

MSE. It was found that Ps’ designed their service topic proposals in one of three ways, namely:  

1. as direct requests for goods and services (direct-requests); 

2. as descriptions of medical problems (problem-descriptions); or 

3. as a biographical narrative within which a medical problem is a complication. 

These proposal designs gave rise to three distinct types of medical service topic generation 

sequences and service exchange sequences. The features of each topical sequence are summarised 

and exemplified in Table 5.4 below. 

TABLE 5.4 TYPES OF TOPIC GENERATION EXCHANGE SEQUENCES: PROPOSAL TYPES & TYPES OF ACTION PROJECTED 

Features of Ps’ topic proposals  Action Projected for GP 
Direct Service Requests: proposes task(s) to be completed 

Ps specified medical goods and services they required e.g. 
prescriptions, referrals, tests, information etc., with or without an 
explanation or reasons for the request, e.g. 

P:   Well I’ve only come in for prescriptions. As in my serapax, my 
valium.  

Ps’ actions imply rights to independently determine service needs 
and project GP as compliant service provider via alignment as 
request recipient enacted as acknowledgement of receipt of 
request and performance of task requested; use of Q-A sequence 
to clarify request followed by task performance. Type of task 
impacted on the exchange structure. 

Problem-Descriptions: proposing the problem to be solved 

Ps described symptoms; the medical problem was the focus and 
other information exemplified and/or intensified explanations of 
symptoms; the selected formulations of symptoms and other 
details were implicative of the content and structure of ongoing 
topical talk; e.g.,  

P:  It's really strange- umm I took Liam to the clinic on Friday, and 
they ask you general health and that and I told them I was 
still bleeding red, and they told me if I was still bleeding red, 
by the time he was two weeks old I should come (.5) here↑ 
and see you↑ … 

P:  And I don't know if I've got an infection or what the heck’s 
going on. Umm cos it has been a bit sore for the last coupla' days 
as well↑ 

Ps’ actions orient to medical problems as a set of symptoms, to 
themselves as authorities on symptoms and accountable for 
transforming experience of illness into a medical problem; orient 
to GPs as accountable for providing authoritative medical service 
and as authorities on what the symptoms mean medically. 
Requires GPs’ alignment as description recipient; Projects GP 
agreement with Ps’ accounts of their medical problem; projects 
GPs’ participation as active listening for which the appropriate 
action is using receipt tokens to show understanding e.g., 
acknowledgements and continuers as P specifies the foci of the 
actionable service topic. 

Biographical Narrative with a Medical Complication: proposing that the GP restores the normal state of affairs 

P’s medical problem was embedded in a biographical narrative 
that focussed on a medical problem as an aberration; P’ 
constituted themselves as unconcerned about biomedical details 
and issues; narrative details selected were implicative of content 
and structure of ongoing topical talk, e.g.,  

P:     O::h lifted an armful of weeds out of the wheelbarrow into 
the back of the ute↑ (1) and as it went↑ my back went.  I 
couldn't even straighten it up↑  I ended up on hands and 
knees crawling to the patio.=hhh huh huh ha-.hhhhn. 

Ps’ actions orient to medical problems as aberration in normal life 
and imply a high level of accountability on the part of the GP as 
medical service provider for transforming the narrative into an 
actionable service topic. Ps’ action requires GPs’ alignment as co-
participant in problem description; Projects GP as active in:  
discovering the medical problem using question -answer series 
(Q-A). Proposes that GPs would restore the ‘normal’ state of 
affairs, i.e., high level of accountability for knowing what was 
normal and providing a cure rather than just a diagnosis and 
treatment regimen. 
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Sequential differences produced by these types of proposal designs are elaborated in Sections 5.4.1 

– 5.4.3. 

5.4.1 Procedural consequentiality of direct request topic proposals 

Proposals designed as direct requests were prevalent. Example 5.4, LYNN’S PRESCRIPTIONS, 

demonstrates the features of topic generation sequences in which topic proposals were designed as 

direct requests for service.  

In direct-request topic generation exchange sequences a ‘reason for call’ was explicitly stated as a 

task (or tasks) to be performed by GPs and the actionable service topic was foregrounded. GPs were 

projected as compliant service providers of specific services and accountable for limiting their talk to 

clarification and provision of the services specified. In cases where a GP tried to extend talk on the 

underlying medical problem, this was treated as troublesome by Ps. GPs complied with the 

membership category descriptions by enacting the categorial features ascribed by Ps (i.e., 

constraining their talk to service oriented exchanges, enacting task-orientation). 

LYNN’S PRESCRIPTIONS 

The features of ‘direct request’ topic generation and service exchanges are demonstrated in 

Examples 5.4.1 – 5.4.3 LYNN’S PRESCRIPTIONS, below. It is evident that service topic elicitation was a 

primary resource within the sequence and required characteristic category-relevant turn-taking 

conduct. LYNN’S PRESCRIPTIONS is a consultation between the GP, TW, and a female patient, LP, who 

was a regular patient of another GP in the clinic. LP had never consulted TW before. Both parties 

oriented to: the normativity of the service topic elicitation sequence; their accountability for their part 

(as an occupant of one of the institutional categories GP and P) in the turn-by-turn construction of the 

sequence; the practical task of service topic generation; and their subsequent orientation to the 
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relevance of the service topic for the construction of their ongoing talk. Numbers (e.g., , ) after 

Turn numbers distinguish between topics where more than one service topic was initiated. 

EXAMPLE 5.4.1 LYNN’S PRESCRIPTIONS SEGMENT 1 

TW – LP – 1A9  

01 GP Hi. 
02 P Hi↑ 
03 te GP .hhhhhhh ri::gth↑ (1) What can we do for ya' today. 
04 tp  P (1) Well I've only come in for prescriptions↑ 
05 GP Ye::ah↑ 
06 P A:s i::n (1) my serapax↑=my valium. 
07 GP Ye:p↑ (1) 
08 tp  P My so:n’s::: (.) Keith is on Respalin (1) izat 'ow you pronounce it↑ 
09 GP Yes. 
010 P Yeah↑ an’ °I need a prescription for that too please.° 
011 GP (2) How old's Keith. 
012 P Ten. 
013 GP He uses a (.) spray↑ Does 'e use the fancy Respalin spray↑ (.) the one that .hhhh you sort of suck 

an' it goes in [or one he presses. 
014 P  [It does a click. 
015 GP It gives a click y[eah. 

GPs utterance in Turn 3 “hhhhhhh ri::gth↑ (1) What can we do for ya' today?” acitvated the three part 

topic initial elicitation sequence. The change of state marker (Heritage 1984) in “hhhhhhh ri::gth↑” at 

the beginning of the turn completed a ceremonial greeting exchange (Sacks 1992a [1964]: 14-18) 

and oriented to a change to service topic generation.  

The bounded domain preferred in GP’s topic initial elicitor turn, “What can we do for ya' today?” is 

hearably an institutionally relevant service topic. The design of the turn itself directed P to the service 

context and to himself as the service provider. The turn was also designed to elicit a direct service 

request, that is, it preferred a service topic designed in the form of a statement of specific 

requirements. In P’s subsequent turn, she aligned as the service topic proposer in the way that GP’s 

utterance had made relevant. P designed her utterance, “Well I've only come in for prescriptions↑” as 

an itemised request for medical goods, prescriptions, providing evidence that she had analysed GP’s 
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utterance as a ‘restricted’ service topic elicitor, that is, one that focused on the goods and services 

required.  

In Turn 5, GP confirmed receipt of the service request and P heard that as confirmation of the service 

topic. Her hearing that the topic elicitation exchange was complete, that the ‘reason for call’ had been 

established and an accountable serviceable task had been confirmed, is evidenced in her next 

utterance. In Turn 6, P continued talk on the service topic with elaborated descriptions of the 

requested “prescriptions”. This was clearly tied to the service topic using “as in” to introduce the 

specified list, “my serapax↑=my valium.”. GP continued to align as request recipient on that service 

topic by providing an information receipt token in Turn 7.  

Trouble arose at Turn 8, however, when P provided an additional problem-description topic proposal, 

“My so:ns::: (.) Keith is on Respalin” (Keith was not present). P’s pause after this utterance indicated 

that she was including this as further talk on the current service topic. The pause of one second is 

hearable as P’s provision of turn transition place at which GP could have, but did not continue his 

immediate alignment as topic proposal recipient or as request recipient. P’s hearing of this absence, 

as a failure to understand the content of her utterance rather than as structural, sequential trouble, 

was indicated in her question “izat 'ow you pronounce it↑”. P’s analysis of the trouble was not 

confirmed, however, in GP’s indication that her pronunciation had been correct. P then analysed the 

trouble as structural and attempted to repair it by restating her request for a Respalin prescription 

more directly, though very softly, in Turn 10, “°I need a prescription for that too please°”.  

The subsequent two-second pause is attributed to GP in this analysis. It is heard as indicating that 

the trouble (Turn 8) had not been adequately repaired. GP did not realign as service request recipient 

on the original service topic, P’s prescriptions. Instead, in his next turn “How old’s Keith?”, he oriented 

to P’s accountability for establishing a new service topic and serviceable task specifically related to 
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Keith, providing an analysis that a new topic and a new service task had been initiated. This service 

topic was Keith’s use of Respalin and the serviceable task was reconstituted as an inquiry about 

Keith’s medical problem and service needs. A question-answer insertion sequence investigating 

Keith’s medical problem and the appropriateness of Respalin was projected by GP both as the 

appropriate institutional action and interactional method for preserving this second service topic.  

5.4.1.1 THE  ORGANISATION OF SEQUENCES FOLLOWING ‘DIRECT-REQUEST’ SERVICE TOPIC PROPOSALS 

P’s service topic proposal designed the GP as the dispenser of medical goods rather than as an 

investigator of medical problems. P sought a particular form of service and displayed this in the 

design of her utterance. She provided an explicit list: prescriptions, serapax, valium; and her use of 

the modifier “only” operated to project restricted action in the exchange organised by this service 

topic. She requested a prescription for her son and a referral to a specialist physician.  

Embedded in these requests were formulations of the category features of GPs as controllers of Ps’ 

access to medical goods and services and managers of Ps’ medical business. GPs collaborated in 

such descriptions when they were made relevant. This is exemplified in the continuation of the 

interaction, Example 5.4.2, below. (see Turns 37, 42, 44 marked ). 

EXAMPLE 5.4.2 LYNN’S PRESCRIPTIONS SEGMENT 2  

037  P Now because you're not my regular docta↓ am I (.) a-allowed to get a referral off you↑ (.) or do I 
‘ave to see, (.) 

038 GP Ohu::h↓ 
039 P Dr Forward 
040 GP No no we c'n fix that up for you↑ 
041 P Becaus:e Dr Gavin ‘ull need- (.) after my next visit next mo:nth (.) it runs o:ut. 
042  GP Yeah .hhhhh that's oka:y see:: ye::: coming to the surgery so: it doesn't  ma[tter which doctor 
043 P  [‘kay it doesn't matter which doctor. 
044  GP Na:h (0.5) cos the- (.) any letters from doctor (0.5) Gavin ull come back to be put in ya file anyhow. 
045 P Oh right. 
046 GP So that's- that's not a problem. 

The ascription of GPs as controllers and facilitators of Ps’ access to medical goods and services was 

consistent throughout direct-request service topics. GPs and Ps consistently oriented to this local 
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description of category features of GPs. “So we c'n fix that up.” at the beginning of his Turn, closed 

the matter of the referral.  

EXAMPLE 5.4.3 LYNN’S PRESCRIPTIONS SEGMENT 3 

048  GP So we c'n fix that up. (1) So:: (0.5) the Serapax you’re on are the thir↑ty milligram↑ Still taking one at 
ni:ght↑ 

049 P One at night. Yes. 
050 GP And the Valium you're taking two a day or, 
051 P Two to three a day. 
052   (6)  
053 GP An' you're coping alri:ght↑ 
054 P (2) So far so good. 
055 GP So far so good (.) yea↑ah. 
056  P A:w ‘n (.) plus me- (.) I ‘av me Tofranil at night time. (.) But (1.5) I've got plenty of them. (2) If it wasn't 

for you I wouldn' t 'ave 'ad plenty↑ 
057  GP hhhhhhheh (3)  Okay. So we'll give you a referral to Doctor Gavin.  
058   GP (26 - writing) 

 
P’s descriptions of GP as a dispenser of medical goods had been established in her topic proposal 

and this was found to be procedurally consequential throughout the interaction. Each task was 

summarily disposed of and the GP consistently formulated his actions as providing goods (e.g., So 

we c'n fix that up.) As each task was disposed of, other tasks were dealt with, for instance, the 

serviceable task, writing prescriptions, was re-invoked by GP after the disjunct marker, “So::”. 

Constrained by P’s local descriptions of GP and medical service, GP initiated a Q-A sequence 

clarifying dosage rates to be written onto the prescriptions P had requested but did not initiate any 

investigation of P’s health problem or her medical history. He did not ask why she needed serapax 

and valium. He confirmed that she was taking relatively high doses of both anti-depressants, thirty 

milligrams of serapax and two or three valium tablets per day. 

In Turn 53 GP’s open question “An' you're coping alri:ght?” provided an opportunity for P to discuss 

her problem; however, P maintained her ‘descriptive’ stance by providing only a general, ceremonial 

response, “(2) So far so good.” Her hesitation prior to answering could have been heard as 

uncertainty or prevarication. GP provided for this possibility by repeating her words in his next turn, 
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“So far so good (.) yea↑ah.”. Re-cycling is typically used to harmonise with a prior speaker by 

displaying understanding. The slight upward intonation contour within the word “yea↑ah.” also 

provided for the possibility that P might have wanted to say more. It had the effect of a weak invitation 

to elaborate and also was hearable as displaying GP’s orientation to other predicated activities.  

However, her return in Turn 56, P confirmed the previously established rights and obligations of the 

GP as constrained to the provision of goods – medications – “A:w ‘n (.) plus me- (.) I ‘av me Tofranil 

at night time. But (1.5) I've got plenty of them.” With that she also provided unequivocally for the 

closing of this service topic by re-invoking the relevance of goods distribution in response to Ps’ direct 

requests as the task of GPs in MSES.  

P’s final statement in Turn 56, “ (2) If it wasn't for you I wouldn' t 'ave 'ad plenty↑”, oriented to topic 

closure in a number of ways. It was issued after a two second pause and it offered a solicitude, the 

statement was hearable as thanking GP for supplying her with all the medications she required, in 

fact “plenty” of them. It also included a reminder to this GP that he was not her usual doctor providing 

for the inference that it was not appropriate for him to probe the topic of her health. This was 

accomplished by her use of “you” in this context. Given that although she was a regular at this clinic, 

she had never consulted this GP before, “You” in this case is hearable as “you doctors in this clinic”. 

In GP’s following turn (57), “hhhhhhheh (3) Okay. So we'll give you a referral to Doctor Gavin” he 

demonstrated that he had located the context that made her statement sensible, that is, the prior 

topic. GP also aligned with P’s pre-closing moves and the service topic, ‘P’s prescriptions’ was closed 

with “Okay.”. 

What is seen here is that accountable action is a local matter. The adequacy of a participant’s action 

is not reasonably assessable with reference to criteria imported from outside the event. P’s topic 
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proposal “Well I’ve only come in for prescriptions …” projected GP’s accountability for talking on that 

topic and also for talking on that topic in a particular way.  

From other perspectives, GP could be judged as remiss in his professional duty (e.g., by not taking a 

full medical history, not probing into P’s general health, not exploring the specific problem and the 

necessity of the requested prescriptions, or by not ‘probing’ and centring on the patient’s ‘lifeworld’ 

experience). However, in terms of the locally organised moral order of this sequence within this 

interaction, he can be seen to have acted in a morally adequate way. His actions were in accordance 

with the program of action described by the direct-request topic collaboratively generated from P’s 

service topic proposal in the opening sequence. For participants in situated social activities such as 

MSEs, moral adequacy can thus be seen to be a local matter. 

The remainder of this section provides further evidence that GP-P interactions are topically organised. 

The local organisation of exchange sequences demonstrates that the scenic features of GP-P talk are 

achieved by participants’ orientations to these accountabilities as real constraints on their 

interactions. 

This section has illustrated the workings of the ‘direct –request’ topical organisation in topic 

generation and the categorial and sequential organisation of interactions following such proposals. 

Section 5.4.2, below, illustrates the modifications made sensible by Problem-Description topic 

proposals and the types of sequences they make relevant. 

5.4.2 Modified topically ordered sequences: Problem-descriptions 

The MSE, MADONNA’S WORRIES, Example 5.5, demonstrates the recurrent pattern of problem-

description topic generation sequences and the service exchange sequences that followed them. 

Problem-description topic proposals typically limited GPs’ participation to the provision of receipt 
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tokens, such as acknowledgements, displays of agreement, and continuers (e.g., yes, right, Okay, 

um, mm). Limits were imposed by Ps’ actions in the design of their topic proposals. The example 

below demonstrates the extended nature of these sequences as well as the high level of organisation 

and collaboration between P and GP necessary to arrive at a point at which a topic confirmation turn 

was a relevant GP action. 

It can be seen that this extended topic generation sequence, although it had the same objective, was 

managed very differently from the direct-request topic generation and service provision sequences. 

Both sequences are recognisable to members of this culture as typical opening sequences of an 

everyday MSE; however, each sequence was structurally distinct with respect to the ways in which 

P’s topic proposals were designed. The moral adequacy of GPs’ and Ps’ local actions was referenced 

to the following: 

• topical order via the relevance for the MSE of generating a service topic;  

• categorially-predicated rights and obligations to propose and confirm a service topic; 

and 

• occasioned category features and sequential structures organised by the topic 

proposal design.  

P and GP participation rights and obligations are illustrated below. Section 5.4.2.1 discusses the topic 

generation sequence itself and Section 5.4.2.2 discusses the procedural consequentiality of this 

modified topic generation sequence for the topically organised service exchange that follows. 

5.4.2.1 PROBLEM-DESCRIPTION TOPIC GENERATION SEQUENCES 

In MADONNA’S WORRIES the ‘problem-description’ topic proposal was developed over a lengthy 

sequence consisting of three distinct stages. In Stage 1, the topic initial elicitor was issued by GP at 

Turn 1 and, in Turns 2, 4 and 6, P provided an introductory proposal focused on her concerns about 

unusual post-partum bleeding. Stage 2 provided formulations that up-graded the medical problem 
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and GP’s responsibility for solving it with medical expertise. At Turns 16 and 18, P formulated the 

problem to make this relevant. She co-selected an upgraded concern relevant to ‘knowing what was 

going on’ and ‘pain’ and upgraded invocation of GP’s ‘knowledge and expertise’ formulated as an 

appeal to GP’s comprehension. Stage 3 was the closing stage of P’s proposal introduced at Turn 28, 

“But like it just- like it just had me a bit worried because she said aw you better come back and see 

her- and see your own doctor if it still- it’s still bleeding after two weeks.” This utterance recycled the 

initial description of the problem provided in Turn 6. It was not until this point that GP’s topic 

confirmation became relevant and was provided “Okay. hhh with your deli:very↑” in Turn 29.  

EXAMPLE 5.5.1 MADONNA’S WORRIES 

DF-MB – 4A7 

01 te GP How can I help you. 
02 tp P It's really strange- umm I took Liam to the clinic on Friday, 
03 GP Yes= 
04 tp P =and they ask you general health and that and I told them I was still bleeding red, 
05 GP Right= 
06 tp P =and they told me if I was still bleeding red, by the time he was two weeks old I should come (.5) here↑ 

and see you↑ 
07 GP Yes= 
08 P =Umm it (1) doesn't happen all the time but it happens a lot at night time, like two o’clock in the 

morning↑= 
09 GP Right.= 
010 P =And that sorta stuff and it's- this morning it was thick like it was, gross. And it was half brown and half 

red. 
011 GP Right.= 
012 P But like its eased off during the day , I mean like I only have to wear a liner I don't have to wear the 

maternity pads. 
013 GP Mmm= 
014 P =But at night time I'm still wearing the maternity pads. 
015 GP Right. 
016 tp P And I don't know if I've got an infection or what the heck’s going on. 
017 GP Yes. 
018 tp P Umm cos it has been a bit sore for the last coupla' days as well↑ 
019 tc GP What's been a bit sore. 
020 P My vagina [has been] a bit sore (.[) so] it sort of I don't- it's not↑ (1) it doesn't feel like thrush↑ If that 

makes sense↑ 
021 GP  [yes yeah]  [yes.]  Yes. 
022 P Cos it's not itchy↑ its' just so::re↑ 
023 GP Yes 
024 P I mean I know it’s been through a lot, ha-huh hah[ah hehh h]ehha 
025 GP  [huh heheh] 
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026 P It might be feeling a bit weak! hahaha[ha huh huh hahaha] hhhh 
027 GP  [huh hahaha heheh] 
028 tp P But like it just- like it just had me a bit worried because she said aw you better come back and see her- 

and see your own doctor if it still- it’s still bleeding after two weeks. 
029 tc GP Okay. hhh with your deli:very↑ 
030 P M:::m↑ 

Stage 1 of this topic generation sequence was opened by GP with a standard task-oriented elicitor, 

“How can I help you?”. In what follows, it can be seen that Ps’ situated choices provided the template 

for the sequential structure of the topic generation sequence. In this situated event, P’s response, “It’s 

really strange,” foreshadowed that her topic proposal would be provided as a story-telling sequence; 

a format in which story-tellers have rights to talk at length and story-recipients have an obligation to 

show that they are attending to the content of the story but not participating in it.  

Sacks found that the provision of formulations such as “It’s really strange,” were common features of 

story “pre-beginnings” that served not only to inform hearers that a story was forthcoming but also to 

instruct them in advance about how to listen to that story and “how they should talk when the story is 

finished” (see Sacks 1992a [1968]: 766). In addition, announcing that a story was forthcoming, using 

a standard story beginning, marked the relevant modification to the exchange structure of the topic 

generation sequence. It is, according to Sacks, “a way of telling persons how to listen to the stream of 

speech that one will next produce; where the usual procedure is not to be applied in this case, but 

another well known procedure is to be used” (Sacks 1992a [1967]: 683). In this case, GP was 

informed that she should listen with the purpose of finding something ‘really strange’ that would be 

the focus of the service topic proposal. P had thus invoked the storyteller–story recipient structure for 

the topic generation sequence with all the structural implications of that interactional relationship. 

These structural implications were found by Sacks (1992a [1968]: 766) to include:  

(a) providing for the story-teller, P, to ‘hold the floor’ until the story-telling was completed; 

(b) providing for the story-recipient’s, GP’s, limited participation with utterances such as “yes,” 

“right,” mmm,” that showed recognition that the story-telling was still going on; and 
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(c) providing for the story-recipient, GP, to know how s/he should talk when the story was 

finished. 

These features of story-tellings were also found in ‘problem-description’ topic generation sequences 

in the data corpus, as exemplified here.  

P continued her turn “I took Liam to the clinic on Friday,” orienting to her rights to ‘hold the floor’ by 

using a continuing intonation and pausing at a point at which the story was noticeably incomplete; 

only the canonical expository opening stage had been included in this turn. Although GP took up the 

offer of a turn provided by P’s brief pause, the only relevant utterance was a continuer, which she 

provided. P latched her next utterance onto GP’s single word turn and thus oriented further to her 

own rights as speaker and storyteller. This pattern was repeated through the first phase of the 

storytelling until Turn 16, the first of P’s utterances in the sequence that was not latched to the prior 

GP utterance.  

At that point in the story-telling, Stage 2 of the topic proposal sequence, P upgraded her medical 

problem and signalled her intensified concern with the utterance “And I don't know if I've got an 

infection or what the heck’s going on.” In Turn 18, P further upgraded her problem with evidence, 

“Umm cos it has been a bit sore for the last coupla' days as well↑”. With that change, she invited GP 

to become more involved and GP complied by asking a question for clarification “What’s been a bit 

sore?”. Following this the storytelling turn-taking structure was resumed. 

In Stage 3 (Turn 28) of the topic proposal sequence, P signalled that her topic proposal and story-

telling were complete by re-cycling part of the opening stages of her story (Turn 6),  

Turn 6: P =and they told me if I was still bleeding red, by the time he was two weeks old I should come (.5) 
here↑ and see you↑  

Turn 28: P But like it just- like it just had me a bit worried because she said aw you better come back and see 
her- and see your own doctor if it still- its still bleeding after two weeks. 
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This re-cycling provided the signal to GP that the service topic proposal was complete and that the 

third part of the topic elicitation sequence, the topic confirmation turn, was relevant. GP oriented to 

the relevance of her action in Turn 29, “Okay. hhh with your delivery↑”. 

P’s selected formulations of the service topic also provided clues to the relevant actionable focus of 

service provision. This relevance was oriented to by GP in the topic confirmation turn which was the 

beginning of an informing sequence by GP. In her selected formulations of the topic, P had 

assembled the topic as focused on her concern about the significance of her continued post-partum 

bleeding, and on GP’s medical expertise as the solution to her problem. The methods used by P to 

accomplish the relevance of an informing sequence and re-assurance are documented in the detailed 

construction of her topic proposal. To accomplish this she also invoked the GPs’ category predicates 

‘medical expertise’ and ‘duty of care’. 

Several features of P’s extended service topic proposal show that an informing sequence was 

required following P’s completed proposal. P’s consistent selection of descriptions focused on her 

concerns and on their validity, a general concern of Ps that shows their rightful incumbency as a 

member of the category (Hester & Fitzgerald 1999; Turner 1976): 

Turn 2: It's really strange, 
Turn 6: and they told me if I was still bleeding red, by the time he was two weeks old I should come (.5) here↑ 

and see you↑ 
Turn 8: it happens a lot at night time 
Turn 10: this morning it was thick like it was, gross. 
Turn 16: And I don't know if I've got an infection or what the heck’s going on. 
Turn 18: cos it has been a bit sore 
Turn 20: My vagina [has been] a bit sore (.[) so] it sort of I don't- it's not↑ (1) it doesn't feel like thrush↑ If that 

makes sense↑ 
Turn 28: But like it just- like it just had me a bit worried because she said aw you better come back and see her- 

and see your own doctor if it still- its still bleeding after two weeks. 
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P formulated her problem as having concerns, validated by the physical symptoms and by reference 

to the authority of the clinic nurse who alerted her to the concerns and advised her to seek the advice 

of her doctor should the symptoms continue. 

In addition to the formulation of concern, P consistently formulated GP as the knowledgeable 

authority who could and should solve the problem and allay P’s concerns by providing a medical 

explanation for the symptoms: 

Turn 2: I took Liam to the clinic on Friday, 
Turn 4: and they ask you general health and that and I told them I was still bleeding red 
Turn 6 and they told me if I was still bleeding red, by the time he was two weeks old I should come (.5) here↑ 

and see you↑ 
Turn 20: My vagina [has been] a bit sore (.[) so] it sort of I don't- it's not↑ (1) it doesn't feel like thrush↑ If that 

makes sense↑ 
Turn 28: But like it just- like it just had me a bit worried because she said aw you better come back and see her- 

and see your own doctor if it still- its still bleeding after two weeks. 

In Turn 20 “If that makes sense↑” upgraded GP’s involvement in understanding the problem with a 

view to solving it. P represented her own understanding as limited and experiential – she could 

identify symptoms but not pathology. Thus her action invoked GP’s medical knowledge by asking 

“does it make sense (medically)?”. In this way, she re-invoked the categorial relationship P-GP and 

the predicated features of the GP category, to accomplish the relevance of the medical goods and 

services: expert medical opinion, information and reassurance. 

Reference to the clinic in P first turn (Turn 2) – invoked the hierarchy of medical authority and 

expertise with the GP as superior. This was reinforced at Turn 4 in which P’s selection focused on 

specific development of the topic for the description of the specific service tasks she required the GP 

to perform. The dependent institutional relationship between P and GP had been systematically 

invoked by P and was explicitly formulated in Turn 6, “and they told me if I was still bleeding red, by 

the time he was two weeks old I should come (.5) here↑ and see you↑”. 
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Sacks (1992a [1965]: 74 – 78) observed that some classes of statements on which people rely “for 

the purpose of getting a hearing, and perhaps for the purpose of getting help,” (74) include accounts 

where motivation for the call is attributed to another person or agency (e.g., “I was referred to your 

office by Mr Jones from the Conciliation Court”). These courses of action initiate search procedures 

for the logic that “would have generated the organisational reference and the announcement of a 

trouble” (Sacks 1992a [1965]: 74). Sacks found that constructs such as “My brother suggested I call 

you” (Sacks 1992a [1965]: 76) are found where one party oriented to a relationship of dependency 

between themselves and the agency approached for help. In this case, using this device, P oriented 

to her dependence on GP as a last and authoritative port of call for this trouble and thus heightened 

GP’s level of obligation with respect to solving her specific problem by giving her information that 

would allay her concerns.  

A further upgrade of this dependent relationship was achieved via the projection of a high level of 

responsibility for the GP with respect to their action to solve the problem by formulating the problem 

as beyond P’s control, thus beyond the scope of her layperson’s understanding, and beyond the clinic 

nurse’s control and medical expertise. Ps used this interactional resource and thereby heightened 

GPs’ level of responsibility for solving the specific medical problem, as evident in GPs’ subsequent 

actions.  

GP responded to P’s descriptive details of the background to her visit with acknowledgement tokens, 

“Yes↑” (3), “Right.” (5) and “Yes” (7). P’s continued talk indicated her hearing of GP’s turns as 

continuers. P’s Turn 6 provided the service topic proposal in a form that required GP to collect the 

details of what had been said in both prior turns. Following Turn 6, GP’s and P’s turns were latched 

and the established pattern – P providing lengthy and detailed descriptions of her physical condition 

and GP aligning as recipient of P’s informing sequence using the same two single word continuers – 

proceeded until turn 17. At Turn 18, P provided a description that was less explicit than the earlier 
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descriptions, “Umm cos it has been a bit sore for the last coupla' days as well↑”. At Turn 19 GP asked 

for clarification of the description, “What’s been a bit sore?”.  

Although the service topic ‘problem with prolonged post-natal bleeding’ was clearly established by 

Turn 6, the description – continuer pattern was maintained. P’s focus on her concern and needs to 

have these concerns allayed was elaborated and thereby intensified.  

The appropriateness of GP’s provision of the topic confirmation at Turn 29 can also be explained with 

reference to background understandings of norms of sequential structure. One recurrent feature of 

recipient design in story-telling sequences is that story-tellers re-cycled beginning turns at the end to 

provide a method for the story-recipient to monitor when the story-telling had ended (Sacks 1992a 

[1968]: 766 – 767). P and GP in this case oriented to this interactional norm. At Turn 28, P re-cycled 

her reason for coming (initially provided at Turn 6) and immediately afterwards GP provided the topic 

confirmation in Turn 29. Her analysis of the re-cycled information was that the P’s lengthy and 

informative topic proposal had been completed.  

The topic generation sequence can thus be seen to have been closely coordinated. The exchange is 

reproduced below without the continuers. Its coherence as a six-turn sequence rather than a 29 turn 

sequence shows that GP’s ‘continuers’ were not structurally relevant to P’s construction of her 

problem-description. Their function, as Heritage (1984b) observed, was to display ongoing 

understanding of what the other person is saying. 

1 te GP How can I help you.  

2 tp P It's really strange- umm I took Liam to the clinic on Friday, and they ask you general health and that 

and I told them I was still bleeding red, and they told me if I was still bleeding red, by the time he 

was two weeks old I should come (.5) here↑ and see you↑Umm it (1) doesn't happen all the time 

but it happens a lot at night time, like two o’clock in the morning↑ and that sorta stuff and it's- this 

morning it was thick like it was, gross. And it was half brown and half red. But like its eased off during 

the day , I mean like I only have to wear a liner I don't have to wear the maternity pads But at night time 
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I'm still wearing the maternity pads. And I don't know if I've got an infection or what the heck’s 

going on. Umm cos it has been a bit sore for the last coupla' days as well↑ 

3   GP What's been a bit sore. 

4   P My vagina has been bit sore so it sort of I don't- it's not↑ (1) it doesn't feel like thrush↑ If that makes 

sense↑ Cos it's not itchy↑ its' just so::re↑ I mean I know it’s been through a lot, It might be feeling a bit 

weak! But like it just- like it just had me a bit worried because she said aw you better come back 
and see her- and see your own doctor if it still- its still bleeding after two weeks. 

5 tc GP Okay. hhh with your deli:very↑ 

6 P M:::m↑ 

P’s proposal was artfully constructed in three stages (see sections in bold type). It centred on the 

provision of an adequate reason for the visit. Her primary reason (that she had been advised to go to 

see her doctor if she was still “bleeding red” after two weeks) was stated both at the beginning and 

end of her proposal. This device allowed GP to monitor the proposal’s completion. Mid-way through 

her topic proposal she upgraded the reason for the visit adding that she had experienced pain during 

the past two days. This new information was noted by GP and the noting was indicated with an 

inserted question that did not subvert the progress of the yet to be completed topic proposal. GP and 

P demonstrated their mutual orientation to the generation of a reason for the interaction, that is, a 

sustainable service topic. 

This sequence further documents that, although all opening sequences in MSEs were organised to 

generate an actionable service topic, local sequential contingencies affected the structure of the 

interaction. Importing criteria from beyond the situated interaction to make judgements of the 

adequacy of individual or sequences of actions is neither warranted nor productive. P’s and GP’s 

orientations to service topic generation provided the rationality and intelligibility of their actions. They 

successfully generated a service topic and provided for the successful development of that topic and 

its disposal in a particular way that was locally, not externally organised. 
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5.4.2.2 THE ONGOING ORGANISATION OF SEQUENCES FOLLOWING PROBLEM-DESCRIPTION PROPOSALS 

MADONNA’S WORRIES CONTINUED 

EXAMPLE 5.5.2 MADONNA’S WORRIES CONTINUED 

028 P But like it just- like it just had me a bit worried because she said aw you better come back and see her- 
and see your own doctor if it still- its still bleeding after two weeks. 

029 GP Ok hhh with your deli:very↑ 
030 P Mmm. 
031 GP (2) I'll just check your notes from the hospital and see hhh (6) Ok Placenta lacerated membranes com// 
032 TAPE FINISHED - RECORDING CUT OFF BRIEFLY THEN CONTINUED  
033 GP I hope that's right.  Ok well how about I examine your// 
034 P //What does it actually mean by lacerated placenta. 
035 GP Bit ragged. Bit torn↑ Bit cut up↑ 
036 P Yeah well, I'm not surprised, they pulled it, (.5) and yanked it and ripped it an- cos I thought (1) they 

used to give- they gave me a needle with Kathleen↑ to get it out but they didn't this time↑  That's what 
I can't understa::nd.  I mean it's probly nothing, but - I'll get it- I'd rather get it checked than- (1) sort of 
hhh (3) 

037 GP (6) Well you're not running a temperature. 
038 P No no.  
039 GP You'll be fine. 
040 P °It's probly nothing.° 
041 GP Okay. 
042 GP You had stitches, didn't you. 
043 P Ahh yeah.= 
044 GP Yeah 
045 P I don't know how many, can you see↑ 
046 GP No.  (2) We'll see how we go here.  Now I'll just take a swab here to see if there is any infection. 
047 P O::kay.  
048   (1) 
049 P I did↑ have a bit- a really bad umm (1) really lower (.5) back pain↑ Really (.) 
050 GP Yes.   
051   ((32 seconds of examination containing a short segment of indistinguishable talk)) 
052 GP Okay↑ 
053 P Yep (5) 
054 GP How are you going Okay↑ 
055 P yep 
056   ((again examination hard to hear 20 seconds)) 
057 P Should the stitches (.5) have dissolved by now↑ 
058 GP Stitches↑ are doing very well, I can't feel or see any there. 
059 P I know a few did fall out.  
060 GP A few fell out, yeah.  (2)  You've healed up really well. 
061 P Actually I'm (.5) real// 
062 GP //Are you sore just there↑ (.)   
063 P M::m. 
064 GP Little bit tender in the uterus there.  What were you going to say↑ 
065 P Umm (1) I feel that I feel better this time than (.[) did ]with Katherine. 
066 GP  [Yeah!]  O:ka::y↓ (2) You can get dressed↑ 
067 ((12 sounds of washing of hands)) 
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068 GP Okay. The uterus is a little bit tender= 
069 P =M-hm. 
070 GP and it could be that when they delivered the (.5) placenta that a little bit of the membranes or hh or a 

little bit of the placenta just didn't come away cleanly and it takes [a bit] longer for the body to clean that 
out↑  .hh and it's easy for germs to get in when that's the case. 

071 P  [Right.] 
072 P M-hm 
073 GP So what I'll do is give you some antibiotics. 

 
Although problem-description topic generation sequences were organised without GP’s participation 

(GPs’ provisions of continuers were not typically structural in this type of topic generation exchange 

sequence), Ps projected high levels of GP participation in ongoing service provision sequences. 

Example 5.5 illustrated that Ps’ selected formulations of the service topic were relevant to medical 

problems that ‘caused concerns.’ Ps were formulated as seeking understanding of their problems and 

GPs were formulated as medical experts who should solve Ps’ problems however they were 

described. In the Example included, this was formulated as the problem of ‘not understanding’ and 

‘being worried’. In keeping with the category-features described, GP, in this case, offered services 

that would allay concerns by providing explicit information. She thereby provided for the 

reasonableness of her actions by aligning with the background requirements implied in the specifically 

assembled topic.  

First, GP located and read aloud the report of P’s delivery that had been sent to her by the hospital 

(Turn 31). Next she offered to examine P to determine whether there was cause for concern (Turn 

33), that is, whether there was an underlying pathology or whether the physical symptoms P 

described were just an extension of the normal course of events. GP designed her utterances as 

statements of fact, offered as reassurance e.g.:  

Turn 37: Well you’re not running a temperature. 
Turn 39: You’ll be fine. 
Turn 58: Stitches↑ are doing very well, I can't feel or see any there. 
Turn 60: You've healed up really well. 
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GP oriented to the requirements of the assembled service topic by annotating her actions during the 

physical examination “Now I'll just take a swab here to see if there is any infection.” (46). GP’s 

continued talk was designed to reassure P that the cause of her unusual bleeding could be 

discovered (e.g., Turn 46: “We'll see how we go here.”). Using the same procedures throughout, GP 

continued to provide information about the things she ascertained from the physical examination. She 

worked consistently at the tasks proposed in P’s topic proposal, finding out whether there was 

actually any cause for concern, thus orienting to P’s focus: concern and uncertainty. GP completed 

her physical examination with an informative summary followed by a specific plan of action, “So what 

I’ll do is give you some anti-biotic.” The project of P’s service topic proposal required an information-

giving sequence, and this was provided.  

Turn-taking was coordinated. In the topic generation sequence, P informed and GP aligned as 

information-recipient doing nothing more than display understanding using continuers. In this 

following sequence, GP met the demands of the topic proposal by providing information and P 

aligned as information recipient. P’s topic proposal descriptions had been designed to convey 

concern and uncertainty; GPs’ service provision activities were designed to convey certainty and allay 

concern. Nine of P’s fifteen turns in the second sequence are acknowledgement tokens (Okay, right, 

M::m) and three of the others were questions seeking clarification of particular points of information 

and adding details that oriented to the topic focus already established because they upgraded her 

focus on the current state as not normal for her by comparing this birth to the birth of her first child. 

Tying to the service topic was achieved structurally with the two separate sequences appearing as a 

single two-turn sequence, that is, P’s talk from Turn 2 until Turn 28 could be heard as a single turn 

stating that and why she was concerned and documenting for GP that that was to be the focus of 

reasonable action for talk on the service topic. GP’s talk from Turn 29 to 70 could be heard as a 
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single turn explaining that and why P should not be concerned. The talk in this MSE displayed scenic 

features typical of talk in the MSE setting. 

It can be seen that the designs of Ps’ topic proposal were procedurally consequential both for the 

shape of GPs’ next turns in the topic generation sequence and for the content and structure of 

subsequent talk. They oriented to the moral adequacy of local organisational features as constrained 

by the topical focus formulated by P. In these instances, no external relevancies were oriented to, and 

none needed to be. The implications of topical order within MSEs are further demonstrated in the 

details of a third modified form of topic generation and service sequence nominated here as the 

‘Biographical Narrative’ sequence. 

5.4.3 Modified topically ordered sequences: Biographical Narratives 

Ps were found to formulate service topic proposals as biographical narratives within which health 

related interruptions to ‘normal life’ formed the complication necessary to sustain a narrative. It was 

found that topic proposals projected mutual accountability and joint action by GP and P in the 

development of a service topic.  

5.4.3.1 BIOGRAPHICAL NARRATIVE TOPIC GENERATION SEQUENCES 

Examples 5.6.1, BILL’S BIOGRAPHICAL NARRATIVE, demonstrates how this was locally accomplished 

using one type of exchange sequence, a question-answer sequence (Q-A), that was recurrently used 

to manage topic generation sequences in which topic proposals had been designed in this way. 

EXAMPLE 5.6.1 BILL’S BIOGRAPHICAL NARRATIVE SEGMENT 1 

BP-WW – 3A4 

01 te GP Hi. (1.5) What have you done. 
02 tp  P O::h lifted an armful of weeds out of the wheelbarrow into the back of the ute↑ (1) and as it went↑ my 

back went.  I couldn't even straighten it up↑  I ended up on hands and knees crawling to the patio.=hhh 
huh huh ha-.hhhhn. 

03 GP When did you do this↑ 
04 P Yesterday afternoon. 
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05 GP Yesterday oh↑ ri↑ght. 
06 P And a::h oh after that I've just rested up since and umm now I can walk around a lot better than I was↑ 
07 tc  GP Any pain going down your legs at all↑ 

Using the standard procedure for topic initial elicitation, in Turn 1, “What have you done?” GP 

provided a question to make a topic proposal the next relevant action. P aligned with this interactional 

requirement in Turn 2. His topic proposal was designed as a short narrative in which he described an 

incident that had occurred when he “lifted an armful of weeds out of the wheelbarrow into the back of 

the ute↑”. P reported that during this event a physical injury had been sustained, his “back went”. He 

then detailed the effects of that acute injury on his ability to carry out ‘normal’ physical activities: “I 

couldn't even straighten it up↑  I ended up on hands and knees crawling to the patio-hhh huh huh 

huh ha-.hhhhn.” 

P’s first turn in this sequence is typical of problem-description topic generation sequences. In these 

sequences, Ps formulated their medical problem in terms of particular aspects of their biographies 

(lifeworld). Selected formulations included: concurrent events associated with the onset of the illness 

or injury; aspects of lifestyle and life circumstances; general health, or contingencies of work, family or 

general daily life affected by the medical problem. In this case P provided a gardening narrative in 

which the complication was the back injury.  

This pattern had significant structural effects on sequence organisation, specifically on turn-taking 

rights and obligations. Ps’ narratives and descriptions were typically vague about symptoms and thus 

did not assist in the necessary transformation of biographical details and experience into actionable 

medical service topics. Few specific medical details were included in Ps’ talk; they thus projected 

questioning as the relevant activity for GPs’ collaborations in the generation of the service topic. 
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BILL’S BACK demonstrates these features: The recipient design features of Turn 2 warrant the finding 

that P’s turn was designed to project GP’s participation, particular GP’s questioning. P’s Turn 2 

included five segments: 

1. O::h lifted an armful of weeds out of the wheelbarrow into the back of the ute↑ (1)  
2. and as it went↑ my back went.   
3. I couldn't even straighten it up↑   
4. I ended up on hands and knees crawling to the patio.= 
5. =hhh huh huh ha-.hhhhn. 

Each segment performed the task required for the construction of a narrative formed of five canonical 

stages: (1) exposition, (2) complication, (3) climax, (4) resolution, and (5) coda. P’s construction of his 

narrative attended to the inclusion of all five stages demonstrating that P intended his turn to be 

heard as complete. The slight laugh at the end completed with a terminal out breath and downward 

intonation contour offered the next speaker position to GP (see Jefferson, Sacks and Schegloff 

1987). P had thus not only provided a transition relevant place by terminating his turn; he had 

projected GP’s relevant confirmation and talk on the topic proposed. 

In Turn 3, GP aligned with the participant role projected for him with the question “When did you do 

this?” which projected more talk on the topic underway, the story of an incident that caused injury to 

P’s back. P aligned sequentially in Turn 4 by providing the second part of this adjacency pair, an 

answer, “Yesterday afternoon.” However, the absence of elaboration once again projected 

questioning as the relevant next action from GP. GP’s continued participation was made relevant by 

the topical rationality - their coordinated action was focused on the search for an adequate service 

topic. The sequential structure made sensible as a topic generation procedure was thus established. 

The Q-A sequence had been made relevant by P’s design of his topic proposal.  

GP’s next turn further oriented to topic generation by recycling part of P’s prior turn “Yesterday”. His 

significant emphasis on the first syllable of the recycled portion and the inclusion of a change of state 
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marker “oh↑ ri↑ght” was heard by P as a question. This analysis is apparent in P’s Turn, 6, in which 

he continued his narrative. His narrative was focused on the effects of the incident on his ability to 

carry out ‘normal’ physical activities. In Turn 2 he had formulated the back incident as an event that 

had disrupted his gardening activities and specified that he “couldn’t straighten up” and “ended up on 

his hands and knees crawling”. In Turn 6, he detailed his action since “yesterday” as a continuation of 

his story, “And a::h oh after that I've just rested up since and umm now I can walk around a lot better 

than I was↑”. This utterance was tied to his utterance in Turn 2 using a commonsensical collocation 

of terms: crawl, hands, knees, walk. That is, he focused on experiences associated with the injury 

rather than providing information such as the location of or perhaps variable intensity of pain.  

Thus far P and GP had collaboratively developed the topic proposal as a story about an incident in 

which a back injury had been sustained. The work that GP did in his next turn, asking the question 

“Any pain going down your legs at all?” provided the relevant topic confirmation (i.e., the third turn in 

the topic initial elicitation sequence). This move transformed the topic into an actionable service topic. 

In doing so he oriented to the institutional relevance of their talk, something that P had oriented to in 

coming to the medical clinic (Eglin & Wideman 1986; Zimmerman 1992).  

At this point it was established that the topic to be preserved was not the story about a gardening 

accident, the event that caused the back injury. Rather, the topic to be preserved was the aetiology of 

the back injury. The biographical narrative, however, continued to be instrumental in focussing the 

service topic and ongoing serviceable tasks. The service topic preserved was the back injury and its 

implications for Bill’s ability to carry out his normal everyday activities. 

The ‘work’ undertaken by co-participants in the establishment of this MSE opening can perhaps be 

better understood by considering a range of possible next actions that GP could have performed in 

Turn 6. For instance, GP could have treated the information as news and P’s actions as a news 
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report by providing a turn that showed alignment as news recipient, such as “Oh that’s terrible” or 

“Oh, it’s good that you’re getting better.” Or, he could have treated P’s actions as a story and provided 

a turn that would have projected more talk on the injury vis a vis the gardening, for instance, “Did you 

ever get the weeds to the dump?”. Treating the topic as a story might also have led to the generation 

of a ‘second story’ by GP. One of the properties of story-tellings is that story-recipients take the 

hearing of a story in conversation as an opportunity to tell one of their own (Sacks 1992a [1967]: 

537). In this case GP might have produced something like: “Yeah, I did my back in a few years ago 

doing the same thing.”  

Any of these hearings and courses of action would have demonstrated GP’s analysis of P’s action as 

made rational as a storytelling about his daily life, rather than as a service topic generation sequence. 

However, GP’s and P’s collaborative actions did not orient to these discursive possibilities of P’s initial 

topic proposal or the rationalities that they would have documented. None of the other possibilities 

would have been consistent with competent social members’ background knowledge and 

understandings of MSEs. Both parties oriented to their interaction organised by the search for a 

service topic relevant for an institutional medical service event. P had ‘called on’ GP, P had told a 

story in which an injury was the complication, and GP had conducted a search for medically relevant 

details that P had readily provided so that a service topic could be located.  

The scenic properties of this interaction are recognisable to members of this culture; however, the 

rationales for proposing service topics in narrative form have not been explicated. Pertinent to this, it 

was found that Ps’ descriptive selections (in this instance details of events going on when the injury 

occurred) were not random, they were relevant to building or assembling a service topic. They had 

consistency and were organised intelligibly for that focus (Schegloff 1972).  
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The focus consistently developed in P’s talk was that the back injury disrupted his normal active life, 

such that ordinary everyday activities, like walking, were impossible. P’s topic proposal, therefore, 

oriented to GP’s hearing that fixing rather than understanding the pain was what would count as 

adequate service. P wanted a service that would enable him to resume normal activity. 

It was found that biographical narrative topic proposals and topic generation sequences were focused 

in two ways: (1) they specified Ps’ service needs, that is, what the upshot of the medical service event 

should be; and (2) they described the features of GP and P categories, projecting high levels of 

participation by GPs in eliciting medically relevant details and in transforming the biographical 

narratives and descriptions into actionable service topics. The ways in which these carefully 

assembled service topics organised both the content and structure of ongoing talk are discussed in 

Section 5.4.3.2. 

One further point to make here is that judgements about the adequacy of co-participants’ actions in 

situated GP-P interactions are relevant only to local (turn-by-turn) organisations of the talk. 

Generalised pre-theorisations of the function of conversational objects, such as questions, as GPs’ 

methods of establishing asymmetrical power relations with themselves in the position of power, are 

unwarranted. Similarly, pre-theorisations of Ps’ inclusions of lifeworld references as generally 

signifying a desire to be understood as a ‘whole person,’ and as evidence of a struggle between the 

‘voice of the lifeworld’ and the ‘voice of medicine’ (Mishler 1984) must be warranted by analysis of the 

local circumstances of their use. In this opening sequence and in the continuing interaction, these 

particular pre-theorised accounts are found to be unwarranted. 

5.4.3.2 THE ONGOING ORGANISATION OF SEQUENCES FOLLOWING BIOGRAPHICAL NARRATIVE PROPOSALS 

P’s topic proposal had required GP to ask questions, and the topic generation sequence was 

consequently constituted as a Q-A sequence. P’s selected formulations constructed the focus of the 
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topic and the service required. His selections demonstrated his lack of interest in the aetiology of the 

injury; his interest was in minimising the duration of the disruption to his everyday activities.  

The continuation of the interaction maintained the Q-A structure that had generated the service topic. 

Another ongoing feature of this interaction (and others like it) was that P’s descriptions of the matters 

pertinent to the injury were referenced to his ordinary everyday activities. P’s actions continued to 

assemble the service topic and the category GP such that GP was morally required to focus on cure 

not cause. This constrained not only the sequential structure of the talk, but also the types of services 

that GP could provide. P’s constitution of the service topic as a narrative in which the back injury was 

the complication implied that it was GP who could fix the problem. Thus Ps’ actions, and the 

membership category descriptions they accomplished, constrained GPs’ actions. 

In the continuation of BILL’S BIOGRAPHICAL NARRATIVE, the service topic had been formulated such that 

it required that the scheme of interpretation used to assess the moral adequacy of any action was 

whether it focused on the injury in the locally relevant context of P’s ability to get on with his daily life 

without pain or disability. In the transcript below, it can be seen that co-participants documented this 

understanding for each other in their individual actions. The first observation that can be made about 

this segment of the interaction is that there is an observable contrast between P’s actions in Turns 8 

and 10 and Turns 12 and 14.  

EXAMPLE 5.6.2 BILL’S BIOGRAPHICAL NARRATIVE SEGMENT 2 

BP-WW – 3A4 

07   GP Any pain going down your legs at all↑ 
08  P No: 
09   GP All in it in your lower back. 
010  P Yeh- yeh- yeh- it's the right- the right- the right hand side. (6) 
011   GP You racing to get out of the sto::rm↑ 
012  P No↑ It was well before that actually I got our umm youngest boy home from work in his lunch hour and he 

cooked stuff for dinner- and that was about half past one, so yeh we were ahead of the storm. 
013   GP You ever done this before↑ 
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014  P No! well (.) I've- the only other back problem I had was after I fell through the roof of the stable years ago. 
You know↑ Well that was just sort of for a few days. 

015   GP Yeh↑ 

In response to GP’s questions (Turns 7 & 9), directed as investigating the type and source of pain, 

P’s responses are brief. In Turn 10, he spoke quickly and did not elaborate even though GP waited 

six seconds after he had stopped talking before he took a turn. At Turn 11, GP changed the type of 

question he asked and in doing so aligned with the topical focus that P’s actions had formulated. GP 

designed his next exploratory question (to determine the exact time and circumstances of P’s injury) 

to display that alignment. Rather than asking questions such as “Exactly when did this happen?” or 

“Were you doing anything unusual?”, GP asked the question “You racing to beat the storm?” He 

thereby tied his talk during the performance of the service task to aspects of P’s daily life. Following 

this, P once again provided a detailed narrative to set the time of the injury: his son was home for 

lunch, he had cooked “dinner” and it was, therefore, “about half past one,” finally tying to the actual 

content of GP’s question and thereby making it retrospectively relevant with “so yeh, we were ahead 

of the storm.” 

It can be seen that the service topic was the central resource used by the interactants to make sense 

of one anothers’ utterances. P’s answer displays his understanding that GP was interested in the time 

and circumstances of the back injury, and understood the project of GP’s question. Their mutual 

orientation to the centrality of the service topic can also be seen in P’s answer to GP’s next question 

“You ever done this before?”. P’s next turn demonstrated that he understood this question to be about 

the back injury. No explanation of what “this” refers to was necessary. P understood it to refer to the 

back injury. Mutual orientation to preserving the service topic provided for the reasonableness of P’s 

answer, “No! well (.) I've- the only other back problem I had was after I fell through the roof of the 

stable years ago. You know↑ Well that was just sort of for a few days.” By his action, P showed that 

he had heard the question to be about his injury not about his son, lunch or gardening. P also 
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maintained the relevance of his daily life and the back injury as a disruption by including more 

biographical details. This link was extended by tying the current service topic, this back injury, to the 

previous back injury by specifying that on that occasion his daily activities had only been disrupted for 

a “few days”.  

EXAMPLE 5.6.3 BILL’S BIOGRAPHICAL NARRATIVE SEGMENT 3 

BP-WW – 3A4 

016 P °Yeh° 
017 GP So there's definitely an improvement from this since yesterday afternoon.= 
018 P =Oh yeh yes, (.5) much better. 
019 GP We'll get you to stand up and we'll have a look at (1) some things↑  (1) Sore in this area here↑ 
020 P Naw it' ri- just there. 
021 GP Turn you around a little bit.(8) did you feel anything pop when it happened↑ 
022 P Na not noticeably it was just all of a sudden there was pain↑ 

GP’s Turn 17, “So there’s definitely an improvement since yesterday?” oriented to P’s construct of the 

service topic via an orientation to the significance of duration of disrupted daily life. He tied this turn to 

P’s Turn 14 and to Turns 2 and 6 in the opening exchange. At Turn 19, GP offered a second service, 

a physical examination, as part of his investigation of the problem. The Q-A structure was maintained. 

The status of the injury as disruptive to everyday activities was also included in P’s answers to GP’s 

questions during the examination – “all of a sudden” marking that disruption once again. The talk 

continued and followed the question – narrative description structure that had been developed from 

the beginning of the interaction.  

Ps ‘designed’ GPs in specific ways and GP’s compliance with the topical organisation designed by P, 

was maintained throughout and organised the content and structure of GP’s and P’s actions. 

Although GP explored and diagnosed the reason for the pain, his descriptions were brief and led 

directly to longer sequences in which the minimisation of disruption to everyday activities could be 

effected. 
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EXAMPLE 5.6.4 BILL’S BIOGRAPHICAL NARRATIVE SEGMENT 4 

BP-WW – 3A4 

 ((physical examination continued)) 
039  GP    [Now don't- you're there- that's far enough ok righto .hhh alright- well obviously what you've done 

you've you've pulled the back a bit. 
040   P Yeh. 
041  GP Cos you'll probably find this will settle in 2 or 3 day:s, 
042  P Wahh I hope↑ so. 
043 GP Yes: you can- you can always toddle off and see your friendly, family chiropractor. 
044 P Yehh: 
045 GP Will it// 
046 P //Don't know whether we have one. ahh hhh 
047 GP Nah, well you probably ahh- probably don't but really really- what it needs a ahh little bit of ahh gentle 

heat, like a hot water bottle. [Rest- rest]- is     [the most important.  
048 P  [yeh well I have] [Yeh well I've been resting and I had (1) a good hot soak 

in the bath last night and even after that it felt a lot better. (3) 

 ((GP provided advice on treatment: chiropractor, heat, rest and anti-inflammatories for pain relief))  

056 GP I'll (1) rip out the back and get you samples some anti-inflammatories to take for a couple of days, Get 
ya some pain relief↑ and you should you know heat a warm bottle.= 

057 P Um hm 

 ((talk about use of medications)) 

072 GP So one a day in water with food (1) .hh and hopefully it'll all settle down- do you need a note for work or 
anything↑ 

073 P Yeah, I should have one yeh. 

The project of P’s topic proposal, marking the injury as significant because it seriously impaired his 

ability to go about his normal daily activities, provided the background understanding, the scheme of 

interpretation and criteria, for judging the moral adequacy of individual action within the ongoing 

interaction. The relevant sequential structure of the activity through which the service topic proposal 

was developed also provided the rationality for the sequential actions of both GP and P in the 

exchange. 

This section has shown that GPs and Ps mutually oriented to their talk as organised by and for the 

generation and preservation of service topics. On this basis they were able to assign meaning to 

actions. Section 5.4.4, below, summarises these findings. 
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5.4.4 Summary: Topical Rationality - Categorial and Sequential Organsiation 

This section has focused on the ways that Ps’ designs of topic proposals are implicative for GPs’ 

actions and the local organisation of service topic generation sequences and that GPs’ 

accountabilities for attending to the implicature of service topic proposals and associated generation 

sequences constrain their actions in subsequent talk. The focal activity in opening sequences was 

service topic generation, and, by orienting to the normativity of that, Ps and GPs could identify 

themselves not only as undifferentiated GPs and Ps and their activity as GP-P talk in an MSE but 

also as an appropriate GP and P for the situated event. Their actions were referenced to the specific 

service topic focus formulated and to the sequential method specified in Ps’ topic proposal to assess 

their reasonableness. In generating an actionable service topic they formulated the particular, local 

“biography and prospects of the present interaction that each used and attributed to the other as a 

common scheme of interpretation and expression” (Garfinkel 1972: 5). In ongoing talk, the actual 

service topic generated, focused by P’s selected formulations, became the “common scheme of 

interpretation and expression.” The actions for which co-participants could expect social support were 

derived from and specified by the service topic that had been assembled.  

It has been shown that topic generation exchange sequences establish service topics as either task 

or problem focused, that is, service topics were constituted as manifestly serviceable. Three types of 

service topics were identified in Section 5.4. These types of service topics were shown to include Ps’ 

endogenous accounts of how their service needs could be met. Actions in these sequences were 

organised topically. Ongoing categorial and sequential organisation were found to be responsive to 

the implicature of different types of service topic proposals. It was found that GPs’ and Ps’ actions 

were constrained by mutual orientation to service topic organisation.  

Service topic proposals were not analysed by GPs as lists of the medical goods and services 

required; they were heard as templates for action, that is, as descriptions of what would count on that 
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occasion as morally adequate ‘servicing’ and also as topic preservation. Topic proposals were 

constituted as ‘servicing templates’ and their preservation constrained ongoing sequential action. The 

specific topical formulations of medical problems and types of service topics generated from Ps’ topic 

proposals were found to organise both the content and structure of ongoing talk.  

It was found that Ps and GPs oriented to the different types of service topics and their preservability 

as that which rendered their interactions recognisable, rational and mutually intelligible. Their actions 

were understandable as procedures used to maintain the currency of the relevant type of service 

topic until closure could be collaboratively accomplished. Topic maintenance relied on the 

development and performance of ‘serviceable tasks’ using the methods recommended in 

endogenous accounts of particular service topics. Tasks performed throughout MSEs were thus 

observably tied to the specific features of service topics generated. This section focuses on the local 

organisation of ongoing GP-P talk. It provides evidence of the finding that both the content and 

structure of GP-P talk were topically organised. The normativity of accountabilities for preserving 

service topics and the constraints that that imposed on local organisation of exchange structures 

were demonstrated.  

Section 5.4 has documented the reflexive relationship between the types of service topics generated 

and the local organisation of service topic preservation. It has been documented that Ps’ topic 

proposal turn designs constrained GPs’ confirmation turn designs and the types of exchange 

sequences used in ongoing talk and were implicative for the trajectory of talk on the service topics 

they preserve. Turn design in topic elicitation sequences oriented to the accomplishment of 

descriptions of the tasks relevant to the service topic they were preserving. The execution of these 

topic-preserving tasks was, in turn, procedurally consequential for local sequential and categorial 

order in MSEs. The relationship between the organisation of service topics and locally organised 
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sequential actions within GP-P talk has thus been documented. Section 5.5 documents that closing 

sequences were topically organised. 

5.5 Service topic closure as a rational basis for terminating MSEs 

The accomplishment of MSE closure was also managed topically. It has been shown that GPs and 

Ps oriented to the tasks of generating and preserving service topics as constraining on their actions. 

In closing sequences co-participants oriented to service topics as the reason that the interaction had 

occurred by using them as a resource for organising topical pre-closing exchanges that led to the 

accomplishment of topical closings and ‘terminal exchanges’ (Schegloff & Sacks 1974: 243 – 245). 

Schegloff and Sacks (1974) found that conversational closure was enabled after pre-closings had 

been effectively executed. Standard devices used in pre-closing sequences for initiating closing 

exchanges were explicated in Sections 2.4.1.3 and 3.3.2.4 (Button 1987; Schegloff & Sacks 1974). In 

MSEs, it was found that in topical closing exchanges and terminal exchanges GPs and Ps recurrently 

used characteristically modified forms of standard pre-closing strategies described by Schegloff and 

Sacks (1974) and Button (1987). These included courses of action such as: making arrangements, 

providing back-referencing summaries, reason-for-call re-iterations and formulations of up-shot, and 

solicitudes.  

It was found that closings in MSEs were accomplished in two stages. In the first stage routine pre-

closing and closing sequences were used to close talk on service topics. Second stage closings 

involving second pre-closings and terminal exchanges became relevant only after a successful topical 

closure. Terminal exchanges were immediately entered once topical closings had been 

accomplished; they typically involved the use of a solicitude as a pre-closing device and a brief, 

usually two-turn terminal exchange sequence. 
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It was found that each closing stage had distinctive features that replicated particular features of pre-

closings and closings in other settings (explicated in Section 2.4). In stage one, successful movement 

from topical pre-closing to topical closing relied on mutually displayed agreement that a service topic 

could be closed. The features of caller/client – called/service provider categories developed in topic 

initial elicitation sequences in MSE openings were oriented to in closing exchanges. Locally 

organised sequences whereby topic closure was accomplished included the following courses of 

action:  

A. Providing a slot for any unmentioned service topics to be raised (closing implicative because it 

signals prior service topic completion and imminent termination of the interaction). The typical 

organisation of this type of pre-closing sequence involved: GPs’ provision of a service topic 

elicitor (e.g., “Okay. (.5)  Now, was there anything else you wanted to ask me↑”) followed by a 

no-further-service-topic-report from P (e.g., “Um↑ (1) I think that's it↑ … I can't think of anything 

else.”); 

B. Providing service topic disposals (closing implicative because it signals that the reason for the call 

has been resolved). The typical organisation of this type of pre-closing sequence involved: GPs’ 

disposals of one or more service topics by making arrangements regarding future talk on those 

topics (e.g. “Oka::y↓ Okay↑ Well↑ (.) there we go, I'll give you that, script Lillian↑ and we'll hear 

from you if it's no good.”), followed by agreement and acceptance tokens from Ps (e.g. “Yep, 

alright then↑ Thank you.”); 

C. Providing for disengagement of called from caller via topical closure. The typical organisation of 

this type of pre-closing sequence involved: announcements by Ps’ that no further talk on service 

topics was relevant (e.g., “Think that’s all I wanted from ya↑”), followed by acknowledgement 

from the GP that the client/provider relationship has been terminated (e.g., “There ya go↑”). 

D. Providing a slot for summing-up, formulating the up-shot of topical talk. The typical organisation of 

this type of pre-closing sequence involved: questions asked by or formulations of key points by 

Ps (e.g., “Mmm, and um: the- the results that you've already got↑”) that projected GPs’ provisions 

of final summaries and/or arrangements (e.g. They're perfect, except for the cholesterol, they're 

fine.). 
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Stage Two of MSE closings are referred to here as ‘terminal exchanges’ (following Schegloff and 

Sacks 1974: 245). These exchange sequences were usually very brief. They were the 

organisationally preferred sequences following a successful final topical closing. Terminal exchanges 

consisted of a pre-terminal sequence initiated typically by GPs but could be initiated by Ps. Typically 

non-service topics mentioned during the course of the interaction (e.g. Well, enjoy your holiday↑ + P: 

Yeah, thanks.) or other lifeworld topics not previously mentioned (e.g., GP: Have a quiet weekend↑ + 

P: Yeah. I wish.; P: Have a nice Christmas↑ + GP: Thanks, you too) were used as resources to 

accomplish pre-terminal exchanges. A successful pre-terminal exchange led to a terminal ceremonial 

exchange that rarely consisted of more than two or three turns (e.g., Bye. – Bye.; or Oka::y. – Bye. – 

See ya'). These results are exemplified below in Tables 5.5 – 5.8. 

TABLE 5.5 PROPOSITION A: TOPICAL PRE-CLOSING AND CLOSING MOVES & TERMINAL EXCHANGE 

Utterance Action 
Accomplishing Service Topic Closure 

107 GP Okay. (.5)   
Now, was there anything else you wanted to 
ask me↑ 

Disjunct marker 
Providing a slot for un-mentioned service topics to be 
raised 

108 P Um↑ (1) I think that's it↑ No further service topic report 

109 GP That's it↑ Requesting confirmation of no-further-topic 

110 P I can't think of anything else. Providing for disengagement of called from caller. 

111 GP All right then. [And um] Service topic closure. 

112 P [Can I] grab some gloves↑ New service topic opened by P – direct request 

113 GP Mm:::m.  Mary has (.) fixed that. Goods provided by GP 

114 P O::h Okay. Service topic closure 

Accomplishing Termination of the Interaction 
115 GP Oka:y.  See you later then. Disjunct marker; Solicitude 

116 P Bye! Terminal 

117 GP Bye. Terminal 
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TABLE 5.6  PROPOSITION B: TOPICAL PRE-CLOSING AND CLOSING MOVES & TERMINAL EXCHANGE 

Utterance Action 
Accomplishing Service Topic Closure 

193 P Yeh it is, it just the joints and things that are 
huh ha falling apart↑ Orh well↓ (1) 

Formulating the up-shot of the service topic 

194 GP Oka::y↓ Okay↑ Well↑ (.) 

there we go, I'll give you that, script Lillian↑ 
and we'll hear from you if it's [no good. 

Disjunct markers - providing for the prospective 
relevance of a pre-closing exchange sequence: 

Providing service topic disposals 

195 P [Yep, alright then↑ Thank you. Service topic closure 

Accomplishing Termination of the Interaction 

196 GP You be good. Right huh huh. Behave. Hah 
hah [hah hah  I'll help you out. 

Solicitude 

197 P [hah hah Yeh heh heh heh heh↑  I haven't 
got much choice at the moment↑ 

Solicitude 

198 GP Ok see you then. Terminal  

199 P All right. I'll see you later. Terminal 

 

 

TABLE 5.7  PROPOSITION C: TOPICAL PRE-CLOSING AND CLOSING MOVES & TERMINAL EXCHANGE  

Utterance Action 
Accomplishing Service Topic Closure 

124 GP Alright↑ Disjunct marker providing for the prospective 
relevance of a pre-closing exchange 

125 P Think that’s all I wanted from ya↑ Providing for disengagement of called from caller. 

126 GP Ta sign me life away↓ Formulating up-shot of services provided 

127 P Ye::ah. (6) You can move on eh↑ Providing for disengagement of called from caller. 

128 GP Thank you. Topic closure 

129 P No worries. Topic closure 

Accomplishing Termination of the Interaction 

130 GP There ya go↑  Have a quiet weekend↑ Solicitude 

131 P Yeah. I wish (.) Okay. Terminal 
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TABLE 5.8 PROPOSITION D: TOPICAL PRE-CLOSING AND CLOSING MOVES & TERMINAL EXCHANGE  

Utterance Action 
Accomplishing Service Topic Closure 

96 GP All right.  

So what you should do if y- you know drop 
back in, 3 or 4 weeks to get your blood 
pressure checked, and as soon as that VMA 
result comes in and I see it umm if there's 
anything we need to talk about, the girls'll ring 
you up↑ and say come on back down.  So if 
you don't hear from us, it's good news.  You’ll 
know it's okay. 

Disjunct marker providing for the prospective 
relevance of a pre-closing exchange; 
Making arrangements 

97 P Mmm, and um: the- the results that you've 
already got↑ 

Providing a slot for summing-up, formulating the up-
shot of topical talk.  

98 GP They're perfect, except for the cholesterol, 
they're fine. 

Summing up matters to do with reason-for-call 

99 P Fine yeh= Summary accepted 

100 GP =Yep↑ no they’re- they’re really good. 
There's no sign of diabetes↑ no sign of uh 
kidney failure↑ liver failure↑ anything like 
that.  In fact according to them if we didn't 
know you had ah a touch of blood pressure 
then ahh we'd say you could say you could 
live to be 100. 

Continued back-referencing summing up matters to 
do with reason-for-call 

101 P Umm well I don't think I was= Upshot formulated 

102 GP =in im- imminent danger of passing away no I 
don't think so eit[her 

Upshot formulated 

Accomplishing Termination of the Interaction 
103 P [heh hah hah[ahahahaha] Solicitude 

104 GP [hahahahheh]                     Oka::y. Solicitude 

105 P Bye. Terminal 

106 GP See ya'. Terminal 

The distinctive features of MSE closings, illustrated above, documents the relevance of service topics 

and topical organisation for the coordinated action of GPs and Ps within these interactions.  

5.6 Summary of findings 

Informed by EM/CA, the analysis reported in this chapter has established that MSE interactions are 

topically organised: Orientation to topical organisation via the phenomenon ‘service topics’ provided 
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the rationality for local sequential and categorial organisations. Ps and GPs held each other 

accountable for locating (generating/finding) and preserving actionable service topics. The service 

topic operated as the phenomenon whereby coherence and cohesion was maintained in the 

interactions and the other dimensions of social organisation were constituted and made reasonable, 

logical and meaningful (Garfinkel & Wieder 1992). Ps’ and GP’ mutual orientation to the centrality of 

the service topic organised:  

• entry into, and exit from, local sequences and the extended sequence;  

• co-ordination of local sequences of activities oriented to the fulfilment of conventional 

institutional goals; and 

• co-ordination of sequential activities in ways that reflected both the expectable 

features of social categories GP and P and met the locally specified requirements of 

situated conventional institutional service tasks.  

Patterns found in the local organisation of opening sequences showed that GPs and Ps oriented to 

service topic generation as a local imperative. GPs’ and Ps’ recurrently use a modified form of the 

three-part topic initial elicitation exchange sequence in opening sequences, and oriented to the 

provision of a reason-for-the-call, that is, an actionable service topic, as the relevant, accountable 

activity. Accountability for topically organising GP-P talk is reflected in highly organised topic 

generation procedures managed with reference to the locally invoked category features of GP and P 

categories.  

Patterns of turn-taking in topic initial elicitation exchange sequences provided reliable procedures for 

service topic generation and preservation. Recurrently, turns were distributed according to 

institutional identity: GPs were accountable for eliciting and confirming topics and Ps were 

accountable for proposing service topics. 
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Turn design was recurrently attended to as a procedural resource for the generation of sustainable 

and specifically focused service topics, in particular, Ps’ designs of topic proposal turns were 

procedurally consequential for the design of GPs’ next turns in the three-part sequence and for the 

content and structural organisation of subsequent sequences. 

Patterns found in the local sequential organisation in ongoing MSEs showed Ps’ and GPs’ actions 

were constrained by local sequential organisations of service topic generation sequences and mutual 

orientations to an obligation to talk on service topics and to preserve those topics throughout their talk 

as a reason for ongoing action.  

Patterns found in the local organisation of topic closure and MSE closure showed Ps’ and GPs’ 

mutual orientations to an obligation to close service topics and for the closure of service topics to be 

heard as foreshadowing the termination of the interaction. The two stage structure of closing 

exchanges is found to be a local means whereby service topics were oriented to as the reason for the 

interaction to occur. It is not until service topic closure had been successfully enacted that 

interactional termination could either proceed or be successful. 

The local organisation of GP-P talk is oriented to local accounts of service topics. It has been shown 

that co-participants in these interactions did not import logics from pre-theorised accounts of GP-P 

interactions. Co-participants’ activities to constitute service topics also constituted their talk as GP-P 

talk in an MSE. Chapter 6, following, reports the analysis of the operation of topical talk in the 

organization of the extended sequence, the MSE. 
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CHAPTER 6  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 2:THE OPERATION OF TOPICAL TALK IN THE ORGANISATION OF 
EXTENDED SEQUENCES 

We may share lively intuitions, in general or with respect to specific details, that it 
matters that some participants in data we are examining are physicians or news 
interviewers; that they are working at tasks which are constrained by the law, or by 
economic or organizational contingencies, or by their material setting. However insistent 
our sense of the reality and decisive bearing of such features of the work institution or 
setting, there remains the relevance of anchoring our ‘grasp’ in a methodic explication 
of the objects of our enquiry, cast, so to speak, from the inside. (Schegloff 1992: 127 – 
128) 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the relationship between topical organisation and extended sequential 

organisation in MSEs. Chapter 5 reported that co-participants in MSEs documented the rationality of 

their local membership categorisation work and the organisation of local sequences of talk related 

directly to their orientation to topical order. The analyses reported in Chapter 5 focused on the local 

organisation of opening, ongoing and closing sequences. This chapter reports the findings of 

analyses of the operation of topical organisation in relation to the sequential organisation of entire 

MSE interactions, that is, to extended sequential organisation. The analyses reported in this chapter 

are relevant to both research questions: 

1. How does topical talk operate in the organisation and management of MSE interactions? 

2. How does topical talk operate in the coordination of specific service requests and service 

provisions? 

The analysis reported in this chapter focuses on the organisation of extended sequences (see 

Section 2.4). The shaded section in Table 6.1 (reproduced from Chapter 3 where it appears as Table 

3.4.) indicates the aspects of topical organisation that EM/CA has found relevant within extended 

sequences and those that are investigated within the MSE setting in this study.  
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TABLE 6.1   ASPECTS OF TOPICAL ORGANISATIONS INVESTIGATED IN THIS CHAPTER  

 LOCAL SEQUENCES EXTENDED SEQUENCES 

 SEQUENTIAL ORDER  CATEGORIAL ORDER SEQUENTIAL ORDER  CATEGORIAL ORDER 

 

TOPICAL 
ORGANISERS 

 

Topic Generation  

Topic Preservation  

Topic Closure 

Topic Carriers 

Topic sensitive 
classifications 

Sequential structures 
that provide for 
embedded category 
descriptions 

Category 
descriptions 
accomplished via 
topical management 

 

Reason-for-call 
Topics 

Cover Topics 

False-first Topics 

Sub-Topics 

Preliminary Topics  

Pre-topical sequences 

Classifications organised 
by topics talked about  

MCDs that provide for 
category accretion & 
transformation 

Topic structures available 
for membership 
categorisation work (i.e., 
pre-topical sequences, 
preliminary topics, sub-
topics)  

The particular relevance of service topics as locally constituted ‘reason for call’ topics (Sacks 1992a 

[1968]: 773 – 783) was investigated. Service topics were found to provide the rationality of local 

sequences in MSEs (see Chapter 5). The rationality of extended sequential organisation in MSEs 

was also found to be organised by and relevantly for the generation and preservation of service 

topics. 

The reflexive relationship between constituting service topics as the ‘reason for’ the interaction and 

the achievement of extended sequential order is reported in this chapter. Sacks observed that “the 

phenomenon ‘special reason for a call’ is a preservable feature of a contact” (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 

773). He found that the procedure, establishing a topic as the reason for an interaction, provided a 

resource whereby that topic could be preserved. According to Sacks, ‘reason for call’ topics provide 

warrants for: (a) extending interactions beyond greeting exchanges; (b) classifying topics within 

interactions such that ‘reason for call’ topics are attributed a high status while a relatively lower status 

is attributed to other occasioned topics; and (c) the timely termination of an interaction – “announcing 

a topic can permit a recipient to monitor when that topic will be finished” (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 775). 
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Section 6.2 documents the procedures whereby Ps and GPs oriented to service topics as necessary 

for the continuation of their interactions. The analyses document the finding that extended sequential 

order depended on the constitution of a service topic and that service topics functioned as ‘cover 

topics’ (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 320) that allowed the interactions to proceed. Service topic generation 

was found to be oriented to as a moral imperative.  

Section 6.3 documents the finding that Ps and GPs oriented to service topics as the topics to be 

preserved and as the rationality of the local and extended sequential order in MSEs. The 

accomplishment of a preservable service topic was procedurally consequential for the overall topical 

organisation of the GP-P talk studied here in the same ways that Sacks found such topics operated in 

other settings. Further, service topics also provided for the local rationality of certain actions with 

respect to those topics and other sub-topics within interactions, such that hierarchies of topics, with 

service topics as primary and others as preliminary or sub-topics, were constructed:  

1. Topics initiated prior to the topic constructed as the ‘reason for’ the interaction, that is, the 

service topic, were oriented to as preliminary; and 

2. Other ‘occasioned’ topics were oriented to as subsidiary or sub-topics (Sacks 1992a [1968]: 

762), indicated by locally organised accountabilities for tying them to the service topic. 

Section 6.4 documents the finding that service topics were used as a resource for monitoring the 

continued viability of a current interaction and for accomplishing the termination of interactions. 

6.2 Locating a service topic established a rationale for interacting 

perhaps there’s a phenomenon – pervasively important conversational topics (Sacks, 
1992a: 390) 

It was found that in every MSE all GPs and Ps worked to generate a reason for the consultation, that 

is, a service topic (see Table 5.3). The analyses in this section show that ‘reason for call’ (service) 

topics are structural devices for constituting and maintaining extended sequential order in topically 
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organised interactions. The finding that GPs and Ps oriented to the provision of service topics as an 

accountable matter does not imply that Ps always stated their service needs directly. Nor does it 

suggest that service topics provided transparent descriptions of requests for, or offers and deliveries 

of, services that were actually desired or provided. Rather, the service topics were located as 

accounts of the ‘legitimate’ institutional business, and the means whereby ongoing, relevant talk could 

be achieved. It was found that the sustainability of a service topic was related to whether or not it 

effectively projected further talk in the interaction.  

Further, the constitution of a service topic was found to be a method routinely used to preserve 

coherence in interactions by providing for the intelligibility of talk on other occasioned topics. Thus a 

service topic both constituted, and provided procedures for sustaining, extended sequential order in 

MSEs.  

This is documented in Example 6.1, a consultation between the GP, CS, and P, ML, a male in his 

20s. The service topic was initially proposed as a description of ML’s physical response to a bout of 

very cold weather. ML has a chronic condition involving paralysis of one side of his body caused 

several years earlier by a series of strokes. He had been CS’s regular patient for several years and 

had been attending the same clinic prior to CS’s arrival there and prior to his first stroke, which 

occurred when he was nineteen years of age.  

Several segments are provided below to demonstrate the finding that providing a ‘reason for call’ 

(service topic) was a procedure whereby Ps and GPs reflexively constituted extended sequential 

order that was recognisably normative for MSEs. The activity ‘generation of a service topic’ linked 

local activities oriented to topic preservation and coherence in the interaction to organisational 

activities oriented to extended sequential order and the overall logic of MSEs.  
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The analyses of Example 6.1, MARTIN’S PROBLEMS SEGMENTS 1 – 4 (6.1.1 – 6.1.4), show that service 

topics were the collaboratively produced and ‘understood’ basis for rational action in this institutional 

setting. Situated needs and local activities, including talk on other occasioned topics, were made 

rational with reference to the service topic. Whether service topics were or were not the ‘real’ reason 

for the consultation was not important. What was important was that they were established so that the 

MSE could be coherently accomplished. They were a foundational structure and a conduit or ‘cover 

topic’ (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 320) for whatever other activities Ps and GPs chose to include.  

In MARTIN’S PROBLEMS for instance, the cover topic, P’s hemiplegia, was established as the service 

topic. Talk about physical problems associated with the hemiplegia was used as a cover for other 

activities to be introduced. The invocation of the cover topic was the tying technique (Sacks 1992a 

[1966]: 322) that established the relevance of other activities. For instance, P’s request for GP to fill 

out a worker’s compensation form was made reasonable by tying that activity to the service topic 

generated in the opening sequence. The service topic (reason for call) provided the locus of rational 

action and thus extended sequential order. Segment 1 is a transcript of the opening sequence of the 

interaction, 

EXAMPLE 6.1.1 MARTIN’S PROBLEMS SEGMENT 1 

CS – ML – 6A19 

01 GP Okay. .hhh well. hhh I’ll just close the door (.5) and ahh, (.) what's been happening. (.) with you. (.) [over 
the last few days] 

02 P  [U::mm↑ (.) cold] weather's been playing up with me↑ 
03 GP Is it↑ 
04 P Yeah (.) in me leg ya know jeez it gets sore at night. 
05 GP What about the he:ad. 
06 P Ahh (.) still gettin the headaches too, yea::h. 
07 GP Right yeh.  
08 P (2) 

The service topic in this opening sequence was accomplished using the setting’s organisationally 

preferred three-part topic initial elicitation sequence and the typical institutionally relevant allocation of 
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accountability for turns in the sequence. GP’s prior knowledge of matters to do with P’s medical 

problems and the frequency of his visits to the service centre was evidently oriented via the lack of a 

preliminary greeting exchange, and GP’s initiation of the sequence in Turn 1 with an itemised inquiry 

specifying that P’s request for service should focus on “what's been happening with you over the last 

few days?” . P’s overlapping talk beginning Turn 2 and the design of his service topic proposal as a 

vague description “cold weather's been playing up with me↑” oriented to the shared knowledge of 

matters to do with P’s health. The close co-ordination of their actions is reflected in the parallel “with 

you” – “with me” structure.  

A service topic was thus initiated focused on the effects of cold weather on P without explicitly 

providing for a relevant, specific medical service. GP confirmed the initiation of the service topic with 

the question “Is it?”. In Turns 4 and 5 both P and GP mentioned different specific physical problems 

(leg and head) indicating their mutual understanding of the extent of reference in the service topic. 

GP’s action in Turn 5 asking about P’s head, even though P had specified a problem with his leg in 

Turn 4, showed that GP accepted the general nature of the service topic that was made available in 

the design of P’s proposal. P’s proposed topic, the effect of cold weather on him in general, was 

hearable in the inclusive “playing up with me”. GP’s question “What about the head?” was hearably 

tied via the encompassing formulation of the object of medical interest, “me,” to the service topic 

proposed by P and confirmed by GP.  

The organisation of the opening sequence in MARTIN’S PROBLEMS oriented to the generation of an 

actionable service topic and, thereby, to the relevance of conventional institutional business (see 

Turner 1976), and invoked the categories GP and P. It was noted that although routine topic initial 

elicitation sequences were recurrently used, the designs of P’s topic proposals ascribed different 

features to incumbents of the categories P and GP on each occasion and that this was consequential 

for the sequential structure of opening and subsequent exchanges.  
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Additional segments, below, demonstrate the participants’ understandings that a service topic could 

be generated such that the introduction of other topics was accountably provided for. Service topics 

were found to have the properties of cover topic (Sacks 1992a [1966]: 320) in that they provided a 

procedure for shifting topics without explicit tying and without transitional sequences. These features 

are exemplified in the following segments of MARTIN’S PROBLEMS. 

EXAMPLE 6.1.2 MARTIN’S PROBLEMS SEGMENT 2 

CS – ML – 6A19 

07 GP Right yeh↑ 
08 P (2)   
09 GP What do you do for those. Are ya= 
010 P =Just some medication, those tablets ya give me. But u:m (.) nothin’ else really↑ (3) 
011 GP Yes it's n[ot 
012 P  [It's mainly at night when I get ‘em, get the headaches in the evenings (.5) six, seven o’clock say. 
013 GP Yeh↑ and then does it last for long↑ 
014 P I don't know I go to bed. hhheh 
015 GP You go to bed↓ and go to s[leep. 
016 P  [Once I take those tablets ya give me they put me out and then I (1) sleep it 

off. 
017 GP Okay. Certainly the umm, (1) cold weather doesn't help, 
018 P No:: . 

The structure of the exchange in Segment 2 following the opening topic initial elicitation sequence, a 

problem-descriotion, is a question-answer, (Q-A), sequence. The relevance of this organisation was 

projected by P’s silence at Turn 8 at a strongly marked “transition relevant place” (Sacks, Schegloff & 

Jefferson 1974) at which his talk was projected by the upward inflection at the end of GP’s turn. The 

continuation of the opening sequence relied on P’s uptake of the opportunity to talk provided at that 

‘place’. When P did not continue the opening exchange, GP oriented to local accountability by taking 

a turn and to extended sequential accountability by locating an activity that was tied to the most 

recent inflection of the service topic. Given that no service activity had been specified, P’s silence 

projected a question as the next relevant action by GP. The relevance of the topical organisation 

invoked in the opening sequence required that GP’s question be tied to the current service topic. 

Sacks (1992a [1967]: 716 – 721) found that particular extended sequential functions are 
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accomplished using the “local operation” he referred to as “tying” (explicated in Section 2.4.2.2) In this 

section, the reference is to the property of tied utterances that “a given tied utterance contained the 

product of some operation on an utterance it’s tied to” (718).  

In the segments under consideration here, GP analysed P’s silence as projecting an investigation of 

the last specific matter discussed within the service topic, therefore, asking the question, “What do 

you do for those?”, was an adequate next action. A Q-A sequence was the local organisation made 

procedurally relevant by the co-participants’ design of the topic elicitation sequence. Their 

coordinated actions demonstrate their mutual orientations to the contingencies of local organisation of 

exchange sequences and those of the topically ordered extended sequence. 

Segment 3 demonstrates the orderliness that cover topics provided within MSEs. Talk had continued 

after the opening sequence until Turn 29 on matters to do with P’s pain in his head and paralysed leg 

and arm. At Turn 30, although the topic had not been closed and no services had been performed, P 

abruptly introduced another topic. This is marked as  in the transcript. 

EXAMPLE 6.1.3  MARTIN’S PROBLEMS SEGMENT 3 

CS – ML – 6A19 
024 P  [Umm, (.) the leg’s getting better.] But u:um (1) but the arm (.2) °uz useless.° 
025 GP The arm's still pretty well useless is it↑ 
026 P In u:m (.1) winter it’s worse for some reason, in cold weather,  [don’t ask me why↑] 
027 GP  [.hhhhhhhh]   
028 GP Seems to tighten or slow things up [doesn't it=I think everything sort of becomes more pla- plastic rather 

than more pliable. 
029 P  [yeah. 
030  P hhhh Umm, I had this sent to me↑ 
031 GP Yeah↑ what have you got↑  This is a form from ahh (.5) workers’ comp 
032 P u::↓mm↑ 
033 GP It’s a disablement claim. 
034 P Hmm= 

Talk continued on the matter of the workers’ compensation claim and GP proceeded to complete the 

forms with an insertion at Turn 44 that recalled the initial service topic, general health problems 

associated with an ongoing condition.  
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044 P My speech uz goin too. 
045 GP Is it↑ 

With “too,” P tied this to the talk about his head, leg and arm. The usual restriction that tied utterances 

should be adjacent is over-ridden in MSEs via the operation of the service topic, as seen in this 

interaction. After Turn 45, P re-focused talk on the compensation forms and aspects of his medical 

history pertinent to questions on the forms.  

EXAMPLE 6.1.4 MARTIN’S PROBLEMS SEGMENT 4 

CS – ML – 6A19 
066   P Apparently everybody gets- they take so much money outa ya pay each week (.) it’s compulsory sorta 

thing (2) 
067   GP O:h well that’s u::m certainly nice to know. 
068   P A::h (.) I’m not (.) countin’ on it if I do I do if I don’t I don’t (2) If I do I ‘spose it’s some security if I can’t 

work for pay. 
069   GP Well that’s true yeah.  
070    (4) 
071  P Why’s↑ the leg and arm ache (.5) at night (.) is it to do with the cold↑ 
072   GP yeah↑ the temperature (.) the- not just the temperature but the u:m atmospheric (.5) pressure drops and 

this often creates an – ache in the sen - sors around the (.) joints that causes pain. 
073   P Yeah that’s where it is↑ 
074   GP ye:ah, ye:ah. 
075   P It really a:ches. 
076   GP And you get a bit of help with anti-inflammatories and heat (.5) and that sort of stuff helps a bit .hh so 

umm (2) it all .hhh he:lps but it's u::m (6) but it's sort of gunna hhh- (.2) be better as the summer (.) 
comes on. 

077  P I know I was hospital (.) in November of 85 (2) I dunnow when I got ou:t (.) it was December (.) somepun 
078   GP °Ri::ght°  
079     (30 - pages turning, writing) 
080  P °Still givin’ up drinkin.° 

Again at Turn 71, P abruptly shifted back to the topic of his pain (marked ). At Turn 77 he shifted 

back to talk relevant to the filling out of the form that GP was continuing to complete, and at Turn 80, 

P initiated a new topic, informing GP that he had given up drinking. The local context here provided 

for ‘drinking’ (which was linked in P’s next turn to ‘smoking’) to be heard as drinking alcohol rather 

than drinking in general which would have been a mentionable medical matter. No transitional 

sequences were provided to stage the topic shifts and the actions of the co-participants showed that 

none were necessary. The abrupt shifts caused no local sequential trouble. They were all made 
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relevant under the cover of the service topic, P’s hemiplegia, and the service task that GP was 

engaged in on P’s behalf (i.e., filling in his workers’ compensation form).  

A later segment of this interaction is considered in a following section (6.3.2) in which the work that 

co-participants did after topic shifts to tie occasioned topics to service topics is analysed and 

procedural relevance of the cover/service topic and Ps’ and GPs’ uses of it are further demonstrated.  

This section has shown that the property that service (‘reason for call’) topics served as ‘cover topics’ 

constituted them as structural devices for maintaining extended sequential order in topically 

organised interactions. Participants used them to document their orientation to topical organisation in 

extended sequential organisation of MSEs. Section 6.3 reports the findings that extended sequential 

order in MSEs depended on participants’ ongoing organisation and management of service topics 

and other topics in the form of a topical hierarchy. Thus the use of the service topic (reason for call) 

as a construct necessary for the orderly conduct of these interactions is elaborated. The section also 

reports on the analysis of Ps’ and GPs’ methods for managing talk on multiple topics within their 

interactions. 

6.3 Organising topically – the differential valuing of topics 

It was found that co-participants established and preserved extended sequential order in MSEs by 

organising their talk around service topics that were constituted as special status topics. This also 

involved the constitution of other topics in opening sequences as preliminary topics. Section 6.3.1 

reports on orientations to and methods for constituting topics as special status topics and other topics 

as preliminary or sub-topics. Section 6.3.2 reports the orientations to other topics as subsidiary to the 

service topic. 
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6.3.1 Constituting topics as preliminary and the service topic as pending 

One local effect of co-participants’ orientations to their interactions as organised around service topics 

was that topics raised prior to the generation of a mutually recognisable service topic were treated as 

preliminary “pre-topical” sequences (Maynard & Zimmerman 1984) or sub-topics. GPs’ and Ps’ 

courses of action with respect to these initial topics oriented to their status as preliminary to the bona 

fide service topic and thereby oriented to the service topics as pending. This section documents Ps’ 

and GPs’ methods for accomplishing the relative status of service topics and other topics. 

Two features were observed in opening sequences: 

1. Topics that were not the reason for the call and were not generated using the institutionally 

modified topic initial elicitation sequence were treated as preliminary “pre-topical” sequences 

to the service topic; and  

2. Topics that were generated using the topic initial elicitation sequence but did not have 

features that could identify them as service topics were quickly terminated.  

6.3.1.1 PRELIMINARY “PRE-TOPICAL” SEQUENCES IN OPENING SEQUENCES 

Examples 6.2 and 6.3 document GPs’ and Ps’ methods for displaying orientations to other topics 

directly initiated prior to the onset of the topic initial elicitation sequence as preliminary, pre-topical, 

sequences. The setting-specific preference for service topics and to the constitution of those topics as 

the reason for the interaction is thus also documented in GPs’ and Ps’ actions. In both of these 

examples, mutual action by co-participants led to the summary disposal of these preliminary topics. 

GPs’ subsequent provisions of topic initial elicitors were oriented to by both parties as the entry into 

the MSE proper, that is, as the procedure whereby Ps’ reasons and warrants for being there in the 

first place could be located and the rationality for the organisation of the extended sequence 

accountably provided. 
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EXAMPLE 6.2 ARCHIE’S FORMS 
TW – AR – 1A2 

01 GP .Hhh 'Right (.) Now you're gonna be:: one ‘a’ two: is your code number. (0.5) 
02 P Mm hm::↑ 
03 GP .hhh for this (.5)  
04  GP So why are ya' here? 
05  P Well I just need ‘n eye test for me driver’s licence↑ 
06 GP Yeah (.) O K↑ 
07  P (2) An' I've gotta pick up some a:h (.) medication. 

In this opening sequence, the first topic initiated by GP accounted for the variation in routine 

procedures for the MSE, the contingencies of participation in a research project. GP alluded to the 

standard condition of MSEs that they are confidential interactions by providing the information that P 

would only be known as a number. At Turn 4, GP indicated, by his use of the pre-placed appositional 

“So”, that he was marking a disjuncture in the interaction. Schegloff (1987: 74) found that this type of 

pre-placed appositional acted as a disjunct marker signalling a change in participant status with 

respect to the interaction thus far. It also oriented to the feature that topic initial elicitor turns segment 

talk and mark a contrast between the former topic and the bounded domain from which the topic 

initial to be proposed may be drawn (Button & Casey 1984: 170 – 171). Thus the status of the topic-

to-come as the service topic was interactionally accomplished.  

The remainder of GP’s Turn 4, the topic elicitor, “Why are you here?” directly invoked the institutional 

business orientation of the interaction and projected a service topic proposal as relevant. P aligned 

with this and in Turn 5 provided the first service topic proposal using the direct-request formation, 

“Well I just need ‘n eye test for me driver’s licence↑”. GP confirmed the topic in Turn 6, ‘Yeah (.).’ GP 

then responded to the indication that more was to come signified by the upward inflection at the end 

of P’s turn. His “OK↑” in this sequential environment is hearable as a second, truncated topic elicitor. 

That this was P’s analysis was demonstrated in Turn 7 in his addition of a second service topic “An' 

I've gotta pick up some a:h (.) medication.” The interaction was activated as a topically organised 

service interaction, and talk continued. 
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Example 6.3, an interaction between the same GP and another patient, KC, shows the same strong 

orientation to topical organisation as the rationality for the organisation of the extended sequence. 

This was again accomplished through a mutual orientation to the generation of the service topic as 

the one that would be central within the ongoing interaction. 

EXAMPLE 6.3 COUGHING AND INCONTINENCE 

TW-KC – 1A5 

01 P Morning↑ 
02  GP Mor:ning.  Now I haven't kept you waiting lo:ng enough in a roo:m. [heh heh hah hah 
03 P [Of course↑ 
04  GP (5) A:h↑ O:h I- I'm s'posed to be si↑gning these forms I think↑ now you're one ‘A’ five. 
05 P Oh izat good? 
06 GP (1) A:h it's just a number. heh heh heh 
07 P I feel special↑ 
08 GP You’re a number .hhhhh you’re a number. I've gotta (.5) .hhh go through and sign a coupla these an 

make it all legal otherwise we'll get in the ca:n.  
09 P (3) won't be worth any↑thing if it’s not signed in the spot↑ 
010 GP (2) Oh. (2) I think see they’re retaining your (.) anonymity (2) .hhhhhh in that you hhhhh you ah- you’re-

you’re- you become a number (.) like everything else. You've got a Medicare number (.) an’ now you're a 
number here (.) One ‘A’ Five. (1)  

011  GP .hhhhh so (.) righto (.) what are we doing today? 
012  P (1) I've still got the cough↑ You're still gonna' have a look↑ (.5) an' tell me I still need more antibiotics↑ 

hhh heh heh  
013 GP Yeh↑ heh heh (.5) Money back warranty. (.)  

Topics 1 and 2, initiated directly by GP, accounted for contingencies related to quality of service and 

the conduct of the research project respectively. Topic 1 was hearable as an apology to the client for 

tardy service, offered light-heartedly and responded to similarly. Topic 2 showed GP’s concern to 

assure his client that the normative expectation of confidentiality in this professional service event 

would be preserved.   

Topics 1 and 2 were summarily disposed of and at Turn 11, the disjunct markers “.hhhhh so (.) righto 

(.)” were used to mark the change to ‘usual’ institutional business. GP’s direct topic elicitor “what are 

we doing today?” demonstrated his orientation to the preliminary, pre-topical, status of the other 

topics and that the joint task at that point was P’s provision of the warrantable grounds for an 

interaction with a professional GP. The design of this utterance clearly implied that the topic it made 
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relevant was a service topic, a constraint that P complied with in Turn 12 providing the service topic, 

“I've still got the cough↑”.  

P’s and GP’s mutual orientation to the institutionality and the ‘service-ness’ of the interaction were 

articulated in the content of their talk. P’s Turn 12 was so designed. She jokingly formulated the 

trajectory of the interaction as topically organised by her service topic “I've still got the cough↑ You're 

still gonna have a look↑ (.5) an' tell me I still need more antibiotics↑ hhh heh heh”.  

GP aligned with the interactional and institutional accountabilities described in P’s topic proposal. In 

Turn 13 “Yeh↑ heh heh (.5) Money back warranty,” he responded relevantly to the humour, the 

content and the interactionally relevant third part of the topic elicitation sequence. These other topics 

were thus oriented to as preliminary and/or subsidiary to the service topic. 

6.3.1.2 FALSE STARTS – SERVICE TOPIC PENDING 

Examples 6.4 and 6.5 below also demonstrate that GPs and Ps oriented to the accountable 

generation of service topics as the practical purpose of opening sequences within the extended 

sequence. These examples provide evidence of characteristic patterns of topically organised 

extended sequential order in MSEs. Even though Ps, in their initial proposals of non-service topics, 

exercised options provided by non-bounded topic elicitation turns such as “How are you today?”, 

when this occurred the topic was treated as pre-topical: It was routinely confirmed and summarily 

disposed of, and a new topic elicitation sequence was begun. GPs issued subsequent topic initial 

elicitors in ways that more specifically indicated the bounded domain from which the topic proposal 

should be selected. Often itemised news inquiries were issued and these served to upgrade Ps’ 

levels of accountability for the provision of a service topic. This pattern was repeated until a service 

topic was generated. Thus the local organisation of opening sequences demonstrated not only that 

these sequences were topically ordered but that the sequences were oriented to the topically ordered 
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extended sequential organisation of the MSE: A service topic was accountably sought and, until it 

was located, it was pending.  

In Example 6.4, GP opened the interaction with a topic initial elicitor, designed as a general inquiry, 

“How are you today?” In response, P proposed talk on topic , that is, talk about forms and a 

questionnaire she had completed in the waiting room. Talk on topic  is marked throughout the 

transcription. The GP’s action to elicit the service topic throughout this Example is marked as . 

EXAMPLE 6.4 BREATHLESS 
CS-RB – 6A4 

01 GP How are you today? 
02  P Just filled this form out and the lady said to give it to you. I filled out another questionnaire out there for her 

too↑ ha ha ha heh 
03  GP So that's enabled us to find out a:ll about you. ha ha ha  
04  P Ho ha ha 
05  GP So you look a bit br[eath↑less at the moment. 
06  P  [I think you should know by now. 
07  GP Oh I don't kno::w (.) everything about you. You haven't told me the whole story↑ 
08  P There's nothin’ else worth know↑ing: heh heh [heh heh 
09  GP  [heh heh heh , (.5)  
010  GP .hhhh O::h I guess. (.) I think you'd have lots to tell. (1.5)  
011  GP So, what we've got then is ah little bit of puffing. mm::↑ 
012  P Nothing much to tell at all↑ 
013  GP Ri::ght. 
014  P I ache↑ I hurt↑ .hhh, I've got pain↑ Pai- pain across here↑  .hhhhh hhhh. (1) 
015 GP When did that start? 

It was shown in Table 5.3 that general inquiries failed to elicit a service topic in 25% of cases. In 

these cases, the reason for P’s engaging GP’s services remained unstated. In all cases, however, 

GPs projected the accountable absence of a service topic by re-starting conversations using a 

second, more specifically service-oriented topic initial elicitor. The opening sequence in Example 6.4 

documents this high level of accountability for generating a service topic for the extended sequence 

within opening sequences.  
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In Turn 5, GP repeated the topic initial elicitation move, substituting an itemised inquiry for the general 

inquiry used in the first sequence. When P continued talk on topic , GP re-issued the second topic 

initial elicitor at Turn 11. P aligned with the projected service topic proposal at Turn 14.  

In terms of content, topic initial elicitor 2 (Turn 5) itemised P’s problem as breathlessness, and topic 

initial elicitor 3 (Turn 14) itemised the service task as dealing with P’s “puffing,” the two utterances 

being similar. However, there were several differences in the design of the turns and in their 

interactional force. Both elicitors projected a service topic proposal as P’s next morally adequate 

action. However, several structural changes upgraded P’s level of accountability for providing the still-

pending service topic.  

In Turn 5, “So you look a bit breath↑less at the moment.” GP focused on P’s health problem and 

made an observation about P. His turn was overlapped by P’s continued talk on topic . GP’s next 

turn oriented to the locally accountability for providing the action projected by P’s Turn 6; so Topic  

was collaboratively maintained. 

In Turn 11, “So, what we've got then is ah little bit of puffing. mm::↑”, GP waited for 1.5 seconds 

before speaking, thus ensuring that P had completed her turn and a transition relevant place was 

provided for his topic initial elicitor. He opened his utterance again with the disjunct marker “so” thus 

signalling that a contrast in topic was relevant. The change from “you” to “we” re-directed the action 

projected by the utterance. In Turn 5, the observation could have been heard as simply projecting 

agreement; in Turn 14, “what we’ve got” projected shared responsibility, a shared task oriented to 

managing the “puffing”. The tag “mm::↑” at the end transformed the statement into a question. This 

further increased P’s level of accountability with respect to the organisation of the extended sequence 

rather than the local sequence. GP’s actions documented their orientation to the provision of a 

preservable service topic and extended sequential order.  
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Although P continued Topic  for one more turn, GP’s “Ri::ght.” in Turn 13 indicated that the pre-

topical sequence was hearably completed. P aligned with the orientation to topically organised 

extended sequential organisation in the next turn by providing a preservable service topic proposal. It 

is notable that P’s service topic proposal did not correspond to GP’s itemised inquiry. P nominated 

“ache,” “hurt,” and “pain” rather than ‘breathlessness’ or ‘puffing’. Despite this, GP confirmed the topic 

and moved into an investigation of her proposed topic, demonstrating that the structural unit, 

preservable service topic, rather than any specific topical content was what was required.  

Two points are documented in this topic elicitation sequence. The first is that the accountable matter 

for these co-participants was the topical organisation of the extended sequence rather than the 

content of the service topic elicitor and proposal. GP assumed and was attributed accountability for 

issuing a service topic elicitor designed in a way that would ensure the provision of the second part of 

the three part topic elicitation sequence and P’s moral accountablity for the activity ‘providing a 

service topic proposal’ for the extended sequence. The possible content of the service topic 

suggested by GP was not accounted for and that was clearly of no significance. Their obligations 

within the topically organised interaction had been fulfilled, and a bona fide service topic had been 

located. 

A second point of interest in this exchange sequence is that both P and GP oriented to P’s exclusive 

rights to propose service topics for the extended sequence. Neither party oriented to an obligation on 

P’s part to account for the subject matter “breathlessness” or “puffing” itemised by GP in service-

oriented topic elicitors. P was held accountable for providing her reason for being there and this 

reason was provided in her topic proposal, the second part of the topic elicitation sequence. The topic 

proposal was implicitly confirmed by GP in the third part of that sequence which was formulated as a 

question on that topic and introduced the next local sequence within the extended sequence. 
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Thus, the service topic was jointly oriented to as pending and as primary. The preliminary topic  did 

not require formal closure; it was, following the pattern of pre-topical sequences summarily terminated 

(Maynard & Zimmerman 1984; Schegloff & Sacks 1974). Neither party had to formulate their actions 

as oriented to the generation of a service topic; both oriented to the generation of a preservable 

service topic for the extended sequence as the accountable rationality of the opening sequence.   

The opening sequence in Example 6.5 shows a similar orientation to the pre-topical status of other 

‘topics’ initiated prior to the generation of the first service topic and to high levels of accountability for 

the generation of a service topic. JL, the P in this MSE, is a new patient. He was accompanied to 

TW’s surgery by his wife, ML (signified in the transcript as NP), who, in the tenor of her initial greeting 

(Turn 1) and in her action to introduce JL to TW (Turn 16), oriented to and established the relevance 

of her familiarity with TW. The following is a summary of the activities in the long opening sequence of 

this MSE: 

1. Turns 1 to 5 – a ceremonial greeting exchange; 

2. Turns 7 – 15 – preliminary pre-topical sequence : accounting for the unusual circumstance that 

a research project was being conducted; 

3. Turns 16 – 25 – preliminary pre-topical sequence : introduction of P to GP by NP; 

4. Turn 26 – first topic initial elicitor issued by GP, a problem-oriented service inquiry “What’ve you 

done to yaself?”; 

5. Turn 27 – NP continued preliminary pre-topical sequence ; 

6. Turn 28 – P re-cycled part of GP’s Turn 26, the portion prior to the topic initial elicitor; 

7. Turn 29 – GP provided a disjunct marker “Now↓” orienting to the end of preliminary topics;  

8. Turn 30 – P re-oriented to preliminary pre-topical sequence ; 

9. Turns 31 – 35: talk on NP initiated preliminary, pre-topical sequence ; 

10. Turn 36 – GP re-issued topic initial elicitor, recycled the first inquiry and added an itemised task-

oriented inquiry, “Well what’ve you done↑ I see the girls ‘uve got a work[er’s compo note here or 

something ey↑”; 
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11. Turn 37 – P aligns as service topic proposer; 

12. Turns 38 – talk continued on service topic. 

Preliminary pre-topical sequences are marked  to ; topic initial elicitors seeking a preservable 

service topic are marked as , and the the preservable service topic proposal is marked as tp. 

EXAMPLE 6.5 JIM’S SHOULDER 

TW-JL-ML(NOT A PATIENT - NP) – 1A8 

01 NP How↑ are↑ you::? 
02 GP I'm well thanks↓ I'm well. .hhhhh an' you↑ 
03 NP very good thanks.  
04 GP .hhhhhhhh g'day Jim↑ 
05 P How=ya=goin=mate↑ hhhhh  
06   (1)  
07  GP you're gonna' be number one A eight or something ay↑ 

((Turns 8 – 15 talk continues on Topic  )) 

016  NP This is the man in my li↑fe 

((Turns 17 – 25 talk continues on Topic )) 

026  GP This  [is the hot seat over here ac[tu'lly↑ What’ve you done ta yaself. 
027  NP  [You’re a stirrer. 
028 P That’s the hot seat. (1.5) o::::[:::rh 
029  GP   [Now↓ 
030 P Dea::[r oh dear. 
031  NP  [He’s got a bituva ha:ngo[ver this morning. 
032 P   [yeah↓ 
033 GP Have ya↑ (1) 
034 P Yeah↓ 
035 GP Aw no. (1)  
036  GP Well what’ve you done↑ I see the girls ‘uve got a work[er’s compo note here or something ey↑ 
037 P  [hoh (0.25) yeah. Um↑ (.) well (.) I went to 

hospital on Wednesday. 
038 GP ‘eah. 
039 P An’ they said if you got to ya doctor↓ (0.5) hand ‘im that. 
040  GP Yeh (0.4) What’d ya’ do↑ (1) 
041 tp P Put ma shoulder all bloody out- .hhhh pullin’ the guts out of a. (.) pig↑  

((Talk continues on service topic)) 

The structure of the opening sequence in Example 6.5 is unique in the data corpus. In all other MSEs 

(see Table 5.3) the first topic initial elicitor was issued within the first ten turns at talk. A number of 

structural considerations are relevant to this: There were three participants; P was a new patient; and 
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NP, who had accompanied P to the consultation, was known to GP. This combination of 

circumstances account for the number and length of the preliminary, pre-topical sequences. 

Preliminary topical sequence  was a greeting exchange, in  NP performed an introduction and in 

 she provided general recent news about P that could be heard as further to the introduction 

activity in . In Turn 28, P aligned with the move to generate the service topic projected by GP’s first 

request that he provide a reason for being there “This is the hot seat over here actu'lly↑ What’ve you 

done ta yaself?”. His alignment was signalled in his action to re-cycle the part of the opening of GP’s 

turn, “the hot seat”. It was NP who continued the preliminary pre-topical sequence and both GP and P 

were only minimally compliant. 

As soon as GP re-issued the topic initial elicitor (Turn 36), this time as an itemised problem oriented 

inquiry, P aligned. P first provided an account of his actual presence (relevant to his new-patient 

status) and then, prompted by GP, who re-issued a problem-oriented inquiry, P provided the service 

topic, a shoulder injury. 

Each of the segments in this section demonstrates that opening sequences are organised around the 

search for a preservable service topic. The relevance of topical order for the ongoing organisation of 

MSEs is discussed next. 

6.3.2 Orienting to the primacy of service topics – constituting other topics as 
subsidiary 

The work of sustaining the primary status and relevance of service topics was oriented to as 

constraining on Ps’ and GPs’ treatment of other topics, occasioned during talk on the ‘service topic,’ 

as subsidiary to the service topics. The procedures used to accomplish this were the same tying 

procedures (Sacks 1992a [1967]: 716 - 721) used in ordinary conversation; however, their patterned 
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use in MSEs attests to Members’ orientations to their interactions in this setting as topically 

organised. Two patterns were found: 

1. Topics oriented to as service topics were invoked to naturalise or make relevant any other topic. 

Other topics were thus oriented to, in procedurally consequential ways, as subsidiary to the 

service topic demonstrating Sacks’ point that ‘reason for call’ topics were attributed high status in 

topically organised interactions and provided for other topics to be understood as lower status 

sub-topics; and  

2. Whatever topic was raised, inserted or occasioned, it was either tied back to the service topic or 

allowed to lapse. 

6.3.2.1 USING SERVICE TOPICS TO SUSTAIN THE RELEVANCE OF OTHER TOPICS  

Co-participants documented orientations to their interactions as topically organised extended 

sequences by linking all of their talk to service topics. This was accomplished either by explicitly 

invoking the service topic or by orienting to an assumption that the service topic remained current and 

that occasioned topics were naturalised by that topic. GPs and Ps systematically oriented to hearing 

all talk as relevant to the service topic and constituted other topics as relevant to the service topics 

using tying techniques. This is demonstrated in Example 6.6, an interaction between a GP and P who 

have had a professional medical service relationship for over ten years. 

EXAMPLE 6.6 SAND-PAPERING 

BP – CS – 3A3 

01 GP How are you Charlie. 
02 P Ahh not too bad, (1) Just got ahh (2) the old chest is ahh a little bit (.5) sore. 
03 GP What have you been doing↑ 
04  P Bit of sand-papering on ahh (2) on the car. 
05 GP Oh- yeh-heh-heh sand-papering// 
06 P //O- Only just light light that's all. 
07 GP Yeh. 
08 P You reckon that mi:ght have umm, (.) 
09 GP Well probably would, yeh. 
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((Talk continues exclusively on the topic of chest pain.)) 

26 P No but um I- I put some undercoat on um (.5) the car and ahh(.5) used sandpaper just lightly ta rub it 
back, so::↓ 

027 GP Yeh. 
028 P And so with the constant, (.5) ah you know I kept stopping and a::h 
029 GP Yeah it's a// 
030 P //a:h and you- ya know ya just reach that little bit further over when ya sanding on the hood of the car. 

So:: um::m, 
031 GP ((ironic tone )) Yes I remember the last- last time I- I did a car I had a sore chest for a while h[eh heh 

heh 
032 P   [Huh 

Yeh that is- this- this- is sorta'// 
033 GP //What are you repainting↑ or ya' just, touching it up. 
034 P Repainting. 
035 GP M::m- 
036 P Yeh. But doing the papering over the hood↑ ‘n it just seemed ta punch me. 
037 GP Righto' well sit down and relax and we'll run the tape over you.  Do you fee::l well↑ 

P’s car refurbishment had been established in the opening sequence as ancillary to the service topic, 

P’s chest pain. It had been occasioned by P in Turn 4 of the interaction as an answer to GP’s 

question in Turn 3, GP’s service topic confirmation turn. It was, thereby, explicitly linked to the service 

topic at that point. At Turn 26, after a Q-A series during which GP had explored the symptoms of P’s 

chest pain, P raised the topic of the car refurbishment again. He marked a change in topic and tied 

the sub-topic to prior talk on the service topic via a series of pre-placed appositions “No, but, um” 

before re-introducing the topic, thus foreshadowing the topic shift, and, using the conjunction “but” he 

provided for his up-coming talk to be heard as tied to the prior talk on the service topic.  

In Turns 28 and 30 he secured the relationship between the topics by tying descriptions of sanding 

activities to stress and strain on his chest. The tying devices used were conjunctions, “and, so” in 

Turn 28 and “and” in Turn 30. The tag question, “ya know?” also in Turn 30, projected GP’s 

participation in the tying activity. GP complied with this in Turn 31. Although the tone of GP’s Turn 31, 

“Yes I remember the last- last time I- I did a car I had a sore chest for a while heh heh heh,” was 

ironic, his action conveyed alignment with the required activity, understanding.  
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At Turn 33, GP engaged the sub-topic as a topic in its own right. Although P temporarily aligned with 

this (Turn 34); in his next turn (36) he re-invoked the service topic and marked the subsidiary status of 

car sanding in relation to it. P’s action is pertinent to the point in this section that other topics were 

naturalised if they were made relevant to the service topic, thus demonstrating that P’s actions 

displayed accountability for talk on service topics throughout MSEs. 

Example 6.7 is another segment from MARTIN’S PROBLEMS considered in Section 6.2. Recall that Martin 

had multiple ongoing problems associated with hemiplegia. During the MSE, several service topics 

were generated: pain associated with muscle tension and spasm in P’s arm and leg, headaches, and 

high blood pressure. When the talk reported here occurred, GP was providing a service requested by 

P (completing a worker’s compensation form for P). GPs’ and Ps’ different rights and obligations for 

introducing occasioned topics and for tying other topics to service topics are also documented.  

P’s talk about drinking and smoking, beginning at Turn 80, was voluntary; that is, it was not generated 

using a topic initiation procedure. Rather, it was initiated without any preliminary introduction while GP 

was continuing to fill out P’s form. GP and P can be seen to work concertedly to constitute these 

topics as relevant to the service topics in the interaction and thus orient to the interaction as a 

topically organised extended sequence. 

EXAMPLE 6.7 MARTIN’S PROBLEMS SEGMENT 5 

CS – ML – 6A19 

080 P °Still givin’ up drinkin.° 
081 GP Have you↑ he he heh he 
082 P Yeah. for a while↑ (.) coupla months. (3) Tried ta give up smo:kin’ but I can’t↑ (1) tried everything. 
083 GP (4) .hhh What about (.) patches. 
084 P ar:h no, they lasted about a day I felt like rippin’ ‘em off an’ chewin’ on ‘em. 
085 C Hey↑hhhehheh Not good enough↑ 

((Talk continues on ways to quit smoking - 10 turns.)) 

093 (14) 
094 P Sometimes if I (.) concentrate on something I get- I get a headache from it too↑   
095 GP .hh The umm (1) problem with concentration is that the muscles tighten up 
096 P uh 
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097 GP And they pull and ya’ often get a little bit a pain (.) there's no doubt about that (1) .hhhhhh so umm (.) it’s 
a-gen management of the (.) tension and pressure. 

… 
0102 GP Well I think possibly now what we’ve gotta do is umm (2) keep the area warm and keep that ahh relaxed as 

much as possible and from the cold and tension= 
0103 P =it hurts at night my foot really hurts (.) it really does it’s terrible. 
0104 GP Just check you're blood pressure cause it was up a little bit last time.(8) 

((Talk continues for 15 turns, taking blood pressure)) 

0116 GP Now↑ the top↑ pressure's alright↑, one twenty-six, the bottom one is still up bit=last time it was up a bit 
too. ((pumping sound again throughout GP’s explanation of the significance of readings)). Now, you’re up 
to thirty-six over a hundred which means the lower pressure is up↑.   

0117 P So what’s that me::an. 
0118 GP Well the lower pressure should be below ninety-five. At that level now that can put more strain on the 

head ‘nd so we really need to bring that down.  And certainly smoking has a bearing on it but it’s not the 
source of the problem more or less it's likely to be due to (.2) some things within the system of you’re 
body which may be causing your blood pressure to go up. ((explains self-testing)) 

0119 P °Okay.° 

In Turn 118, GP linked P’s occasioned topic to the service topics. This occurred 37 turns after P had 

raised the topic of quitting smoking, after other topics had been discussed, and after other services 

had been provided. GP oriented to his institutional accountability for constituting P as the source of 

topics to be talked about in the MSE and to his extended sequential accountability for maintaining the 

primacy and relevance of the service topic. Thus, the topics ‘smoking’ and ‘quitting smoking’ were 

made relevant to headaches, leg pain and muscle tension and spasm associated with P’s hemiplegia, 

the service topic raised in the opening sequence.  

6.3.2.2 TOPICS NOT MADE RELEVANT TO A SERVICE TOPIC ARE ALLOWED TO LAPSE 

In cases where talk on other topics was not mutually accomplished as linked to a service topic, these 

other topics were allowed to lapse. This feature is characteristic of topically organised interactions. 

Sacks observed that when interactions are “cued to topics that will keep exchange and individual 

contributions flowing, those that do not lend themselves to this social function are quickly dropped” 

(Sacks 1992a [1967]: 710). Example 6.8 documents this recurrent feature. In this opening exchange, 

GP and P collaboratively located the service topics, ‘nerve’ medication and skin disorders. These 

were conceptually linked in GP’s turn design of his confirmation (Turn 5) of P’s topic proposal (Turn 
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4). At Turns 16 and 18 (marked as  in the transcript), P attempted to propose a causal link between 

her skin disorder, the service topic, and people in her life, namely someone called Cheryl and her own 

children. GP’s treatment of this as a non-service topic, indicated in his joking assessment, “ya get 

yaself inta trouble heh heh heh,” was responded to by P who shifted the blame to her children and in 

her next turn re-instated the topical focus on medication for her skin disorder. The transformation of 

the other topic into the service topic was, therefore, not accomplished here, and P allowed the other 

topic to lapse in the manner found to be a feature of interactions that were “cued to topic,” (i.e., 

topically organised).  

EXAMPLE 6.8 JAN 

TW – JF – 1A1 

03 GP Now what can I do for you toda::y. 
04 P Well I 'ad to come back for the um. ner:rve tablets, (0.5) ‘n see how I w’s progressing with them. 
05 GP And you've still got yer rash. hhh 
06 P A:aw↑ I've still got me rash, it’s that ‘n boils `[no]w. 
07 GP  [mm]  
08 GP Is it↑ (2) Or::h↑ Yeah↑ (1) 
09 P It's all o:va me. 
010 GP Yeah. You scratchin' it↑ 
011 P Yep. (1) see this one ‘ere↑ 
012 GP Yeah. (.) you’re gonna' need some more antibiotics too aren't ya'↑ 
013 P Yep↑ It's all over me (0.5) bottom (0.5) all over me legs=the backs of me legs↑ 
014 GP (1.5) Yeah. 
015   (2) 
016  P It's all through that- (0.5) stupid Cheryl I thi[nk. 
017 GP  [yeah ya ge[- 
018  P  [cos I was clearin' up really good, 
019 GP ya get yaself inta trouble heh [heh heh 
020 P  [No:oo] it’s not that I get meself inta trouble it’s my children I think↑ 
021 GP e:yeah. 
022 P Over me shoulder it's broken out right out like it did before↑ (.) I think we need some more o' that. (1) 

stuff ah cream a::h (0.5) canesten. 

This interaction is re-visited in Chapter 7, and the considerable work P subsequently undertook to 

provide for the topic of ‘Cheryl’ to be linked to her service topic is examined there.  
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This sub-section showed how co-participants use normative procedures associated with ‘reason for 

call’ topics to relate other topics occasioned by the talk to service topics. It has shown that service 

(‘reason for call’) topics are recurrently used as a device to constitute order in extended MSE 

sequences and to tie the different stages of the MSE together by establishing primary-subsidiary 

relationships among topics. Further, occasioned topics not tied to service topics do not supersede 

service topics; rather, the primary topic is preserved and other topics are either explicitly tied to and 

treated as subsidiaries, or the occasioned topics are treated as insertions and the primary topic is 

temporarily suspended, held over, and subsequently resumed. It has, therefore, been established that 

members constitute MSE interactions as topically organised extended sequences using service 

topics. 

Sections 6.2 and 6.3 showed that the service topics was the interactants’ primary resource for 

initiating and continuing MSEs. Section 6.4 section provides further evidence that topic, specifically 

the service topic, is the primary resource for the constitution of order in MSEs in that it provides a 

means whereby co-participants can monitor when an interaction can be reasonably terminated. 

6.4 Monitoring the viability of an interaction and terminating 

The findings in this section are reported using two examples that show how Ps and GPs use service 

topics to organise pre-closing and terminal sequences in the extended sequence, MSE.  

Recall that Sacks (1992a [1968]) found that the ‘reason for call’ device provided a procedure for 

monitoring the completion of an interaction and provided for the relevance of entry into closing 

exchange sequences (see Section 2.4.1.3). The local organisation of closing sequences in MSEs has 

already been documented (Section 5.5). In this section, these local organisations are referenced to 

rationality of extended MSE sequences. It shows that Ps’ and GPs’ use the construct service topic 
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(‘reason for call’) to monitor the progress of interactions and to collaboratively accomplish a typical 

MSE closing. 

The interest here is not in how individual topics are closed; rather, the structural ‘unit’ under 

consideration is an entire interaction (Schegloff & Sacks 1974). It has already been shown that (and 

how) separate sets of activities (including multiple topics) are bound together by the construct ‘service 

topic’ to constitute the unit, MSE, as an ordered entity. In this section, the analysis of co-participants’ 

methods for organising closings of MSEs again demonstrates the essential relevance of service 

topics in these topically organised extended sequences. 

Schegloff and Sacks (1974) observed that closings involve the “the simultaneous arrival of co-

conversationalists at a point where one speaker’s completion will not occasion another speaker’s talk, 

and that will not be heard as some speaker’s silence” (237). This ‘rule’ can be applied locally, that is, 

with respect to utterance organisation (Schegloff & Sacks 1974: 242), and more broadly to extended 

sequential organisation. Following Schegloff and Sacks, “the organsiation of topic talk” is considered 

here because, particularly in the case of MSEs, it is “the aspect of overall conversational organisation” 

that is most directly relevant to the problem of closing interactions. They observed that “special 

status” or “mentionable” topics (Schegloff & Sacks 1974: 243) needed to be observably completed 

before extended sequential termination can be accomplished. It has been established in this project 

that in extended sequential openings and ongoing sequences, service topics have the character of 

special status topics.  

It has also been established (see Section 5.4) that the local organisation of closing sequences in 

MSEs is managed using topical pre-closing exchanges typically involving: the re-presentation of 

arrangements, back-referencing summaries and/or reason-for-call re-iterations pertaining to least one 

of the topics that had been mutually accomplished as a service topic. Extended sequential closings 
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did not depend on re-presentations of topics that were not accomplished as service topics. This 

finding reflects the character of pre-closing and terminal sequences in ordinary conversations where 

“special status” topics have been established (Schegloff & Sacks 1974: 243).  

This recurrent feature demonstrates the relative structural operation and value of topics constituted as 

service topics and those constituted as subsidiary or sub-topics. The ceremonial nature of final MSE 

terminal sequences, demonstrated in Section 5.4, shows that GPs and Ps oriented to them as having 

little organisational significance in the structure or orderliness of the interactions. However, entry into 

a terminal exchange was found to be dependent on topical closure. Other non-service topics initiated 

after topical closure had the character of ‘post-topical ceremonial sequences’ in the same ways that 

pre-topical ceremonial greetings achieved initial conversational engagement but did not provide for 

the MSE to be continued past the greeting (see Sacks 1992a [1968]: 773). In other words, ‘post-

topical’ sequences did not re-establish or provide for the rationality of ongoing talk. 

That reason-for-call service topics were mentioned in the topical closings that enabled terminal 

exchanges to follow, and that sub-topics were found only to be part (primarily expressed as 

solicitudes) of terminal exchanges, attest to their significance in the organisation of the MSE. It should 

be noted that, in terms of the structural organisation of the MSE, the subject matter was of no 

significance. What was shown to be structurally significant was the status of a topic as a service topic. 

These special topics were collaboratively accomplished and mutually oriented to (i.e., documented) 

as organisational resources in the conduct of orderly closure as well as orderly conduct of MSEs.  

It was found that closure of any service topic provided a possible termination point of the MSE but did 

not ensure that a terminal exchange was achievable. As Button (1987) showed, standard pre-closing 

methods can be subverted and, rather than precipitating a closing, can effect a re-opening. The 

following example shows a recurrent pattern; a successful topical closing followed by an interactional 
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re-opening in the foreshadowed terminal exchange. The re-opening was locally managed after a 

standard solicitude (the mention by GP of a non-service topic as a terminal pre-closing) that was used 

by P to re-invoke the service topic, P’s problem with eczema on his hands. It was found that Ps 

routinely re-started interactions using this method of tying a pre-terminal solicitude to a service topic.  

EXAMPLE 6.9 PAUL’S HANDS SEGMENTS 1 & 2 

DF – PH – 4A1 

01 te GP Pau::l. how can I help you. 
02 tp P (1) Um:↑ (.) oh I'm back about (.5) my hands. 
03 tc GP Aren't they wonderful after your holiday. 

((talk continues on service topic)) 

076 P (2) 
077 P Now this he:re (2)  What will I-what's the be:st thing to do with this↑ 
078 GP (1) U:::m we’ll- we'll fix that up↑ we'll give that to the girls at the desk and um (1) they'll fix that. 
079 P Okay.  
080 D (5)   
081 P So I needn't worry about this now. 
082 D No::↑ we'll (.) fix that on the way out.   
083   (1)  
084 GP And you enjoyed your holiday↑ 
085 P Oh, had a ball. 
086 GP That's good.= 
087 P Had a ball= 
088 GP You would have had good weather. 
089 P U:m first two days it rained.  But I mean we slept the first two days↑ 
090 GP Yeah. 
091 P So:: (.) and then the rest was per:fect. (.5) 
092 P  That’s something that’s-that's only just irritated this morning you know↑ 
093 GP (2)  How many days did it take to clean up↑ 
094 P Three. 
095 GP Three↑ days. Mm::∧m  
096 (3)  

Turns 1 to 3 above show that the service topic generated within the opening exchange of this 

interaction was a problem with P’s hands. It also shows that a non-service topic, P’s holidays, was 

made relevant to the problem with the hands in the opening sequence. The first 75 turns of the 

interaction had focused on the service topic and agreement had been reached regarding treatment. 

After Turn 76 courses of action taken by both GP and P oriented to imminent closure of the 
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interaction. P’s Turns 77 and 81 were hearable as making arrangements and thus movement towards 

closing. At Turns 78 and 82 and, finally, at Turn 83 GP strongly oriented to entry into closing and P’s 

departure in her utterance “No::↑ we'll (.) fix that on the way out.” Several lengthy pauses further 

oriented to the likelihood of termination. 

In Turn 84, following a 1 second pause, GP began a pre-terminal exchange with a solicitude, “And 

you enjoyed your holiday?”. This was a back-reference (Button 1987: 104) to the non-service topic, 

P’s holidays, that she had mentioned in her topic confirmation turn. After eight turns focused on the 

holidays, P re-invoked the service topic in Turn 92 after a pause, a transition relevant place that was 

not acted upon by GP. His action re-started the interaction via the device tying non-service topics to 

service topics. Accountability to preserve service topics was used to re-open the interaction, to 

subvert the foreshadowed closing, and the interaction continued for a further 150 turns. Thus it can 

be seen that the local organisation of closing exchanges provides both for termination and 

continuation of interactions and the device whereby either is accomplished is the service topic. 

6.5 Case Study 

The routine use of service topics as an organisational device in all phases of MSEs (openings, 

‘middles’ and closings) attests to the participants’ orientations to their interactions as topically 

organised. These locally organised methods whereby Ps and GPs display both the rationality of their 

actions and the centrality of topic in the constitution of that rationality are exemplified in the transcript 

of one interaction, Example 6.10, MR ROBBINS, below. 

In MR ROBBINS, although the consultation was brief, five service topics were collaboratively generated, 

processed and closed. The MSE is opened and closed and topical talk is opened, continued and 

closed. The example is divided into Segments 1 – 9; in each segment GP and P organised their talk 

topically. The opening segment (1) documents their mutual orientation to the primary task of locating 
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a first service topic generated using the topic initial elicitation procedure beginning with a task-

oriented service inquiry. After each interactionally signified closure of one service topic another was 

generated. This was effected on three occasions by GP using a topic elicitation procedure and 

itemised, task-oriented service inquiries. P initiated one service topic occasioned by talk on an 

existing service topic. The recurrent use of the topic initial elicitation sequence created the effect of a 

series of conversation re-starts (Jefferson 1984) and provided for the segmented structure of topic 

flow typical of MSEs. Interactional flow was accomplished using a series of topic elicitation sequences 

that served to segment the talk (Button & Casey 1984) without loss of coherence or meaning. The 

central logic and cohesion both of each exchange and of the series of exchanges within the 

interaction were provided by GP’s and P’s mutual orientation to the need to be talking on a service 

topic. 

Segment (8) further documents GP’s and P’s mutual orientation to the centrality of service-topic talk. 

Their collaborative management of topical pre-closing and closing exchanges is documented. 

Following this, in segment (9), a further conversational closing exchange provided for the termination 

of the interaction. The local organisation of these exchanges also demonstrates co-participants’ 

mutual orientation to their interaction as topically organised. Closure of on-topic talk was enabled 

after a collection of summary reports and arrangements back-referenced to each of the five service 

topics made in the pre-closing segment. Closure of the entire interaction was organised with 

reference to the non-service topic occasioned by P during the course of the interaction. Entry into the 

final conversational closing was enabled by the prior topic-closing exchange; a further pre-closing 

exchange was not required. 

In the transcript below, service topics are labeled  - . Service topics , ,  and  were 

generated using the topic elicitor sequence. Service topic  was volunteered by P. It was occasioned 

by talk on topic . A non-service topic also introduced by P is marked as , again occasioned by 
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service topic . Points at which the various service topics were re-opened are also marked with the 

topic number. Segments 1 - 7 are provided initially. 

EXAMPLE 6.10 MR ROBBINS  

DF-HR – 4A10 

SEGMENT 1:  SERVICE TOPIC  GENERATED USING TOPIC ELICITOR & TASK-ORIENTED INQUIRY 

01  GP Now, how can I help you today↑ 
02 P My-Me uh u::m (1) Blood test. 
03 GP Blood test↑ Yep= 
04 P =We had to have one. 
05 GP We did↑  We were checking on your kidney function↑ Ahh and your kidney function is back into the 

normal range.  So I'm very happy with that, [it's] improved. 
06 P  [A-huh↑] 
07   (2) 

 
SEGMENT 2: SERVICE TOPIC • GENERATED USING TOPIC ELICITOR & ITEMISED TASK-ORIENTED INQUIRY 

08   GP And, how↑ are you feeling on your (.5) Norvax tablets, your blood pressure tablets. 
09 P Haven't worried me↑ 
010 GP Haven't worried you↑  [You] haven't noticed any facial flushing, headaches o::r leg swelling. 
011 P  [Nuh.] 
012 P No.  No. 
013 GP Excellent. 

 

SEGMENT 3: SERVICE TOPIC ÷ INITIATED BY P 

014  P 'Though the legs are still playing up (.5) with the (.5) the uh veins. 
015 GP Ye:::s.  Ye:s. 

Talk continued on P’s ‘volunteered’ service topic, a problem with veins in his legs, until turn 35. 

SEGMENT 4:  SERVICE TOPIC  RE-CYCLED BY GP PLUS P’S NON-SERVICE TOPIC  OCCASIONED 

036    ((11 seconds – sound of pumping  - blood pressure being taken)) 
037 GP That blood pressure is: (.5) much better.  140 on 70.   
038  P It'll be crook tomorrow. hehehahahahah 
039 GP What's happening tomorrow↑  ((amused tone)) 
040 P I'm packing up and ge– moving down the coast. 

Talk continued on P’s occasioned non-service topic until Turn 48. 

SEGMENT 5: SERVICE TOPIC  GENERATED USING TOPIC ELICITOR & ITEMISED TASK-ORIENTED INQUIRY 

050  GP Oka::y (1) And do you always carry your Vercor in your top pocket↑ or do you need a new script for 
them. 

051 P I uh-I need a new s-[script]. 
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052 GP   [Okay.] 
053 P That was to remind me heh heh hhh 

SEGMENT 6 – SERVICE TOPIC  RE-CYCLED BY GP 

054  GP  (3) Yes, the pulses in your legs, you didn't have any palpable pulses in your legs back in 
April, did↑ you.   

055   P °M::m° (2)  
056   GP It was April '98 that we um (1) noticed your bad legs and [sent you to the] vascular surgeon. So.  The 

time has come for action. 
057   P  [Yeah.] 
058   P Yes I think so. 
059    ((Phone rings.)) 
060   GP Excuse me please.  ((answers phone))  Hello↑ (5)  No.((hangs up phone)) 
061   GP Sorry. ((24 pause, typing))   

SEGMENT 7: SERVICE TOPIC ≡ GENERATED USING TOPIC ELICITOR & ITEMISED TASK-ORIENTED INQUIRY 

062  GP Now what tablets are you going to be running out of. 
063   P Uh, this is the only prescription I'm- I want. 
064   GP Right↑ 

Talk continued on Service Topic  - P’s medication requirements. 

The topic elicitation procedure was repeatedly and successfully applied, and the co-participants 

mutual orientation to the structural organisation of their talk around the serial accomplishment of 

service topics is documented. 

In Segment 8 below GP and P successfully executed service-topic pre-closing and closing exchanges 

that provided for a final interaction-closing exchange to be accomplished in Segment 9. The features 

of service-topic pre-closing and closing exchanges in this example are typical of pre-closing 

exchanges in other MSEs and reflect the topically organsied character of MSEs as explicated above.  

SEGMENT 8: PRE-CLOSING & CLOSING OF MSE ‘PROPER’ GP ‘COLLECTS’ SERVICE TOPICS  &  (PRESCRIPTIONS),  
(BLOOD TEST RESULTS),  (BLOOD PRESSURE), AND  (VASCULAR PROBLEM IN LEGS) RE-CYCLED BY GP 

((8 pause typing))   
065 GP You've got plenty of the:: (1) (name of medication) and: the:: (name of medication), all of those↑= 
066 P =Ye::s, [I've] got (.5) them all. 
067 D  [Yes↑]  
   ((39 pause typing and printer noise)) 
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068 GP Right. (.)  Well we'll just keep your medication running along as it is↑ It seems to be suiting very well!  
Blood test results were good↑ Blood pressure's well controlled. And I'll see you after your hol↑iday and 
we’ll get the legs underway. 

069 P Yeah. Well, ah that'll be in: February. 

In the pre-closing exchange in Segment 8, the service agenda were collaboratively established as 

complete. As exemplified here, in topical pre-closings GPs and Ps recurrently used the topic 

elicitation exchange sequence to establish that an entry into topical closing was relevant.  

GP used the ‘collection’ device to propose that the service topics were closed. The service topics 

accomplished during the interaction were re-visited in various ways. All five service topics were 

mentioned by the GP in Turn 69.  

GP’s utterance (Turn 69) was artfully designed to provide for an entry into a closing exchange. She 

began her turn with a possible pre-closing disjunct marker with a downward inflection “Right” followed 

by a slight pause. She then provided a list of arrangements and summary reports corresponding to 

the list of service topics covered. The artful use of topical talk as a resource to accomplish this 

standard structural phase of an interaction further attests to the co-partcipants’ orientations to their 

interactions as topically organised. P aligned with GP’s pre-closing moves and in Segment 9 they 

collaboratively executed a successful closing sequence. 

SEGMENT 9: CLOSING THE CONVERSATION: GP OFFERS ‘SOLICITUDES’ BY RE-CYCLING NON-SERVICE TOPIC (HOLIDAYS) & 
P RESPONDS WITH ‘SOLICITUDES’  

070  GP Have a lovely time and give my regards to Mrs Robbins. 
071 P M::m. (1) Oh Merry Christmas to you doc. 
072 D Thank you.  To you too.  Don't forget your umbrella. ((Interaction terminated)) 

Non-service topics provided a recurrent resource for terminating MSEs. Segment 9 documents this 

feature of conversational closing sequences. The non-service topic occasioned by P  at Turn 38 in 

Segment 4 above was used by GP to provide the ‘solicitude,’ “Have a lovely time” that she then linked 
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to another “and give my regards to Mrs Robbins”, thus providing the solicitudes that were found to be 

a recurrent feature of terminal exchange sequences (Schegloff & Sacks 1974; Button 1987).  

MR ROBBINS above documents that Ps and GPs orient to talk on service topics as an organisational 

resource. Ongoing accountability for producing a reason for the interaction was displayed not only in 

the practices for generating topics but also in the ways in which such topics were serially generated 

and oriented to as ‘mentionables’ in closing initiation exchanges (Schegloff & Sacks 1974). GP 

concluded the ‘mentionables’ in a turn that initiated a successful closing section. MSEs have the 

distinctive character that more than one special status topic is the norm, and each may have equal 

value. Table 6.2 shows the procedures whereby the five service topics generated had been made 

relevant in movements towards closing the extended sequence. GP’s pre-closing turn had collected 

all service topics into a single turn using the standard pre-closing moves: back-referencing, making 

summary assessments, and making arrangements and solicitudes.  

TABLE 6.2 TOPICALLY ORGANISED CLOSING OF AN EXTENDED SEQUENCE 

 Utterance  Action to provide entry into closing 
GP: Right. (.) 

Well we'll just keep your 
medication running along as 
it is↑ It seems to be suiting 
very well!  

Blood test results were 
good↑  

Blood pressure's well 
controlled.  

And I'll see you after your 
hol↑iday and we’ll get the 
legs underway. 

Pre-placed appositional - downward intonation contour  

Back-reference to special status, ‘mentionable’/service 
topic  & ;summary assessment  

 

Back-reference to special status ‘mentionable’/service 
topic ; summary assessment  

Back-reference to special status/‘mentionable’/service 
topic ; summary assessment  

Making arrangements - ‘mentionable’/service topic  
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6.6 Summary of findings 

It has been established that rationality of Ps’ and GPs’ coordinated action in MSEs is constituted via 

the search for, preservation and closure of service topics. Topical order provides for the rationality of 

and procedures for: 

1. continuing an interaction beyond the greeting stage; 

2. organising and managing talk within ongoing interactions; and 

3. monitoring the progress of and terminating interactions. 

The local rationality of sequential organisation within phases is referenced to and constrained by the 

contingencies of initiating, preserving and closing service topics. The following findings of normative 

orientations were recorded: 

A. There is a pattern of preference for actionable service topics; 

B. Once a topic has been initiated as a service topic, co-participants normatively orient to a 

constraint to talking to that topic by linking all talk to that topic, however tangentially;  

C. Closure of one service topic precipitates either termination of the conversation or a conversation 

re-start (Sacks 1992a; Jefferson 1984) via the issuing of a new topic elicitation sequence;  

D. Service topics are oriented to as potentially current throughout interactions, and service topics 

from previous MSEs can be relevantly drawn on at any time during an interaction; 

E. Even when Ps allow a topic to lapse, it can be re-introduced using a procedure whereby it is tied 

to a service topic;  

F. All topics are oriented to as ‘open’ topics (Jefferson 1984: 221), enabling matters occasioned in 

the course of talk on the service topic to be introduced without delay and without any special 

procedures; the only condition is that a link to the service topic is provided. 
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Modifications to particular generic organisations in talk-in-interaction, including sequential structures 

for topic generation and preservation, are found to be related to topical constraints related to the 

phenomenon service topic at hand, as that topic was normatively oriented to by co-participants.  

Patterns of topical organisation are thus organised to enable the special functions and actions 

conventionally associated with fee for service, primary care, medical interactions to be achieved. That 

is, topical talk provides the means whereby institutional goals and interactional order can be 

accomplished. Ps and GPs orient to the practical purposes of investigating medical problems, 

requesting, offering and providing medical goods and services, as topically organised interactional 

accomplishments. Further, the moral imperative for constituting talk on service topics, as the locus of 

their coordinated action, provides a mechanism whereby Ps and GPs accomplished interactional 

order.  

The analyses reported in this chapter 6 have established that MSE interactions are topically 

organised: Orientation to topical organisation via the phenomenon ‘service topics’ provides the 

rationality for extended sequential organisation. It was found that service topics served to provide 

rational procedures, structures and conditions for organised:  

• entry into, and exit from, the extended sequence;  

• cohesion and coherence within the extended sequence; 

• the management of multiple topics without loss of coherence or cohesion; and 

• the hierarchical ordering of topics of talk.  

The following chapter reports the results of analyses of membership categorisation activities and the 

operation of topical order in the constitution of both categories-in-context (Hester & Eglin 1997c) and 

categorial order in MSEs. 
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CHAPTER 7 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 3: THE OPERATION OF TOPICAL TALK IN THE CONSTITUTION OF 
SERVICEABLE PATIENTS AND THE CO-ORDINATION OF INTELLIGIBLE SERVICE TASKS 

[A] corpus of naturally occurring activities and courses of interaction … can be analysed 
for various aspects of its production, its organisation and the cultural properties it 
reveals. … A core analytic issue systematically becomes that of the intelligibility, in situ, 
of various activities and their outcomes and character for members; the structures of, 
and the practical production of, intelligibility are the abiding analytical concern. (Jayyusi 
1984: 2-3) 

7.1 Introduction  

The analyses reported in Chapters 5 and 6 have established that MSE interactions are topically 

organised: Orientation to topical organisation via the phenomenon ‘service topics’ provided the 

rationality for local and extended sequential organisation and the relevance of particular activities 

predicated of incumbents of the categories GP and P. Service topics were found to be the 

phenomena whereby MSEs institutional contexts were “observably and reportedly – that is, 

accountably – brought into being” (Heritage 1984: 290). It was found that activities involved in the 

search for and preservation of service topics served to provide rational procedures, structures and 

conditions (Garfinkel 1972: 345) for organised:  

• entry into, and exit from, local sequences and the extended sequence;  

• co-ordination of local sequences of activities oriented to the fulfilment of conventional 

institutional goals; 

• co-ordination of sequential activities in ways that reflected both the expectable 

features of social categories GP and P and met the locally specified requirements of 

situated conventional institutional service tasks; 

• cohesion and coherence within the extended sequence; 

• the management of multiple topics without loss of coherence or cohesion; and 

• the hierarchical ordering of topics of talk.  
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This chapter reports the results of analyses of the topically organised ways that Ps and GPs 

coordinated the tasks for which they were responsible (i.e., making reasonable and intelligible 

requests for and provisions of medical goods and services). The relationship between the familiar 

scenic features of the interactions and the coordination of institutional tasks was examined. This 

analysis elaborates existing answers to both research questions:  

1. How does topical talk operate in the organisation and management of MSE 
interactions? 

2. How does topical talk operate in the co-ordination of specific service requests 
and service provisions? 

The aspects of topical and categorial organization considered in this chapter are those that EM 

studies have found to be recurrent features of social settings. This chapter reports the application of 

those understandings to the analysis of the order*liness of social action within the MSE setting. 

Concepts that are applied in this third phase of the analysis appear in the shaded sections of Table 

7.1 (reproduced from Chapter 3 – Table 3.4). 

TABLE 7.1   ASPECTS OF TOPICAL ORGANISATION INVESTIGATED IN CHAPTER 7  

 LOCAL SEQUENCES EXTENDED SEQUENCES 

 SEQUENTIAL ORDER  CATEGORIAL ORDER SEQUENTIAL ORDER  CATEGORIAL ORDER 

 

TOPICAL 
ORGANISERS 

 

Topic Generation  

Topic Preservation  

Topic Closure 

Topic Carriers 

Topic sensitive 
classifications 

Sequential structures 
that provide for 
embedded category 
descriptions 

Category 
descriptions 
accomplished via 
topical management 

 

Reason-for-call 
Topics 

Cover Topics 

False-first Topics 

Sub-Topics 

Preliminary Topics  

Pre-topical sequences 

Classifications organised 
by topics talked about  

MCDs that provide for 
category accretion & 
transformation 

Topic structures available 
for membership 
categorisation work (i.e., 
pre-topical sequences, 
preliminary topics, sub-
topics)  
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Two programmatically relevant categories, P and GP, are collected by the membership categorisation 

device, MSE. Stage 1 analyses, reported in Chapter 5, showed that participation as a P, in the first 

instance, involved accountability for the provision of an actionable service topic, that is, a topic 

proposal that was hearable as a request for conventional medical goods and services. Participation 

as a GP involved accountability for actions oriented to the elicitation of an actionable service topic. 

Further, the designs of Ps’ topic proposals invoked particular categorial features and were found to be 

consequential for the sequential structure of their ongoing interactions and accountabilities for the 

relevance of specific topics and tasks (e.g., GPs’ provisions of specific medical goods and services). 

Category predicates invoked by Ps’ formulations of service topic proposals (i.e., what would count as 

having adequately performed GPs’ and Ps’ predicated tasks) and the relational configurations of GPs 

and Ps were topically organised. In other words, local sequences were topically organised by and for 

the ascription of categorial rights and obligations (predicates) that were relevant for the 

accomplishment of situated tasks. 

The third stage of analysis, reported in this chapter, further elaborates the findings reported in 

Chapter 6, especially that Ps and GPs mutually oriented to constraint that all activities should be 

linked to service topics in progress.  

The main finding reported here is that members’ invocation and assemblage of the category-features 

of GP and P for the diverse tasks that were made relevant within situated interactions, were 

organised and managed via selective inclusions of pre-topical, preliminary and sub-topical 

sequences. The prevalence of biographical preliminary and sub-topical sequences and their property 

as familiar scenic features in the setting points to the co-participants’ orientations to the practical 

tasks conventionally associated with this insitiutional setting (i.e., the constitution of Ps as the rightful 

recipients and GPs as the rightful providers of the specific goods and services requested) (see Eglin 

& Wideman 1986). 
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The features of pre-topical, preliminary and sub-topical sequences and the service topics themselves 

were analysed: Pre-topical sequences (see Section 2.4.1.1.2) were found to orient to service topic 

generation and established patterns of sequential organisation and categorial organisation that were 

subsequently applied throughout interactions and, therefore, had implications for the disposal of 

medical service tasks. The operation of pre-topical sequences is discussed and exemplified in 

Section 7.2. 

Sub-topics (i.e., topics related to ‘reason-for-call topics’ including those used as ‘cover topics’, see 

Section 2.4.2.2) were explicitly linked to service topics and operated to accomplish situated 

membership categorisation activities that significantly affected the co-ordination of GP and P activities 

involved in requesting and providing both conventional, and sometimes unconventional, goods and 

services. Although they performed different sequential tasks, preliminary topics also typically included 

biographical details and occasioned self-identifications as members of other categories and MCDs. 

The operation of preliminary topics was similar to that of sub-topics with respect to membership 

categorisation and the co-ordination of MSE tasks. Both preliminary and sub-topics invoked MCDs 

and categories other than GP and P and these were artfully used to transform the features of the 

programmatically relevant P and GP categories. The operation of preliminary topics is not discussed 

separately; however, the operation of sub-topical talk is discussed and exemplified in Section 7.3. 

The examples used in this chapter are typically longer segments of transcripts than have been used 

to illustrate findings in Chapters 5 and 6. This was necessary to provide a sense of the related nature 

of sequences of activities and the character of pre-topical sequences and sub-topics as procedurally 

consequential for action throughout the extended sequences. 
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7.2 The operation of pre-topical sequences 

The distinguishing feature of a pre-topical sequence is that it orients to topic generation. Thus even 

where a service topic was not actually accomplished within the sequence, the activities led to the 

generation of a service topic. Pre-topical sequences were relatively rare in MSEs because, in general, 

topic initial elicitation moves resulted in the proposal and confirmation of a service topic that was 

subsequently preserved.  

Pre-topical sequences were typically found in interactions that were part of a series. In such cases, 

the original ailment had been previously reported. The initial object of interest in the new MSE was, 

therefore, variation in the state of Ps’ experience of the original illness, or knowledge about it (e.g., 

new information derived from investigative tests or other sources). The reporting of progress of an 

illness often preceded the generation of a new service topic for the current MSE. Typically, Ps’ 

actions at the point at which a service topic proposal was due (i.e., after the GP had issued a service 

topic initial elicitor) occasioned a progress-reporting sequence that was retrospectively relevant to 

service topics from a previous interaction, and prospectively relevant to a new service topic that was 

pending.  

Progress-reports demonstrated Ps’ and GPs’ orientations to the normative social understanding that 

“variations from ‘normal’ are noticeable phenomena” (Sacks 1992a [1965]: 58). Ps reported on 

variations to selected aspects of their condition that were noticeably non-normal to them. The terms 

and measures of progress often seemed vague because the features selected for reference (and 

measures of variation used) were not standardised sets of ‘normal’ features. The non-specificity 

documented Ps’ requirements that GPs’ should attend to their formulations of their current state as 

variants from some ‘normal’ state, usually without reference to what that entailed (e.g., “Not too 

good,” “A bit better”). It was found that Ps’ selected formulations of variance provided the particular 
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focus of the service topic to come, and GPs oriented to their accountability for finding and acting in 

accordance with that focus.  

Ps and GPs oriented to GPs’ accountability for hearing collections of variances as medically relevant 

and intelligible, and GPs were often held accountable for transforming Ps’ formulations into a 

medically relevant service topic. These category-related accountabilities were documented and 

managed sequentially: Where high levels of GPs’ accountability for transforming a progress report 

into a service topic were projected by Ps’ actions, Q-A sequences were used to collaboratively 

accomplish both the progress report and the generation of the service topic. Such sequences did not 

result in extended talk by Ps. Although the Q-A sequential format was prevalent, an alternative 

method was also found in which Ps oriented to their own accountability for transforming information 

about progress into a medically relevant referential framework. These sequences were collaboratively 

developed as news-tellings or narratives wherein Ps assumed and were accorded the rights of news- 

or story-tellers and GPs assumed and were accorded the limited participation rights of news- or story-

recipients. Table 7.2 summarises these differences in the organisation and management of pre-

topical reporting sequences. 

TABLE 7.2           THE ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT OF PRE-TOPICAL REPORTING SEQUENCES 

THE FEATURES OF TWO CONTRASTIVE METHODS OF REPORTING VARIANCE IN CONDITION OR REVIEWING 
SYMPTOMS AS A PRE-SEQUENCE TO PROPOSING A SERVICE TOPIC. 

1. P reports non-specific change, provides that variance in 
state is noticeable to them in experiential terms. 
Categories of descriptions used to formulate variance 
were typically standardised categories such as eating, 
sleeping, feeling more or less well or unwell, e.g.,  

P:  Oh, not too bad. Feeling much better than last time.  

2. P reports specific change; provides accounts of 
variance in state and proposes candidate reasons for 
changes, e.g.,  

P:  Or:::h (.) O - kay↑ (.) I- I- I- (1) suppose↑ umm, the 
video↑ yes, it was umm interesting but, however (.) I 
think umm (3) a::hh I think that it was tar-, I think the 
video might be targeted for something (.) ahh more 
chronic than what I suffer from. 

1. Projects GP as responsible for providing a medically 
reasonable account of the variant state. Requires 
GPs’ alignment as co-participant in the reporting 
sequence and for clarifying Ps’ accounts of changes 
using question-answer series (Q-A); e.g.,  

GP:  Are you? In what ways? 

2. Projects GP agreement and alignment as report 
recipient using receipt tokens to show understanding 
e.g., acknowledgements and continuers. 

GP: Yeh↑ Yeh↑ Yeh↑ 
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The second form of pre-topical reporting sequence resulted in Ps’ inclusions of biographical 

information that were part of the identifiable scenic features of interactions in this setting. Recall that 

the conceptual framework for EM analysis (Section 2.3) established that the rationality and situated 

sense of participants’ choices of scenic features is accomplished with reference to four dimensions of 

social organisation: local sequential, extended sequential, topical and categorial organisations. The 

analysis of pre-topical sequences considered the relevance of each form of organisation.  

It was found that pre-topical sequences:  

1. organised a particular focus within the service topics that were subsequently developed; 

2. provided for the intelligibility of specific service topics; 

3. described GPs’ accountabilities for the disposal of service tasks;  

4. described the sequential rights and responsibilities of incumbents of the P and GP categories 

in subsequent talk; and 

5. assembled, via category elaborations (Jayyusi 1984: 116 – 121), the features of the category 

P and GP for the situated event and the activities accounted for the relevance of the 

interaction in the first place, namely, conducting a general practice medical consultation.  

In other words, pre-topical sequences, in which Ps included biographical details, provided 

opportunities for detailed membership categorisation work that had implications for the 

accomplishment of the task at hand, finding the relevant service task and coordinating specific 

service requests and provisions. Finding the actionable service topic is central to the activity 

‘conducting a general practice medical consultation’. The membership categorisation device MSE 

(i.e., parties to a general practice medical consultation) is invoked. Where progress-reporting pre-

sequences are used, they were listened to by GPs for the service topic.  
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These findings are explicated and exemplified in the analysis of Example 7.1, ALAISTAIR, below. P was 

on a return visit to the GP. At his previous consultation, less than one month earlier, GP had provided 

P with a video on the subject of clinical depression and had prescribed anti-depressant medication.  

EXAMPLE 7.1 ALAISTAIR 

CS – AF – 6A1 

01 P Hi. 
02 te GP So how are ya. 
03  P Good to get out. 
04 GP Yeah, nice ‘n fresh.   
05 P  (2) 
06 te GP So how’s it been going for ya↑ 
07  P Or:::h (.) O - kay↑ (.) I- I- I- (1) suppose↑ umm, 
08  GP Yep↑ 
09  P the video↑ yes, it was umm interesting but, however (.) I think umm (3) a::hh I think that it was tar-, I 

think the video might be targeted for something (.) ahh more chronic than what I suffer from. 
010 GP Yeh↑ Yeh↑ Yeh↑ 
011 P A::::hem, 
012 GP Right↑ (1) 
013  P But I- I've been ahh, I've started on the tablets (.3) though.   
014 GP Oh↑ o↑kay yeah↑ 
015 P Just to umm, (.5) like for the concentration and the umm, (.3) lack of interest, (1) in things. aah (3) I 

think ah when they said two or more symptoms for two weeks or longer, (.3) sort of (.) makes me feel 
well (2) no::, ee- ((clears throat)) either they're there and they're thery’re so small that they're (.) not 
noticeable or they're not there. 

016 GP Right. right. 
017 P at all. 
018 GP Right, .hh okay. .hhh but you decided to trial them to see how (.) things went more or less [was it↑ or 

something like that. 
019 P  [u::m:. 
020 P Yeah, it's still the ups and downs. ya know↑  
021 GP Yeah. 
022 P like some of the a:::h (1) some of the downs are quite (.2) you know dramatic, 
023 GP Yeah. 
024 P but they don't last for those long periods, (.2)  
025  P maybe it's umm, (.2) just good ol:d stress or something, that 
026 GP Yeah. 
027  P you know by a reduction in workload, 
028 GP yeah↑ yeah. 
029 P might, 
030 GP Might work. 
031 P cha↑nge yeah. 
032 GP Yeah. 
033 P ((clears throat)) I'll know in three weeks, 
034 GP Yeah↑= 
035 P =umm↑= 
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036 GP =what's happening in three weeks then, th[at's the promotion thing is it↑ 
037 P  [orh↑ 
038 P Yea:h, yea:h, it's the (.2) it’s the attempt. 
039 GP Yeah. 
040   (1) 
041  P Maybe concentrate on- (.) on a::h (.) after that, more and more things that are just enjoyable I think, 
042 GP Yeah, yeah, I think you're ri↑ght there that certainly helps yeah. 
043  P Maybe, maybe I've been confusing umm (1) a:::hh (.) like you know like I do sometimes pull in some 

second jobs, and maybe I've been confusing confusing monetary gain with satisfaction (.) and ya know 
enjoyment in the- in the job.   

044 GP Uu:m yeah, a::h I think you're qui:↑te ri:↑ght if you can get that informaha:tion he out of li:fe I think 
that's a good starha hart.  

045 P Mm:::↓ 
046 GP I think sometimes as you rightly point out we get so focussed on things that are- we think are the 

reason for happiness and they’re not necesshearily true. Isn't it.   
047 P Yeah. 
048 GP Guess it's a matter of finding it for yourself too.  
049   (1) 
050 te GP Okay↑ (.) So (.) you had, th- th- some tests ahh the idea of checking some tests sometime↓ Uum (1)  

So what do you think.  Do anything more about that↑ or:::, 

The following analysis examines the rationalities documented by the co-participants within the 

interaction. To find what was accomplished in and through this pre-topical sequence, it analyses co-

participants’ displays of members’ knowledge and competencies as documented in their construction 

of the rationality and intelligibility of their actions with reference to the four dimensions of social 

organisation. It shows that local sequential organisation and topical organisation are procedures 

whereby categorial and extended sequential organisations are accomplished and that these, in turn, 

provide for the accomplishment of the task at hand (i.e., securing specific medical goods and 

services).  

7.2.1 Topical Organisation 

In the first four turns of this opening sequence the co-participants collaboratively accomplished a 

ceremonial greeting. In Turn 6, “So how’s it been going for ya?”, the GP provided a second topic 

elicitor and P was again projected as topic proposer. The design of P’s utterance in Turn 7, “Or:::h (.) 

O - kay↑ (.) I- I- I-(1) suppose↑ umm,” P’s equivocation, self-corrections (I- I- I-), frequent pauses, 
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intonation pattern with the upward intonation contour, and use of the floor-holder “umm” tagged onto 

the end of the utterance, indicated the possibility that bad news was to follow. Following Sacks 

(1992a [1964]), Jefferson (1980) and Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998: 129) showed that a recurrent 

feature of equivocal responses to “how are you” questions is that they foreshadow bad news. P 

began, in contrast to Turn 3, to report a negative state consistent with a health problem. At the turn 

relevant point at the end of this utterance, GP provided a continuer “yep↑” indicating his alignment as 

either news recipient or topic proposal recipient.  

In Turn 9, instead of a service topic proposal, P re-instated the relevance of a service topic from the 

previous interaction and established the pre-topical progress-report sequence. This move 

documented the status of the up-coming sequence as pre-topical because its relevance at this point 

(in the local sequential context of the topic initial elicitor) was provided for only by its action in leading 

to the now relevant service topic proposal for this event. GP’s actions in aligning as news-recipient, by 

generally limiting his participation to the provision of continuers and acknowledgement tokens, 

documented that this was his analysis. Accordingly, he did not initiate further service topic elicitation 

activities until the news-telling/progress-reporting sequence was observably complete (i.e., not until 

Turn 50). GP’s and P’s actions documented that the activity they were collaboratively engaged in was 

one that required P to talk and GP to listen.  

7.2.2 Local Sequential Organisation 

After Turn 7, the sequence was organised (initiated by P) as a progress-reporting sequence. This 

specialised sequence type has specific turn-taking rules: The reporter (P in this case) is accorded 

rights to organise the content and to continue the reporting until they determine that it is complete. 

The report-recipient (GP in this case) is required to display their recipient status by providing 

acknowledgement tokens to indicate active listening. P’s design of Turn 9 showed that he oriented to 
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his rights as a speaker and imposed constraints on GP’s participation in the progress-reporting under 

way. P documented this for GP in the following ways: 

• he ‘held the floor’ for a long time by serialising his utterance; 

• he used pauses to prolong his turn and provided that the pauses not be heard as 

transition relevant places by placing them at points where his utterance oriented to 

continued action e.g., after “however,” after “something,” and in mid sentence “I think 

umm (3)”; 

• he used floor-holding tokens: umm, umm, a:hh, ahh; 

• he used repetition e.g., “but, however,” “I think umm (3) a:hh I think that it was tar- I 

think the video was targetted…..”; 

• his utterance was expository and oriented to a forthcoming explanation by placing the 

disputed subject matter “more chronic than what I suffer from” at the end of his turn; 

and 

• in the design of the utterance projected further explanation of his specific formulations 

of “what I suffer from” based on his assessments of GP’s diagnosis in comparison with 

his own assessments of his illness.  

Thus more talk by P was foreshadowed and GP oriented to the project of P’s utterance by providing 

the continuer “Yep↑”. The triple repetition of the continuer in Turn 10 is hearable as strong alignment 

with the progress-reporting. His consistent provision of the continuers in Turns 8 and 10, “yep” and  

“yeh↑ yeh↑ yeh↑” signified in two ways. According to Heritage (1984b) continuers are the standard 

means for orienting to the other party’s interactional task, so GP’s continuers can be analysed as 

displaying this orientation to P. Further, the design of P’s turn oriented to his action as foreshadowing 

a forthcoming explanation and GP’s actions documented this expectation.  

P continued to document his rights as speaker: at Turn 11, he marked his intention to hold the floor 

with the placeholder “A::::hem,” spoken with a continuing intonation. GP oriented to P’s rights by 

providing another continuer “Right↑” in Turn 12. This was followed by a pause to allow P to continue. 
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The bad news report that his illness had been misdiagnosed had been formulated in terms of his 

appraisal of the relevance of the video he had watched. Turn 13 offered a contrastive ‘good’ news 

report formulated in terms of the anti-depressant medication prescribed by GP. The design of this 

turn, “But I- I’ve been a:h, I started on the tablets (.3) though.” provided for the ‘bad news/good news’ 

construct to he heard. P’s use of the appositional, “but” followed by “though” at the end of his 

utterance tied this utterance to the prior Turn and to the structure of an ongoing reporting sequence. 

The design of this Turn and the apparent contradiction it made available (i.e., P’s formulation that he 

did not have clinical depression but that he had started on the anti-depressants) also made a 

question for clarification relevant from GP. This was delivered in Turn 14. 

Using the contrast-marking device, P indicated his intention to continue the expository progress-report 

of his illness with a focus on a contrast between the degree of the severity of his illness and that 

described by the video. By tying his appraisal of his symptoms (on which he took himself to be the 

authority) to those detailed in the video (institutional authority made available to him), he secured his 

rights to provide not only a report of his ongoing illness but also an account of the differences and, 

therefore, his rights to formulate a new candidate diagnosis and treatment regimen for his illness. P’s 

move at Turn 13 also marked the continuing relevance of topics from the previous MSE.  

From P’s initiation of the progress-report sequence at Turn 9 until Turn 43, P and GP worked with 

closely co-ordinated sequential actions appropriate for such a sequence. The up-shot of P’s report 

was that his condition was environmental not pathological, measurable but not as severe as clinical 

depression, and curable without further medical intervention. P’s formulation of a treatment regimen 

Turn 41 (“Maybe concentrate on- (.) on a::h (.) after that, more and more things that are just enjoyable 

I think,”) was responded to by GP with a bid (Turn 42) for rights to draw conclusions (i.e., that 

certainly helps yeah) that he appended to the provision of the sequentially-appropriate agreement 

(i.e., Yeah, yeah, I think you’re quite ri↑ght). The sense of this bid is provided for by the activity within 
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which this pre-topical sequence was developed and GP’s category-predicated task, to listen for a 

possible actionable service topic.  

However, P’s next turn documents that treatment of depression was not the service topic for this 

event by re-instating the progress reporting and his rights to re-diagnose his illness. Nevertheless, he 

maintains the relevance of GP as party to this reporting and enlists his affirmation by sustaining the 

candidate status of his formulations of his own actions as causal in his depression. This was 

accomplished with the repeated use of two devices: firstly by modifying his statements by placing 

“maybe” appositionally prior in each case (i.e, “Maybe, maybe I've been confusing umm …” and 

“maybe I've been confusing confusing..”); and secondly by directly invoking GP’s opinion as relevant 

using the tag question “you know?” (i.e., “like you know like” and “ya know enjoyment”).  

In Turn 44 GP provided the preferred confirmation repeating the statement used in Turn 41, this time 

intensified with the qualifier “quite,” “Uu:m yeah, a::h I think you're qui:↑te ri:↑ght.” The stress 

patterns and upward intonation contour provided further emphasis. GP continued his strong 

alignment with P’s selected formulations of the upshot of his progress-report and invoked the 

relevance of P’s rights to decide in Turn 47, “Guess it's a matter of finding it for yourself too.”  

P’s actions from Turn 41 oriented to the closure of the progress report. The pattern of his utterances 

changed. Following GP’s confirmations in Turns 44 and 46, P displayed his movement towards 

closure by responding minimally to GP’s confirmations using the acknowledgement tokens “Mm:::↓” 

and “Yeah.” After GP’s turn 48, P was silent. GP aligned with this documented closure in Turn 50 by 

providing the relevant sequence-bounding move, the disjunct marker, “O↑kay!”.  

GP’s next action clearly displayed the normativity of topical organisation in this setting and the fact 

that the sequence had been a pre-topical sequence that signalled the relevance of service topics from 

the previous MSE: The accountable absence of a service topic was oriented to. GP immediately 
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reinstated the topic elicitation sequence with the topic initial elicitor, “So (.) you had, th- th- some tests 

ahh the idea of checking some tests sometime↓ Uum (1)  So what do you think.  Do anything more 

about that↑ or:::,”, that itemised another unresolved service topic from the previous MSE.  

This action documented the background understanding that the interaction could be continued only if 

a service topic was generated and GP and P mutually oriented to this normative feature of the setting. 

To this end, GP ‘re-started’ the conversation (Jefferson 1984) after the lapse, using a topic elicitation 

sequence.  

7.2.2 Implications for Categorial Organisation and the Tasks of the MSE 

Commonsense knowledge of sequential patterns associated with news-tellings and progress-

reportings, and of the responsibility to provide adequate professional medical services (i.e., the 

category-constitutive feature of a GP), were traded on to make sense in and of this sequence of talk 

and the relational configuration of P and GP organised by it. Normative interactional identities of 

news- or progress-reporter and recipient were enacted by Ps and GPs respectively (i.e., Ps reported 

and GPs provided receipt tokens to indicate their ongoing attention and understanding).  

The relevance of such a reporting was constituted by the activity relevant to the MSE, that is, finding 

an actionable service topic. This MCD provided for the relevance of the two programmatically relevant 

categories P and GP. The selection of the progress-report exchange sequence provided for the 

relevance of the two interactional categories progress-reporter and recipient. P’s actions, and the 

pattern of participation afforded by the selected local sequential organisation, occasioned the 

indexical category features of P and GP for this interaction. The activity sequence established a 

membership categorisation elaboration operation. Table 7.2 below summarises the activities. It is 

based on Table 3.3 (see Section 3.4.2.1.1). 
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TABLE 7.3 CATEGORY ELABORATION OPERATION ACCOMPLISHED USING PRE-TOPICAL SEQUENCES 

INITIAL CATEGORIZATION RELEVANT INTERMEDIATE 
CATEGORIZATION 

CONSEQUENT CATEGORIZATION 

Event-Tied / Locally Specific 
Categorization (A) 

Stable Categorization Event-Tied / Stable / Action-
Consequent Categorization (B) 

(Account Providing) 

Progress-Reporter  

Authority on Experience of illness 
Authority on institutional 

knowledge of symptoms of clinical 
depression described in the Video 

 

Patient (P) Appropriate diagnostic assessor of 
illness 

Appropriate prescriber of treatment 
regimens 

Arbiter on matters of own health and 
necessity of specific medical goods 

and services 

Report-Recipient Doctor (GP) Confirmer of P’s diagnoses, 
prescriptions of treatment regimens, 

Provider of medical goods and 
services deemed to be necessary 

by P  

 

The relevance of the local sequence chosen by P provided a programmatic right to provide self-

assessments and accountably established the features of the category P as the primary, 

knowledgeable authority and arbiter on matters to do with his own health including diagnosis and 

prescription of treatment regimens.  

The GP’s alignment as report-recipient constituted alignment with P’s assumption of his own rights to 

assess and make decisions regarding the diagnosis and treatment of his illness. This was 

documented in the design of his utterances (e.g., Turn 18: “but you decided to trial them to see how 

(.) things went more or less [was it↑ or something like that.”). The double tag question (i.e.., “was it? 

or something like that?”) indicated strong alignment with P’s rights not only to re-assess his condition 

but also to continue to do so in this context. GP’s categorisation as provider of confirmation and 
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agreement was consistently oriented to. For instance, in Turn 27, P oriented to the accomplishment of 

the new diagnosis as a joint activity with the pre-placement of “you know” projecting GP’s agreement 

with his candidate prescription of treatment, “a reduction in workload.”  

P’s actions were heard as ascriptive of the appropriate category features of GP and P for such an 

activity. P, as reporter, assumed and was accorded the rights of diagnostician and prescriber of 

treatment regimens. GP, thus instructed, did not act as investigator of a medical problem or 

diagnostician. Rather, GP enacted the part of recipient by limiting his utterances to various continuers 

(e.g, “yep,” “yeh, yeh, yeh,” “right,” and ‘Yeah,’ at Turns 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 21, 23, 26, 28, 30, 32, 

34, and 39), and thereby, displayed alignment with the category features ascribed by P. 

The continuation of the interaction shown in Example 7.1.2, below, demonstrates the consequences 

for the ongoing MSE of the membership category elaborations accomplished in the pre-topical 

sequence. Although in the short sequence after the topic proposal was provided (Turns 57 and 58) 

GP attempted to take back these rights (Turns 60 – 68), P resumed his established rights as 

diagnostic assessor, prescriber of treatment regimens, and arbiter on matters of own health and 

necessity of specific medical goods and services (Turn 69). Following this, GP complied with the 

categorial order established in the earlier sequence and continued to act in accordance with the 

category features ascribed to him, those assumed by P, and the social configurations implied by 

them.  

Accordingly, GP’s design of the topic initial elicitor at Turn 50, although it is an itemised inquiry, was 

tentative, punctuated by pauses, self corrections and hesitations. GP selected P, in advance, as the 

proposer of the topic “some tests” (i.e., “you had the idea”) and as the arbiter on the relevance of the 

serviceable tasks (i.e., “So what do you think. Do anything more about that↑ or:::,). By providing a 

topic initial elicitor that hailed the ongoing relevance of service topics from the previous MSE, GP had 
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also oriented to the topical order provided by P in the pre-topical sequence as well as the standard 

rationality of the MSE (i.e., that a service topic should be provided to enable the interaction to 

continue). 

Although the sequential organisation in this segment, the Q-A sequence, could be commonsensically 

analysed as GP (as questioner) establishing control and dominance, the details reflect the impact of 

the elaborated category features established in the pre-topical sequence. It can be seen that P’s 

answers projected questions and he consistently assumed and was accorded the status of arbiter on 

matters of diagnosis, prescription and the need for particular medical goods and services (see Turns 

marked ). GP continued to enact service provider as advised by P, who made only two 

concessions regarding GP’s decisions on matters of service provision (e.g., Turn 96 “Can=if=ya=like” 

and Turn 98 “°If ya feel that’s OK you can do that↑°”), thus marking the matter of the tetanus injection 

as relatively insignificant. 

EXAMPLE 7.1.2 ALAISTAIR  SEGMENT 2 

050 te GP Okay↑ (.) So (.) you had, th- th- some tests ahh the idea of checking some tests sometime↓ Uum (1)  
So what do you think.  Do anything more about that↑ or:::, 

051 P Tests. 
052 GP U::m. 
053 P Which- which ones↑ 
054 GP You know, the Hepatitis B and stuff like that.   
055 P O::h ri↑ght. U:m (.) Mmm  (.) I- I might've got you a bit worried last time I was here, 
056 GP huh ha. 
057 tp P when I was talking about the AIDSs test [and all that, the fact that I've never had one,  
058 GP  [right, yeah] no, no. 
059 tp P you know↑ like (2) a:hh, (3) I don't know do you, do you think↑ 
060 tc GP Well are you- do you think you're a high risk fell↑ow that's the question, I- I [think that a::h  
061 P [((clears throat)) 
062 GP the AIDS is pretty unco:mmon to catch from the blood (.) s:p:ill that you were involved with,  
063 P Yes. 
064 GP I think it's not (.) li:kely=I mean usually it's gotta be a fairly big (.) spill of blood. Hepatitus B, yes you 

can (.) sort of get that more (.) commonly (.) 
065 P a::h↑ 
066 GP So it’s a possibility but ceratinly AIDS is pretty unlikely with the small amount that (.) 
067 P a:::h. 
068 GP was involved re:ally.   
069  P Yeh, yeh well, ((clears throat)) I do- I don't think I'm in a risk group at all↑   
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070  GP No. no. I don't think you are, I don’t expect so. (.) I mean you've never mentioned that before. 
071 P H::mm. 
072 GP .hhhhh ahh well you could certainly get a Hepatitis B if you wish just to get an idea of where you are↑   
073 P Mmm.  
074 GP on that. 
075 P ((clears throat)) (1) 
076  GP °It’s up to you.° 
077  P Hmmm↑ (3) .hhh Yeah that's prob’ly the one that's more scary and prob’ly (.) prob’ly maybe more 

easier for me to cat↑ch.   
078 GP Right↓ 
079 P with that- with that type of= 
080 GP =Yeah↑ well that's a possibility I mean kids pick it up off the ground that (.) sort of Hep B someti:mes 

so:,  
081 P Yeah. 
082 GP ya know, playing in playgrounds ‘n things.  .hhhhh it's not usually big issue with adults↑  
083 P ((clears throat)) 
084 GP` it's more of a concern with children.   
085 P u::m. 
086 GP That's if they’re in high risk areas. 
087 P A:h↑ yeah. 
088 GP And there was a Tetanus shot that you were talking about too.   
089 P Mmm↑  
090   (2) 
091  GP So do you wanna do that today↑  
092   (2) 
093 P Yep. 
094 GP Yeah↓ 
095   (2)  
096 P Can=if=ya=like↑  
097 GP Yea. 
098 P °If ya feel that’s OK you can do that↑° 
099 GP Okay. we=c’n=do=that. 
0100  GP A:umm what about the u::m ta:blets do you want to continue with those for a while and see what 

happens↑  Cause I can give you a few more ya c’n try and see how ya go from there.   
0101  P Perhaps↑ yeh↓ 
0102  GP You’d like to take them↑ 
0103  P Yeah. Yeah. 
0104  GP Want ta try some more↑ 
0105  P ((clears throat))  It's worth a try I'm feeling pretty good today.   

((talk continues in the same vein)) 
0170 GP Okay so we'll give you that little shot in the arm with the tetanus ↑ Pop that up now↑ pop there ya’ 

go↑ Now I’ll take that out↑ (.) that's the Tetnus one. (1) How's it going, alright↑   
0171   (2) 
0172 GP I’ll just take a quick blood test out. Check the Hep. B.  
0173 GP Which one do you want↑ 
0174 P Oh. Just ºthis one here I ‘spose.°  
0175  GP Now do ya want that AIDS one or ºnot worry about that now° 
0176  P O:h yeh↑ might as well↑ 
0177   (4) 
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0178  GP So::: u::m (.3) with resp:ect to the (1) Hep B: (.) do you want to know any more information about 
‘ut or should we wait till we get the results back or↑ how d’ya feel, do you wan to::↑ 

0179  P U::mm -  well if it's- if it’s down or if it's u::m (.) not registering that (.) I've got an immunity to it, then 
I guess I'll have to have- buy a booster and (.5) get it done.   

0180 GP Yeah Get some umm immunisation.  
0181 P Mmm. (3) 
0182 P Pull it tighter it'll come up↑ huh huh huh huh ha (2) 
0183 GP Don't wanna put it too tight otherwise it'll cut your circulation off↑ 
0184  P Oh alright. 

In Turns 57 and 59, the service topic AIDS screening test is proposed by P. Turns 60 to 68 are 

virtually a monologue by the GP as P provided only minimal responses at transition relevant places. 

The design of GP’s confirmation (Turn 60) was problematic given the category features ascribed to 

him: he did not immediately comply with the service request; he called for a justification other than the 

one that must have been provided on the previous occasion (the blood spill); and took the part of 

medical expert. The segment of talk centred on the single question of whether P could justify for GP, 

the need for an AIDS test and this, in turn, centred on the category-identification implied in “are you a 

high risk fellow”. P’s emphatic answer (Turn 69) “Well I don’t think I’m in a high risk group at all↑” 

reinstated the relevance of the relational configuration assembled in the pre-topical sequence. GP’s 

Turn 70 showed that he understood P’s hearing of his question as a charge to be rebutted and a 

violation of the social order established for the interaction. GP’s subsequent actions corrected this 

breach and he reverted to the pre-established categorial order by offering a service in Turn 72. This 

decision he left up to P (Turn 76). 

However, the location of the actionable service topic, tests talked about last time, and the 

establishment of situated categorial order, enabled P to be offered blood screening tests for Hepatitis 

B and (eventually) the AIDS virus, a tetanus injection, and a prescription for more anti-depressant 

tablets. As arbiter on necessary services, P provided strong support for the blood testing and 

conceded (fairly unenthusiastically) to receipt of the prescription and the tetanus injection. He was 
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also offered a cholesterol test (not shown in the segments included) and, out of “interest”, conceded 

to that as well.  

In the closing sequence of this interaction, Example 7.1.3, below, P displayed a particular interest in 

the results of the AIDS screening, indicating again that this was his primary interest and the particular 

service task he had required.  

EXAMPLE 7.1.3 ALAISTAIR  CLOSING SEQUENCE 

Note that, in the interests of preserving confidentiality, GPs were given control of taping interactions. During this 
interaction, GP turned the tape off at the point at which he believed the interaction to be closed. When it continued, he 
turned the tape recorder back on so, according to his report, only a small segment of the interaction was not recorded. 

0190   (7) 
0191 GP All=right well give it a coupla weeks and if there's anything in the test I'll let you know anyhow. If 

you want to ring up you're welcome to. 
0192  P So that's- that’s the AIDS test as well↑ 
0193   GP Yes. // 
0194 GP //((turns tape off)) 
0195 GP ((turns tape on))// 
0196 tp P //in come the shakes and the shivers and (.) ma:ssive headaches and I was usin’ Panadol forte ‘n 

(.) this was- this cycle kept going on for about ten days. 
0197 tc GP Right↑ 
0198 P and umm. (2) I never- never ever found out what it was. This was before I started coming to this 

surgery. 
0199 GP Orh ri∧ght °oka∧y°  
0200 P Yea∧h   
0201 GP Well we'll find out if there's anything hiding there= 
0202 P =U:mm= 
0203 GP =but ta we'll see if the[re’s anything.  
0204 P  [But that long ago li[ke .hhhhhh 
0205 GP  [Yea:h. that's right 
0206 P I'd certainly know, 
0207 GP Yeah. that’s right. 
0208 P what was- (.) maybe it was just a savage virus that got hold of me and just would – not – let – go. 

°so°. 
0209 GP Certainly a few of those around. 
0210 P ya:eah. 
0211 P All right↑ 
0212 GP Well we'll catchya later then. 
0213 P All right then. Thanks for your ti∧me. 
0214 GP Your welcome. 

In this closing segment, P oriented to a change in the categorial order via a change in the topical 

order. For the first time, at Turn 196, P proposed a service topic that had not been introduced at the 
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previous MSE and was not elicited by the GP. Trading on the normative category predicate of the GP 

as responsible for investigating health problems, that had not been relevant throughout this 

interaction, P continued this topic (confirmed and minimally preserved by GP in Turns 197 and 199) 

for six Turns. In Turn 201, “Well we'll find out if there's anything hiding there”, GP documented: 

1. that he had decided that P’s talk was connected to the earlier topic (whether P needed an 

AIDS test) rather than as a new service topic; 

2. that a service had been given that would count as having dealt with this health problem; and 

3. that he was still operating according to the category features ascribed to him, that is, not an 

investigator but a service provider. 

Several subtleties in GP’s actions documented that he suspected that P could, in fact, be a “high risk 

fellow”: 

• he offered the AIDS screening test even though no justification was provided for it; 

• he asked P to specify the arm he would prefer to have blood taken from (i.e., which 

one he would prefer to expose); and 

• he treated P’s talk about a ‘mystery virus’ in the closing sequence as linked to the 

service topic proposal (AIDS test) rather than as a new service topic proposal.  

The question of why the P had organised the interaction in the ways that he did is documented in 

several ways. The fact that he had requested an AIDS test (and others) on the previous occasion but 

had not received them is documented. In the pre-topical sequence, P constituted the focus of topical 

talk in this interaction as topics raised in the previous one. At the same time P constituted a situated 

categorial order that enabled him to control what happened this time. The question of why P did not 

simply ask for an AIDS test cannot be decided; however, the pattern observed in this interaction, that 

the reason-for-the-call was not provided immediately, but was raised in response to an offer by GP 

(Turn 134: Now do ya want that AIDS one or ºnot worry about that now°) was found to be a 
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normative pattern in conversations in which sensitive topics were eventually raised or favours were 

required (Sacks 1992a [1967]: 535). In such cases, Sacks found that “ there is an enormous amount 

of saying-things-to-something-that-somebody-else-has-raised”. What is evident in Example 7.1 and in 

other interactions in which pre-topical sequences, preliminary and sub-topical talk occurred, is that 

sensitive or unconventional services were requested after considerable membership categorisation 

work had been accomplished within the non-service topical sequences tied to service topics.  

Thus particular sequential structures in pre-topical and topic generation sequences were shown to be 

instrumental in the work of assembling elaborated category features of the programmatically relevant 

categories for specific practical purposes. The following section demonstrates the membership 

categorisation work accomplished using sub-topics. 

7.3 The operation of sub-topics 

Ps used biographical topics to invoke other MCDs and categories that were implicative of, rather than 

drawn from, the situated service tasks that were subsequently made relevant within MSEs (supporting 

Jayyusi’s (1984: 83) finding that co-selections of MCDs and categories embedded in preliminary and 

sub-topical sequences are oriented to the contingencies of the specific, situated tasks and local 

relevancies). 

Memberships in other categories (e.g., poor person, trusted friend, mother, husband, meat-worker, 

nurse, golfer, taxi driver) and character ascriptions (e.g., dishonest, trustworthy, trusting, morally lax, 

carefree, responsible, helpless) were selectively invoked. These categorial and character ascriptions 

were used as inferential “umbrellas” (Jayyusi 1984: 173) that were traded on to make sense of a 

range of other actions. This enabled situated modifications to the category features of P and GP.  
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The procedure involved the establishment of the relevance of the sub-topic (e.g., descriptions of 

events, persons, or other lifestyle matters) to a service topic such that alternative classifications could 

be recruited for accretion to the features of P and GP categories. These descriptions occasioned 

MCDs and category memberships that provided an “inferential environment” (see Jayyusi 1984: 166 – 

180) that enabled sets of inferences to be made, projected and provided a warrant for other actions 

(e.g., specific service requests and provisions) to be made reasonable and intelligible. Thus the 

intelligiblity and warrantability of specific requests for and performance of particular service tasks 

traded on category modifications (transformation) and category accretions that accomplished the 

specific category features of specific GPs and Ps.  

Recall that category modification/transformation and accretion (Jayyusi 1984: 114) are procedures 

whereby persons invoke additional MCDs (referred to by Francis and Hart, 1997, as ‘occasioned 

MCDs’), and the categories collected by them, in order to attach particular category attributes to the 

normative category predicates of the categories operative within a current MCD (see Section 3.4.2).  

These procedures are demonstrated below in Example 7.2, JAN. The opening sequence of this 

interaction has already been analysed to illustrate the relationship between sub-topics and service 

topics (Example 6.8 in Section 6.3.2.2). A short section from the opening sequence illustrated that on 

occasions that GPs did not recognise a biographical reference as related to a service topic in 

progress, Ps allowed that ‘topic’ to lapse. The analysis in this section shows that these topics, which 

were familiar scenic features of MSEs, were functional in category transformations and for the 

establishment of a local categorial order.  

The example discussed shows the relevance of sub-topics for the assembly of categories that make 

an ethical breach a ‘reasonable,’ and apparently morally adequate, service task. Membership 
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categorisation activities define and describe the features of the situated categories P and GP that 

make the GP’s disclosure of the results of another patient’s pregnancy test seem reasonable. 

P attended the morning surgery of her GP, accompanied by her adult daughter, Helen (H), and 

Helen’s toddler son, Craig (C). Other parties mentioned in the consultation are P’s adult son, Digger, 

and Digger’s girlfriend, Cheryl, who was also GP's patient. At the outset, P and GP worked together 

to establish that they were rightful incumbents of the normative institutional categories P and GP 

collected by the K collection device, MSE. P established her status as a legitimate recipient of 

medical goods and services and established incumbency in the category P. Both GP and P oriented 

to the activities normatively attached to the MCD, that is, requesting and providing medical goods and 

services. The MCD provided for the orderliness of the event from the outset. GPs and Ps 

understandings of particular obligations attached to their categorial incumbencies allowed them to 

make sense of the first exchange. 

EXAMPLE 7.2.1 JAN SEGMENT 1  
TW – JF – 1A1 

01 GP Right, now you're gonna be (0.5) one A one. (2) and that's all we know you as here. 
02 P Right. 

On entering the consulting room, P had handed GP a signed form that indicated that she had 

consented to have the consultation audio-taped. The research procedure required that on receipt of 

the form, the GP would simply turn on the tape recorder and proceed as usual. However, in his first 

turn at talk, GP offered an account of this action and oriented to P's normative rights to confidentiality. 

In offering this explanation, GP explicitly nominated the maintenance of the confidentiality of the GP-P 

relationship as a category predicate and a condition of their institutional relationship.  

In the ongoing talk both parties invoked the category features of P and GP. For instance, P 

nominated that she ''’ad to come back'' and co-operated with the GP’s authoritative monitoring of her 

prescribed treatment, documenting a dependent relationship between P and GP.  
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EXAMPLE 7.2.2 JAN SEGMENT 2 

03 GP Now what can I do for you today. 
04 P Well I 'ad to come back for the um ner:rve tablets. (0.5) ‘n see how I w’s progressing with them. 
05 GP And you've still got yer rash. hhh 
06 P A:aw↑ I've still got me rash. it’s that ‘n boils [no]w. 
07 GP  [mm]   Is it? (2) Oh. Yeah. (1) 
08 P It's all over me. 
09 GP Yeah. You scratchin' it? 
010 P Yep. (1) see this one ‘ere? 
011 GP Yeah. you’re gonna' need some more antibiotics too aren't ya' 
012 P Yep. It's all over me (0.5) bottom (0.5) all over me legs=the backs of me legs? 
013 GP (1.5) Yeah. 

As part of this recognisable institutional context, P initiated a sub-topic, ‘that stupid Cheryl’, as a 

candidate explanation for the intensification of her physical symptoms related to the service topic 

(Turns 14 to 20): 

EXAMPLE 7.2.3 JAN SEGMENT 3 

014  P (2) It's all through that- (0.5) stupid Cheryl I th[ink. 
015 GP  [yeah ya ge[t 
016 P  [cos I was clearin' up really good, 
017 GP ya get yaself inta trouble [heh heh] 
018 P  [No:oo] it’s not that I get meself inta trouble it’s my children I think. 
019 GP e:yeah. 
020 P Over me shoulder it's broken out right out like it did before↑ (.) I think we need some more o' that. 

(1) stuff ah cream a::h (0.5) canesten. 

In doing so, she nominated a person, Cheryl (her son’s girlfriend), as the source of her current 

medical problem. This short biographical incursion into the biomedically oriented talk hailed the 

possible prospective relevance of: 

• P’s account of the relevance of Cheryl to the service topic and the service tasks 

required and delivered; 

• P’s family life, including her problematic children;  

• the categories victim and villain; and  

• the activity deciding cause and effect with respect to P’s illness. 
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The continuing interaction demonstrated that this sub-topic, the MCD, family, and the categories 

collected by that, were made relevant by tying them to the service topic within the first half of the 

interaction. GP collaborated with the development of this topical structure.  

EXAMPLE 7.2.4 JAN SEGMENT 4 

((child talking Turns 21 – 34)) 

035 GP (1) We’ll give you some more, yes↑ 
036 P Yes. 
037   (1) 
038 GP and Canesten↑ just a course↑.  

((child talking – GP responding Turns 39 - 43)) 

044 P Over these last few days I’ve bin havin’ some chest pains but I think it's just stress↑ (1.5) I mean 
with [what's goin' on. 

045 GP  [yeah. but I'll have a listen to yer' again. 
046 P Hey↑ 
047 GP .hhh I'll have a listen to you.  
048   (1) 
049 GP What ner::ve↑ pills. 
050 P Um. What are they Hel↑  
051 H (1) Zolox↑ [or somethin'↑ 
052 GP  [Zolox] (1) e:ee did I only give you a sample did I↑ 
053 P N[o↑ 
054 H  [No. 
055 GP (1) well you should have (.) five repeats or somethin' on that. 
056 P No↑ (.) no repe:ats↑ 
057 GP Didn't give ya any↑ 
058 P Nuh↑ 
059 GP orh we'll look up the book. .hhhh [hhhh 
060 P  [No I still got half a card left I only- (1) In[stead] a taking two I was 

takin' one=[when I] took the two it made me [a bit] shaky↑ 
061 GP  [yeah.]   
  [yeah.]  [yeah] yeah 
062 P So I (0.25) cut them down. (0.5) to the one (1) but yeah I am sleepin’ a little bit better↑ I slept till 

quarter ta eight the other mornin'↑ 
063 GP huh huh huh ha hah hah 
064 P .hhh and then what day did I sleep until two o'clock Hel↑ 
065 H °Wednesday° 
066 P Wednesday. 
067 GP Did ya↑ 
068 P I got up took the kids to school come home  an' I [was] really really] exhausted↑ 
069 GP  [just went ta bed↑] 
070 P prob'ly all the dra::ma// 
071 GP //It must be catchin' up with you because// 
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072 P //an’ then bang (.) I went to sleep. (1) and slept till quart- slept till quarter to two or something 
wasn't it↑ 

((child talking Turns 73 - 76)) 

077 GP =Yeah. Well. (0.5) we'll keep the Zolox up=just one. 
078 P Yeah↑ 
079 GP Yeah and- they take a couple a weeks↑ (0.5) as you know  so they should be just startin' to take 

their usual effect now↓ yeah↑ 

((child talking Turns 80 - 89)) 

089 GP (3) See stress will show up as a (0.5) chest pain often.  
090 P M::::m↓ 

The category features of a P constituted in the interaction thus far included:  

• presenting medical problems for the GP’s consideration; 

• presenting symptoms, history of illness, and candidate explanations of the illness; 

• accepting the GP’s rights to prescribe and monitor the effects of medication; 

• accepting that the GP had the right to examine her body; 

• not being responsible for her own illness; 

• being responsible for monitoring her illness and reducing medications accordingly; and 

• being truthful about reporting matters to do with illness and particularly with respect to 

responsible use of medication. 

Ascribed GP category features included: 

• displaying and using specialist knowledge to assess information provided by the P; 

• making observations about and to examine the P’s body; 

• evaluating the symptoms and history of illness (candidate explanations of the onset of 

the illness made by the patient); 

• prescribing medication;  

• consulting medical records; and  

• monitoring the prescription and P’s usage of medications.  
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These category features were consistently developed throughout the first half of the consultation (up 

to Turn 90) during which P presented several related medical problems: a skin rash, nerves and chest 

pains. The normative order of the MSE was clearly constituted by both parties. However, at Turn 91 

(see below) the sub-topic, Cheryl, introduced by P at Turn 14, was made relevant again as part of 

GP’s disposal of the service task - ‘dealing with stress’. The intelligibility of GP’s Turn 91 trades on the 

conceptual link between chest pains, stress and “ what’s goin’ on’ (perhaps to do with Cheryl) 

accomplished by P in Turn 44.  In that turn, P co-selected three items, ‘chest pains’, ‘stress’ and 

‘what's goin' on’ and thus formulated them as jointly relevant to the service topic. Utterance 

placement is significant here (see Turner 1976); the sequential placement of the appended utterance, 

“I mean with what's goin' on.”, is hearable as causative of the medical problems, “chest pains” and 

“stress”, listed by P. Further, GP’s predicated obligation to attend to P’s medical problem was traded 

on to extend the service topic to include ‘what’s goin’ on’. 

Thus sequential, categorial and topical organisations operated to constrain GP’s future actions with 

respect to the three co-selected items. Thus constrained, in Turn 89, GP provided an account of P's 

chest pain and explicitly linked it to stress (as P had done). In his next turn (91), after a long (seven 

seconds) pause, he also linked Cheryl to the medical problem. The indexicality of ‘what’s goin’ on’ 

was thus repairable by trading on the relevance of P’s Turns 14, 44, and 70 allowing GP to find 

‘Cheryl’ as both ‘what’s goin’ on’ and the cause of P’s medical problem. GP’s design of the sequence 

of utterances follows the pattern of P's earlier account (Turns 43 - 45). Thus GP’s reference to Cheryl 

can be heard as adequate and as a recognisable part of ‘normal’ service provision activities on this 

occasion. From this point on, the sub-topic, Cheryl, became part of the service topic.  

In Turns 104 to 110, GP performed a series of actions that can be seen as finalising the service 

tasks, (i.e., prescribing medication and giving advice). Three service tasks made relevant by the 

service topic, that now included Cheryl, were disposed of. GP treated: 
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• the chest pains by testing blood pressure (Turns 103 – 108); 

• the skin disorder by prescribing medication (Turn 109); and  

• the stress/nerves by giving the patient advice about how to treat the problem of Cheryl 

(Turn 110). 

EXAMPLE 7.2. 5 JAN SEGMENT 5 

091 GP (7) I can't understand why (1) Cheryl ‘ud tell you what she told ya hhh. (1.5) Just doesn't (1) you 
know she's obviously got another agenda there.  

092 P (1) M:::m. I found her diary. and I read it↑ 
093 GP M::m↓ 
094 P Anyway. she's been on with five blokes while she's been on with my son↑ (0.5) she's still with him 

though you know. 
095 GP Yeah. 
096 P and then writes in that what a bad hmm mmm 'e is [heh heh 
097 GP  [heh heh 
098 P and that 'es only a little boy (.) she wants a ma::n.  
099 GP Oh Yeah. (1) interesting diary. (2.5) She stayin' with you↑ 
0100 P No way! 
0101 GP heh heh 
0102 P want to give me a heart attack comple↑tely↑ 
0103  (11) ((sound air pumping)) 
0104 GP the pressure's ok. 
0105 P (0.5) Is it? (1) Still low↑ 
0106 GP Hundred and twenty on sixty. (2) So (.) it's pretty much the same as it was the other da:y. It's ah 
0107 P (1) That's high for me ay↑ 
0108 GP (0.5) Yep↑ 
0109 GP (4) .hhhh righto. hh now. (2) can't find where the girls ‘av hidden the script pad↑ (1)  
0110 GP Yeah. (2) °now this-this thing that-this thing that Cheryl’s got it’s a simple- ya know it’s nothing ta 

worry about°=  

GP and P employed the rationality of the MSE to constitute talking about Cheryl's private business as 

‘exploring and treating P’s medical problem’. GP's utterances in Turn 91, upgraded Cheryl's 

significance as causal in P’s illness and had ascribed to her a villainous intention in the statement, 

“you know she's obviously got another agenda there”. P’s service topic had thus been collaboratively 

assembled to include:  

• From P, the information that ‘stupid Cheryl’ (Turn 14) was the source of P’s problem 

that had been “clearin’ up really good” (Turn 16) before the “stress” associated “with 

what’s goin’ on” (Turn 44). 
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• From GP, the information that the problem with Cheryl involved something she had 

told P, something GP knew about, and something he knew was dubious information 

such that he couldn’t “understand why Cheryl ‘ud tell [P] what she told [her]” (Turn 91). 

Further, that the information was about Cheryl’s medical problem that was “ºa simple – 

ya know it’s nothing ta worry aboutº” (Turn 110). 

Cheryl’s private life, diary contents, and medical business had been made relevant to, and a sub-topic 

of, P’s service topic for this interaction. From Turn 110 to the end of the interaction 107 turns later, the 

sub-topic of Cheryl's conduct was systematically and causally linked to P's illness.  

The category features of P and GP were concurrently transformed. P successfully invoked the MCD, 

family such that the category feature ‘worrying about’ her son and his girlfriend could be attached to 

her. Other collection R standardised relational pairs (SRPs) were also invoked and mapped onto the 

features of the P category: mother-son; mother-kids; and grandmother-grand-kids. Each of these was 

overlaid with the relevance that P was ill and that her health problems were intensified because of her 

level of care for those who were dependent on her. P’s family responsibilities and the problems they 

generated for her were effectively used to heighten her need for and her rights to care, that is, not 

only her legitimate rights to medical service but also her worthiness as a P. Thus GP’s level of 

obligation not only to provide medical services but also to care for P was simultaneously heightened 

by these attachments. Both are transformed via the talk on the sub-topic and its linkage to the service 

topic.  

Example 7.2.6 demonstrates these linkages. P indicated (Turns 140, 142, 154, 156, and 158) that the 

constancy and severity of the problems caused by Cheryl (and Digger) were almost unendurable. She 

explicitly implicated the GP and his recommendations for her care (Turn 154) and in Turn 159 

declared that this had led her to the brink of suicide: “The other ni:ght on Sund'y ni:ght (.) if I had’ve 
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'ad sleepin’ pi:lls↓ (1) I’da (.) dead se:t I would've bloody taken the whole box↓ (1) that's 'ow- that's 

'ow fed up I ‘ave- 'ave been.”  

EXAMPLE 7.2.6 JAN SEGMENT 6 

0140  P =you know. it's just u:m (.) unreal↑ you know↑ and then- it's been every day. 
0141 GP Yeh 
0142  P (1) There's been no back off from it↑ 
0143 GP (5) Yea:::h. 
0144 P (5) .hhh And she's gonna come and see ya' (1.) to get an appointment for a psychiatrist↑ (1) 

Recommend a good one ay↑ 
0145 GP (2) Yeah. well 'ats- that's always a difficult job hhheh too. 
0146 P Mate she needs it. She needs it=she needs it bad (1) -if you read the diary you'd be as (.) bloody 

warped in the ‘ead as what I am. (1) cause it's bad. 
0147 GP (1) Yeah. Sounds interesting. 
0148 P (1) hhhhh Terry (.) you've got no idea. (1) Believe me you've got no idea (.) It’s bedlam. (2) 
0149 GP Is she still working as a stripper↑ 
0150 P Yeah↑ (2) She's workin' two jobs now (.) so they can get out of Doug’s place quicker↑ (1) cos (.) 

they (.) can't affor- afford to pay forty dollars a week board. (2) You ever 'eard so much shit in all 
yer' life↑ 

0151 GP Huh heh heh 
0152 P Heh heh I wish I could live somewhere fo- f[or forty dollars a week↑] 
0153 GP  [for forty bucks a week] heh heh heh be all right↑ 
0154 P .hhh I'd be a- I'd be a millionaire↑ (1) You know look I just had enough hey (.) I’ve really - really had 

enough (.) of their dra:ma (1) and then (.) I said (0.5) I said ‘Listen Digger’ I said ‘look (.) Dr White 
said no stress↑ (.) so whata ya done to me↑’ (1)  

   I said (.) ‘you've given me nothin' but stress ever since this 'as friggin' 'appened.’ 
0155 GP Yeah.  
0156  P (2) Cor I dunno (.) hhhhh it's too much (2) too (.) much. 
0157 GP (1) You need a break yourself↑ 
0158  P (1) Yeah I need a bloody break chri:↑st (3) 
0159  P The other ni:ght on Sund'y ni:ght (.) if I had’ve 'ad sleepin’ pi:lls↓ (1) I’da (.) dead se:t I would've 

bloody taken the whole box↓ (1) that's 'ow- that's 'ow fed up I ‘ave- 'ave been. 
0160 GP yeh well you see 'ats- that’s a- you can do that if you need to (.) coz the stuff we give you it won't 

kill you or anyth[ing 
0161 P   [Nah n[a:h (.) No thanks no thanks! 
0162 GP   [All it’ll give you is a good sleep.  
0163 P N[ah 
0164 GP [The same with the Zolox If you did [do that 
0165 P  [Nah 
0166 GP and you took the whole lot [it wouldn't bump you. 
0167 P  [Nuh I still got a ki- (.) I got grandkids to think of. 
0168 GP Ye:[s. yeah. 
0169 P  [No↑ They're not worth it. She - is not worth it. One da:y she's gonna meet her ma:tch (.) and. 

she's gonna be put dow:n (1) she'll be put down in a big wa:y. 
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As Turn 169 indicates, the upshot was that all of P’s problems were attributed to Cheryl who was 

declared worthless and destined for a terrible end for causing all of P’s problems and the problems of 

those she cared for. Immediately after this sequence, in which P upgraded her problems to a desire 

to take her own life as a result of the problems with Cheryl, Helen, P’s adult daughter, inserted a 

question about a pregnancy test GP had done for Cheryl (Turn 170). It was within the 20 Turn 

sequence following this question that the ethical breach occurred at Turn 189.  

EXAMPLE 7.2.7 JAN SEGMENT 7 

0170  H She said there was a distinct cross on that u-rine test you done. How’d you do it↑ Didn’ you do it 
with a (..) preg test↑ 

0171 GP Ye:ah↑ (1) No, no, there was a proper preg te:st, (1) and and it’s- it’s- it’s the wrong-it's the wrong, 
sorta te:st↑ because this↑ one has two ba:rs↑ (1) parallel bars↑ if it’s positive ↑(.) not a cross. (1) 
So you know she's havin' a go at ya' if she [saw a cro:ss on it. 

0172 H  [It was a distinct cross=she said there was a distinct 
cross.  

0173 GP Yeah well it wasn't↓ (.) [because she- because with the test you have two- two- two parallel ba:rs.  
0174 P  [ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ((loud laughter)) 
0175 H I said to M[um if there’s a single line across it’s negative.  
0176 GP  [a single ba:r says the test was working ‘n two bars says it’s positive .hhh [It's- it's a new 

type 'a test. 
0177 H  [I said to 

Mum if it’s a single (.) line across it’s negative 
0178 GP Y[eh (0.5) that's right↓  
0179 H   [I said and a cross is-isn’t positive. 
0180 GP but there- it wasn't- it wasn't even tha:t becau[::se 
0181 P  [heh heh heh heh heh heh heh 
0182 H I said ya shoulda brought it home. 
0183 GP Yea[h 
0184 P  [She said well I asked him an’ he said there was no need↑ to. heh heh heh heh heh 
0185 GP Yeah she's tellin' yer'- (1) tellin' yer the odd li:e I think↑ 
0186 P heh heh heh heh odd↑ li:e. that's all that comes out of it's mo:u:th↑ 
0187 GP Ye:ah you see the type of- (.) the type of one we've got (1) it's got the window (0.5) and it has one 

ba:r. (0.5) and that's the- that's the one that says yeah (.) the test is working and it's fi:ne. (1) and it 
runs the other bar parallel to it=it doesn't do a cross (.) on- on our type (0.2) the older ones we did 
(.) had [the cross (.) it used to do that=did that bit with the crossbar. 

0188 H  [Yeah. 
0189  GP But this new type has the two- two parallel bar:s so- but that's the one I did (1) an- (.) and it came 

up with one ba:r so (1) .hhhh anyway (.) you c'n go and discuss that with he:r. Anyway as ya know 
we’re (.) really not- not s'posed to (.) talk abo[ut 

0190 H  [[yeah] 
0191 P  [[No. No N[uh 
0192 H  [None a my↑ business↑ 
0193 P Nuh↑ I don'- I don' wanta be involved no more cause I'll end up in the looney bin.  
0194 GP (0.5) yeah.  
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The parties to this interaction used local sequential, topical and categorial resources to accomplish 

the clear breach of professional ethics. One of the category predicates of a GP is to responsibly 

guard Ps’ privacy (this was also hailed as relevant within this interaction in Turns 1 and 110). For this 

obligation to be waived, Cheryl (one of this GP’s patients) was categorised as an ‘unworthy P’ in 

contrast to the ‘worthy P’ whose illness she had caused to intensify. The morally specified categories 

(Cuff 1994) invoked by P constitute the relevance of different categorial obligations for GP and 

different categorial rights for ‘worthy’ and ‘unworthy’ Ps. 

Cheryl was characterised as someone unworthy of ethical consideration. A moral order was thus 

invoked that made the disclosure of Cheryl's medical information to P and Helen, a reasonable action 

at the point that it occurred. However, it was not managed with reference only to categorial 

organisation. The organisation of the local sequence as a charge-rebuttal sequence, set up by 

Helen’s questions, also contributed to its occurrence. 

The re-categorisation was accomplished with both parties working in concert providing sequentially 

relevant descriptions and accounts to build a contrast between P and Cheryl that organised the 

categorisation work. Cheryl was categorised as a villain because she was identified as the cause of 

the medical problems experienced by P (the victim), and problems for P’s son. Her categorisation as 

the son’s girlfriend carried with it expectations of care and fidelity that were unfulfilled by Cheryl in P’s 

account. Cheryl was also characterised as moral reprobate. The categorisations and character 

ascriptions used to assemble Cheryl as a person unworthy of ethical consideration are summarised in 

Table 7. 4.  
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TABLE 7.4 CATEGORISING CHERYL THE VILLAIN 

FEATURES OF A VILLAIN ASCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

SNEAKY – SOMEONE WITH AN AGENDA  

 
91 GP I can't understand why (1) Cheryl ‘ud tell you what she 

told ya hhh. (1.5) Just doesn't (1) you know she's 
obviously got another agenda there. 

210 P (1) I think she's got some'in on 'im. 

A LIAR 

 

185 GP Yeah she's tellin' yer'- (1) tellin' yer the odd li:e I think. 

186 P heh heh heh heh o↑dd li:e. that's all that comes out of 
it's mo:↑u:th. 

197 P Yeah (.) mate (.) I don't know why. people tell lies (.) like 
that because like that was a very very 'armful li:e. (1) you 
know it upset the whole fam'ly you know↑ so it's just 
ridiculous. 

ENGAGED IN AN UNSAVOURY OCCUPATION 149  GP She still working as a stripper? 

PROMISCUOUS  94 P she's been on with five blokes while she's been on with 
my son↑ 

A TWO-TIMING CHEAT 117 P 'er- 'er boyfriend↓ that she was engaged to unbeknownst 
to u::s 

SOMEONE WHO HAS VIOLENT AND 
UNSAVOURY ASSOCIATES 

117 P 'er boyfriend …. Went to kill 'em. 

125 P The boyfriend (.) ran Digger off the road. (0.5) wrapped 
'im around a telephone pole. 

WORTHLESS 169  P She is not worth it. One da:y she's gonna meet her 
ma:tch (.) and she's gonna be put dow:n↓ (1) she'll be 
put down in a big wa:y. 

 

These co-selections developed the categorisation of Cheryl as not only the source of P's medical 

problem but as someone unworthy of ethical consideration. One noticeable feature of the 

characterisations of each party to the GP/Worthy P/Unworthy P trio was the emphasis placed on 

lying. It was continually upgraded in relevance.  

Cheryl's lying violated a category predicate of a worthy P: she lied about the results, but more 

importantly (hearable in the significance attached to this action by GP) she lied about the type of test 

and challenged the level of professional services she received from him. Thus, lying by unworthy Ps 

(specifically Cheryl) was connected to the doctor's authority and reliability in the delivery of adequate 

professional services. 
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Telling the truth was established as a predicate of the worthy P and the GP. The contrast between 

worthy and unworthy Ps in the account collaboratively produced by this P and GP appears to be 

amplified by the characterisation of a person as a liar. 

In the section of the interaction leading up to the ethical breach, the GP documented that he had 

heard the statement about the ‘proper’ pregnancy test as a charge against his professional standards. 

He responded to Helen’s question about Cheryl's pregnancy test in the terms that he had heard it. He 

verified his account of the ‘proper test’ by calling on the locally established categorization of Cheryl as 

a liar to support the dubiousness of her version of events: Cheryl was a liar so her account of the test 

that GP performed for her was consistent with that, hence, a lie.  

GP's actions were defensive with respect to the pregnancy testing. He provided a lengthy account of 

the type of test as evidence that he had provided appropriate professional services. As part of his 

explanation of the type of pregnancy test, he revealed the results of Cheryl’s test (Turn 189). His 

continuation after the breach, ''we're really not - not s'posed to (.) talk about', document his 

recognition of the breach of professional ethics. Helen’s and P’s responses to this utterance 

demonstrated that the ''we'' in GP's turn was heard not as his institutional identity (i.e., “we” in the 

profession, “we” GPs), but as ''we three here'' (i.e., the three of us in this conversation). The 

relevance for P is, as always, her service topic, that is now able to be closed. She accomplished both 

movement towards closing the service topic and agreement not to talk further about Cheryl and her 

pregnancy test in Turn 193 (Nuh↑ I don'- I don' wanta be involved no more cause I'll end up in the 

looney bin.). Although Helen keeps the topic of Cheryl open, the movement towards closing is steady; 

the Cheryl sub-topic is closed ten Turns after P’s closure of the service topic (Turn 193) and the 

interaction terminates after a short series of banter about P’s son and various solicitudes. The key 

piece of information had been received and the membership categorisation work accomplished by the 

sub-topic had achieved its purpose. 
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7.4 Summary of Results and Conclusions 

moral matters – standards, criteria, judgements, implications, etc. – are bound up with 
various other practical matters – categorisations, descriptions, inferences, etc. (Jayyusi 
1984: 181) 

This chapter has explored the complex texture of everyday institutional MSE interactions and the 

work required of co-participants to provide a context for requesting, providing and receiving medical 

services of a particular type. It has shown that interactions were constituted as seamless, trouble-free, 

unremarkable MSEs not because a program designated by a powerful social structure was adhered 

to by individuals acting in the roles of P and GP, but because they worked concertedly over the 

course of their interactions to accomplish that. Pre-topical and sub-topical structures operated to 

facilitate the assembly of particular sets of features for each of the categories GP and P. These 

sequences facilitated the inclusion of extended biographical talk and were used most frequently in 

MSEs in which the eventually disclosed service task was sensitive, unconventional or unreasonable 

by ‘normal’ standards. These sequences were used for local category ascriptive work that was 

directed at making non-standard activities and service tasks recognisably rational. 

The service topic was oriented to as the basis of order in each interaction. It was shown that topical 

talk operated in MSEs to accomplish modifications to the categories Ps and GPs for specific practical 

purposes and, reflexively, constituted the familiar features of MSEs. Service tasks were made 

relevant by service topics but the constitution of particular tasks as relevant and reasonable was 

locally accomplished by transformation of the standard P and GP categories into categories for the 

local context, using membership categorisation activities that were managed using both topical and 

sequential resources. Thus establishing that a particular service was required and justified not only 

rested on incumbency in the general category P, it rested also on whether the particular P had a 

locally constituted right to receive the specific goods or services requested (see Cuff 1994). Similarly, 

the obligation to provide the requested goods and services was not necessarily provided for by 
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establishing incumbency in the general category GP. The obligation to provide specifically requested 

goods and services was accomplished only where the features of the specific GP were adequately 

described as tied to the performance of specified tasks. It was found that topical organisation in the 

MSE provided procedures for and conditions that enabled attributes and activities predicated of the 

standardised categories P and GP to be overwritten with selective accounts of the categories such 

that specific service requests and the performance of the desired services became intelligible and 

reasonable. 

Several propositions derived from EM were relevant to the analyses in this chapter:  

1. the work of membership categorisation within general practice MSEs constituted each party 

involved as a bona fide member of one the programmatically relevant categories P or GP;  

2. the work of membership categorisation constituted the MSE as a differentiated collection of 

specifically situated realisations of each category such that the attributes and other predicates of 

GP were locally constituted as this GP for this situated MSE and P was constituted as this P for 

this situated MSE;  

3. along with the provision of situated descriptions of GP and P, the work of membership 

categorisation constituted specific activities of this GP and this P as tasks relevant to and morally 

adequate for an institutional MSE via the procedure of talking on service topics and related other 

topics. 

A dialectic was constructed between normativities and particularities in these Collection K exchanges. 

The normative activity, talking on a service topic, located and allowed parties to artfully employ 

known-in-common typifications that were oriented to as constraints, and were manipulated in order to 

particularise them. Service topics, pre-topical sequences, and sub-topics were implicated in 

membership categorisation activities that extended the repertoires of Ps and GPs in relation to 

morally adequate service and accomplished the local intelligibility and reasonableness, that is, the 

“practical ethics” (Garfinkel 1967: 74) of both conventional and unconventional service tasks.  
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GPs and Ps oriented to the requirement that their actions should be recognisably adequate – 

topically, sequentially, categorically – for the setting and the specific interaction. To accomplish this, 

they managed each of the four dimensions of social organization to produce recognizable MSEs and 

the local conditions within which their particular situated practical purposes could be achieved. Setting 

relevant talk on service topics, pre-topical sequences, preliminary and sub-topics were used to 

provide such accounts.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

[E]very topic of order, logic, meaning, reason, and method - is eligible to be found as a 
phenomenon of order*.  (Garfinkel & Wieder 1992: 180) 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the major conclusions of this study and outlines its implications for theorizing 

social practice, for the analysis of service interactions, and for practice, policy and medical education. 

The chapter concludes with observations concerning the limitations of this study and directions for 

further research in the area. At the most general level, it is concluded, that, according to Garfinkel and 

Wieder’s (1992) criteria, above, the service topic operates as a phenomenon of order* in MSEs. 

8.2 Major conclusions 

The conclusions are organised here under three headings: the organisation of local sequences; the 

organization of extended sequences; and the organisation of coordinated requests and provision of 

medical goods and services.  

8.2.1 The organization of local sequences 

This study has established the significance and consequentiality of the ‘service topic’. It has been 

shown that both GPs and Ps orient to the service topic as the organizational phenomenon for the 

event. This expands on Sacks’s notion of ‘reason-for-call’ by showing how it is that the service topic is 

both preserved across the event and acts as the key organizational feature of the talk. The mutuality 

of this orientation thus becomes the key analytic for the participants and the analyst.  
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Persons constitute themselves as bona fide incumbents of the categories GP or P by attending to 

their actions as topically, sequentially and categorially organized. The local adequacy of any 

particular interactional move (such as questioning-answering, greetings, the design of a topic 

proposal, etc) has been shown to be referenced to the service topic. In considering the local context 

of an action, the actual nature and relevance of a move is mutually oriented to the service topic. The 

relative infrequency of repairs indicates that the service topic provides the ongoing local rationality of 

moves, (and sequences of moves), that might otherwise be viewed analytically as apparent violations 

or digressions.  

This study found no evidence of potential or actual “struggles” between the ‘voice of the life-world and 

the voice of medicine’, in contrast to the conclusions of, for example, Mishler (1984) and Waitzkin 

(1991). The charge of these authors has been that life-world talk is routinely transformed into medical 

discourse, with direct consequences for the distribution of power through the asymmetrical distribution 

of interactional rights and responsibilities in the consultation. Rather, this study finds routine 

recognition on the part of both participants of the centrality of the service topic and the service task, 

and no evidence of orientation to distinctive biographical contributions staged in competition with 

biomedically relevant service topics. If anything, this study finds that when apparent moves by the 

doctor into non-service-relevant topics occur, it is the patient who closes off further developments of 

that talk. Where biographical talk is extended, it is shown that this line of talk was made relevant to 

the pragmatic orientation of the service task. 

8.2.2 The organization of extended sequences 

In response to the proposition that the service event is organized into discrete phases – defining, 

clarifying and understanding the problem, (case history etc.) establishing common ground, diagnosing 

the problem, devising a treatment plan, disposal – this study rather finds that a service topic and a 
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serviceable task are established. Topics are proposed, the service required is described, and 

subsequent events constitute service provision. Closing segments are organized as closures of the 

service topic.  

8.2.3 The organization of coordinated requests and provision of medical 
goods and services 

It has been found that pre-topical, preliminary and sub-topical sequences are emergent features of 

interactions that are oriented to as organized by and for service topics. These topical devices provide 

opportunities for the patient to provide a description of a specific, differentiated version of themselves, 

as a person-who-wants-this-service. Topics allow for the characterization of adequate service for this 

occasion and the GP as an adequate and appropriate provider of such a service. The features 

established as constituting adequacy are shown here to be procedural/institutional (e.g., authorized to 

fill in government forms) but also epistemological (e.g., familiar with family members’ histories) and 

moral (e.g., trustworthy). Thus topics provide for categorizations through three kinds of attribution: the 

serviceable patient, the service task and the service provider. A significant finding is that adequacy 

and quality of treatment are locally described and evaluated through the formulation and operation of 

the prime service topic and the structurally relevant sub-topics and pre-topical sequences. 

Further to a point made above, service topic organization is seen to provide a resource for ongoing 

and seamless relevance, in spite of what might otherwise be seen as breaches of relevance or 

adjacency pair structures. It is the establishment of and mutual orientation to the prime service topic 

that affords continuity and coherence through topically wide-ranging interactions. 

In contrast to some of the studies summarized earlier, this study provides no empirical support for the 

notion that Ps’ biographical talk is concerned with the strategic accomplishment of: 
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• the legitimacy of the ‘whole person’; 

• friendship with the GP; 

• relationships of trust and dependence; 

• common-ground, mutual understandings of the experience of illness; or 

• privileging the experience of illness over biomedical versions of illness. 

Rather, such talk is found to be concerned with providing the conditions whereby Ps’ requests for 

goods and services, however conventional, are constituted as relevant and morally adequate. The 

implications of these findings are now discussed. 

8.3 Implications of the study 

8.3.1 Theoretical implications 

In outlining principles that characterise the way an EM approach gives new direction to the study of 

social life, Lee (1991) has argued that general questions such as relationships among people on the 

basis of sociological categories such as gender, socio-economic status, ethnicity, and local institutional 

roles (GPs and Ps) need to be suspended until those attributes of people and activities have been 

translated into courses of action that are observable and understandable by the participants in the 

culture or language community. This study has pursued this analytic policy suggestion by attending to 

the empirical features of medical service encounters.  

These features are characterised by the centrality of topic as an interactional organiser and a 

members’ phenomenon. While many approaches to the analysis of topic portray it as equivalent to 

‘content’, thus downgrading its analytic significance, its organisational relevance and operation in the 
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management of local and extended sequential and categorial order and in the accomplishment of 

pragmatic service tasks has been shown. The need to recognise the organisational aspect of topic is 

a central theoretical implication of this study: Sequential organisation can be seen as independent of 

topic organisation only at the expense of a full understanding of the artful accomplishment of service 

events; treating the membership categorisation work of the members as independent of their 

pragmatic concerns, shown through topic management, exacts a similar cost. It is topical organisation 

that is recruited to accomplish membership categorisation tasks. Thus the four dimensions of social 

organisation in concert provide for the rationality and intelligibility of highly organised medical service 

events. 

In theorising the coherence of an interactional event, the implication is that order, for members, 

includes the ongoing relevance of sub-topics. No signs of trouble or repair were evident in this study 

when sub-topics were introduced. Side-sequences and second-order topics were not seen by these 

participants as topic shifts that interrupted, disrupted, or otherwise violated order: The prime 

organising topics can thereby be seen as affording opportunities for expanded relevance and 

consequentiality. The organising topic thus can be seen as a powerful source of interactional 

organisation. The recommendation therefore is that the service topic be regarded as allowing persons 

to act as members – to assume they will be understood without having to formulate ‘why this now?’ 

With respect to theories of communication current in research and practice in medicine, recent 

recommendations have been made to ensure that the biographical is not downgraded into biomedical 

talk. Focus has been on allowing the ‘psychology of the person’ to emerge and be validated in the 

event. Regardless of the apparently ‘humane’ connotations of such recommendations, one 

implication of this study is that these pre-theorisations of MSEs are unsustainable empirically: that 

patients are not oriented to the task of ‘personal disclosure’ as an accomplishment in itself. 
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8.3.2 Methodological implications 

There are four direct methodological implications arising from the findings of this study. The first 

concerns the prevalence, in the study of GP-P interactions, of the coding of utterances in MSEs using 

pre-developed interactional categories. It has long been a general recommendation of researchers 

using EM that social organisation is a members’ phenomenon. This has led to the recommendation 

that records of actual interactions be studied, not idealized, inter-mixed, stereotyped, invented, 

speculative, possible or remembered interactions. Further, EM has recommended that it is the sense 

that the parties to interactions assign to their own actions that is to be studied rather than the sense 

assigned by a coding scheme. Much research on MSEs has relied on substitutes for naturally-

occurring interactional data such as: what people say in interviews; what can be coded or 

summarized from observations; intuitively-invented instances of possible interaction; or artificially-

produced data, such as role-plays or laboratory simulations. Ethnomethodologists hold that in using 

these ‘substitute’ methods “the specific details of naturally situated interactional conduct are 

irretrievably lost and are replaced by idealizations about how interaction works” (Heritage, 1984: 236). 

It is attention to these details that has allowed this study to discover the central organisational work of 

topic organisation in MSEs, work that, in many coding-based studies, would be relegated to ‘content’ 

or disregarded. 

Second, the findings reported here imply the need to focus on extended sequences – whole events, 

in this case – rather than on extracted segments of talk. It is through examining the sequences shown 

in entire interactional events that the work performed by people in their management of topical talk 

could be revealed. As Psathas (1991: 214) observed, the details of extended sequences show that a 

social action is 

[o]ccasioned, sequentially organized and responsive to particulars of the parties (their 
knowledge, assumed knowledge, displayed understandings, etc.), that is, it is context 
sensitive. And yet, as a structure, it can be shown to have an organization that is 
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recurrent, orderly and patterned with organized modes of suspension and restorability, 
and recognizable beginnings and endings, that is, it is context free. 

Members show that particular sequences are given their significance and consequentiality through 

their location and management within the work of practical interactional events. They also show the 

analytic significance of the observation that talk does not always operate through a set of interlocking 

adjacency pairs, internally linear, or linear in their sequencing. This fundamental demonstration by 

members, as illustrated in this study, has direct analytic implications and specifically calls into 

question the use of extracted segments. 

Thirdly, this study has shown the value of the integrated deployment of understandings drawn from 

Conversation Analysis and Membership Categorization Analysis. The conversational and 

membership work done by participants’ management of service topics allows a view of the deeply 

social accomplishment of service events. Hester and Eglin (1997b: 3-4) have commented on the 

relationship between CA and MCA: 

These two forms of inquiry have developed to a large degree independently of each 
other, with differing attention on the part of each to the salience of the other … [in CA] 
there is an overwhelming preoccupation with the positioning of utterances as units of 
speech relative to one another … at the expense of the categorical aspects of 
conversation … both the sequential and categorizational aspects of social interaction 
inform each other. 

Further, it has been shown here that the categorisational aspects of social interaction, however 

accomplished, are oriented to the practical purposes of the event, and, critically, that topic pertains to 

this practical work at the same time as it provides for the organization of both conversation and 

categorization. 

Finally, a set of understandings pertaining to topical organisation and topical structures has been 

compiled from the extensive work on topics distributed through the compendium of Sacks’ Lectures in 
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Conversation (1992a, 1992b). Although the compilation within this thesis is incomplete, it has 

provided an organised set of ‘tools’ for Topical Analysis. 

8.3.3 Implications for Policy 

La Brecque (1995) has observed that the concepts used in policies need 1) to state in observable 

terms the outcomes expected from the policy, 2) to display internal coherence between outcomes 

sought and the means by which action based on the policy can achieve them, and 3) to explicate the 

external coherence between the outcomes and the social benefits sought through these outcomes. 

This study has implications for policy concepts prevalent in current general medical practice (such as 

the use of ‘evidence-based’ medicine, the endorsement of ‘patient-centred’ practice, and the 

application of standards of efficacy and efficiency in practice).  

Advocates for each of these concepts aim to enhance GP practice. One implication of this study is 

that the efficacy of such programmatic recommendations depends first on an adequate description of 

the phenomenon to be ‘enhanced’. In La Brecque’s terms, the targeted outcomes of the policy need 

to be accessible as observable phenomena. A central finding here is the pursuit by patients of their 

practical purposes, in terms of goods and services, through the management of service topics. For 

instance, evidence-based medicine focuses on the accuracy of diagnosis and the efficacy of 

treatment; patient-centred practice focuses on the mutual production of a treatment program based 

on shared understandings of the disorder. From the data analysed here it is clear that there are 

occasions when neither of these purposes is relevant or at least of primary relevance. For a patient 

primarily interested in securing a GP’s endorsement on a government support form, a free pair of 

additional industrial gloves, or information concerning the possible pregnancy of her son’s girlfriend, 

the institutional imperatives of evidence-based or patient-centred medical practice will be of minor 

significance.  
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This is not to deny the general consideration of such matters, but rather that to endorse these forms 

of practice is to deny the practical aspirations of patients as valid policy matters. The implementation 

of evidence-based medicine, for instance, will not of itself make patients reconfigure what they want 

in the terms of the ‘evidence’; similarly, practice that foregrounds the establishment of trusting 

relationships among GP and Ps will not of itself reverse patients’ practical goals in their visits. 

Therefore, whether or not the implementation of such programmatic concepts can make consultations 

more effective, cost-effective or beneficial to the health of the populace remains an empirical issue, 

soluble only through attention to the local organization of MSEs. 

Regardless of the philosophical issues involved in these policy formations, the examination of the 

details of MSEs as illustrated here shows that their endorsement will remain at best irrelevant and at 

worst potentially disruptive of patients’ proper pursuit of their practical needs unless the policy 

envisages these details in its central conceptual description. 

8.3.4 Implications for Practice and Medical Education 

For GPs this study implies that attention be given, by doctors and medical educators, to the details of 

their participation in MSEs, including a refined attention to hearing patients’ contributions as 

orchestrated around their practical goals then and there. For instance: What is described in the 

service-topic proposal? What has been made relevant to that proposal? How do sub-topics structure 

the category features (rather than, how are they personal revelations)? What will count, in that event, 

as adequate service? The data indicate that GPs should hear ‘what’s wrong with me’ as ‘what I want 

from this service’ rather than simply as a problem description. 

In many medical education programs, GPs and GPs-in-training are taught about the canonical 

structure of a consultation as a logical linear sequence. The findings reported here challenge the 
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empirical adequacy of this as an actual or even an idealized description of MSEs. As Garfinkel (1967: 

32) observed 

Members to an organized arrangement are continually engaged in having to decide, 
recognize, persuade, or make evident the rational, i.e., the coherent, or consistent, or 
chosen, or planful, or effective, or methodical, or knowledgeable character of such 
activities of their inquiries … It is not satisfactory to describe how actual investigative 
procedures, as constituent features of members’ ordinary and organized affairs, are 
accomplished by members as recognizedly rational actions in actual occasions of 
organizational circumstances by saying that members invoke some rule with which to 
define the coherent or consistent or planful, i.e., rational, character of their actual 
activities. (emphases in original) 

This study implies that both GPs and medical students need to understand locally organized talk 

structures and their impact and consequentiality for the maintenance of the talk and for their more 

general effects on senses of effectiveness and efficiency. More specifically, the implication is to hear 

talk on particular topics as topical ordering rather than either as subject matter of itself or as 

straightforward instances of one element of the canonical sequence of the idealized MSE. 

8.4 Limitations of the study and directions for further research 

The data examined here come from GPs working in one state capital city in Australia. Clearly, the 

question of variations arising from differing clientele and different forms of professional training 

remains open, placing a caution around the generalisability of the findings. While there is no particular 

reason to assume that the central point of this study, concerning the organisational centrality of 

service topic talk, would be challenged by cross-national or cross-cultural research, the details of how 

service topic talk is used in and around other forms of exchange may show variations. 

Similarly, in this study no particular theoretical attention was paid to how service topic talk features 

may relate to traditional demographic, sociological constructs such as gender and socio-economic 

status. Again, the logic of pre-theorized asymmetries in the distribution of interactional rights and 

responsibilities has tended to predominate in such inquiries, but the empirical question of how service 
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topics organize conversational and membership categorizational work remains open and worth 

pursuit from within an EM framework. 

The findings here related to the centrality of service topic talk need to be similarly explored across 

other institutional sites. Service encounters occur in many different contexts – legal consultations, 

educational and training sessions, psychiatric treatment, trade and financial service provisions, and 

so on. The question then becomes: Can topical organization itself be shown to be a phenomenon that 

holds its significance, in the ways documented here, across varying cultural configurations? 

Further theoretical work needs to be done on the interplay between sequence and topic. There may 

well be considerable variations in the ways that sequential organisation and topical organisation are 

mutually informing and constituent. However, the interplay among all four dimensions of social 

organization is the least developed and will perhaps yield the most interesting and valuable insights 

into the workings of situated, socially organised, institutional interactions. 

In institutionally organised talk, where there is an ethical standard stipulated as policy, the 

conveyance of that standard within the settings of that institution is dependent on the local work of 

participants to ‘produce’ it (cf Garfinkel 1967: 32-34). For instance, one line of focus that could 

develop such refinement is in the documentation of apparent ‘ethical breaches’. The important issue 

arises: ‘Ethical standards’ are maintained variously and unremarkably, and, by the same token, as 

examples reported here show, so too are apparent breaches of the standard. This latter observation 

points to a final related direction for further exploration, and that is how the ways in which such face-

value-anomalies are brought off in untroubled ways indicates one of the significant points of inter-

relationship between CA, MCA and Topical Analysis. The refined understanding of this inter-

relationship lies at the centre of EM’s potential contribution to the analysis and conduct of social and 

institutional practice. 
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8.5 Concluding remarks 

People talk in topics. Interactions can be topically organised by participants, and this organisation is 

seen to be used as an accounting practice. This study has illustrated the argument that topics are 

best viewed not as layers of content, but rather as a prime resource for the organisation of talk, the 

platform for the mutually recognisable characterisation of participants to an event, and thus the arena 

in which the moral order of social practice is operationalised. The discussion has aimed to draw out 

the implications of these observations for the study of institutional activities, in particular MSEs, for the 

analysis of service provision events, for correcting misunderstandings about the operation of 

interactional organisations on social relationships among GPs and Ps, and for the conduct of 

Ethnomethodological work. The argument has been that topical organisation, rather than a domain of 

conversation, is a phenomenon of order, providing for the rationality of practical social and 

sociological work. It is through the examination of topical organization that Garfinkel’s (1967: 1) 

starting point for Ethnomethodology can be extended and revitalized: 

[T]he activities whereby members produce and manage settings of organized everyday 
affairs are identical with members’ procedures for making those settings “account-able”. 

Conventional theorisations of topic – as content – leave the analyst (and the practitioner) with a 

notion of the person (in particular, the patient) who can talk about the experience of their illness, via 

recount and anecdote: For the activity at hand, the person is seen as the sum of what he or she can 

narrativise, the biomedical transformation of which immediately installs, again, for the analyst as well 

as the participants, the discordant polarities of the voices of the ‘life-world’ versus ‘medicine’. 

The moral significance of EM’s theorisation of social practice lies in its avowed refusal to treat 

members as cultural, political, social, emotional or judgemental ‘dopes’. This refusal is embodied in 

EM’s aim of discovering the artful accomplishment of social order that is brought off by members in 

their “commonplace” but “awesome” management of social activities (Garfinkel 1967: 10). It is 
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important to note that characterisations of MSEs as necessarily entailing such features as 

asymmetrical distributions of interactional rights and responsibilities (“power”) not only leave the 

patient as a judgemental dope, but the GP as well – both type-cast in a morality play of hegemonic 

exchange. EM, in particular through the use of its analytic procedures to document the artful 

management of topic organisation, affords a view of the practical morality of daily exchange, as it is 

built and rebuilt through everyday transactions.  

In this sense, social events can be viewed as demonstrations of practical ethics, the study of which 

(e.g., by Taylor, 1992) has taken the Aristotelian turn toward considerations of ethical everyday 

behaviour and away from rule-bound formulations of the ethical person. Taylor, for instance, has 

outlined the features of ordinary ‘virtues’ in everyday practice. These features of ordinary ‘virtues’ can 

be adapted to the study reported here: They are constituted in daily instances of everyday medical 

practice, in the displays of dispositions that are generally understandable and understood, made so 

through their application to ordinary everyday practices such as coherence and relevance in topical 

organisation. They are made available in part through engagement in service topic management in 

ways that are mutually taken to be reasonable through an orientation to the norms of co-ordinated 

relevance.  

The ordinary virtues of conducting research, like all other social practices, are displayed through the 

production and management of settings of organised, everyday research projects along with (identical 

with) researchers’ procedures for making those research settings accountable. To persist with a 

theorisation of topic as content (or even just static) may enable researchers to install and re-install 

their preferred stable features of MSE interactions, but it will simultaneously 

magnify the senseless character of a person’s behavioral environment and multiply the 
disorganized features of the system of interaction. (Garfinkel 1967: 283) 
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EVERYDAY HEALTH-LITERACY PRACTICES: PROFESSOR PETER FREEBODY 
 3875-5786 / 019 478 673 
DOCTORS, HEALTH WORKERS, FAMILIES,  MS JILL M. FREIBERG 
 3875-5921 / 015 157 122 
AND THE ROLE OF LITERACY IN CARE. GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY 
 

Information for Participating Medical Practitioners 
 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the first phase of the project, "Everyday health-literacy" 
and the associated project on doctor-patient communication.  The aims are to document doctors' 
views concerning the role of literacy activities in patients' health care and to find out: how the 
structures and patterns of talk in medical consultations contribute to the production of 
satisfactory and efficient interactions, diagnoses and treatment plans, how different kinds of 
knowledge are used by doctors and patients during medical consultations, and the relationship 
between the doctor/patient interaction and the medical records.  The second phase of the project 
aims to use these descriptive findings to develop constructive recommendations for enhancing 
doctors' and patients' interactive skills and record-making, and for the effective uses of literacy in 
health care. 
 
PROCEDURES FOR DATA COLLECTION 
 
All data will be collected only after informed consent of each participant, with guarantee of 
anonymity (of individuals, practices, locations, institutions), and an indication that consent can be 
withdrawn at any time in the progress of the study without any prejudicial effects on any aspects 
of health care.  In addition, there is no requirement for participants to take part in every section of 
the data collection. 
 
I.  Interview: 
 
Audio-recorded 20-30 minute interview with doctor, conducted at time and place of doctor's choosing, concerning: 
 

 the doctor's professional experience in various communities; 
 

 the doctor's orientation to the consultation process ("patient-centred"?, "problem-oriented"?) 
 

 the nature of the community in which the practice operates, with respect to: 
 

 age, socio-economic, family status; 
 common complaints, relevant life-style issues, and health maintenance; 

 
 any particular activities/approaches that the practice or the individual practitioner adopts to cope with / 

adapt to distinctive features of the clientele, with respect to: 
 

 diagnostic procedures; 
 advice on treatment; 
 particular ways of consulting and follow-up. 

 
 the doctor's views of the strengths and weaknesses of current practitioner arrangements with respect to 

quality and continuity of care; 
 

 the doctor's perceptions of the literacy levels of the clientele and the extent to which various patients 
use literacy resources to understand, intervene in, and sustain their own health and that of their 
families; 
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 the doctor's perceptions of the ways in which patients could use literacy resources more effectively in 
health matters; 

 
 the doctor's perceptions of the ways in which doctors and other health workers could use literacy 

resources more effectively in health matters; and 
 

 the doctor's perceptions of the place of doctors' record keeping in the health care process, specifically: 
 

 what is seen as the main purposes of record keeping?  Is record keeping a significant factor in 
health care?  If so, in what ways? 

 is it the view of the doctor that current standards and conventions of record keeping are 
adequate?  Do doctors feel that their training was adequate in this regard?  What improvements 
might they suggest? 

 
 
II.  Recording of consultations: 
 
The recording of consultation sessions, with prior informed consent of participants, using ID 
numbers, with a master list of names-numbers held by the chief researcher only and destroyed 
after data entry.  Informing the patient of the project and obtaining the prior agreement of the 
patient could be (at the discretion of the medical practitioner) managed by the researcher in the 
waiting room so that this process does not interfere with or lengthen the consultation, or call on 
surgery staff (see details for suggested procedure below).  Patients will be assured that declining 
to participate will in no way affect or prejudice the nature of the consultation, their care, or other 
contact.   
 
Possible Procedure for obtaining consent from patients 
1. The surgery reception staff or hospital nursing staff will obtain initial consent (from people consulting with 

participating medical practitioners) for the researcher to approach them to explain the nature of the research 
project for which data collection is being conducted in the surgery that day.  If the person attending the medical 
clinic or hospital for consultation is a minor or is in a state of diminished responsibility, they will not be 
approached unless a parent or guardian is present and the approach will be made through and in the presence 
of the parent or guardian. 

 
2. The researcher will inform the person of the: aims, procedures, outcomes, measures to ensure anonymity and 

confidentiality, and an assurance that they are able to withdraw their consent at any stage.  The person will also 
be informed that refusal to participate in the project will in no way prejudice the care that they will receive then or 
in the future.  The researcher will give the person a written explanation (see attached Information for 
Participants), a spoken explanation and will answer any questions.  The researcher will give the person a 
consent form (see attached Patient Consent Form) which the patient can take with them into the consultation.  If 
the patient chooses to participate, they will sign the consent form prior to the beginning of the consultation and 
give it to the doctor. 

 
3. The doctor will record an ID number for the patient on the consent sheet and on the audio-tape provided. 
 
4. The doctor will record the session. 
 
5. The doctor will label (prepared by the researcher) each tape with the patient's ID number.  The researcher will 

collect the tapes at the conclusion of the site visit. 
 
As part of the overall project's focus on literacy issues, each participating doctor will be asked to insert one question 
at the conclusion of each consultation:  For patients with a known on-going condition that was the focus of the 
consultation:  "Have you gained any information about this condition?  If so, from what source/s?"  For patients with 
new condition diagnosed in the consultation:  "Will you seek to find out any additional information about this 
condition?  If so, from what source/s?" 
 
The data will be transcribed and analysed for the interactive patterns in evidence, with particular reference to: 
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 how the doctor-patient relationship was established / renewed in the talk, with particular reference to 

"patient-centredness", patient agency, and the collaboration between doctor and patient in the 
construction of a successful consultation; 

 
 the ways participants made relevant certain domains of commonsense and technical knowledge; with 

particular reference to: 
 

 references by doctors and patients to literate-based knowledge of health issues; 
 

 the place of such possible references in the sequence of talk in the consultation; 
 

 the informational value accorded such references in the talk. 
 

 the ways that certain domains of potential disclosure were opened and closed in the nature of the talk, 
specifically: 

 
 the themes that were placed as 'central' and 'peripheral' in the talk; 

 
 instances of 'interactive trouble' and 'repair' that may have arisen due to the participants' 

differing understandings of what are most and least relevant issues, that is, the ways in which 
potential miscommunications were remedied in the talk; 

 
 the ways in which sensitivities are signalled in the talk; 

 
 the ways participants manage potentially sensitive disclosures that are highly relevant to the 

progress of the consultation. 
 
 
 
III. Record-keeping: 
 
As part of the project's focus on continuity of care, we wish to collect samples of the written records kept by doctors 
as results of the consultation sessions.  After obtaining written informed consent from doctors and patients, the 
following procedures will be followed: 
 

 the researchers will use a portable copier to copy running patient records; 
 

 this will take place at break points in the doctors' day, or at the completion of consultations, or at the 
convenience of the doctor and other clinic staff; 

 
 the doctor will be asked to nominate any record that he or she does not wish to be used for research 

purposes; 
 

 after each copy is made, the patient's and doctor's names and any other identifying information will be 
deleted from the copy by the clinic staff and an ID number written onto the copy; 

 
 the doctor will be asked to nominate any other sections of the record he or she wishes to have deleted.  

These sections will be physically excised from the copy and immediately destroyed; 
 

 the doctor will then view and approve each final copied record for research use. 
 
Please be aware that both you and your patients can withdraw consent to participate at any time 
in the course of the project.  If you have any queries, please contact either of the researchers. 
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EVERYDAY HEALTH-LITERACY PRACTICES: PROFESSOR PETER FREEBODY 
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DOCTORS, HEALTH WORKERS, FAMILIES,  MS JILL M. FREIBERG 
 3875-5921 / 015 157 122 
AND THE ROLE OF LITERACY IN CARE. GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY 
 

 
Medical Practitioner's Consent Form 

 
 
I ................................................. declare that I have been informed about the Griffith University 
Health Projects, what will be required of me if I consent to participate, and the confidentiality 
and anonymity of my involvement. 
 
I have read the information sheet provided for me and I have been given an opportunity to ask 
the researcher about the Project. 
 
I understand that the actual identity of myself and my patients will in no way be individually 
identified in the research. 
 
I hereby freely consent to have the consultation between myself and consenting patients audio-
taped, and to my written record of the consultation being copied, with all identifiers of personnel 
and location being removed by the clinic staff before copies of records are taken from the 
surgery. 
 
I reserve my right to: 
 
1. seek further information about the projects before, during or after the data collection 

period; 
 
2. withdraw my consent at any time. 
 
 
 
DOCTOR'S NAME   ................................................................ 
 
DOCTOR'S SIGNATURE   .................................................................DATE  ............................. 
 
CHIEF/ASSISTANT  
INVESTIGATOR'S NAME   ................................................................ 
 
CHIEF/ASSISTANT  
INVESTIGATOR'S SIGNATURE .............................................................DATE  .............................. 
 
WITNESS'S NAME   ................................................................. 
 
WITNESS'S SIGNATURE  . ................................................................DATE  ............................. 
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EVERYDAY HEALTH-LITERACY PRACTICES: PROFESSOR PETER FREEBODY 
DOCTORS, HEALTH WORKERS, FAMILIES,  MS JILL M. FREIBERG 
AND THE ROLE OF LITERACY IN HEALTH CARE. GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY 
 

Information for Participants 
We are requesting your participation in a study of health related activities and an associated 
project on doctor-patient communication. The research is funded by the Australian Research 
Council, and based at Griffith University.  Before you give your consent to take part, we want to 
explain briefly what the project is about and what you will be asked to do as a participant.  If 
you choose to participate your identity and the contents of your consultation and medical record 
will be anonymous and confidential. 
The aims of the project are to find out: how the structures and patterns of talk in medical 
consultations contribute to the production of satisfactory and efficient interactions, diagnoses 
and treatment plans, how different kinds of knowledge are used by doctors and patients during 
medical consultations, and the relationship between the doctor/patient interaction and the 
medical records.  The second phase of the project aims to use these descriptive findings to 
develop constructive recommendations for enhancing doctors' and patients' interactive skills 
and record-making, and for the effective uses of literacy in health care. 
To do this we need to record a large number of consultations between doctors and patients in a 
range of different health-care settings and to study written medical records of consultations. 
Your doctor has agreed to participate in the project but only in consultations in which 
patients have also freely agreed to participate.  If you agree to participate in this research 
your consultation with the doctor today only will be audio-tape recorded using a visible tape 
recorder operated by your doctor and/or yourself.  Your consultation with your doctor will be 
private as usual, no one else will be present and numbers not names will be used to label the 
recording so that neither you nor your doctor can be identified.  The written medical-records 
made of your consultations with your doctor will, with your consent be copied here in the clinic.  
All identifying information will be deleted from the records by the clinic staff before the copy is 
given to the researchers.  Copies of medical records will not include any information by which 
your identity, your doctor's identity, and the location of this clinic can be identified. 
Future recordings of consultations will not be made without seeking separate consent.  The 
recording will be treated in the strictest confidence, just as normal visits to this surgery are.  For 
our research we do not need to know who the patient or the doctor is.  Your identity and the 
contents of your consultation will be kept anonymous and confidential.  The research is only 
interested in the structures and patterns of talk in consultations in general, and in the ways in 
which information is recorded in written form.  It is not looking at the topics of your personal 
health problems. 
You are assured that: 
 
1. The contents of the consultation and medical record will be confidential, and there 

will be no way in which you, the doctor, the surgery, or even the suburb or city of the 
surgery can be identified. 

 
2. Should you not wish to take part, this will have absolutely no effects on your 

consultation or the quality of your care. 
 
If you have any questions about the project or your participation please ask the researcher or 
your doctor before signing the consent form. 
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 3875-5921 / 015 157 122 
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Patient consent form 
 
I ................................................. declare that I have been informed about the Griffith University 
Health Projects, what will be required of me if I consent to participate, and the confidentiality of 
my involvement. 
 
I have read the information sheet provided for me at the offices of  
Dr. .......................... , I have been given the opportunity to ask the researcher about the Project, I 
understand that I will also be able to ask the doctor about it, and I am happy that I understand the 
Project. 
 
I understand that my sex, age, and aspects of the diagnosis and treatment of my problem may be 
used in the research, but that my doctor and I will in no way be individually identified in the 
research. 
 
I hereby freely consent to have the consultation between myself and the doctor audio-taped, and 
to the coping of my doctor's written record of consultations provided that all identifying information 
is deleted by clinic staff from copied records. 
 
I reserve my right to: 
 
1. seek further information about the project before, during or after the session; 
 
2. withdraw my consent at any time, without any consequences for this consultation or any 

other apects of my care. 
 
 
PATIENT'S NAME  ..................................................... WITNESS'S NAME .................................................... 
 
PATIENT'S SIGNATURE  .............................................. WITNESS'S SIGNATURE  .......................................... 
 
I, the patient's doctor, confirm that the patient has been informed about the Project, and that I 
have established that the patient has given freely their informed consent to participate. 
 
DOCTOR'S NAME  .......................................................................... 
 
DOCTOR'S SIGNATURE  ................................................................DATE  ............................. 
 
CHIEF/ASSISTANT  
INVESTIGATOR'S NAME  ................................................................ 
CHIEF/ASSISTANT  
INVESTIGATOR'S SIGNATURE .......................................................DATE  ............................
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TRANSCRIPTION NOTATIONS 

 

GP 
P 
NP 
Letter code e.g. M 

SPEAKERS 
doctor 
patient 
non-patient 
other specified e.g., Mother of patient 

 

= 
// 
[yes] 
- 

TURN TAKING 
Latched turns 
Interruptions 
Simultaneous talk 
Cut-off or self-correct 

 
 
Talk 
(talk) 
((paper rustling)) 
(     ) 
hhhh 
.hhhh 

CLARITY 
Certain transcript 
Uncertain transcript 
Sounds, inflections, details 
Untranscribable segment 
Out breath 
In breath 

 
 
Yes 
Da:::y 
Gr:::owl 
LOUD 

ºsoftlyº 
well=he=did 
just – would – not – let –go 
yep↑ 
re^ally 
ye:ˇah 
, 
. 

INTONATION 
Stressed words or syllables 
Sound stretch – Extended vowel 
Sound stretch – Extended consonant 
Spoken very loudly  

Spoken softly 
Spoken quickly 
Spoken slowly 
Rising inflection 
Rising then falling inflection 
Falling then rising inflection 
Continuing tone 
Downward inflection at the end of an utterance 

 

(4) 
(.) 

PAUSE 
Approximate length in seconds 
Pause less than half a second 
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TRANSCRIPTS
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1. GP Right  (.) now you're gonna be (0.5) one A - one. (2) and that's all we know you as here. 
2. P Right. 
3. GP Now what can I do for you toda::y. 
4. P Well I 'ad to come back for the um. ner:rve tablets, (0.5) ‘n see how I w’s progressing with them. 
5. GP And you've still got yer rash. hhh 
6. P A:aw↑ I've still got me rash, it’s that ‘n boils [no]w. 
7. GP  [mm]   Is it↑ (2) Or::h↑ Yeah↑ (1) 
8. P It's all o:va me. 
9. GP Yeah. You scratchin' it↑ 
10. P Yep. (1) see this one ‘ere↑ 
11. GP Yeah. (.) you’re gonna' need some more antibiotics too aren't ya'↑ 
12. P Yep↑ It's all over me (0.5) bottom (0.5) all over me legs=the backs of me legs↑ 
13. GP (1.5) Yeah. (2) 
14. P It's all through that- (0.5) stupid Cheryl I thi[nk. 
15. GP  [yeah ya ge[- 
16. P  [cos I was clearin' up really good, 
17. GP ya get yaself inta trouble heh [heh heh 
18. P  [No:oo] it’s not that I get meself inta trouble it’s my children I think↑ 
19. GP e:yeah. 
20. P Over me shoulder it's broken out right out like it did before↑ (.) I think we need some more o' that. (1) 

stuff ah cream a::h (0.5) canesten. 
21. C On my yeg 
22. P Oh sh[ut up Craig] 
23. GP  [What's that↑ did] you want me to have a look at your leg to:oo↑ 
24. C Yeh 
25. P heh heh ha 
26. GP Yeah. (1) Aw that's alright. (0.5) that'll be ok. Mum’s got a sore leg too.  
27. C my yeg’s sore 
28. GP yeah 
29. P heh heh hehha 
30. GP We gotta fix everybody up↑ 
31. C Yeh 
32. P Thank you sweetheart.  
33. GP yeah. 
34. P (1) Hm:mm. ((amused tone)) 
35. GP (1) We’ll give you some more, yes↑ 
36. P Yes.  
37.   (1) 
38. GP and Canesten↑ just a course↑.  
39. C look at mine↑ 
40. GP I’zat ri∧ght ((talking to child))  
41. GP Gonna be a real hypochondriac in't↑ 'e. 
42. P eye:eh (2)  
43. C mummy mummy ((to himself)) 
44. P Over these last few days I’ve bin havin’ some chest pains but I think it's just stress↑ (1.5) I mean with 

[what's goin' on. 
45. GP [yeah. but I'll have a listen to yer' again. 
46. P Hey↑ 
47. GP .hhh I'll have a listen to you.  
48.   (1) 
49. GP What ner::ve↑ pills. 
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50. P Um. What are they Hel↑  
51. H (1) Zolox↑ [or somethin'↑ 
52. GP  [Zolox] (1) e:ee did I only give you a sample did I↑ 
53. P N[o↑ 
54. H  [No. 
55. GP (1) well you should have (.) five repeats or somethin' on that. 
56. P No↑ (.) no repe:ats↑ 
57. GP Didn't give ya any↑ 
58. P Nuh↑ 
59. GP orh we'll look up the book. .hhhh [hhhh 
60. P  [No I still got half a card left I only- (1) In[stead] a taking two I was 

takin' one=[when I] took the two it made me [a bit] shaky↑ 
61. GP  [yeah.]   
   [yeah.]  [yeah] yeah 
62. P So I (0.25) cut them down. (0.5) to the one (1) but yeah I am sleepin’ a little bit better↑ I slept till quarter 

ta eight the other mornin'↑ 
63. GP huh huh huh ha hah hah 
64. P .hhh and then what day did I sleep until two o'clock Hel↑ 
65. H °Wednesday° 
66. P Wednesday. 
67. GP Did ya↑ 
68. P I got up took the kids to school come home  an' I [was] really really] exhausted↑ 
69. GP  [just went ta bed↑] 
70. P prob'ly all the dra::ma// 
71. GP //It must be catchin' up with you because// 
72. P //an’ then bang (.) I went to sleep. (1) and slept till quart- slept till quarter to two or something wasn't it↑ 
73. C Gramma sa:id (.) bang wen’ ta scheep 
74. GP Is that ri:∧ght ((to child)) 
75. P hah heh heh  
76. C Mummy go scheep↑ (.) puppy go scheep↑ an= 
77. GP =Yeah. Well. (0.5) we'll keep the Zolox up=just one. 
78. P Yeah↑ 
79. GP Yeah and- they take a couple a weeks↑ (0.5) as you know  so they should be just startin' to take their 

usual effect now↓ yeah↑ 
80. C puppy’s asleep 
81. P The puppy's are asleep. heh heh 
82. GP Are they↑ 
83. C Yeah they're asleep. 
84. GP Well they're lucky ar:en they↑ 
85. P heh heh heh heh 
86. C Mummy’s asleep. 
87. GP Mummy's asleep too↑ I don’t think so. Mum- Mum looks as though she's awake over there↑ doesn’t 

she↑  
88. P heh heh heh hhh. 
89. GP (3) See stress will show up as a (0.5) chest pain often.  
90. P M::::m↓ 
91. GP (7) I can't understand why (1) Cheryl ‘ud tell you what she told ya hhh. (1.5) Just doesn't (1) you know 

she's obviously got another agenda there.  
92. P (1) M:::m. I found her diary. and I read it↑ 
93. GP M::m↓ 
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94. P Anyway. she's been on with five blokes while she's been on with my son↑ (0.5) she's still with him 
though you know. 

95. GP Yeah. 
96. P and then writes in that what a bad hmm mmm 'e is heh h[eh heh 
97. GP  [heh heh 
98. P and that 'es only a little boy (.) she wants a ma::n.  
99. GP Oh Yeah. (1) interesting diary. (2.5) She stayin' with you↑ 
100. P No way! 
101. GP heh heh 
102. P want to give me a heart attack comple↑tely↑ 
103.  (11) ((sound air pumping)) 
104. GP the pressure's ok. 
105. P (0.5) Is it? (1) Still low↑ 
106. GP Hundred and twenty on sixty. (2) So (.) it's pretty much the same as it was the other da:y. It's ah 
107. P (1) That's high for me ay↑ 
108. GP (0.5) Yep↑ 
109. GP (4) .hhhh righto. hh now. (2) can't find where the girls ‘av hidden the script pad↑ (1)  
110. GP Yeah. (2) °now this-this thing that-this thing that Cheryl’s got it’s a simple- ya know it’s nothing ta worry 

about°=  
111. P =Yeah. I dunno' if I could cope- Mate (.) she's not staying with me I couldn't handle it.  
112. C (child speaking in the background) 
113. GP (2) Is that right↑ ((to child)) 
114.  (1.5) 
115. P They're staying over at Doug’s at the moment actually↑ 
116. GP Yeah. 
117. P (1) Cause they had to get outta' the house ‘n- well 'er- 'er boyfriend. that she was engaged to 

unbeknownst to u::s (1) went to kill ‘em. 
118. GP Did he↑ 
119. P Well mate he's- it's shockin'. (0.25) Digger 'as wrote 'is car orff.  
120. GP Yeah↑ 
121. P Like an eight thousand dollar ca::r. It's go:ne. It's finished (.) like not insured (.) friggin nothin'. (1) and 

then= 
122. GP =did the bloke try to run 'im off the road or somepin↑ 
123. P Yeah he ran 'im off the ro∧ad.(1) 
124. GP A::h↓ 
125. P The (.) boyfriend ran Digger off the road↓ (0.5) wrapped 'im around a telephone pole↓ (1) [You k]now 

like so naturally ever since she ‘ad= 
126. GP  [u:::nh.] 
127. C =Mummy go ta sleep↑ 
128. GP (1.5) What was that↑ ((to child)) 
129. P Mummy’s not asleep. 
130. GP No [Mummy's not asleep Mark. 
131. P  [yeah so ever since- I went on [the tablets it's been worse↑ [the dramas-   
132. GP  [want a lolly↑  
133. H Do ya want a lolly↑ 
134. C No:: 
135. GP Doesn't[ want one↑ 
136. P  [the dramas st[arted to come on more↑ 
137. GP  [I was just trying ta keep I’m quiet heh heh 
138. P It's= 
139. GP =Yeh= 
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140. P =you know. it's just u:m (.) unreal↑ you know↑ and then- it's been every day. 
141. GP Yeh 
142. P (1) There's been no back off from it↑ 
143. GP (5) Yea:::h. 
144. P (5) .hhh And she's gonna come and see ya' (1.) to get an appointment for a psychiatrist↑ (1) 

Recommend a good one ay↑ 
145. GP (2) Yeah. well 'ats- that's always a difficult job hhheh too. 
146. P Mate she needs it. She needs it=she needs it bad (1) -if you read the diary you'd be as (.) bloody 

warped in the ‘ead as what I am. (1) cause it's bad. 
147. GP (1) Yeah. Sounds interesting. 
148. P (1) hhhhh Terry (.) you've got no idea. (1) Believe me you've got no idea (.) It’s bedlam. (2) 
149. GP Is she still working as a stripper↑ 
150. P Yeah↑ (2) She's workin' two jobs now (.) so they can get out of Doug’s place quicker↑ (1) cos (.) they 

(.) can't affor- afford to pay forty dollars a week board. (2) You ever 'eard so much shit in all yer' life↑ 
151. GP Huh heh heh 
152. P Heh heh I wish I could live somewhere fo- f[or forty dollars a week↑] 
153. GP  [for forty bucks a week] heh heh heh be all right↑ 
154. P .hhh I'd be a- I'd be a millionaire↑ (1) You know look I just had enough hey (.) I’ve really - really had 

enough (.) of their dra:ma (1) and then (.) I said (0.5) I said ‘Listen Digger’ I said ‘look (.) Dr White said 
no stress↑ (.) so whata ya done to me↑’ (1) I said (.) ‘you've given me nothin' but stress ever since this 
'as friggin' 'appened.’ 

155. GP Yeah.  
156. P (2) Cor I dunno (.) hhhhh it's too much (2) too (.) much. 
157. GP (1) You need a break yourself↑ 
158. P (1) Yeah I need a bloody break chri:↑st (3) 
159. P The other ni:ght on Sund'y ni:ght (.) if I had’ve 'ad sleepin’ pi:lls↓ (1) I’da (.) dead se:t I would've bloody 

taken the whole box↓ (1) that's 'ow- that's 'ow fed up I ‘ave- 'ave been. 
160. GP yeh well you see 'ats- that’s a- you can do that if you need to (.) coz the stuff we give you it won't kill 

you or anyth[ing 
161. P  [Nah n[a:h (.) No thanks no thanks! 
162. GP  [All it’ll give you is a good sleep.  
163. P N[ah 
164. GP  [The same with the Zolox If you did [do that 
165. P  [Nah 
166. GP and you took the whole lot [it wouldn't bump you. 
167. P  [Nuh I still got a ki- (.) I got grandkids to think of. 
168. GP Ye:[s. yeah. 
169. P  [No↑ They're not worth it. She - is not worth it. One da:y she's gonna meet her ma:tch (.) and. she's 

gonna be put dow:n (1) she'll be put down in a big wa:y. 
170. H She said there was a distinct cross on that u-rine test you done. How’d you do it↑ Didn’ you do it with a 

(..) preg test↑ 
171. GP Ye:ah↑ (1) No, no, there was a proper preg te:st, (1) and and it’s- it’s- it’s the wrong-it's the wrong, 

sorta te:st↑ because this↑ one has two ba:rs↑ (1) parallel bars↑ if it’s positive ↑(.) not a cross. (1) So 
you know she's havin' a go at ya' if she [saw a cro:ss on it. 

172. H  [It was a distinct cross=she said there was a distinct cross.  
173. GP Yeah well it wasn't↓ (.) [because she- because with the test you have two- two- two parallel ba:rs.  
174. P  [ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ((loud laughter)) 
175. H I said to M[um if there’s a single line across it’s negative.  
176. GP  [a single ba:r says the test was working ‘n two bars says it’s positive .hhh [It's- it's a new 

type 'a test. 
177. H  [I said to Mum if 

it’s a single (.) line across it’s negative 
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178. GP Y[eh (0.5) that's right↓  
179. H   [I said and a cross is-isn’t positive. 
180. GP but there- it wasn't- it wasn't even tha:t becau[::se 
181. P  [heh heh heh heh heh heh heh 
182. H I said ya shoulda brought it home. 
183. GP Yea[h 
184. P  [She said well I asked him an’ he said there was no need↑ to. heh heh heh heh heh 
185. GP Yeah she's tellin' yer'- (1) tellin' yer the odd li:e I think↑ 
186. P heh heh heh heh odd↑ li:e. that's all that comes out of it's mo:u:th↑ 
187. GP Ye:ah you see the type of- (.) the type of one we've got (1) it's got the window (0.5) and it has one ba:r. 

(0.5) and that's the- that's the one that says yeah (.) the test is working and it's fi:ne. (1) and it runs the 
other bar parallel to it=it doesn't do a cross (.) on- on our type (0.2) the older ones we did (.) had [the 
cross (.) it used to do that=did that bit with the crossbar. 

188. H  [Yeah. 
189. GP But this new type has the two- two parallel bar:s so- but that's the one I did (1) an- (.) and it came up 

with one ba:r so (1) .hhhh anyway (.) you c'n go and discuss that with he:r. Anyway as ya know we’re 
(.) really not- not s'posed to (.) talk abo[ut 

190. H  [[yeah] 
191. P  [[No. No N[uh 
192. H  [None a my↑ business↑ 
193. P Nuh↑ I don'- I don' wanta be involved no more cause I'll end up in the looney bin.  
194. GP (0.5) yeah.  
195. H She guaranteed us that she wouldn’ carry it past three months anyway↓ 
196. GP Oh did she really↑ as long as you don't have to pay for the termination (.) or- or the alleged termination 

you’ll be ri∧ght (.) hey↑ 
197. P Yeah (.) mate (.) I don't know why. people tell lies (.) like that because like that was a very very 'armful 

li:e. (1) you know it upset the whole fam'ly you know↑ so it's just ridiculous. 
198. GP (.5) Nyeah. w[ell.  
199. H  [it doesn’t really upset the whole family cause it’s not like the whole family know about it. 
200. GP No: bit- bit upsetting to Dig. (0.5) though↑ 
201. P Oh wh:e:ll. Dig↑ (1) Dig was devastated. (1) When I- you know coz I took 'im for a drive out in the car 

an’ I said look Digger (.) I said (.) I can't lie to you I gotta tell you the truth (1) and 'e said “What d'ya 
mean Mum↑” and I told ‘im and I said “well look” .hhhh I said I've spoken to- Te:rry” n I said'n.- to 'im- 
“No Terry said no (.) it's li:es↓ (1) 

202. GP Yeah 
203. P I said “you know he wouldn't [lie to me.  
204. GP  [Well you can tell Dig ta- ta think above 'is wa:ist [heh heh 
205. H [Heh heh heh 
206. P O:::h He ca::n't. [he ca::n't! 
207. GP  [Yes yeah 'e ca:n't. 
208. P That's well and truly over his head I think. 
209. GP A:::hh. 
210. P (1) I think she's got some'in on 'im.  
211. P Ori::[ght. Se]e you next week. 
212. GP  [Yeah.]  
213. GP Okay↑ 
214. P A'righ be good↑ 
215. H Awright. Hoo↑ray. 
216. P Say “Bye Bye↑” (1) 
217. GP Bye↑ (.) Okay see ya. Bye. 
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1. GP .Hhh 'Right (.) Now you're gonna be:. one ‘a’ two: is your code number. (0.5) 
2. P Mm hm 
3. GP .hhh for this (.5) Why are ya' here. 
4. P Well I just need ‘n eye test for me drivers licence↑ 
5. GP Yeah (.) O K↑ 
6. P (2) An' I've gotta pick up some a:h (.) medication. 
7. (0.5) ((Phone Rings)) 
8. GP Oh- That's mucked that up a bit. Just hang on a tick. (1) .hhh yeah. (0.5) Now (.) with thi:s. well it says 

your licence is ok till two thou::sand. 
9. P m::hm: 
10. GP And this is a new check system it says (.) This notice is intended as a courtesy to remind me- re- remind 

you to check the expi:ry date on the medical certificate. If it is current for a further twelve months or more 
you don't have to take any action so .hhh really you don't have to do anything until two thousand. 

11. P m::h 
12. GP If they send you another letter like this just chuck it away. 
13. P Mm Hm: 
14. GP So you don't 'ave to fill that out or anything. You- you've got one of these you carry with you (.) haven't 

you. 
15. P Pardon↑ 
16. GP You've got one of these you carry with you↑ I[n the ca:r↑] 
17. P  [No↑ No↑ Never.] 
18. GP (1) Yeah↑ yea:h. 
19. P If I get somethin’ like this here it goes into me files.  
20. GP Yeah. 
21. P (2) It’s new to me (.) that one. 
22. GP .hhh [yeah. 
23. P  [Should I [have one↑ 
24. GP  [Well I'll- now what- what they want this for is your diabetes=your sugar, not your eyes. (1) 

That's what thi- see that's why you got the medical certificate because of yer sugar. 
25. P (2) What tha:t\. 
26. GP (1) Yes. 
27. P That medical. 
28. GP Yeah. th[- this- 
29. P  [They wouldn't know I was a diabetic↑ 
30. GP (1) Yeah they do↑ 
31. P How come. 
32. GP Because in- in the question. (0.5) in the questionaire you filled out you must 'ave told 'em you're a diabetic. 
33. P Mmm. 
34. GP So that's alL right. 
35. P P::h so that's the- that's the thing I need for my driver’s licence. 
36. GP Yeah. so. so that's- that's what this is all abou:t. 
37. P umhm. 
38. GP (3)  and- and a:ll you have to do:: (1) is basic'lly:er- (1) basic'lly carry this with you.  
39. P I what↑ 
40. GP You just carry this- put it in the glove box o' yer ca:[r. or somethin' like that. 
41. P  [I see yeah. yeah. 
42. GP (4) And (.) see if you (.) if you got diabetes (1) they have to:: (.) make sure that you're not having any what 

we call hypo's↓ (1) If- if y- if you're just on di:et or tablets=if you're on insulin it's a diff'’rent story=you gotta' 
have a specialists O K to do it. 

43. P Mmm  
44.   (8)  
45. P Ri:ght. 
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46.   (6)  
45. GP So. (.) but your eyes are good mate 
46. P (1) Yeah. (2) I can still um (1) see without them like on (1) the golfcourse but they’re more of a damm 

nuisances they’re good (.) it's even worse you know. you- (0.5) gotta keep proppin' 'em up an' (0.5) they 
get fogged up (1) That’s the certificate we want that’s nineteen ninety-nine isn’t it↑ 

47. GP Yeah well what we gotta do now also (.) i:s: a::h:: they only last for twelve months and we've gotta get a 
special for:m. (0.75) for that.  

48. P mmm 
49. GP So I'll- just buzz the gir:ls (3) Hi can you get me one a' those seat belt exemption certificates pleas:e. (0.5) 

GP'hanks. (2) .hhhh So- um and no::wadays see they've got a special certificate we gotta fill out.  
50. P Hm Well the Doctor 'e umm. What was I goin’ ta sa:y the’er  
51. GP It's- it's good Australia wi:de then. 
52. P (1) The Diabetes Clinic or really the Diabetes Association. 
53. GP yeah. 
54. P Theres a friend 'a mi:ne,. 
55. ((knock knock on door)) 
56. GP Come in↑ (2) Ta- thanks.  
57. P (2) Well a friend 'a mine he um (6) a::h (5) where’s my↓ 
58. GP What ‘av ya lost↑ (.) [Too much money in it↑ 
59. P  [A friend a mi- a friend a' mine (.) he um (2) he's a diabetic (1) and ah- the Veteran's 

Affairs found out and they sent 'im a brand new bloody glucose machine↑ (2) and. and all these tapes and 
eve’ything for free↑ 

60. GP (0.5) Yeah but see that came in after you got yours↑ 
61. P Yeah [I know] 
62. GP  [Now if you bust yours (.) o- or lo:se it (.) then we can get you one for free  
63. P Yeah well I mean-it’s silly=it cost me a hundred and forty nine dollars originally 
64. GP Yeah. 
65. P what's goin' on 'ere. ((to himself)) 
66. GP I dunno↓ 
67. P (2) right (.) Ummm (.) yeah (.)a hundred and forty nine dollars (.) an' ah (…) told me (.) 'e said aw' you c'n 

get- you get e:r (.) compensated for that (1) 
68. GP Mmm 
69. P But ya not getting’ the whole bloody lot she said to me↑ straight on the pho:ne 
70. GP ((laughs)) 
71. P ‘N nen I said I didn’t think I’d get the lot (.) I- I didn't know I could have it for free↑ (1) and yeah she said 

aw they’ll give me a hundred and eight dollars back.  
72. GP (1) Hundred an’ eight↑ (.)  yea:h. 
73. P (6) Those tapes still going↑ 
74. GP Yeah mate↑ (.) 'eah↑ still goin'↑ keep you- why d'you want'o tell me a jo:ke↑ 
75. P I was gonna' pick ya a winner for Sydney. 
76. GP (1) Who do 'ya reckon, 
77. P Ha ha huh I dunno. (1) I tell you what though radio tippers you can't believe ‘em. Shane Dye comes on the 

program of a Sunday ‘n he says watch this horse’s next star:t a thing called Just Kidding (2) So it w’s in a 
mid week meeting in Melbourne somewhere (.) and they backed ‘er from twelve to one to a two to one 
favourite and ran second last. 

78. GP ((laughs)) 
79. P like- You know (.) I mean there should be a bloody (.) inquiry into some a these – performers (.) it's 

unbelievable. 
80. GP 'eah. 
81. P Even the expert tippers a thing called-on Satdee-a thing called Ardasi.  
82. GP Yeah 
83. P No:w a r- A R D A S I (.) it run last 
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84. GP Yeah.(1) I think they’re- it depends on what 'appens in the jockey’s room doesn't it 
85. P (1) once they put the leg across 'em mmm. Ya see Cassidy's back in riding wor:k.  
86. GP 'eah  
87. P 'e got three years. 
88. GP heh heh heh 
89. P Illegal betting↑ and givin’ tips to bloody punters↑ (1) an (.) you know↓ (1) bastards 'they got a cheek 

'aven't they? 
90. GP (1) Yep// 
91. P The whole things a bloody farce there's no guarantee that they’ll get ‘em either. ‘E gets ousted for a month 

or somethin’ or a meeting and hada the oust been fair dinkum he wouldna been able ta get the ride on 
(name of horse) in the Japan Cup. (1) An they crossed off one week of ‘is bloody suspension and they 
fined 'im er two thousand dollars. (1) It’s jest a bloody joke. 

92. GP 'Eyah. (2) 'Eyah. It is isn't it↑ 
93. P Mmm. (1) well the bloody punters are bloody- (2) I took four- four trifectas the week before last (.) ‘cordin’ 

ta all these experts in Brisbane and never got one up.  
94. GP (12) .hhh now you're gonna haf' to sign yer- yer life away in a minute with all the licencing there=what- 

what script you need mate↑ 
95. P Say what↑ 
96. GP What script↑ d’ya nee:d. 
97. P Oh, yeah well I ‘avn’t got any um (name of medication). Do I need any a those↑ 
98. GP a::h::. (3) yea:h=how many you takin' at night↑ 
99. P (1) At night↑ 
100. GP Yeah. 
101. P Just three. 
102. GP You takin' three at night. 
103. P Three with a- with a (name of medication) that's all. 
104. GP (5) Eyeah. Ye[ah see if you only get fifty they only last you for [a:h  
105. P  [Yeah, well give us two repeats hey↑ 
106. GP Yep↑ 
107. P And ah I- I generally ask the chemist just give us the whole lot in one hit and save me coming up all the 

time. 
108. GP yeah. 
109. P So I just- sign↑ I just sign the notes they don’t care. 
110. GP Yeah an’ ya taking one (name of medication) aren’t ya↑ 
111. P That's all mm. (2) This bloody watsinames a nuisance every mornin' put the catheter dow:n. 
112. GP (0.75) Yeah. (1) Not good↑ 
113. P You c'n feel it goin' through the tissue you know↑ 
114. GP 'Eah. 
115. P (1) But (.) When was it (.) last night I still didn't I was still bustin’ you know↑ I had to go and get the 

catheter to relieve the bladder. (1)  
116. GP You can't go without now↑ 
117. P Well I gotta front what’s ‘is name on the um seventeenth of December. 
118. GP mmu:mm 
119. P ahh Dr. Chalmers 
120. GP Yeah. 
121. P There’s a bloke I was tellin’ you about there in Deema Street that ah Frank Howlett (.) I ah- I submitted his 

name to ah Chalmers (1) and 'es gonna look after 'im (.) cos he had (…). (1) An' Chalmers - an' Chalmers 
said I’d never lose ya mate or anybody (1) and apparently under 'is eh 'is scrutiny now, an' um. (1) but 
Frank can't go out of a night (.) he's got this bloody (1.25) pouch ‘e puts it in an a big clamp on it. 

122. GP yeah. 
123. P That’s bloody eight months↑ ago (.) ‘es still↑ goin’ (2) I’m worried I'm gonna follow the same bloody route 

myself. 
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124. GP (5) 'ea:h↓ 
125. P My (…) claim might come through next month too that’d be (…) 
126. GP (1) What↑ y'haven't heard ye[t. I thought] that the- I thought that was all finished. 
127. P  [Noo:.] No:.- not- not for a bloody ah- (0.5) .hhhh ah- they forgot to um. (1) 
128. GP The solicitor forgot something↑ 
129. P They forgot a particular docket the ah- bloody cost me two hundred and sixty-three bucks all up ya know↑ 
130. GP Heh heh heh that's pretty cheap mate. .Hhhh would a' cost you more than that a week to keep 'em. heh 

heh heh. 
131. P ea:h:: (1) .hhh 'they ah// 
132. GP //'Ang on don't- don't lose the pen mate cos you got more to go. 
133. P Mmm-writer's cramp. 
134. GP 'Ea:h (.) You gotta- you gotta sign (.) that one. 
135. P Ere ya go. (1.5) Ye:s. I rang the soliciter. (1) and a' she said she’d made an error. (2) 
136. GP Yeah good. (1) Sign, that one. 
137. P in the ah-with the money works. (1.25) and ah=she said, that ah (.) oh we- we've (.) we've forgotten a 

docket for you to sign. (1) Supposed ta hear the twenty-eighth of October (2) eah. ah aum (1) I had ta 
cancel that the one just previously 

138. GP 'Ea:h. 
139. P I rang the Family Court and they said oh we can't divulge anything you'll just get- you'll get a notice when 

it’s okay (.) be a nice birthday present. 
140. GP Yeh heh heh (… ). [Now 
141. P  [Hey↑ 
142. GP You gotta fill that bit out when you get home. That's just your na:me and address and your licence 

[numbe]r. .hhhh and that's for yer' Seat Belt. 
143. P  [Oh yeah] Me what↑ 
144. GP That's the seatbelt exemption one that's O K. 
145. P Oh yeah. I betta get rid a' the old one ay? 
146. GP (0.5) Oh ye:s.it's no good ta ya mate. If you pull that ou:t, the copper's 'll a// 
147. P //It's Amazing you know↑ I- I// 
148. GP //won't take any notice of- these ah- they- they would've let you orff if you still had it. 
149. P I mean I've just (.) been pulled up one day on this deserted road goin’ out to Redland Bay↑ 
150. GP yeah. 
151. P This copper comin’ toeards me (.) next thing (.) around 'e tur- u turns on the- with a green light flashing o- 

blue lights flashing. (0.5) on 'is ah thing-a-me-doover 
152. GP Yeah (.) get rid a' that for you. 
153. P and (.) um (.) Do you want that↑ 
154. GP (1) Put that in the rubbish. 
155. P No do you want that↑ 
156. GP You wanta to- you wanta put them in it↑ and put it in ya glove box (.) so you know where it is. Might- might 

save a bit 'a runnin' around. 
157. P Oh good. yeah Mm. (.) Anyway- anyway turned round an’ he said ah- oh (.) he said excuse me sir (.) he 

said (.) er (1) not wearing a seatbelt↑ I said er ‘Pretty obvious in't it↑’ 
158. GP Heh heh heh ha ha 
159. P And 'e said ah- is there something wrong↑ I said (.) No I was just out playing golf. 
160. GP heh heh heh 
161. P I said I've got a certificate to cover me. Oh have you↑ oh righto (.) oh (.) No No don' worry I'm your local 

mount (.) don't wanna see it. 
162. GP Heh heh=oh you don’t=you don't want'to give 'em any cheek mate.  
163. P You know↑='Ay↑ 
164. GP heh heh You don't wanta give 'em any cheek (.) you=an’ as ya told here on the certificate – it’s a- (.) P:h 

they've just gotta do their job it's an offence to drive without it. 
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165. P Oh for sure mate I know. I said I'm not out ta cheat the bloody system. (0.75) I said I try to wear it. It's the 
disks↑ You know↑ Friction↓ 

166. GP Yeah. 
167. P 'Spec'lly in a cab you know (.) you're in an' out in a bloody cab fifty=sixty-five times a da:y↑ 
168. GP Yeah. 
169. P (1.5) Anyhow. 
170. GP R:ight. That'll keep you out of mischief. What are you doin' for yer bir::thday. 
171. P (0.5) Eightieth birthday on the fifteenth a' December. 
172. GP Yeah. What are ya' doin↑  
173. P eh↑ 
174. GP What are ya' gonna do↑ 
175. P Nothing heh heh  
176. GP Ta celebrate yer' eightieth year mate eh↑ 
177. P I was born on me mother's thirty-fifth birthday.  
178. GP O:h! 
179. P Y'eah. (1) I'm a youngest of eight. hhh 
180. GP Yeah? 
181. P One a my sisters she’ll be eighty-two next May↑ (.) another one 'll be eighty-four on the thirtieth of 

December↑ and the eldest one (.) she turned ninety last day 'a September. 
182. GP  Yeah↑ Listen (.) we might just do a-a (.) blood sugar on you just to keep you honest ay↑ 
181. P What's 'sis↑ 
182. GP We'll do a blood sugar on you just to k[eep you hon]est. It’s been a- a little while. 
183. P  [Oh Yeah, right'o]  
184. P Haven't had one for a while↑ 
185. GP Na:h. 
186.  (4) 
187. P Since yer' I had the the rehab did one (.) prob'ly eight bloody years I reckon↑ 
188. GP Heh heh bin' a while mate. 
189. P Has it ever. (1) (…) I said aw well it's always been very good. 
190.   (9) 
191. P I know what is going on I’m losing my bloody memory. 
192. GP Yeah. Ya// 
193. P It's a challenge Steve. I've got a- I say “sphere” ‘n hafta look at it spelt out ‘n wonder, S P H E R E↑ (.) 
194. GP Yes. that's right↑ 
195. P Is that bloody right↑ I have to stop an think↑ now. I'll write something out↑ an' I'll say that doesn’t look 

bloody right ta me↑ 
196. GP Yeah. (.) .hh but gee if anyone who (.) ya came up to you an’ you told 'em you're eighty they wouldn't 

believe it. 
197. P No. 
198. GP Cos you still got all your marbles too like your mem'ry might be goin' a bit but- but you're not demented or 

any'ing like that. You're [(0.5) you're very lucky. 
199. P  [Yeah I know I'm=there's things that I- I got a write do:wn (0.5) like shopping an' that you know↑ 
200. GP Yeah. Well that's alright mate I gotta keep a-a-bloody [(0.5) pad in my pocket. 
201. P  [a diary]  
202. P I had a bloody yarn ta tell ya what the hell was it, a::h (8) 
203. GP Can’t remember↑ (2) Save it for next time mate. 
204. P I mean I could remember every joke like that but no:w (.) I really can’t remember. (1.5) I said the other 

night I heard a good joke an’ I thought Terry ‘ud like this (.) but↑ it’s gone.  
205. GP Hah hah maybe ya need a beer in ya. 
206. P Look I- I've only had like four beers. (0.5) since last Christmas. (1) I’m just not- cannot get a taste for it (1) 

an' I- I used to love a beer.  
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207. GP Yeah. Yeah. well see it's no good for you with your sugar anyhow. ((solicitous tone)) 
208. P Mm↑ 
209. GP S’no good for you with yer' sugar anyhow.  
210. P No (.) I know. 
211. GP Yeah. So you're better orf//  
212. P //P:w,. I don't even worry about it. 
213. GP Better orf not havin' it (.) Yeah.  
214. P Al lright, thanks mate. 
215. GP Okay mate. 
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1. P Morning↑ 
2. GP Mor:ning.  Now I haven't kept you waiting lo:ng enough in a roo:m. [heh heh hah hah 
3. P  [Of course↑ 
4. GP (5) A:h↑ O:h I- I'm s'posed to be si↑gning these forms I think↑ now you're one ‘A’ five. 
5. P Oh izat good? 
6. GP (1) A:h it's just a number. heh heh heh 
7. P I feel special↑ 
8. GP You’re a number .hhhhh you’re a number. I've gotta (.5) .hhh go through and sign a coupla these an make 

it all legal otherwise we'll get in the ca:n.  
9. P (3) won't be worth any↑thing if it’s not signed in the spot↑ 
10. GP (2) Oh. (2) I think see they’re retaining your (.) anonymity (2) .hhhhhh in that you hhhhh you ah- you’re-

you’re- you become a number (.) like everything else. You've got a Medicare number (.) an’ now you're a 
number here (.) One ‘A’ Five. (1)  

11. GP .hhhhh so (.) righto (.) what are we doing today. 
12. P (1) I've still got the cough↑ You're still gonna' have a look↑ (.5) an' tell me I still need more antibiotics↑ 

hhh heh heh  
13. GP Yeh↑ heh heh (.5) Money back warranty.  
14. P (.) Bu[t  
15. GP  [How many how many weeks now? 
16. P Or::h seven↑ 
17. GP Seven w- is it↑ seven weeks↑ 
18. P (0.5) It’s a whole school term an’ there’s only three weeks left so it must be seven weeks Saturday.  
19. GP (1) Yea:h 
20. P (2) But the ear was sore again the other day↑ (.) an' the couhging was definitely getting worse↑ 
21. GP (1) Getting worse↓ 
22. P (4) In fact you know  [with] the nasal spray? 
23. GP  [What?]  
24. GP Yeah 
25. P You s'pos↑ ta taste↑ that all run down the back a' yer thro↑at an' inta yer mouth↑ an'-.  
26. GP Oh yeah↑ it does that.  
27. P Mm::  
28. GP Yeah 
29. P  it's disgus↑tin'. 
30. GP (1) So: see when ya (.) sniff back it goes back into the nose it affects the back a' the throat. 
31. P Cos it never feels like it's workin' an' then I c'n taste it so I know it has. 
32. GP (3) Right well maybe we should get a chest X-ray done an' (2) an' get your sinuses done. (1) One two 

three yeah↑ .hhh (2) You've had no si↑de effects (.) from the antibiotics.  
33. P Don't think so. (5) ((yawning throughout following)) nothing major anyway. 
34. GP (4) .hhhh nop↑ You coughing any rubbish up? 
35. P Well it's hard to tell whether it's coming down from the back or coming up↑ 
36. GP A:h well↑ we’ll tell ya. (0.5) You coughing any rubbish dow:n? heh heh heh heh hah 
37. P Ha heh heh heh 
38. GP O K↑ big breaths for me. 
39. P .hhhhhhhh 
40. GP Mouth open. 
41. P hhhhhhh (2) .hhhh hhhhh 
42.   (18) 
43. GP .hhh nnn↑ Chest↑ sounds fi::ne. (1.5) There's a couple (3) of crackles an' grunts ‘n things but certly (1.5) 

not anything we’d would regard as being na:sty=open wide for=us. Nice big ‘a:h’↑ 
44. P Ah:::hhhh 
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45. GP Yeah I can't=really=see=much=running=down=there=ei↑ther. However obviously there's gotta be a 
problem↓ .hhhhhh So what=we=do=now we'll get y'cha (0.5) chest X-rayed and ya' sinuses X-rayed an (.) 
see if that shows anything=because really ya should be: (.) startin’ ta feel pretty good↑ (1) 

46. P I fee[l terrible↓  
47. GP  [Now.  
48. P  I'm [still really ti:red↑ 
49. GP  [You feel worse? (.) 
50. GP Yeah. 
51. P An' the coughing's getting worse↑ 
52. GP hhhyea:h. It’s a sort of a↑ 
53. P but I'm ti:red (0.5) physically an' mentally (1) not just (2) my brain’s absoutely had it as we:ll. 
54. GP (3) What's ya' mem'ry like? You forgetting things? 
55. P (2) Or:::::::h (.) not a lot (.) it's too well trained=I have to remember for five people. 
56. GP So// 
57. P //No six me mother as well. 
58. GP Yes alright so you're not- not forgetting things.  U::m:: (1) Your concentration↑=walk into a room and ya' 

think ‘ar:h what was I here for?’ 
59. P Oh I c'n do that [at the best of times/ 
60. GP  [We all do yeah↓  
61. GP Ya sleep pattern? 
62. P (1) Well soonuz (.) the bed sees me coming I'm asleep// 
63. GP You're asleep (.) an’ you don’t- you don't wake up↑ you stay asleep? 
64. P I stay asleep 'til John wakes me in the mor↑ning. 
65. GP Yeah 
66. P And then it takes a while to wake up↑ 
67. GP Do ya↑ We did two thyroid tests on yer. (.) .hhhh you ‘aven't had a er a full blood count have you↑=you 

don't look anaemic. (1) But=we'll do a full bloodcount on ya. .hhhhhh want to make sure there's nothing 
going on (.) I'll be back in a sec.  

68. P OK 
69. GP (…)  
70.   (25) 
71. GP .hhhhh you know where the X-ray place is↑ up the top↑ 
72. P Bee↑n there↑ be↑fore. 
73. GP Been there before↑ yeah. (4) So: hhhhh (4) I really don't expect these to show anything. 
74. P So what's the solution then? 
75. GP The next thing is we- we might 'ave to send you off to an allergist or something like that. (4) But we'll see 

what happens. (8) See that spra:y really should be working. But y’ow (.) it's obviously no:t. (4) Which is 
quite disappointing cos it get good results an’ it’s the thing most of the Allergists u:se. 

76. P M::m↑ 
77. GP °But↑° (2)  
78. P I mean↑ (2) obviously if there’s still stuff going down the back I haven't noticed it for weeks. 
79. GP No there's no↑ot 
80. P There's not↓ 
81. GP No↑ When you look at it you can't (0.5) see anything. .Ah you've got some. (1) .hh trace of chest noise (.) 

but I don't think it's a cough (…) asthma 'ave=you=ever=used the asthma=sprays? 
82. P No. (.) The kids have from time to ti:↑me 
83. GP Mmmm. 
84. P It- (0.5) It flits through the family. 
85. GP Yeah. 
86. P No one is actual (.) asthmatic. But every now an' then someone (.) of my sisters or that or nieces nephews 

type thing will come out with a cough. 
87. GP Yeah 
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88. P So. 
89. GP See it's possible you may have one of these weird cough (....) asthma type things .hhh and (.) we could (.) 

start using (.) the you=know the same sort a spray on ya- you got in your nose ya could use some a' that 
in your chest. (1) Could try it=but there's really nothing’s down there=we'll=see=what the ah (2) 

90. P But you see the cough's making the blad↑der terrible. 
91. GP Yeah. 
92. P An' I've jest had all that fixed up↑ an now it's getting wor↑se again. an I go an see Doc[tor Wording on 

Mon↑day  
93. GP ya doing any- 
94. P an' he's gonna say is it any better an' I'll say nyh it's got worse hah hah hah. 
95. GP You doing any you doing any pelvic floor exercises? 
96. P Frequently (1) Frequently (1) an' every time I cough I do another lot.  
97.   (6)  
98. P So I really wanna' (.) fix the cough↑ 
99. GP Yeah. (2) .hhhh well=you=wanta try onea the chest sprays. U::m well (0.5) I spose it really is logical. 

.hhhhhh an we give you one a the steroid sprays (1) sim’lar to rhinocourt you use for your nose (3) It’s 
Becaloforte (.) really strong one=take a coupla' puffs (.) four times a day for about four da:ys (.) an' then 
break it down to twice a day. 

100. P (2.5) Instead of the Rhinocourt↑ or as well↓ 
101. GP No: keep the Rhinocourt up↑ (.) but (.) when- cos that stops any nasal cos obviously th- the nose- the 

sinus thing’s clearing up↑ (0.5) it's responding OK.  
102.   (13)  
103. GP An' there's a- (.5) little simple thing (.) called an I.G.E 'll tell us if there's an allergy won't tell us if-what (1) 

allergy it i:s but it may well tell us if you've got an allergy. .hhhhhhh   
104. P Tell me if it's ta work↑ 
105. GP which works through your immune system=well I- I don' know if an' allergy to work'll show through your 

immune system. 
106. P uh hah ha ha:uh 
107. GP Otherwise a- (2) I'd 'ave to 'ave a test my'self hhhhh  
108. P heh heh heh hah 
109. GP an we don' want a' do that now would we? 
110. GP We'll give you another lot of the C-Chlor↑ 
111. P N:u::h↑ (5) Do I have to do anything special for the blood test↑ 
112. GP No just rack up there now an' (0.5) get it done. You know where they are don't you↑ Next corner up↑  
113. P Yea::h↑ 
114. GP Yeah. (6) .hh so↓ (2) so obviously I d—I think we've pretty much ruled out any infective process. .hhh in 

the- in the chest and the sinuses no:w (3) although it said- the World Congress of ear nose and throat 
specialists ‘ve said ya know treat for a (week on week) an nen- hhh go on from the↑re (7) so we'll see 
what the X ray people say (2) you'll glow in the dark↑ 

115. P huh 
116.   (10)  
117. P I don’t even know if I've ever had↑ a Chest X ray↓ 
118. GP You will now (.) you'll be right. hhh (.) yeah. 
119. P Doesn’t// 
120. GP Weren't ya ever- you must be- you might be too young for when the GP B machines were round. 
121. P They used to come round. (0.5) Cos um I remember them on the street corner an that an Mum an (0.2) 

Dad an the others going. I was probly too young. But Dad had TB when I was born. 
122. GP Did↑ 'ee? 
123. P Mmm he was in Sunshine Hospital.  
124. GP Mm:::↑ 
125. P We all got jabbed. 
126. GP Yep↑ 
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127. P Very early. 
128.   (4) 
129. GP So (.) we'll try n keep ya using the Rhinocourt but use this Beclaforte in yourchest=you know how to use 

the ah puffer↑ 
130. P No:: I've never used one of those. 
131. GP Okay. so ya- the- the best way is actually put it- ya put the thing in ya mouth=ya shake it up fairly well (.) 

an you breathe out as much as you can. cos there’s breathing holes in it. .hhh and as you start to breathe 
in you just press it an hold it an you go .hhhhhhhhh ((loudly inhales)) 

132. P So you actu'lly breathe out while you've got it in your mouth? 
133. GP Yeah↑ (.) yeah↑ yeah. yeah. ya put it in an breathe out when you got in your mouth an you're bound to do 

that no trouble atall=an as you start to breathe in you hit it an suck at the same time. .hhhhhhhhh ((loudly 
inhales)) hold your breath for about five seconds if you ca:n (.) see if you if you don't suck in ha:rd (.) when 
you press it it just hits the back a yer throat an stops there °that’s not good.° The other thing you gotta' do 
y- you really gotta' rinse your mouth out=have a gargle after you use it so ya have two puffs (0.5) an you 
go an' get a glass a water an' give it a good gargle an' spit it out ‘cause otherwise the stuff gets on the 
back of your throat an' can cause a bit of thrush 

134. P o:wuh. 
135. GP on the back a' yer' throat. 
136. P Hec hec huh  
137. GP °So::° 
138. P The cure being worse than the um (0.5) original problem↑ 
139. GP Oh well↑ (0.5) dunno↑ yeh ya chest uz never sort of sounded (.) like asthma=but it's quite possible you 

got a- degree of what we call reactive airways disease=which is (0.25) related to it. (0.5) and ah- if the:. 
anti-inflammat'ry action of the- (0.25) Beclaforte↑ ull stop it↑ then- (0.25) Doctor Wording might be happy. 

140. P huh huh huha 
141. GP And I'm sure you will be too↑ heh heh 
142. P I will be↑ (.) very.So thet wuz↑ (.) a coupla times↑ 
143. GP Well start off with two puffs four times a day for starters  
144. P Is that written on the thing? 
145. GP Well it should be on but two puffs two to four times a day=but what the chemist does Idunno'. hh 

thaz=what=I’ve=writnorn=it just start orf ut four times a day for about four days (.) an if the cough (0.5) 
reduces then cut it back to (.) two puffs morning and night (.5) should be right. 

146. P [an' when diya want me ta do the X-ray] 
147. GP [an when are you seeing Doctor Wording↑] 
148. P Monday. 
149. GP a:ah. Well I don't think I’ll ‘ave ya cured by then↑ (.) but if you say “look Doctor White’s got me on all this 

stuff (1) an it's gunna' get fi↑xed. (0.5) But otherwise he'll have to do the job again (1) so keep ya// 
150. P Don’t- don't tell me that.  
151. GP keep ya pri[vate cover up. 
152. P  [He did say that they have to do it- (0.5) they can do it a couple of times. 
153. GP Oh yeah. yeah sometimes it needs it (.)when they do it it's a matter of- of- judgement an some[times they 

gotta' do it a second time. 
154. P  [Well↑ the- 

the dynamics that they did in the beginning didn't show. (0.25) true stress (.) incontinence (.) but- all of the 
symptoms I described (.) 

155. GP showed stress↓ [yeah 
156. P  [pinned it down 
157. GP An if you- 
158. P So↓ 
159. GP if you- if it happens when you cough ya gotta have stress incontinence. So clinic'lly you've got it even if the 

(.) tests didn show it. 
160. P The computer wasn’t workin’ 
161. GP Heh heh hah hah blame it on that. Okay. Orright↓ 
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162. P Thanks Terry. heh heh heh 
163. GP Alright. See you=Yeah well when you get the X-rays done bring them back. so you c'n- you c'n do that 

next week some time (.) there’s no hurry (.) when ya get time↓ (1) Okay↓ and I'm not expecting them to 
show us anything nasty. (1) Alright. 

164. P All right take care. 
165. GP Okay. Bye  
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1. NP How↑ are↑ you::↑ 
2. GP I'm well thanks↓ I'm well. .hhhhh an' you↑ 
3. NP very good thanks.  
4. GP .hhhhhhhh g'day Jim↑ 
5. P How=ya=goin=mate↑ hhhhh  
6.   (1)  
7. GP you're gonna' be number one A eight or something ay↑ 
8. P (1) what↑ what↑ 
9. GP you're gonna' be number one "a" eight on our little 
10. P (1) oh (.) [that (.) o:h 
11. GP  [doo::vey yeah 
12. NP he heh heh heh 
13. P Aw right↑ (1) aw yeah right (.) yeah she said ah- you don't have to put your name on it I said it doesn't 

worry me↑ 
14. GP No:: .hhhh basically this is a- (0.5) pretty good idea↑ [this]I reckon to ah- .hhh 'cause it- it helps us↑ (1) 

half the time we don' know how (1) if people are understanding us↑ (.) an' (1) the things we say. 
15. NP  [ye↑ah  
16. NP This is the man in my li↑fe 
17. GP Yup 
18. NP so:- so: ah- (1) ye[ah 
19. GP  [Commiserations (.) [or- ha ha ha [ha huh heh heh heh heh heh heh heh heh heh heh 
20. P  [ha ha ha ha [heh heh heh heh heh heh heh heh heh 

heh heh heh 
21. NP  [Thank you very much↑ I love you too↑  
22. GP  Yeh heh heh heh 
23. P I wouldn- I wouldn't be game to say that↑ 
24. GP No. No. No It's orrright mate see I c'n get away with it. 
25. P Yehe heh heh [heh yeh 
26. GP  [This is the hot seat over here ac[tu'lly↑ what've you done ta yaself? 
27. NP   [You’re a stirrer. 
28. P That's the hot seat. (1.5) or:::[hhhh 
29. GP  [Now↓ 
30. P Dea::[r oh dear. 
31. NP  [He's got a bituva hango[ver this morning. 
32. P   [yeah↓ 
33. GP Have ya↑ (1) 
34. P Yeah↓ 
35. GP Aw no. 
36. GP Well what've you done↑ I see the gir:ls ‘uve got a work[er’s compo:: (.) note here or something ey↑ 
37. P  [hoh (0.25) yeah. Um↑ (.) well (.) I went to hospital 

on Wednesday. 
38. GP 'eah. 
39. P An' they said if you got to ya doctor↓ (0.5) hand ‘im that. 
40. GP Yeh (0.4) What'd ya' do↑ 
41. P (1) ((cough)) (1) Put ma shoulder all bloody out- .hhhh pullin' the guts out of a. (.) pig↑ An' I- as I went ‘ike 

‘at it- (.) jus:t (.) 
42. GP P[ull↑ed ut. 
43. P  [just like someone just stabbed me you know↑ 
44. GP n' they didn't find anything wrong↓ 
45. P (1) oh- no- 
46. GP Doesn't- doesn['t tell us much↑ 
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47. P  [No:↑ No:↑ Not a- they were real handy down there. 
48. GP .hhhh ['eah. 
49. P  [But he just took up me ticket an' sat 'air for a while an said if you wannoo ar::hm (.) follow it o:n (.) 

go an' see a private doc↑tor (.) I thought orh yeah tremen↑dous. 
50. GP (1) They didn't x-ray it or anything↑ 
51. P No. 
52. GP Did they ac- actu'lly examine it↑ 
53. P Aw the bloke just a:h (1)  
54. GP Oh yea[h↑  (1) Well↑ 
55. P  [moved it around a little bit you know↑  
56.   (5)  
57. P Oh it's been me- I've had it- (.) for quite a while ac↑tu'ly you know it's just that she ar:: flared up real bad 

on Wednesday. 
58. GP Yeh (1) .hhhhh did it (.) settle (.) with those pills they gave you↑ 
59. NP (1) He didn't get them. 
60. P hhhhhhh 
61. GP Didn't they give you some↑ (0.5)  
62. NP No h// 
63. GP Didn’ they give ya some↑ Didn give ya any at the hospital↑  
64. NP No. 
65. GP Yeah, righto.'eah.  
66.   (1)  
67.  GP So ya were pullin' the guts out of a pig↑ 
68. P Yeah mate yeah. Hu[h huh 
69. GP  [heh heh 
70. P The young lady at the hospital said what do you do for a living I said I'm a murderer. 
71. GP Pullin' the guts outa pigs yeah ((laughing tone)) 
72. P ‘N I said do I look like a mur[derer↑ ‘n she looks ut us↑  
73. NP  [She goes- she just looks at 'im↑ 
74. GP ha hah ha ha ha ha ha ha  
75. P huh huh huh huh huh huh 
76. P I said I kill pigs. 
77. GP Yeah (.)  
78. GP Righto now↓ Put the arm out like- up↑ (1) right up↑ What did ya' do the∧re car↑ accident↑ (1)  
79. P Here↑ 
80. GP Yeah or (0.25) no↑  
81. P Ohah h:[ah hah 
82. GP  [heh heh good stor:y ‘eh↑ out the front an' up↑ that’s it that .hhhh (1) turn it↑ (1) OK down. (0.5) 

Right scratch there↑ put your hand up behind yer' back↑ 
83. P Oh a::h 
84. GP (1) Ah↑ that's alright↑ Okay↓ Now arm down↑ (1) .hhhhh stop me from pushing your hand down. (2) z'at 

hurt ya'↑  
85. P °nuh° 
86. GP That's pretty go::od↑ Awright .hhhh you've basic'lly- obviously what you've done is strained the shoulder. 

Does it (.) hu:rt when you lie on it↑ 
87. P yeah. 
88. NP yeah. 
89. GP yeah. Okay. .hhhhh (0.5) hhhh tuck yer' han- arm ‘n stop me pushing ya hand down. (1) Good. .hhhh Ya 

stopped me pushing there. (1) .hh[h 
90. NP  [He’s d[one 
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91. GP   [Okay. You got full strength in yer' rotator cuff an' evething so 
it's just a strain. .hhhhh [‘n that- you've ne]ver had an injury to it? 

92. NP  [He done a (..)] 
93. P Well apparently um (1) the ambulance bloke the sent me- that sent me ta the hospital ah to get it fixed um 

he checked out through me records an' back in eighty two↑ 
94. GP 'eah. Whatd'ya do↑ 
95. P Orh apparently I fell o:ver an' I put me hand down an'. (0.5) to stop me self from↑ (0.5) 
96. GP 'eah. See you might 'ave some calcification in the tendon there. .hhhh But you got a good range of 

movement. (1) An' the rotatercuff seems intact.so (.) .hhhh basic'lly what ya' need to do is (.) you could 
have physio on it↑ (0.5) or:. ya could take some a' these pills// 

97. P pills yeah. 
98. GP But if↑ (.) you get these (.) like (.) you're covered by worker's comp↑ .hhhh you get a receipt from 'em 

they'll (.) reimburse you for ‘em. 
99. P Mm hmmm 
100. NP (2) He's done years of judo and karate an' all that sorta' thing so it’s (1) could be any damm thing.  
101.   (5) 
102. P °Old age°. 
103. NP You said that not me. 
104.   (4) 
105. GP Does your shoulder crack or anything↑ 
106. P Yea:h l[ike. 
107. NP  [mm::mm::  
108. P ((coughs and tries to clear throat)) 'scuse me. Yeah↓ it always seems to bloody (.) move a certain way as 

soon as it goes crack an' pops out or some'in↑ It just rotates she goes crack back in↑  
109. NP mm:::: 
110. GP .hhhhhn- never had a stomach ulcer↑ or anthing like that↑ (1) no you don't get indigestion↑ So: .hhhhhh 

you basic'ly need a short course of anti-inflammat'ries an' some decent pain relief. 
111. P mmm↑ 
112. GP Would ah (.) gen'rally expect to fixit up fairly quickly.  
113. GP You 'aven't worked since Wednesday↑ 
114. P No I worked ar yest’day. 
115. GP 'eah↑ 
116. P yeah. 
117. GP A::h↓ (3)  
118. P Yeah they had me on light duties. 
119. GP An' what 'appened taday (.) Day orff↑ or↑ (.) just carn do it. 
120. P (1)  
121. NP Bit a both. 
122. P Ha ha bit a both ha ha ha ha. 
123. GP Yeah. .hhhh hhhh (1) did they give you a certificate (.) at the hospital↑ or (.) just th[ey like you didn’t claim 

compo the other day↓ 
124. P  [Or:h Y- 
125. P No↓ No↓ No↓ Yeh well. Like I’ve- I’ve- They give one a those ones ta fill out that say you're that um ya 

should be put on light duties for x amount of days you know. 
126. GP Yeah. (1) .hhhhhh so you'd need a note for work for today (1) .hhhh don't ya↑ 
127. P mmm 
128. GP You reckon you’ll- will they give you light duties↑ 
129. P Ooh yeah. Y[eah yeah they will. So 
130. GP  [yeah. 
131. NP He's kinda' like one of foreman bosses down there. 
132. GP Yeah. 
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133. P A:h.it's one a' those things now they aah they've got a policy nowa that they'd rather have you back at 
work than go on comp' cause a' the insurances you↑ know  

134. GP Orh yeah. 
135. P Costs 'em too much money↑ 
136. GP It does↑ doesn't it. It costs a- it costs a fo:rtune. 
137. P Yeah they reckon it's cheaper for 'em (.) ta put you on light duties than send you on com∧po. 
138. GP Yeah. .hhhhh well (0.5) what do you want'a do 'bout toda::y (0.5) d'you want'a claim compo for t'day↑ ( .5) 

Or↑ (.5) or what. 
139. P °Nuh° 
140. GP Don't wanta↑ (1) Okay. So: I'll just get the girl to put it through (.) medicare. .hhhh what it does- what do 

you do about yer' day’s pay will they pay you a sickie↑ [got sickies up ]ya' sleeve? 
141. P  [no I don’t. I don't get sickies. (1) I’m on contract. 
142. GP Yeah:. Well that means (1) see (2) if you- if you do that you (.) miss out on a day's pay.  
143. P (1) yeah well see [well- I-]  
144. GP  [it's up to you.  
145. P I won't get it anyway. 
146. GP Oh you should you're covered for worker’s comp if you can't work because of it- .hhhh you do get it you 

won't get it for- till next year. heh heh eight weeks away or some[thing like that .hhhhh yeah. 
147. P  [heh heh hhe heh oh: well I won't worry 

ab[out it. 
148. GP  [you won't worry about it↑ 
149. P heh heh no[::hh 
150. GP  [okay. 
151. P That’s what I said to the doctor down- the doctor down the bloody ah- (2.5) eh- hospital. He said oh s'pose 

you want to go on com↑po. (1) I said ah↑ (0.5) nuh↑ (1) he said well you're one of a kind↑ buddy↑ 
152. GP heh heh heh .hhh'eah. Look what I'll do I'll- I'll duck out an' get a sample of some anti-inflammat'ries for 

you so that it doesn’t cost ya any money. 
153. P mmhm 
154. GP and ah should settle down ah (2) to: wah (3) so whadda you need a note for work↑ just to tell ‘em you’re 

orff today.  
155. P Yeah. Yeah.  
156. GP Ye::ah. 
157.   (0.5)  
158. P But yeah ah (2) akheh yeah it’s jest sorta (1) you know she (.) gets sore↓ but ah (1) the only thing that 

was worryin' me all the time was that- ev'ry time ya know I move a certain way she- she'd go  [clunk↑  
159. NP  [you could hea[r it yeah 
160. GP  [Yeah Yeah. How about we= 
161. P =Bit later then ya know she- then she'd go back in or whatever it was. 
162. GP That's ri- that's because of- of the wear and tear. See the shoulder is a pretty fascinating joi↑nt. .hhhhh 

'cause it's- it actu'lly hangs there an' it's held in by the muscle an' if you strain the muscle then you get that 
instability .hhhhhhh in the joint but you’re gonea get an' x-ray done an' this won't cost you cause they'll-  

163. NP mmm 
164. GP oh u-we'll see if there's any ca:lcific[ation of the tendons. An’ 
165. P  [orh yeah  
166. P Well see- well um ma:h (2) Graham now he’s this bloke (1) well I been there nearly thirty years you know↑ 

(0.5) an 'e said there’s just the constant repetition (1.5) 'e said that's when 'e said somethin' could be 
167. GP 'eah. Puts a bit of wear an' tear on it. 
168. P 'eah. But I said yeah it’s old age.  
169.   (20) 
170. NP You went to pick up Taylah yesterday an' you couldn't pick her up↑ could you. 
171. P m::::m. 
172. GP Na::h, Oka::y. 
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173. NP An' there's vitu'lly nothing of her 
174. P °We::ll No.° 
175. GP Yeah. Well basic'lly what we wanna' do is make sure there's no calcification in the tendons if that's okay 

then it’s just a matter of- doing some exercises stuff like that.  
176. P mmhm. 
177. GP .hhhh an' I'll go an'grab a (.) sample of some stuff which I know I've got. Be back in a sec. 
178. P ((coughs)) 
179.   (18) 
180. NP (°……°) 
181. P Sorry↑ 
182. NP (°….°) 
183. P ha ha ha ha ha ha no: I- I- I like that one you're not gonna'- you're not gonna' live that one down. 
184. GP Now (.) one of the:se (.) dissolved in water (.) with ya' main meal  
185. P mmhm 
186. GP Once a day.  That's all ya' take (.) one a day. 
187. P One a day. 
188. GP 'Coz their- an’ you c'n take some panadol or somethin' else like that as well. 
189. P Yeah well as I said the bloody ah- really I said ta that doctor down at the hospital (1) he said ya’ allergic ta 

any medica- medication I said nuh↑ an' 'e said ‘oh that's good’ I said yeeh.yes I don't bloody take it. 
190. GP heh heh heh ha a:h: ri:ght. 
191. P He look↑ed at me↑ 
192. GP 'eah. 
193. NP I'll make sure you take those ones. 
194. P Orh that's alright. 
195. GP °Okay.° 
196. P You’re in the bad books too. 
197. GP Why’s that. 
198. NP You're not going to live it down saying commiserations to ‘im. 
199. GP No↑ 
200. P heh heh heh heh I'll (…) in. 
201. GP I'll- I'll just take yer' .hhhhh I'll take yer' blood pressure while yer' here. 
202. P Ho::ly hell!  ar::hm↑ 
203. GP Yeah↑ 
204. P After yes- heh heh heh after last ni:ght. heh heh heh h ha 
205. GP D'ya' reckon it might be up↑ 
206. P hah heh hah heh hah o::h we di// 
207. NP We tied one on↑ 
208. P We enjoyed ourselves last ni:g[ht. Re]al good. Plenty of dancin' 'n' a few drinks↑ An' 
209. GP  ['eah?] That's good.  
210.   (13) ((air pumping))  
211. GP .hhh that's alright↑ (1) maybe that's what you should do all the time↑ It's a hundred over seventy↑ So you 

can't complain. .hhhh 
212. NP Doctor White was dancing one night↑ an' 'e ended up with a broken arm didn't ya'↑ 
213. GP m::yeah. (1) heh heh heh heh  
214. P Aw well ya’ could use some a' this.  
215. GP Now it wasn't because any drink ei∧[ther. ha ha ha ha ha ha 
216. P  [ha [ha ha ha ha ha  
217. NP  [ha ha ha ha ha ha 
218. P I guess it wouldn’t look good if a doctor falls over on the da::nce floor an s[ays or::h crook back sore 

back↑] 
219. GP  [No: °crook back yea:h°]  
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220. GP .hhhh you a smoker?  
221. P No mate↑ 
222. GP °okay° 
223.   (2)  
224. GP .hhhh look (.) now when you go ou:t (1) 
225. P mmhm. 
226. GP Jus 'take it out t' the girl an' say listen don't put it on compo put it through on medicare. 
227. P alright. 
228. GP alright 
229. P mmha 
230. GP An' give that to her too. That's to get the X-ray done there's two places you c'n get it done ya just gotta' 

ring around ’n. .hhhh (.) an' when you get them done you c'n- drop 'em back [to us ‘an   
231. P  [bring ‘em back in yeah  
232. GP no hurry. 
233. GP Now gotta' give you a white form for work for t'day. 
234. P mmhum 
235. GP .hhhh t' cover ya’↑ (1) Now what'do I put orn it? Hangover?  
236. P ha ha ha ha ha huh huh 
237. GP No↑ Nuh. 
238. P .hhhh ah well↑ 
239. NP °Get your tablet° 
240. P Orh get lost↑ ((dismissive)) 
241. NP Wull otherwise you’ll walk out without them.  
242. P Yeah↑ that (1.5) that ah hurts ‘specially when ya stretch like that 
243. NP (1.5) Hey? 
244. P °stretch like that° 
245. GP I just put on it r I'll put on it right shoulder strain (3) I don' think hangove u'd- (1) cover it↓ 
246. P Hey! Hey! They know me down there too (.) don't worry 'bout that hhhh 
247. GP There↑ Okay↑ 
248. P Okay, Mate. 
249. GP .hhhhhh alright↑  
250.   (1)  
251. GP So: a::h  
252.   (1)  
253. t Just see the girls an tell them tah put it through medica[re 'stead of worker]’s comp for you   
254. P  [medicare↑ yeah] 
255. GP .hhhh and if ya get the- the X-ray (.) if there's a (0.5) big lot a' calcium there sometimes you need an 

operation to get rid of it but most of the time (0.2) if you: ah (.) ya just put it through a good range of 
movement an' rub it an' take those pills it should settle down all right. 

256. P Mmhm. Yeah (1) not a problem. 
257. GP Okay↑ 
258. P Okay. Thanks mate. 
259. GP Righto. 
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1. GP Hi. 
2. P Hi↑ 
3. GP .hhhhhhh ri::gth↑ (1) What can we do for ya' today. 
4. P (1) Well I've only come in for prescriptions↑ 
5. GP Ye::ah 
6. P A:s i::n (1) my serapax↑=my valium. 
7. GP Ye:p↑ (1) 
8. P My so:ns::: (.) Keith is on Respalin (1) izat 'ow you pronounce it↑ 
9. GP Yes. 
10. P Yeah↑ an’ °I need a prescription for that too please° 
11. GP (2) How old's Keith. 
12. P Ten 
13. GP He uses a (.) spray↑ Does 'e use the fancy Respalin spray↑ (.) the one that .hhhh you sort of suck an' it 

goes in [or one he presses. 
14. P  [It does a click. 
15. GP It gives a click y[eah. 
16. P  [It's got about four hundred dosages  [in it. 
17. GP  [Yeah. 
18. (2) 
19. P See I’ve jest taken 'im off the Intal and put 'im on Becatide↑ (.) So: 
20. GP Yeah. Wasn't 'e doin' any good on th[e Intal? 
21. P  [No:: 
22. GP No 
23. P I just thought 'cause 'e was gettin' olda↓  
24.   (2)  
25. GP Hhhhhh  [Yeah. See↑] 
26. P  [It was]n’t workin as much 
27. GP there's one a' the (.) one a the Respalin (.) ones (1) where you put=it=in=the=mouth .hhh an' you actu’lly 

suck it=  
28. P =Yeah. 
29. GP an' it clicks and delivers the dose. 
30. P Yeah. If- if it doesn't click you know you 'aven't↑  
31. GP Yeah  
32. P ‘aven’t (.) had it in prop'ly.. 
33. GP That's it. 
34. P Yeah  
35. GP Yes (.) that's the auto(..). 
36.   (5 - writing) 
37. P Now because you're not my regular docta↓ am I (.) a-allowed to get a referral off you↑ (.) or do I ‘ave to 

see, (.) 
38. GP Ohu::h↓ 
39. P Dr Forward 
40. GP No no we c'n fix that up for you↑ 
41. P Becaus:e Dr Gavin ‘ull need- (.) after my next visit next mo:nth (.) it runs o:ut. 
42. GP Yeah .hhhhh that's oka:y see:: ye::: coming to the surgery so: it doesn't  ma [tter which doctor 
43. P  [‘kay it doesn't matter which 

doctor. 
44. GP Na:h (0.5) cos the- (.) any letters from doctor (0.5) Gavin ull come back to be put in ya file anyhow. 
45. P Oh right. 
46. GP So that's- that's not a problem.  
47.  (12 - writing)  
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48. GP So we c'n fix that up. (1) So:: (0.5) the Serapax you’re on are the thir↑ty milligram↑ Still taking one at 
ni:ght↑ 

49. P One at night. Yes. 
50. GP And the Valium you're taking two a day or, 
51. P Two to three a day. 
52.   (6)  
53. GP An' you're coping alri:ght↑ 
54. P (2) So far so good. 
55. GP So far so good (.) yea↑ah. 
56. P A:w ‘n (.) plus me- (.) I ‘av me Tofranel at night time. (.) But (1.5) I've got plenty of them. (2) If it wasn't for 

you I wouldn' t 'ave 'ad plenty↑ 
57. GP hhhhhhheh (3)  Okay. So we'll give you a referral to Doctor Gavin.  
58.   (26 - writing) 
59. GP O:::h good↓ .Hhhhh (15 - writing) .Hhhhh mmm Lynette Parsons ((said as if to himself)) hhhhh (11- 

writing) 
60. GP How long 'ave you been seeing Dr Gavin now. 
61. P Coupla' months now↑ (1) I couldn’t tell you exactly. 
62.   (21 - writing) 
63. GP .hhhhhh stamp this with the right address↑ we’re not up to date↑ with our (1) station'ry (.) it's still got our 

old address on it↑ (2) But we'll get there↑ (5) I think our (.) .hh practice manager ‘as ordered up all this 
stuff before we decided to shift so we gotta' use it [all up↑ 

64. P  [O::rh yeah↓ 
65. (10) 
66. GP .hhhhh that's tha:t↑ Now↓ hhhh (4) one for you an’ one for Keith eh↑. (2.5) And is Keith better on the 

Becatide↑ 
67. P We:ll we only got it the other da:y (.) but I mean he seems ta- (1) it seems to work ‘eaps better. 
68. GP (1) .hhh yeah. They're quite diff'rent (1) in their action↓ (2) the: a:h Intal doesn't seem to work if there's no 

real allergy there. 
69. P But I mean with- like- ((coughs to clear throat)) Raelene (.) she's on it too (1) but I mean she's only fi:ve (.) 

and it seems to work better on he:r. (2) It seems- oh to me it seems to work better when they're younger 
(0.5) an' when they start getting old they just need that little↑ (.) 

70. GP Or::h (.) we use Intal on the adults too but it’s- see it’s a diff'rent type of Asthma that's ‘ere. If it's an allergic 
response like to pollens and dust and stuff like that (.) it’ll never work very well=it's gotta be used regularly 
if you don't use it at least three times a day it don't work (.) yeh..hhhhhh so::wah t[he (.)] important part is 
zat it's gotta be taken. 

71. P  [yeh] 
72. P The Intal gets used at morning and night time↑ 
73. GP (1) .hhhh that’s prob'ly not enough. (1) really needs to be used about three times a day Intal (.) to be 

effective because it-it stops (.) some cells from breaking d[o::wn. 
74. P  [I'm sorry I tell a lie because// 
75. GP The Becatide’s used morning and night. (.) normally. 
76. P Yea:h. 
77. GP But then it can be used more frequently=the Intal if you don't use it at least three times a day it’s prob’ly a 

waste a time. 
78. P Oh well at the moment I’ve got 'er on the machine °so:° 
79.   (14 –  writing) 
80. GP .hhhh I've written Serapax and Valium (1) .hhhh (1) bu:t if you say Brand X the chemist'll do it. I haven't 

ticked a box saying ‘don’t substitute’.  
81.   (14 - writing)  
82. GP .hhhhh hokayhhh. 
83.   (6 - writing) 
84. GP and Keith goes under Jones↑ does 'e↑ 
85. P Yes.  
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86.   (30 - writing) 
87. GP .hhh so one and five repeats↑ (2) [.hhah] so ho:w- (.) how many puffs d'ya have a da:y↑ Two puffs four 

times a day↑ 
88. P  [um] 
89. P Two↑ four↑ six↑ 
90. GP Yeah. 
91. P (2) So- when I git- when I put that prescription in↑ (.) they'll only just give me one↓ They don't give me two 

like the Ventolin↑ 
92. GP No n:o Respalin is- it's a (.) see it's a four hundred dose an' [your Ventolin is only two hundred. [(.)] So you 

get double the- it's double the quantity. 
93. P  [But see]  
94.   [But see] Yeah. But see what I: no:rmally do I keep one at home ['es ]gotta have one at school. 
95. GP  [Yeh] Yea:h. Well they don't- they won't 

d:o that for you. .hh a::h (.) what- (2) we c'n get a who:le (1) six at once for you↑ (1) if I put a thing called 
Reg 24 on it you get the whole six inhalers at once↑  

96. P (1) Yea:h↑ 
97. GP But you gotta pay six dispensing fees=what d'you pay two bucks seventy a time↑ 
98. P No I pay nothing at the mo:ment. 
99. GP Oh you've [go- 
100. P  [It’s a Safety Net Card. 
101. GP Yeah the government will spew .hhh if I write a:h (.) 
102. P No it's- it's just because the one at school's ran out and the one [at home's ran ou:t So:]  
103. GP  [one at home's run out yeah]  
104. P I mean he's only still got three weeks a' school but I still need one at school too. So:. 
105. GP yea:h a:::h. (5) .hhhhhh when you actu'lly come to it there's no le:gal way you c'n really do it=like if I write 

the Reg 24 the Government’s gonna' jump on me saying “you're stocking up on the freebies” (0.5) [The 
only wa:y] I c'n do it is to give you ano:ther script dated another da:y (0.5) and you get (.) 

106. P  
 [Yeah 
but I need] one on today↑ 

107. GP Geh- get one today and say get one on: u::[m tomorrow morning or something like that. 
108. P  [Oh that's alright (.) I just go to another chemist. 
109. GP Yes I'll do that. I'll give you one with the five repeats on it↑ (.)  
110. P  yeah. 
111. GP and I'll write you another one dated tomorrow with just the one on it okay↑ (2) .hhhh an' that'll get o:ver it. 
112. P  (1) Thank you. 
113. GP .Hhhh cos a:h (1) 
114. P  I mean if I don't 'ave one at school for 'im. (1) an' somepin’ happens. 
115. GP Yeah well. y- we understand that fully. 
116. P Mm: 
117. GP But see the chemist can't give it to you more frequently cos it's on their computers.  
118. P  O:rh ri:ght. 
119. GP (2) And ah (2) °So° 
120.   (16 - writing)  
121. GP hhhhh so that'll cover it for ya (.) .hhhhh so that's one with five repeats an' that's the one// 
122. P //Tha:nks. 
123. GP with a different date for ya. 
124. P  Mm hm 
125. GP Alright↑ 
126. P Think that’s all I wanted from ya↑  
127. GP Ta sign me life away↓ 
128. P Ye::ah. (6) You can move on eh↑ 
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129. GP Thank you. 
130. P No worries. 
131. GP There ya go↑  Have a quiet weekend↑ 
132. P Yeah. I wish (.) Okay. 
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1. GP How are you Charlie. 
2. P Ahh not too bad, (1) Just got ahh (2) the old chest is ahh a little bit (.5) sore. 
3. GP What have you been doing↑ 
4. P Bit of sand-papering on ahh (2) on the car. 
5. GP Oh- yeh-heh-heh sand-papering// 
6. P //O- Only just light light that's all. 
7. GP Yeh. 
8. P You reckon that mi:ght have umm, (.) 
9. GP Well probably would, yeh. 
10. P Ohh ‘cos it- it- just comes, off and on, for a- you' know↑ 
11. GP What's the pain fee:l like. 
12. P Ahh something like-((punches palm)) sort of punches ya.= 
13. GP =Yeh.  Does it come and go↑ or is it there [all the time.] 
14. P  [Ye- yeh] no, it just- comes and goes right there 
15. GP Yeh:, does anything make it worse↑ 
16. P No, no there↑ ‘n all of a sudden it's (1) you know↑ gone↓ 
17. GP Does it stop you doing anything↑ 
18. P No no. 
19. GP So you can keep functioning. 
20. P Yeh, yeh↑ 
21. GP Not short of breath with it or// 
22. P No, no 
23. GP Not sweaty or,= 
24. P =No, no, 
25. GP Ok. 
26. P No but um I- I put some undercoat on um (.5) the car and ahh(.5) used sandpaper just lightly ta rub it 

back, so::↓ 
27. GP Yeh. 
28. P And so with the constant, (.5) ah you know I kept stopping and a::h 
29. GP Yeah it's a// 
30. P //a:h and you- ya know ya just reach that little bit further over when ya sanding on the hood of the car. So:: 

um::m, 
31. GP Yes I remember the last- last time I- I did a car I had a sore chest for a while heh h[eh heh 
32. P  [Huh Yeh that is- this- 

this- is sorta'// 
33. GP //What are you repainting↑ or ya' just, touching it up. 
34. P Repainting. 
35. GP M::m- 
36. P Yeh. But doing the papering over the hood↑ ‘n it just seemed ta punch me. 
37. GP Righto' well sit down and relax and we'll run the tape over you.  Do you fee::l well↑ 
38. P O:h, bit lazy↑ 
39. GP Yeh you don't feel imminent danger of// 
40. P //Oh no↑ 
41. GP Leaving this earth or anything. 
42. P No:( 
43.   ((7 pumping blood pressure machine)) 
44. GP No trips lately↑ 
45. P No, very quiet. 
46. GP Mary Warbuck’s related to ya, isn't she↑=  
47. P =Yeh sister.= 
48. GP =How's she getting on↑ 
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49. P O:::hh [so-so].= 
50. GP  [She went through a pretty bad trot- I haven't seen her for a:ges, I- I don't know what made me think 

of her. 
51. P Right.= 
52. GP =Ahh, (1) except that Don was in the other day↑ 
53. P Yeah↑ 
54. GP and ahh, (.5) I thought ahh yeh ‘n wondered how she was going↑ ‘cos she had that really bad time I 

haven't seen [her since.] 
55. P  [Yeh Yeh] 
56. GP and I just wondered what had happened with her. 
57. P Yes. the um- she- she hasn't ahh improved much. 
58. GP Hasn't↑=  
59. P =No. 
60. GP No. (3.5) She still with her hubby↑ 
61. P Yeh ah yeh yeh.  Yeh he's been pretty crook too↑ 
62. GP Has he. 
63. P Um::m↑  Unfortunate they'll be umm: (.5)- he was a bit crook because of the leukemia, the once he 

seemed to be on the mend that was when she collapsed and had her- her turn. 
64. GP Ye'. (2)  Do you go to the same fortune teller↑ 
65. P No-ho-ha ha. 
66. GP ((laughs)) Sounds like it's full of bad news for them [doesn't it]((laughing)) 
67. P  [Yeh: yeh] it does. 
68. GP Yeh.  Good dee::p breath.  (8) Look your heart sounds fi::ne mate. It's nice and regular [and and- 

everything.] 
69. P  [Yeh good yeh] 
70. GP your blood press[ures ok]  
71. P  [yeh probably just (.) 
72. GP over done [it a bit on the sanding.  
73. P  [over done it a little bit. 
74. GP yeh- so// 
75. P //I had a a- (.5) couple of those dizzy spells back in the last month or so do you want to know? You 

remember when you had to come out and give [us some] (name of medication) there↑  
76. GP  [Yeh]  
77. P Can I get get-some more (name of medication)↑ 
78. GP sure. 
79. P I:’m just about ah (.5) out of them there, but I I-took two of the (name of medication) at about 3 or 4 o’clock 

for the dizziness and ahh they-they certainly settled ya down a::h↑ 
80. GP Yeh.  (2)  You don't get dizzy when you're sanding the car↑ 
81. P No, no, °no° bu- y- but ya'- ya- seem to get a- (.5) a lot more light headed. 
82. GP Well it's hard work mate. 
83. P Eh↑ 
84. GP Hard work isn't it. 
85. P Yeh no, not sanding the car but yeh you know jus' ahh head feels like it want's to float a little bit, you 

know, (2) ahh getting old I'm afraid, you know mate. 
86. GP .hhh Yeh well you've a degree of hardening the arteries anyway.  You take that (.5) half an aspirin↑ 
87. P Ohh yeh [yeh] yeh yeh 
88. GP  [Yeh] but but your pressures fine your heart sounds fine, your lungs sound alright (1) and so I- I 

don't think there's any major worry except now// 
89. P //Just stop straining it. 
90. GP Yeh stop stop straining it on the car.= 
91. P Yeh yeh cause I I-think I did exert myself just that ahh (.5) little bit well ya' yea stop take rests sort of 

cause you know not ta, (.5) stress yourself right out sort of thing. But umm (1) you know it's just umm (.5) 
it's like someone's punched ya sorta// 
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92. GP Yeah 
93. P  just in that one spot and then, (1) it's go:ne. 
94. GP Food doesn't affect you↑ 
95. P Na na no food doesn't- doesn't appear to 
96. GP Look I'm certain you're ok but if it gets worse// 
97. P //Oh yeh definitely.= 
98. GP Yeh.  How long (.5) since you've seen ahh Morris? 
99. P Oh I'm just about to to- see him in ahh about 3 more weeks= 
100. GP =3 more weeks just before Christmas. 
101. P Yeh, that's what he said ahh (1).  Yeh and ahh li- listen did those tests for that ahh sugar come back↑ 
102. GP Yep. (2)  .hhh It's pretty good. 
103. P Pretty good eh// 
104. GP Yeh↑ It- it showed that ahh, you come in in what you call the good control range. 
105. P Oh// 
106. GP So that's good isn't it↑ 
107. P That's beautiful.= 
108. GP So- so what you're doings fine although y- you know a random one is up very slightly, but I- I'd regard that 

as being fine what's there, what's there// 
109. P //Yeh just keep (1) going- doing the way I'm// 
110. GP Yep// 
111. P doing the things and [that and then] those umm ne- ne- new- tablets for the cholesterol  
112. GP  [yeh exactly] 
113. P there that ahh I'm on um:: (2) ahh:? (1) I can't think of a name now.  (1) He- he- changed those ahh 

(Zocore) over to ahh::= 
114. GP =did he? 
115. P Yeh can’;t think what it’s called. 
116. GP I've been giving you (name of medication). 
117. P Yeh ahh- ahh over to umm: (3) (name of medication)↑ 
118. GP (name of medication). 
119. P (name of medication) yeh. Um yeh it's ahh lo- a long one ahh. (1) It's that long name// 
120. GP Yeh probably, just got to find the right, (1) [dose.] 
121. P  [yeh it's ahh] to change your bowl motion though 
122. GP Yeh↑ °umm° What make you bit loose↑ 
123. P Dr- more dry or something  
124. GP Oh yeh↑ 
125. P And ahh well it's sort of harder ta put together hardens it up maybe I don't know, 
126. GP Yeh.(5) How long you been them↑ 
127. P Ahh since me last visit there on ahh: (1) net- nearly 2 months ago (2.5) he-he done the the- sugar test and 

then ahmm, put us on these other ones in case he sort of changed his changed over the ahh (2.5) [after 
he’d done the tests. 

128. GP  [Yeh] 
Yeh well the thing there from the 8th and- the 10th where he did it, is- your triglycerides are up. 

129. P °umm° 
130. GP Ahh a bit↑ but I can't see any data from it.  (3) Nothing there, 
131. P No: 
132. GP Uhh↑ so when ya// 
133. P //But I'm not on the Zocor anymore. 
134. GP No. 
135. P It's on the (4) could be the (name of medication) or something or 
136. GP Yeh they've .hh those:: a couple of newy's// 
137. P There there- ones that= 
138. GP =You've got plenty of them↑ 
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139. P Yeh, no I've got ah- get some more now- but you can only get em every 20 days or something, °like 
that°= 

140. GP =Yeh// 
141. P I guess in 20 days there, cos ah- I- I've got a a- half a sheet left now and I've got to get some more now. 

So I'll get me- need some more (name of medication) ahh with them there ta' (1) cause there's only a 
couple of them left there umm, (1) soon I'll be getting the dizzies- I'd betta-ha ha ‘cos they’re the only thing 
that seem to settled me down↑ 

142. GP Well (1) what you've got to do, If you need some, is bring the bottle in or the pack they come in or a 
packet↑ 

143. P Ahh in in- sh- sh- sheets and ya' (.5) you've got ta' push em' out, you [know]. 
144. GP  [Yeh.  Well, bring the packet you’ve 

got at home with your name on it, ‘cos I need ta know exactly what they are ‘n the dosage he put ya on. ‘N 
when you see Paul Morris tell him we haven't had a letter from him.  

145. P All right.  
146. GP And so, [(.5)] keep us informed.= 
147. P  [Yeh] =Yeh well I've got to umm: (1) ahh ge' get emm now from the chemist, 
148. GP Yeah 
149. P so ahh, I'll just slip back and ahh, tell you the name of them.// 
150. GP Yeh that'd be good. 
151. P Yeh. 
152. GP You can do that.  Didn't you- what else do you know now- just the (name of medication)↑ 
153. P Yes the (name of medication) yeh:  
154. GP Ok 
155. P (2) Just tell the reception what name is on the box↑  
156. GP Yep.(3) Try to get one of the- the girls with brains hehhehhehe 
157. P Oh↑ Ok-hey hheheheheh↑ 
158. GP Get Jenny, ‘n you'll be right- ehh. 
159. P Now- how'd- ya'- party go alright the other night up there- when Alice went and had it. 
160. GP Ohh yeh! up a Nambour↑ 
161. P Yeh.= 
162. GP Yeh it went ok mate↑= 
163. P =Yeh yeh Don was just telling me before about that.  (3) 
164. GP Yeh it was his old man who came in actually like [I saw Don] on the Sunday and I [saw  
165. P  [Yeh yeh-yeh-] [yeh: yeh:] 
166. GP Don senior on- I think it was Tuesday↑ he came [in.] 
167. P  [yeh: yeh:] Yeh Don said he would hafta com ‘n get his 

legs checked. 
168. GP And then I thought God, (1) ‘cos he said something about Alice and: then it rang a bell and it- it- that's 

probably what triggered the memory sequence off.= 
169. P Yeh: (2) Yeh yeh that-that umm form for the research thing↑ It’ll be about 12 years I've been seeing ya'↑ 

isn’t it↑ 
170. GP Pretty close↑ eh.= 
171. P Pretty close yeh 
172. GP Yeh dosen't matter it's not that accurate anyhow.  Close- close enough hehe[heh heh heh 
173. P  [ha hehehehe heh 
174. GP That's the thing with-  Basically the idea with it is to see how: well people and doctors communicate if 

there's any ways Yeh I think you and I get along alright well there- there- are people in the community who 
have a a bit of trouble. 

175. P Oh are there↑  Most of them ud' have trouble living with themselves Ha ha[hhahhah 
176. GP  [[hehehehe some of them 

do↑ mate haha heheh 
177. P Right.  Thanks mate. 
178. GP Ok, right oh Charlie. 
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1. GP Hi. (1.5) What have you done↑ 
2. P O::h lifted an armful of weeds out of the wheelbarrow into the back of the ute↑ (1) and as it went↑ my 

back went.  I couldn't even straighten it up↑  I ended up on hands and knees crawling to the patio-hhh 
huh huh ha. 

3. GP When did you do this↑ 
4. P Yesterday afternoon. 
5. GP Yesterday oh↑ ri↑ght. 
6. P And a::h oh after that I've just rested up since and umm now I can walk around a lot better than I was↑ 
7. GP Any pain going down your legs at all↑ 
8. P No: 
9. GP All in it in your lower back. 
10. P Yeh- yeh- yeh- it's the right- the right- the right hand side. (6) 
11. GP You racing to get out of the sto::rm↑ 
12. P No↑ It was well before that actually I got our umm youngest boy home from work in his lunch hour and he 

cooked stuff for dinner- and that was about half past one, so yeh we were ahead of the storm. 
13. GP You ever done this before↑ 
14. P No! well (.) I've- the only other back problem I had was after I fell through the roof of the stable years ago. 

You know↑ Well that was just sort of for a few days. 
15. GP Yeh↑ 
16. P °Yeh° 
17. GP So there's definitely an improvement from this since yesterday afternoon.= 
18. P =Oh yeh yes, (.5) much better. 
19. GP We'll get you to stand up and we'll have a look at (1) some things↑  (1) Sore in this area here↑ 
20. P Naw it' ri- just there. 
21. GP Turn you around a little bit.(8) did you feel anything pop when it happened↑ 
22. P Nar not noticeably it was just all of a sudden there was pain↑ 
23. GP  (2) That dosen't hurt you when I do that↑= 
24. P =No- 
25. GP °uh° Good ahh well then what you've done is mainly pulled a muscle. 
26. P Yeh I- 
27. GP Can you keep it still↑ 
28. P Yep↑ 
29. GP I'll give you a twist just gently there.  (2)  That alright↑ 
30. P Umm hm just a tiny bit of discomfort there. 
31. GP Pretty reasonable yeh↑ (3.5) 
32. P See I just (1) couldn't put any weight on my right leg at all yesterday.  Oh owarow u:m::: 
33. GP Let's get you- you don't like that too much.= 
34. P =No,no. 
35. GP Okay now, then keeping your knee:s straight, bend to touch your toes let’s see how far you can go. 
36. P Ha, that's, 
37. GP Is that it↑  
38. P That's [about it. 
39. GP    [Now don't- you're there- that's far enough ok righto .hhh alright- well obviously what you've done 

you've you've pulled the back a bit. 
40. P Yeh. 
41. GP Cos you'll probably find this will settle in 2 or 3 day:s, 
42. P Wahh I hope↑ so. 
43. GP Yes: you can- you can always toddle off and see your friendly, family chiropractor. 
44. P Yehh: 
45. GP Will it// 
46. P //Don't know weather we have one. ahh hhh 
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47. GP Nah, well you probably ahh- probably don't but really really- what it needs a ahh little bit of ahh gentle 
heat, like a hot water bottle. [Rest- rest]- is     [the most important.  

48. P  [yeh well I have] [Yeh well I've been resting and I had (1) a good hot soak in 
the bath last night and even after that it felt a lot better. (3) 

49. GP So [you can turn ok] and twist to either side are right It's- just- (.5) [backward and forwards] 
50. P       [Got an infa-red↑ lamp]  [Yeh yeh yeh] the  
51. P Yeah, the infa-red’s good for the back. 
52. GP Yeh↑ you got one there↑ yeh, use it at a distance of about 15 inches for about 15 minutes 3 times [a day.] 
53. P  [okay] 

yep. (10) 
54. GP Have you got ahh (1) ulcer or any sort of stomach pains anything like that↑ 
55. P No. No.  (5) 
56. GP I'll (1) rip out the back and get you samples some anti-inflammatories to take for a couple of days, Get ya 

some pain relief↑ and you should you know heat a warm bottle.= 
57. P Um hm 
58. GP Some Panadol, Panadine something like that.= 
59. P Yeh I took some last night// 
60. GP Yeh and I'll get you some anti-inflamatories if you've got no indigestion or any stomach ulcers [and] (1), 

cause you'll probably only need [it for a couple of days then you’ll be right. 
61. P   [Naw]

 [Yeh I had them for my knee when ahh that went funny at one stage. 
62. GP You haven't got anything hidden in the medicine chest at home or anything↑ 
63. P No I think they were- a- well: that was a while ago so I suppose I think we had a clean out and they got 

thrown out. 
64. GP Yeh. 
65. P Cause they were past their used by date. 
66. GP That's a good idea too [best not to take anything stored for too long. 
67. P  [Yeh ohh a lot of stuff in there((laughing)) 
68. GP Okay I'll be back in a second.  ((GP leaves room)) (54) Ok these are some anti-inflamatories. Take one a 

day dissolved it in water with food so take it with your tea tonight.= 
69. P =Ohh yeh. 
70. GP Don't take it on an empty stomach cause they can give you indigestion, if you do get indigestion, don't 

take any more. 
71. P Yep, okay. 
72. GP So one a day in water with food (1) .hh and hopefully it'll all settle down- do you need a note for work or 

anything↑ 
73. P Yeah, I should have one yeh. 
74. GP We'll take your blood pressure while you're here. 
75. P Mhm 
76. GP Keep you honest↑ 
77. P ((short laugh)) (11) ((sound of blood pressure pump)) 
78. GP You on any medication↑ 
79. P No: 
80. GP No- (6) Yep- blood pressures perfect 120 on 80↑ so// 
81. P //Um hm↑ 
82. GP .hhh (6) So who do you work for↑ 
83. P Agra' ah generator (regals). 
84. GP Ohh↑ yeh- yeh: good stuff those we hired some off them about (1) 3 years ago we got a rowing course up 

a Wivenhoe .hh//   
85. P //Ye' ohh yeh remember that yeh= 
86. GP Yeh we’ve got a got our own generator up there but it couldn't handle the load. We got a- one- of- those 

old (1) ahh: Hornsby Ruxton deisel// 
87. P O::h [yeah// 
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88. GP  [3- 3 cylinder deisel motors with a- I think It's a 12 and a half KV8 generator. 
89. P Yeah. 
90. GP The bloody governor went funny on it ((laughs)) we’ve had no end of trouble.= 
91. P =Yeah. 
92. GP (2) ahh we should have- (1) yeah if we are going to have another one there we were going to get one of 

those big generators or whatever next time. 
93. P If you want big// 
94. GP It'd solve a lot of problems.// 
95. P If you want big come to us. 
96. GP Yeh, (2) I guess ah, (1) cos ahh once we got your- we got a couple off you. 
97. P Yeh you did yeh.// 
98. GP //And ahh once we got them we were right and there was no trouble at all. 
99. P Woa' one of- one of your ahh, one of the boats was wrecked up there at ahh the Wivenhoe turnoff I think↑ 

Truck turned, or trailer turned off the road and the truck didn't realise// 
100. GP That's right.  [That's// 
101. P  [It was carrying one of our generators too.  the truck↑ wasn't it↑ 
102. GP Yeah, yeah, that// 
103. P Yeh one of our ((laughs)) 
104. GP ((laughs)) Yeh that happened, cause people don't realise eh that they’re pretty dangerous the way those 

things swing around. 
105. P Oh yeh. 
106. GP Yeh. 
107. P Especially if they’re on a short trailer and the end of the boat swings way out across the road.↑ 
108. GP Yeh, well see there there is a (1) .hh a legal requirement for the overhang ((laughs)) 
109. P Yeh. 
110. GP Actually New South Wales have got pretty tough on em' now.  Queensland are still fair:ly slack .hh, and 

New South Wales- their pulling us up with the boat trailers. 
111. P °Is it the 25th↑° 
112. GP Yeh 25th- month till Christmas. 
113. P Ohh: Did you have to say that↑ 
114. GP Yeh [((laughing))] bring a bit of joy ((laugh)) into your life. 
115. P  [(laughing))] ahh Ok, so where does that umm-// 
116. GP (1) I made out- you want a couple of days- I suppose you’ll probably need a couple of days don't ya I only 

made you out for today which is probably a bit, (1) a bit tight. .hh We'll make it out for today and tomorrow 
and I reckon by Wednesday hopefully, you'll be right [but] if you're not we'll extend that for you. 

117. P  [Yeh- ok-] yeh o:k (3) 
118. GP Ok [but] hopefully um yeh- with a bit of ya' heat lamp [and ahh] those and a bit of  
119. P  [thanks doc]  [heat lamp]  
120. GP pain relief you [should be pretty right] 
121. P  [Pretty right, yeah.]  When I took those, (1) well, some anti-inflamatories for my knee it 

went away an about a day oh- ho- hardly walk the end of// 
122. GP Did you get a couple of packets↑ 
123. P Ohh just got the one. 
124. GP Yeh: take the six day supply 
125. P Thank you very much↑ 
126. GP All right keep you out of trouble. 
127. P See ya. 
128. GP Ok bye. 
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1. P How ya' going. 
2. GP Good↑  
3. GP What have you done to yourself. 
4. P Ohh just sliced it a bit- little bit 
5. GP Sliced it open.  What with. 
6. P Ahh, just- ah stainless steel knife. 
7. GP What↑ 
8. P Stainless steel knife.= 
9. GP =Stainless steel knife. 
10. P One of Bob's knives↑ 
11. GP So was it a nice clean knife↑ 
12. P Well, I was cutting chicken. 
13. GP Cutting chicken↑ 
14. P Just started. 
15. GP Ahh::.  How long since you had a tetanus shot. 
16. P 8 years I think. 
17. GP 8 years, ahh you might be lucky.  Lets have a look. (6) ºOkº (1) do you work↑ 
18. P Ye:s. 
19. GP What// 
20. P Naturally↑  
21. GP Doing what↑ 
22. P In the Hospitality Indus- Industry↑ I work for Tom Jones. 
23. GP Oh yeh↑ yeh righto yeh↑ just saying with that the way it's healed I can stich it, but I can equally- if you 

could keep that thumb clean and dry, we can just pull it together with plaster- it's really neat↑, 
24. P That's what I thought. 
25. GP Yeh↑ 
26. P Yeah. 
27. GP You don't need stiches on it. 
28. M You're not going to stitch it↑ 
29. GP No: no that'll pull together with some sterile strips [really] nicely there. 
30. P  [Yeh::]   .hhhhhh,    
31. M This lady's [got to go] back to catering. 
32. P  [I'll try to.] 
33. GP Yeh but see (1) [she:: 
34. P  [Sterile strips will seal it will they↑ 
35. GP Yeah [and we can bind the finger still] bit like having a (.5) condom on your finger. 
36. M  [and then put a plastic band, mmm.] 
37. All ((laughter)) 
38. P I might buy one those instead heh heh heh hahahahaha↑ Should get some funny looks↑ Yeh I've tried to 

keep it, you know (1) um.  
39. GP Yeah. 
40. M [[Yeah  it's a good and// 
41. P [[Keep it dry it was ahh// 
42. GP [[It really is neat yeh [I reckon] if you can do that [and then] maybe spray bandage  
43. P  [yeah] [Yeah] 
44. GP over [the] top of it and you'll leave these things on for about a week.= 
45. P  [yeah]       =Mhmm. 
46. GP And keep your finger clean and dry by// 
47. P by- buy a little// 
48. GP Ka- Kay'll put a bandage on it, (.) and then bind it (.) all yeh it'll  
49. P Hmm.= 
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50. GP And then buy some little rubber things until 
51. P Hmm, ok.↑ 
52. GP or wear gloves, (.5)  if you can.  Not possible↑ 
53. P Yeh it is, but I hate those things. 
54. GP Yeh 
55. M Uhh what's that↑ 
56. P Wearing gloves when you're working. 
57. M Yeh:: I don't know↑ Yeh= 
58. P =Well anyway it's best sticking out// 
59. GP So yar a bit lucky.  Isn't she↑ 
60. M Yeh. 
61. GP We'll just [sorta'// 
62. M  [They- they- heal just as we:ll↑ 
63. GP Yeh well ahh I mean there'll be far less trauma sorta thing if he like- like- if that was me umm I- I wouldn't 

put a stich into you. 
64. M [[ºI wouldn't either-º 
65. GP [[Cause it wouldn't hurt you know [no no I yeh yeh well that's a]  
66. P  [No I wouldn't either no well I wouldn't have thought I wouldn't have 

thought you would've I just you- know-  
67. M Yeah, yeah 
68. P Mum said ohh better come and see what I have to do you know just in case. 
69. GP good little- ahh: little strip but *pull in and bring in-in the middle*// 
70. M But as long as you keep that the strip tight yeh [like that] 
71. GP   [And ahh] and spray with some spray bandage and that'll- 

that'll last us a whole (…) [look if] ya keep that on and that'll water proof it. 
72. P  [oh↑ yeah.  Yeah yeah] 
73. GP it to a great extent// 
74. P oh good 
75. GP so it'll keep dry ahh// 
76. P //Good- thank-you. [I- don't- have to have a tetanus shot do I? 
77. GP  [So umm:] no: If you've had it within 8 years and it was a nice clean knife you're ok. 
78. P Yeh. 
79. GP But- if you do it again in about a years time- tetanus shots last about 10 years [so you should right yeh] 
80. P  [Do they↑ Oh:] right ok 

that's- fine.  Terrific. 
81. GP I'll put it in the book here, that your last tetanus shot was 8 years ago, 
82. P Mmm 
83. GP so you can't lie to us in three years time [and say] ohh no I had one 8 years ago orr ahh.= 
84. P  [((laughs))] =thanks 
85. M Eh.  (1)  Ye:h that comes [together well// 
86. GP  [And how's Bob getting on I haven't seen him for a::ges 
87. P Haven't ya'↑ Well he's done well lost a bit of wei↑ght. 
88. GP Has he↑ 
89. P Yeh. 
90. GP Ohh- needed to. 
91. P You're not [wrong 
92. GP  [But then I can't talk about it. 
93. P ((Laughs)) Well I'm doing well↑ 
94. GP Yeh↑  I said to Barb why dosen't- why doesn't she come with you↑ 
95. P Yeh↑ and [what] did she make excuses↑= 
96. GP  [Um]  =Yeh, yeh// 
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97. P Did she↑ I'm trying to talk [to// 
98. GP  [Did ring her up↑ Ring her up↑ 
99. P Yeh↑ and say↑-(.5)[actually I'll tell her to meet me] on Thursday come up on Thursday  
100. GP  [She really needs to go out and do something] 
101. P and then she can have ahh a look around and and everything.  I'll her and talk her into it cos once you get 

started it's good↑ (1) I come away feeling so much healthier. 
102. GP ºYou do don't youº 
103. P M↑mm. 
104.   (6) 
105. GP ºO:kº.  (1)  I don't think it'll get infected, it looks pretty good [but if you’re worried↑ come back. 
106. P  [And I cleaned it up. 
107. GP Is that that'll sting a bit I'm sorry↑ 
108. P No thats alright↑ 
109. GP You right↑ 
110. P Yeh, don't worry about it. 
111. GP O:k 
112. GP Hmmm, just do that↑  (2) Alright↑ look if you have any trouble drop back and see us don't hes-// 
113. P OK, that's no worries= 
114. GP =That should be fine now↑ Do- you- want- do- you- want- do you want to put this through compo or just 

through medicare- it's hardly worthwhile// 
115. P No no I don't want compo↑ No that's I- I- didn't know how- what was going to happen with it that's why I 

said maybe it's compo, maybe it's not, [we'll just] wait and see how  
116. M  [Yes, no, no t's so they'll know the outcome. 
117. GP We'll no- we'll just get you to sign a form on the way out. 
118. P Yeh It's mor:e, paper work than it's worth= 
119. M =That's right 
120. GP Yeh yeh [well it is though 
121. P  [I'm not going to lose- any- lose- any- work over it anyway so it dosen't matter= 
122. GP =Umm you know the governments 400 million in the red or something [so]-as long as 
123. P  [whatdoya'- mean.]  
124. GP they can close the toll way an:d- [an:d]- chuck 300 million away if they [like]- they'll  
125. P  [That's-] [That's right] 
126. GP make up for [400 million] on compo. (2) So when you go out umm= 
127. P I'll just sign a form 
128. M Umm um- um- hm- 
129. GP Yeh sign a form thank-you very much↑ Keep your fingers out of the way of knives eh↑ (1) Have a good 

morning ‘n be a good girl↑ 
130. P Yeh I'll be a good girl↑ 
131. M Heh- heh- heh- 
132. GP Good girl huh-huh-ha. 
133. P Ri::ght. 
134. GP Don't die on- us↑ 
135. P Hahahahahahahuh thank↑ you. 
136. GP All right, if you have any troubles come on back↑ 
137. P I will. 
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1. GP Ok what have we got.  
2. P (1) 
3. GP Pic↑tures.  
4.   ((8 seconds noise of envelope opening, noise of movement of celluloid film)) 
5. P Yeh I've already had a sneak preview.  
6. GP What did they say↑ 
7. P Said it all looks normal. 
8. GP Good↑  Well that's what we want↑ That's much better.  All looks normal.  Could you get that VMA test 

done↑ 
9. P a::hh [yeh] 
10. GP  [Collect] all the samples.Yeh 
11. P Yeah.  I thought you had the results here↑ 
12. GP Ahh I think we may have↑ 
13. P When they called they told me, yeh, they- they said they had the results here↑ 
14. GP Oh they've got some of them.  But they haven't got the VMA. The important one. (2) The other ones are 

goo:d, but the er-cholesterol's is up a bit high ahh (.5) and that's bad but your kidney function tests are ok. 
But no, ya had the specific one called a VMA, and it's not back but that's all right ‘cos what will happen 
u::m we'll let you know if there's any worries with that. 

15. P U::m just that the the- girl in the office rang me to book an appointment ‘cos she said the results were 
here↑ 

16. GP Oh yeh=that's the results for your cholesterol. We’ve got to talk about that too ‘cos see- see your 
cholestero’sl 6.7.  And that's not very healthy.  It should be lower u:mm (1) what they say is the desirable 
thing for cholesterol is 5.5, but in real terms, a::h it's better if it's nearer 4.5 ‘n that puts yours fairly high. 

17. P °so you don’t need to see these X-rays today then, they’re not connected to the cholesterol.° 
18. GP Yeh↑ we need to see those as well.   (3) A lot of the things can cause fluctuations in blood pressure. One 

is this- (1 – indicating something on the X-ray film) what we call your (.) urinal arteries. We were looking to 
see if they were open or closed over. So they’re fine. And what we do is (2) we give you those back 
((noise shuffling x-ray film)) and you can keep ‘em in your files ‘n look at the next eclipse of the sun or 
whatever through them. So (.5) so that's really good that is and that there is no evidence of any mischief 
there.  Now the VMA.↑  VMA is a chemical which is produced intermittently, it's an adrenalin derivative 
and, (.5)  if your kidneys are producing it ahh, (.5) then you send your blood pressure up.  Umm,  when 
they stop producing it drops down again and so that's one of the other things we’re looking for, as I said 
that result isn't- isn't back cause they do it very a::h, very specifically, that one. =But the other ones that 
talk about your kidney function test↑ now they’re perfect. So I really wouldn't expect to see any troubles. 
Now you've probably just got (.5) ahh ahh high blood pressure for which we can never find a cause. 
Blame it on your oldies or something. 

19.   (3 pumping of blood pressure machine)  
20. GP Or it could be lifestyle. You don't smoke↑ so that's all right.  Do you do any exercise↑ 
21. P Not really↑ We:ll. 
22. GP See it's 140 on 90 today, which is a lot better than the other day↑ 
23. P Well what was it the other day↑ 
24. GP 165 on 110↑ 
25. P 165↑  That was↑ high.= 
26. GP =Yeh it's 130 on 90 on average for y- fellow at your age so that's o:ka::y. 
27. P But it has come back↑ 
28. GP Yeh it's come back to normal. .hh so (3) a::h whether it's due to your, your crash injury or↑ (.5) So that's a 

bit- bit hard to think that- th- that would do:: it (2) but all the other tests are ok.  But what you’ve re::ally got 
to do now is look at this cholesterol thing and, .hh  the way to do that is to have a low fat diet. (1) Mm the 
fats come in all:: you' natural animal products with butter, cheese, cream, (1) fatty meats,  like that a::h so 
what you got to do is a::h (1) cut out the butter and marg. That's probably step one, I don't know if you eat 
that but some people have butter on bread or something↑  Should cut that out, a::h go onto your- your low 
fat milks like Trim↑ Skim↑ or-or- Physical↑ you know,  the one that is the high calcium low fat↑ and you 
buy your low fat cheeses↑ and you avoid cream at all costs. 
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1. GP Pau∧l. how can I help you. 
2. P (1) Um:↑ (.) oh I'm back about (.5) my hands. 
3. GP Aren't they wonderful after your holiday. 
4. P Yep, (2) 
5. GP Normal. 
6. P Yep, (1) 
7. GP Very go:od.  
8.   (1)  
9. P But (.) ar:[:::h 
10. GP  [The skin is still not perfectly healthy. It's still a bit,= 
11. P =Well=it=was=I'd say that has been irritated in the last two days. 
12. GP Ri:ght. 
13. P So:↑ (.) but, no, they were perfectly (.) fine on the weekend. 
14. GP And did you try those (.) new gloves↑ 
15. P Yep, Ye:ah::↑ (1) u::m (1) I nee:d↑ (2) I only had two that would- (.5) that I could try.  So I really haven't, 

(2) 
16. GP had long enough.  
17. P Yep. 
18. GP Yeah. 
19. P They fall apart (1)  
20. GP [They would.]   
21. P [with the] petrol and stuff (.5) yeah. 
22. GP They would.  Yep.  
23. GP So::↑ (1) I guess what we really need to do is find out exactly what it is that you react to. 
24. P Mm:m. 
25. GP How would you like to see an allergist for tes-ting. 
26. P Um:::, (6) hhhhh .hhhh I don't really wan't to:: I don't really want to::, (3) start adding it up cause I’ll look at- 

looking at another job if it (.) 
27. GP Are [you↑] 
28. P  [starts] costing too much. 
29. GP Ye:s. 
30. P Mm. 
31. GP Yep↑  Is that is that a possibility↑ 
32. P Oh yeah↑ 
33. GP It is↑ hhehh 
34. P I can do anything. 
35. GP Ye::as↑  Okay. So how long do you (.) see yourself doing this work that's going to cause your hands to 

fl[are up↑ 
36. P   [I'm going to look at another job in the next couple of weeks. 
37. GP In the next couple of weeks↑ 
38. P Yep↑ 
39. GP That's good.  That’s good from your hands [point] of view. 
40. P  [Yep.]  
41. P I will keep try-I will keep wearing those gloves 'cause they seem to keep my hands a lot cleaner. 
42. GP (.5) Yep 
43. P So::. (.5) 
44. GP And I guess if you use ya Elacon da:ily 
45. P Ye↑p 
46. GP Um:: (.) plus ya gloves (.)   
47. P Yep↑ 
48. GP Plus if they- you know the cleaner the work they can give you to do the better. 
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49. P Yep. 
50. GP 'cause it's just- you're just not suited to that occupation. 
51. P Yep (.) well (.) 
52. GP It's better [to be] 
53. P  [we both-] We both know what the problem is 
54. GP M::↑m  
55. P and what stirs it up= 
56. GP =M:::↑m 
57. P So:: 
58. GP You've just got to avoid it. 
59. P Um (.) that (.) Ura- Uraplus↑  Do I need a prescription for that↑ 
60. GP Yes.  [Yes] 
61. P  [Can I] get one of the↑m 
62. GP M::↑m. of c[ourse] 
63. P  ['cos] I'm nearly out of that. 
64. GP Okay↑  
65. P That one you gave me a double prescription for, that was for the small tube wasn't it↑ 
66. GP M::m. 
67. P Yep. 
68. GP M::m. 
69.   (6) 
70. P Now (.) I spoke to Geoff about (2) whether we'd (1) go: worker's comp or not↑ 
71. GP Yeah. 
72. P And he doesn't want to. 
73. GP Okay↑ 
74. P It costs too much on his premium. 
75. GP Okay↑ 
76. P (2) 
77. P Now this he:re (2)  What will I-what's the be:st thing to do with this↑ 
78. GP (1) U:::m we’ll- we'll fix that up↑ we'll give that to the girls at the desk and um (1) they'll fix that. 
79. P Okay.  
80. GP (5)   
81. P So I needn't worry about this now. 
82. GP No::↑ we'll (.) fix that on the way out.   
83.   (1)  
84. GP And you enjoyed your holiday↑ 
85. P Oh, had a ball. 
86. GP That's good.= 
87. P Had a ball= 
88. GP You would have had good weather. 
89. P U:m first two days it rained.  But I mean we slept the first two days↑ 
90. GP Yeah. 
91. P So:: (.) and then the rest was per:fect. (.5) 
92. P  That’s something that’s-that's only just irritated this morning you know↑ 
93. GP (2)  How many days did it take to clean up↑ 
94. P Three. 
95. GP Three↑ days. Mm::∧m  
96.   (3)  
97. P Now I've got to show you this too 'cos every time I've come in↑ I forget about it↑ (1) but I've had it fo::r (1) 

for donkeys  (2.5)  Just a lit↑tle lump (2) but it just gets so itchy and it doesn't go away.  
98. GP Let’s have a look. (5)  
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99. P See that↑= 
100. GP =How long has it been there↑ 
101. P A:::w  donkeys. (2)  That there and the and the-it's more or less in there↑  Oh but, jeepers it gets itchy↑ 
102. GP (6) And does it ever go away↑ 
103. P Nope. 
104. GP Always there. 
105. P Always there. 
106. GP (2)  Is it growing↑ 
107. P (1) I - do:n't - kno:w (3) 
108. GP And it would have been there for how long↑ 
109. P O:::a:w: six (.) to twelve months↑ 
110. GP Six to twelve months! 
111. P Yep. I just keep forgetting about it every time I come in↑ 
112. GP Mm::m. 
113. P And (.) I just- I- I run it through my head all night- actually is that bruising around there↑ 
114. GP No. that's a vein. 
115. P Oh. 
116. GP It's just a vein. 
117. P I was- I will rub that every day. (1.5) Every day I'll (.5) every day I (.) 
118. GP Y[es 
119. P  [it troubles me. 
120. GP Could you have been bitten↑ (.) by something a long time ago↑ 
121. P I don't know. 
122. GP I've seen um a lump like that in the skin before↑ and it's been (.5) a bite 
123. P Mm::m 
124. GP and it's- same thing- it's been there for many, many, many months and it's just like a (.) persistent bite. 
125. P Mm:∧m 
126. GP (1) What I'd like you to do is put a bit of the Elacon on there [twice a day. 
127. P  [I have been] 
128. GP And it doesn't set[tle it down↑ 
129. P  [Nup↑ 
130.   (1) 
131. P Nup. 
132. GP The only thing I can suggest doing then is- (.) is cutting it out↑ 
133. P Yep↑ 
134. GP Little scar↑ [nice and neat↑ 
135. P  [Can we do it now↑ 
136. GP No I just don’t have time at the moment but we can ha[ve it done soon 
137. P  [Yep↑ 
138. GP Okay↑ 
139. P And that ya ge-get that tested don't ya↑ 
140. GP That's ri::ght. 
141. P Yep. It’s that the little lump yet- but the itch seems to go right through he::re. 
142. GP Mm:m.  
143.   (9) 
144. P O:: I meant to bring up the a- whatsey-a um- 
145. GP And you need more of the ten percent urea cream do you↑  The Nutraplus↑ 
146. P Yes. 
147. GP Yes. 
148. P (3) What's that one↑  Is that the [smaller] tube↑ 
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149. GP  [That's the]-  
150. GP Yeah that's the [yellow one. 
151. P  [I've still got] a repeat on tha↑t 
152. GP Yep↑ 
153. P Yeah. 
154. GP (2)  
155. P A:h what was the other thing too=I meant to bring you up a um (2) the East’s Chrismas musical 's on. 
156. GP A:::::h  what dates is that↑ on. 
157. P Starts on the thirteenth and I think it goes for the week. 
158. GP I'll be away on holidays that week. 
159. P Ah. 
160. GP Yea::::h And the thirteenth= 
161. P =On the Friday night↑ 
162. GP The-I'm involved in this youth group on [Friday nights, 
163. P  [Oh okay. 
164. GP and the thirteenth's their last (.) ni::ght. 
165. P Yep. 
166. GP We're taking them to um:: (1) ah::: some laser force game,  
167. P Yep. 
168. GP thing↑ 
169. P Oh, it's tops.  It's fun. 
170. GP Is it↑  Yea:h:, so that's the thi:rteenth and then we leave Saturday, so I'm gonna miss it. 
171. P Yep. 
172. GP Thanks for thinking of me though↑ 
173. P That's alright↑ 
174. GP Oka::y.  
175.   (6) 
176. P So when will I leave-I'll leave this ‘til after Christmas↑  When are you back↑ 
177. GP You don't need to leave it 'til a:fter Christmas I can do it um:: (1) next week if you think that's, 
178. P Oh yep yep yep. 
179. GP Yep↑  I'm here next week. 
180. P Yep. 
181. GP And then for the holidays I'm: here for-I'm gone from the thirteenth for two weeks, (.) back for a week full 

time and then gone for another two weeks so I’m splitting it up. (1) Just in case you miss [me too much] 
.hhhh ha huh. 

182. P  [Where ya goin’↑] 
183. GP Maroochydoore for the fir[st two weeks. 
184. P  [Oh bargain. 
185. GP Yeah.  Then just home for the other two weeks.  
186.   (3) 
187. P Last time too, I never took that jar for (.) a urine test but- but I don't think it matters. I was just thinkin’ 

about it on the way up↑ (.) 'cause you were goin’ to give me a jar. 
188. GP We can do that now. 
189. P Ah! 
190. GP ha ha ha huh 
191. P Or we- we might get a bit this time↑ 
192. GP Okay.   
193. P So that- that’s all that is↑ 
194. GP ((TAPE STOPPED)) 
195. GP ((TAPE STARTED)) The urine test was clear.   
196.   (1)  
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197. GP Okay. (.5)  Now, was there anything else you wanted to ask me↑ 
198. P Um↑ (1) I think that's it↑ 
199. GP That's it↑ 
200. P I can't think of anything else. 
201. GP All right then. [And um] 
202. P  [Can I] grab some gloves↑ 
203. GP Mm:::m.  Mary has (.) fixed that. 
204. P O::h Okay. 
205. GP Oka:y.  See you later then. 
206. P Bye! 
207. GP Bye. 
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1. GP How can I help you. 
2. P It's really strange- umm I took Liam to the clinic on Friday, 
3. GP Yes= 
4. P =and they ask you general health and that and I told them I was still bleeding red, 
5. GP Right= 
6. P =and they told me if I was still bleeding red, by the time he was two weeks old I should come (.5) here↑ 

and see you↑ 
7. GP Yes= 
8. P =Umm it (1) doesn't happen all the time but it happens a lot at night time, like two o’clock in the 

morning↑= 
9. GP Right.= 
10. P =And that sorta stuff and it's- this morning it was thick like it was, gross. And it was half brown and half 

red. 
11. GP Right.= 
12. P But like its eased off during the day , I mean like I only have to wear a liner I don't have to wear the 

maternity pads. 
13. GP Mmm= 
14. P =But at night time I'm still wearing the maternity pads. 
15. GP Right. 
16.  P And I don't know if I've got an infection or what the heck’s going on. 
17. GP Yes. 
18.  P Umm cos it has been a bit sore for the last coupla' days as well↑ 
19. GP What's been a bit sore. 
20. P My vagina [has been] a bit sore (.[) so] it sort of I don't- it's not↑ (1) it doesn't feel like thrush↑ If that 

makes sense↑ 
21. GP  [yes yeah]  [yes.]  Yes. 
22. P Cos it's not itchy↑ its' just so::re↑ 
23. GP Yes 
24. P I mean I know it’s been through a lot, ha-huh hah[ah hehh h]ehha 
25. GP  [huh heheh] 
26. P It might be feeling a bit weak! hahaha[ha huh huh hahaha] hhhh 
27. GP  [huh hahaha heheh] 
28.  P But like it just- like it just had me a bit worried because she said aw you better come back and see her- 

and see your own doctor if it still- its still bleeding after two weeks. 
29.  GP Okay. hhh with your deli:very↑ 
30. P M:::m↑ 
31. GP (2) I'll just check your notes from the hospital and see hhh (6) Oka::y Placenta lacerated membranes 

com// 
32. TAPE FINISHED - RECORDING CUT OFF - CONTINUED ON NEXT SIDE BUT SOME LOST 
33. GP I hope that's right.  Ok well how about I examine your// 
34. P //What does it actually mean by lacerated placenta. 
35. GP Bit ragged. Bit torn↑ Bit cut up↑ 
36. P Yeah well, I'm not surprised, they pulled it, (.5) and yanked it and ripped it an- cos I thought (1) they used 

to give- they gave me a needle with Kathleen↑ to get it out but they didn't this time↑  That's what I can't 
understa::nd.  I mean it's probly nothing, but - I'll get it- I'd rather get it checked than- (1) sort of hhh (3) 

37. GP (6) well you're not running a temperature↑ 
38. P No no.  
39. GP You'll be fine. 
40. P °It's probly nothing.° 
41. GP Okay. 
42. GP You had stitches, didn't you. 
43. P Ahh yeah.= 
44. GP Yeah 
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45. P I don't know how many, can you see↑ 
46. GP No.  (2) We'll see how we go here.  Now I'll just take a swab here to see if there is any infection. 
47. P O::kay. 
48.   (1) 
49. P I did↑ have a bit- a really bad umm (1) really lower (.5) back pain↑ Really (.) 
50. GP Yes.   
51.   ((32 seconds of examination containing a short segment of indistinguishable talk)) 
52. GP Okay↑ 
53. P Yep (5) 
54. GP How are you going Okay↑ 
55. P yep 
56.   ((again examination hard to hear 20 seconds)) 
57. P Should the stitches (.5) have dissolved by now↑ 
58. GP Stitches↑ are doing very well, I can't feel or see any there. 
59. P I know a few did fall out. 
60. GP A few fell out, yeah.  (2)  You've healed up really well. 
61. P Actually I'm (.5) real// 
62. GP //Are you sore just there↑ (.)   
63. P M::m. 
64. GP Little bit tender in the uterus there.  What were you going to say↑ 
65. P Umm (1) I feel that I feel better this time than (.[) did with Katherine. 
66. GP  [Yeah!] O:ka::y↓  (2) You can get dressed↑ 
67. ((sounds of washing of hands)) 
68. (12) 
69. GP Okay. The uterus is a little bit tender= 
70. P =M-hm. 
71. GP and it could be that when they delivered the (.5) placenta that a little bit of the membranes or hh or a little 

bit of the placenta just didn't come away cleanly and it takes [a bit] longer for the body to clean that out↑  
.hh and it's easy for germs to get in when that's the case. 

72. P  [Right.] 
73. P M-hm 
74. GP So what I'll do is give you some antibiotics. 
75. P Okay. 
76. GP And we'll see if that settles everything down. 
77. P All right. 
78. GP I suspect it will.  If it doesn't and ah (.5) and things progress ‘n you keep bleeding then it may be an 

indication that you need a curette okay↑ 
79. P oh yuk-oh hoh! 
80. GP But hopefully [the antibiotics 'll do the trick for us  
81. P  [yeah hopefully] yep yep 
82. GP Now are you allergic to:: anything. 
83. P Not as far as I know I don['t think  
84. GP  [I can give you penicillin without any concerns.(5) 
85. GP I've taken a swab there. 
86. P Okay. 
87. GP And I'll have that result for you on Sunday↑ 
88. P All right. 
89. GP I'm working Sunday (.) [I'm working] Sunday with Les. 
90. P  [oh ok then.]  So I'll give you call Sunday morning 
91. GP Yes please and you can tell me how things are. 
92. P All right. I mean I- I know, its- I know I'm not gonna stop bleeding bang straight away, do ya' know what I 

mean- I mean but it just frightened me a bit when its still red (1) like- (1) bright red  
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93. GP Mm:::m. 
94. P Just lately just a few people have said that they've got infections and stuff like that after having their 

babies and they didn't do this and didn't do that and I keep thinking oh that’s wonderful- (1) that’s all I 
need- do ya' want me to sign↑ 

95. GP Yes I'll get you to sign this so as we can send that swab off to the lab. 
96. P ‘kay. So I- do you still want me to start taking the antibiotics↑ 
97. GP I still want you to [start] taking the anti-biotics even before we've got the result of our little// 
98. P  [Ok.]  //Alright. 
99. GP (5) You'll be taking one three times a day with breakfast, lunch and tea↑ 
100. P M-hm. 
101. GP No:w (1) you're breast feeding↑ 
102. P No bottle 
103. GP You're on a bottle- you’re bott- you're bottle feeding so baby's not gonna get affected. 
104. P No (4) Chubby little thing↑  It's putting on weight. 
105. GP That's good=and are you feeling alright↑ 
106. P Yeah just↑ tired. 
107. GP Yeah [no// 
108. P  [Just] //the usual (3) just the usual you know (.) do you know what I mean like just a little- sometimes 

I feel a bit down but not- 
109. GP But not ever staying down there. That’s good. 
110. P No it’s quite good actually it’s better this time than it was with Katherine (1) I mean I - I've even said I 

might go a third time. 
111. GP ((laughter)) Well to be able to say that at this stage that's// 
112. P //I mean that's (.) 
113. GP a ve:ry healthy sign.= 
114. P something I’ll obviously a:h, hahahaha, but I think I'll stop at three if I did. Four you gotta buy a new car. 
115. GP ((laughter)) hmm mm  From my experience you need a new car for all their friends anyway. 
116. P Well that’s true specially when they get older and they're going to school and they're doing this and doing 

that ((muscial tone)). 
117. GP Well that’s good. 
118. P All right↑ 
119. GP Yes so don't- you're not in any danger= 
120. P I'll ring ya Sunday. 
121. GP Everything seems very good. 
122. P Okay. 
123. GP Yep↑ Ring me Sunday, if um- (1) if at any time you get into any problems with heavy bleeding, 
124. P M-hmm. 
125. GP then you either give me a ca::ll or contact the hospital if it’s out of hours, but I don't think that's at all likely; 

your uterus .hh has shrunk down in size very well very well [and I'm sure you'll] be fine. 
126. P  [oh that's good] okay then. 
127. GP All right. 
128. P Thanks for that. 
129. GP Okay then, bye bye. 
130. P By:::e. 
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1. GP Now, how can I help you today↑ 
2. P My-Me uh u::m (1) Blood test. 
3. GP Blood test↑ Yep= 
4. P =We had to have one. 
5. GP We did↑  We were checking on your kidney function↑ Ahh and your kidney function is back into the 

normal range.  So I'm very happy with that, [it's] improved. 
6. P  [Arhuh↑] 
7.   (2) 
8. GP And, how↑ are you feeling on your (.5) Norvax tablets, your blood pressure tablets. 
9. P Haven't worried me↑ 
10. GP Haven't worried you↑  [You] haven't noticed any facial flushing, headaches o::r leg swelling. 
11. P  [Nuh.] 
12. P No.  No. 
13. GP Excellent. 
14. P 'Though the legs are still playing up (.5) with the (.5) the uh veins. 
15. GP Yea:::s.  Ye:s. 
16. P I- I a:r:::h (.) in the new year I- I might get something done about it.  But ((cough)) I'll get you to refer me to 

ah (1) Greenslopes. 
17. GP Yes,  I can do that for [you].Yes.   
18. P  [Mm.] 
19. GP When you say your legs are ach-ah-playing up, what do you mean. 
20. P They ache like heh heh heheheheh 
21. GP Yes, okay.   
22. P Especially on- going uphill. 
23. GP When you're going uphill, 
24. P Worse than (.5) on the flat. 
25. GP Do you have to stop when you're going uphill because of the pains in your legs↑   
26. P M::m 
27. GP Okay.  (3)  So you'd need a vascular surgeon.   
28. P Hmm. 
29. GP You saw Dr Duffy before, didn't you↑ 
30. P Yes::.  But (1) I think I'd have to be done through rep[at]. 
31. GP  [Thr]ough repat.  Yes.  
32. P (4)   
33. GP Would you like us to organise the appointment now for some time in the new year. 
34. P No I'll-after I come back. 
35. GP Okay. 
36.   ((11 seconds – sound of pumping  - blood pressure being taken)) 
37. GP That blood pressure is: (.5) much better.  140 on 70.   
38. P It'll be crook tomorrow. hehehahahahah 
39. GP What's happening tomorrow↑  ((amused tone)) 
40. P I'm packing up and ge– moving down the coast. 
41. GP So haha heh it'll be crook↑ tomorrow, but give you a week at the coast and it'll be excellent again.   
42. P That’s right!  
43. GP Going to stay in your caravan↑  
44. P No, the house we’ve got down there. 
45. GP And how long are you going for↑ 
46. P Six weeks.   
47. GP Wow! 
48.   ((3 seconds shared laughter)) 
49. GP Oka::y (1) And do you always carry your Vercor in your top pocket↑ or do you need a new script for them. 
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50. P I uh-I need a new s-[script]. 
51. GP  [Okay.] 
52. P That was to remind me heh heh hhh 
53. GP (3) Yes, the pulses in your legs, you didn't have any palpable pulses in your legs back in April, did↑ you.   
54. P °M::m° (2)  
55. GP It was April '98 that we um (1) noticed your bad legs and [sent you to the] vascular surgeon so.  The time 

has come for action. 
56. P  [Yeah.]    
57. P Yes I think so. 
58.   ((Phone rings.)) 
59. GP Excuse me please.  ((answers phone))  Hello↑ (5)  No.((hangs up phone)) 
60. GP Sorry. ((24 pause, typing))   
61. GP Now what tablets are you going to be running out of. 
62. P Uh, this is the only prescription I'm- I want. 
63. GP Right↑ 
a.   ((6 pause, typing)) 
64. P They're for cholesterol aren't they.= 
65. GP =That's right.  
   ((8 pause typing))   
66. GP You've got plenty of the:: (1) (name of medication) and: the:: (name of medication), all of those↑= 
67. P =Ye::s, [I've] got (.5) them all. 
68. GP  [Yes↑]  
   ((39 pause typing and printer noise))  
69. GP Right. (.)  Well we'll just keep your medication running along as it is↑ It seems to be suiting very well!  

Blood test results were good↑ Blood pressure's well controlled. And I'll see you after your hol↑iday and 
we’ll get the legs underway. 

70. P Yeah. Well, ah that'll be in: February. 
71. GP Have a lovely time and give my regards to Mrs Robbins. 
72. P M::m. (1) Oh Merry Christmas to you doc. 
73. GP Thank you.  To you too.  Don't forget your umbrella. 
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1. P Hi. 
2. GP So how are ya. 
3. P Good to get out. 
4. GP Yeah, nice ‘n fresh.   
5.   (2) 
6. GP So how’s it been go∨ing for ya↑ 
7.  P Or:::h (.) O - kay↑ (.) I- I- I- (1) suppose↑ umm, 
8. GP Yep↑ 
9. P the video↑ yes, it was umm interesting but, however (.) I think umm (3) a::hh I think that it was tar-, I think 

the video might be targeted for something (.) ahh more chronic than what I suffer from. 
10. GP Yeh↑ Yeh↑ Yeh↑ 
11. P A::::hem, 
12. GP Right↑ (1) 
13.  P But I- I've been ahh, I've started on the tablets (.3) though.   
14. GP Oh↑ o↑kay yeah↑ 
15. P Just to umm, (.5) like for the concentration and the umm, (.3) lack of interest, (1) in things. aah (3) I think ah 

when they said two or more symptoms for two weeks or longer, (.3) sort of (.) makes me feel well (2) no::, 
ee- ((clears throat)) either they're there and they're thery’re so small that they're (.) not noticeable or they're 
not there. 

16. GP Right. right. 
17. P at all. 
18. GP Right, .hh okay. .hhh but you decided to trial them to see how (.) things went more or less [was it↑ or 

something like that. 
19. P  [u::m:. 
20. P Yeah, it's still the ups and downs. ya know↑  
21. GP Yeah. 
22. P like some of the a:::h (1) some of the downs are quite (.2) you know dramatic, 
23. GP Yeah. 
24. P but they don't last for those long periods, (.2)  
25. ÷ P maybe it's umm, (.2) just good ol:d stress or something, that 
26. GP Yeah. 
27. P you know by a reduction in workload, 
28. GP yeah↑ yeah. 
29. P might, 
30. GP Might work. 
31. P cha↑nge yeah. 
32. GP Yeah. 
33. P ((clears throat)) I'll know in three weeks, 
34. GP Yeah↑= 
35. P =umm↑= 
36. GP =what's happening in three weeks then, th[at's the promotion thing is it↑ 
37. P  [orh↑ 
38. P Yea:h, yea:h, it's the (.2) it’s the attempt. 
39. GP Yeah. 
40.   (1) 
41. P Maybe concentrate on- (.) on a::h (.) after that, more and more things that are just enjoyable I think, 
42. GP Yeah, yeah, I think you're ri↑ght there that certainly helps yeah. 
43. P Maybe, maybe I've been confusing umm (1) a:::hh (.) like you know like I do sometimes pull in some second 

jobs, and maybe I've been confusing confusing monetary gain with satisfaction (.) and ya know enjoyment in 
the- in the job.   

44. GP Uu:m yeah, a::h I think you're qui:↑te ri:↑ght if you can get that informa hation he out of li:fe I think that's a 
good starha hart.  
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45. P Mm:::↓ 
46. GP I think sometimes as you rightly point out we get so focussed on things that are- we think are the reason for 

happiness and they’re not necesshearily true. Isn't it.   
47. P Yeah. 
48. GP Guess it's a matter of finding it for yourself too.  
49.   (1) 
50. GP Okay↑ (.) So (.) you had, th- th- some tests ahh the idea of checking some tests sometime↓ Uum (1)  So 

what do you think.  Do anything more about that↑ or:::, 
51. P Tests. 
52. GP U::m. 
53. P Which- which ones↑ 
54. GP You know, the Hepatitis B and stuff like that.   
55. P O::h ri↑ght. U:m (.) Mmm  (.) I- I might've got you a bit worried last time I was here, 
56. GP huh ha. 
57. P when I was talking about the AIDSs test [and all that, the fact that I've never had one,  
58. GP  [right, yeah] no, no. 
59. P you know↑ like (2) a:hh, (3) I don't know do you, do you think↑ 
60. GP Well are you- do you think you're a high risk fell↑ow that's the question, I- I [think that a::h  
61. P [((clears throat)) 
62. GP the AIDS is pretty unco:mmon to catch from the blood (.) s:p:ill that you were involved with,  
63. P Yes. 
64. GP I think it's not (.) li:kely=I mean usually it's gotta be a fairly big (.) spill of blood. Hepatitus B, yes you can (.) 

sort of get that more (.) commonly (.) 
65. P a::h↑ 
66. GP So it’s a possibility but ceratinly AIDS is pretty unlikely with the small amount that (.) 
67. P a:::h. 
68. GP was involved re:ally.   
69. P Yeh, yeh well, ((clears throat)) I do- I don't think I'm in a risk group at all↑   
70. GP No. no. I don't think you are, I don’t expect so. (.) I mean you've never mentioned that before. 
71. P H::mm. 
72. GP .hhhhh ahh well you could certainly get a Hepatitis B if you wish just to get an idea of where you are↑   
73. P Mmm.  
74. GP on that. 
75. P ((clears throat)) (1) 
76. GP °It’s up to you.° 
77. P Hmmm↑ (3) .hhh Yeah that's prob’ly the one that's more scary and prob’ly (.) prob’ly maybe more easier 

for me to cat↑ch.   
78. GP Right↓ 
79. P with that- with that type of= 
80. GP =Yeah↑ well that's a possibility I mean kids pick it up off the ground that (.) sort of Hep B someti:mes so:,  
81. P Yeah. 
82. GP ya know, playing in playgrounds ‘n things.  .hhhhh it's not usually big issue with adults↑  
83. P ((clears throat)) 
84. GP` it's more of a concern with children.   
85. P u::m. 
86. GP That's if they’re in high risk areas. 
87. P A:h↑ yeah. 
88. GP And there was a Tetanus shot that you were talking about too.   
89. P Mmm↑  
90.   (2) 
91. GP So do you wanna do that today↑  
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92.   (2) 
93. P Yep. 
94. GP Yeah↓ 
95.   (2)  
96. P Can=if=ya=like↑  
97. GP Yea. 
98. P °If ya feel that’s OK you can do that↑° 
99. GP Okay. we=c’n=do=that.  
100. GP A:umm what about the u::m ta:blets do you want to continue with those for a while and see what 

happens↑  Cause I can give you a few more ya c’n try and see how ya go from there.   
101. P Perhaps↑ yeh↓ 
102. GP You’d like to take them↑ 
103. P Yeah. Yeah. 
104. GP Want ta try some more↑ 
105. P ((clears throat))  It's worth a try I'm feeling pretty good today.   
106. GP Yeh. good.  
107. P Umm (2) .hhhh yes:terday (1) a::h (2) not too bad↑ °not too bad° 
108. GP .hhhhhh °right°. So some there’s improvements you think↓  Concentration wise↑ or (.) ya’ just startin’ to 

feel a bit more with↑ it↑ 
109. P Ye::ah perhaps, a:h, maybe it's a bit, maybe it's a bit too early to te::ll↑ 
110. GP Yea:h↑ Yea:h↑ (.5) Oh well↓ I'll give ya (.) a couple more (.2) weeks and you can try them out for a 

couple more weeks= 
111. P =I don't think I've ever really had a fantastic concentration span .hh 
112. GP Right. 
113. P and umm, so I'm not really expecting (.) grea:t things from it.  
114. GP Right↓ 
115. P But something that's umm, °ya know° just a, .hhh when- when ‘m- (.) sorta (.5) get a bit down on the down 

side it umm (1) .hhhh well I've just got none=at=all. (2) And gets to the point where ya know you start to 
(1) give yourself a coupla whacks around the head you know wake up snap out of it, s[nap out of what 
ever it is. 

116. GP  [Yeah. Yeah u:m. (.5) And ah you think that might ahh (.) might get better↑ 
117. P ha ha ha ha ha huh huh Oh we c’n only hope can't we.   
118. GP Yeh heh heh heh  
119.   (1)  
120. GP Well (.) I'll just (.) quickly do these tests then ‘nd u:m,  
121. P umhum 
122. GP (1) give you that tetanus shot just to boost ‘ut up. 
123. P Did you ahh ((sounds like he taps the recorder)) are we going to do anything about that↑ 
124. GP Oh well it’s just purely for the a:h, research really.   
125. P U:um↓ Oh yeh. (2) 
126. GP You don't have to be identified or anything. (1) .hhhhh OK. 
127. P Yeah ((clears throat)) ri:ght. 
128. GP Well I'll just get that stuff together.   
129. GP Okay so we'll give you that little shot in the arm with the tetanus ↑ Pop that up now↑ pop there ya’ go↑ 

Now I’ll take that out↑ (.) that's the Tetnus one. (1) How's it going, alright↑   
130.   (2) 
131. GP I’ll just take a quick blood test out. Check the Hep. B.  
132. GP Which one do you want↑ ((which arm to take blood from)) 

133. P Oh. Just ºthis one here I ‘spose. °  

134. GP Now do ya want that AIDS one or ºnot worry about that now° 
135. P O:h yeh↑ might as well↑ 
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136.   (4) 
137. GP So::: u::m (.3) with resp:ect to the (1) Hep B: (.) do you want to know any more information about ‘ut or 

should we wait till we get the results back or↑ how d’ya feel, do you wan to::↑ 
138. P U::mm -  well if it's- if it’s down or if it's u::m (.) not registering that (.) I've got an immunity to it, then I 

guess I'll have to have- buy a booster and (.5) get it done.   
139. GP Yeah Get some umm immunisation.  
140. P Mmm. (3) 
141. P Pull it tighter it'll come up↑ huh huh huh huh ha (2) 
142. GP Don't wanna put it too tight otherwise it'll cut your circulation off↑ 
143. P Oh alright. 
144. GP (2) Here! we go↑ So a little bit sharp for a second.   
145. P U::mm  
146.   (6) 
147. GP Any umm any other things for a check↑ choles↑terol at the same time. or↑ 
148. P Arh:: m yeh↑ it would be interesting a::h (1) because ahh,// 
149. GP Do you know your last↑ 
150. P I don't think I've ever had it done. 
151. GP Haven't you↑ 
152. P No I don't think so. 
153. GP Ah well (.) may as well↑ It’s not a fasting test but still good random test it's worth doing.   
154. P U::m. Well I haven't eaten for (.) twelve hours. 
155. GP Oh haven't you↑   
156. P Na, haven't had [ breakfast this mornin’↑ 
157. GP  [Oh in that case let’s do it↑ (1)  hhhheh That's good↑   
158. P Oh, it’d be longer than that. 
159.   (10)  
160. P ((clears throat)) 
161. GP (1) Okay↑ all right. How’s the arm coping↑  Is ‘ut↑ hhheh heh 
162. P Oh it's °all right° it's all right.  
163. GP All right heh hhe  
164. P Had worse, always had worse than that↑  
165. GP Right. 
166.   (7)  
167. GP Oka::y so::. 
168. P Been shot at, burned, blown up, and run over. 
169. GP Oh really.= 
170. P =And still, .hhh still the ol' needle'd be (.) the scariest thing you'll ever face. ha heh [heh heh heh heh 
171. GP  [ha ha ha ha ha ha   
172.   (1)  
173. GP Okay. 
174.   (3.5) 
175. GP Well look we'll send that off for analysis and see if there's anything and I'll let you know if there is of 

course. 
176. P Okay↑ 
177. GP But otherwise that's pretty good↑  
178.   (1)  
179. GP You've had a sugar test in the past which was normal↑  
180.   (2) 
181. P S::u[gar test↑ 
182. GP  [Blood count’s here=way back in the past it was done↑ It’s Okay.  
183.   (2) 
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184. GP Good↑ well you're certainly not overweight and ah (.) you look a pretty healthy beast. 
185. P Bit underweight or, 
186. GP (1) We::ll when we worked it out (.) last time (.) what was the (.) weight ah. 
187. P I weigh about sixty (.) four or sixty-five. 
188. GP (2) Height one seventy six, and umm say we get basically with an average (2) which is ahh, okay BMI 

which is Body Mass Index, gives us an average reading for calculating there. 
189. P a:h right.  
190.   (7) 
191. GP All=right well give it a coupla weeks and if there's anything in the tests I'll let you know anyhow. If you want 

to ring up you're welcome to. 
192. P So that's- that’s the AIDS test as well↑ 
193. GP Yes.// 
194. GP //((turns tape off)) 
195. GP ((turns tape on))// 
196. P //in come the shakes and the shivers and (.) ma:ssive headaches and I was usin’ Panadol forte ‘n (.) this 

was- this cycle kept going on for about ten days. 
197. GP Right↑ 
198. P and umm. (2) I never- never ever found out what it was. This was before I started coming to this surgery. 
199. GP Orh ri∧ght °oka∧y°  
200. P Yea∧h   
201. GP Well we'll find out if there's anything hiding there= 
202. P =U:mm= 
203. GP =but ta we'll see if the[re’s anything.  
204. P  [But that long ago li[ke .hhhhhh 
205. GP  [Yea:h. that's right 
206. P I'd certainly know, 
207. GP Yeah. that’s right. 
208. P what was- (.) maybe it was just a savage virus that got hold of me and just would – not – let – go. °so°. 
209. GP Certainly a few of those around. 
210. P ya:eah. 
211. P All right↑ 
212. GP Well we'll catchya later then. 
213. P All right then. Thanks for your ti∧me. 
214. GP Your welcome. 

 
(Note that, in the interests of preserving confidentiality, GPs were given control of taping interactions, during this 
interaction, GP turned the tape off at the point at which he believing the interaction to be closed. When it continued, 
he turned the tape recorder back on so, according to his report, only a small segment of the interaction was not 
recorded.) 
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1. GP Okay. .hhh well. hhh I’ll just close the door (.5) and ahh, (.) what's been happening. (.) with you.  
(.) [over the last few days] 

2. P  [U::mm↑ (.) cold] weather's been playing up with me↑ 
3. GP Is it↑ 
4. P Yeah (.) in me leg ya know jeez it gets sore at night. 
5. GP What about the head. 
6. P Ahh (.) still gettin the headaches too, yea::h. 
7. GP Right yeh.  
8. P (2)   
9. GP What do you do for those. Are ya= 
10. P =Just some medication, those tablets ya give me. But u:m (.) nothin’ else really↑ (3) 
11. GP Yes it's n[ot 
12. P  [It's mainly at night when I get ‘em, get the headaches in the evenings (.5) six, seven o’clock say. 
13. GP Yeh↑ and then does it last for long↑ 
14. P I don't know I go to bed. hhheh 
15. GP You go to bed↓ and go to s[leep. 
16. P  [Once I take those tablets ya give me they put me out and then I (1) sleep it off. 
17. GP Okay. Certainly the umm, (1) cold weather doesn't help, 
18. P No:: .  
19. GP Particularly with the= 
20. P =Bad ar↑m. 
21. GP the paralysed muscles and a::hh [(.4) legs.  
22. P  [It’s crampin’ up. 
23. GP Is it↑ Does it cramp up does it. (.) Now has it got↑ (.5) any be:↑tter the th- ahh weakness °in the arm or 

leg.° Has that altered [at all or is it pretty static.] 
24. P  [Umm, (.) the leg’s getting better.] But u:um (1) but the arm (.2) °uz useless.° 
25. GP The arm's still pretty well useless is it↑ 
26. P In u:m (.1) winter it’s worse for some reason, in cold weather, [don’t ask me why↑] 
27. GP  [.hhhhhhhh]   
28. GP Seems to tighten or slow things up [doesn't it=I think everything sort of becomes more pla- plastic rather 

than more pliable. 
29. P  [yeah. 
30. P hhhh Umm, I had this sent to me↑ 
31. GP Yeah↑ what have you got↑  This is a form of ahh (.5) (AMP↑:.) 
32. P u::↓mm↑ 
33. GP It’s a disablement claim. 
34. P Hmm= 
35. GP =Oh did you have some form of insurance going did you↑ 
36. P Yeah. (.5)  I didn't know about it till they sent that to me (.5) it’s through um (2) my work↑ 
37. GP Oh o↑kay↑ 
38. P I had to fill this one out↑= 
39. GP Okay, let's see what’s um - this one is ta=  
40. P =that’s my one I had to fill out↑ 
41. GP Yeaup↑ 
42. P There’s que- two questions that I don't understa:nd, (.) It’s on the other si:de, (1) It’s question four↑ (.2) I 

think↑ 
43. GP Three. What is the exact nature  [of the injury.] 
44. P  [Yeah↑ and ]question seven. 
45. GP The ques=have you suffered th- from the same or any similar injury or illness.  I guess possibly (.) with 

the previous attack you had. 
46. P Yeah. But I can't remember dates or doctors [or anything.] 
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47. GP  [No:]                it's typical isn't it, that they ask the questions 
that you can't really (.2) give an answer to. (1) What's the exact nature of your injuries, well I- well it's, 
it's a umm para- it's basically a ahh hemiplegia or a paralysis, or a stroke, I think that’s prob’ly what it is. 
So you could put it- put down a stroke (1) with paralysed (2) right (1) arm (.2) and leg.  I think that will be 
enough. 

48. P Yeh heh heh umm= 
49. GP =putting it in their terms. 
50. P Umm↑ that form I had filled out to get my me’cal me’cal rec- record, 
51. GP O↑h yeh yep, 
52. P My speech uz goin too. 
53. GP Is it↑ 
54. P Gets s:::ent to ya (.)  they’re - um (1) those are- they’re not here yet so (.3) do I phone up↑ (.3) the 

doc↑tor, or somthhin’. 
55. GP We::ll, they sometimes take a while to process it and ahh hhhhh you know can often be related to the (.) 

fact they have other things on their mi↑nd, but umm certainly they will send it in due course I'm sure, so: 
(.) we don't need to hassle them too much. .hhhhh It would be helpful I guess to look that over (.) 
sometime, if you want to follow it up you can it's up to you. (2) But there's no great panic I guess I'd 
expect them to take a month or so hhh.  Umm so (1) that umm (5) .hhhhhh, just looking back on the:: 
notes in the past what you can do is (1) when that original occurred (.) sometime ago (.) it was when you 
were much younger umm that went to- to the hospital wasn’t it (.) you didn't actually have time off work 
at that stage cos you weren’t- Were you working↑ 

56. P Yeh. I was working at that stage but I I didn’t go back to work for about three years after that. 
57. GP Right.  
58. P Went to the physio and stuff. 
59. GP Just need to find out that (.) ba:sically, information can’t be that accurate but I don’t think- (1) Certainly 

this time (.2) a::h what we need to put do:wn (1) is that u:m (1.5) twenty first of July (.), that would be the 
first date. A:h that was the date when (2)  

60. P What was the date↑ u:mm↑= 
61. GP =Twen↑tieth of July wasn't it, ninety five. 
62. P I dunno. I wuz just guessing hhha. 
63. GP Yeah. (5) °Okay° now what have we got here. I'll just look in my files there to check through. (.5) Yes, I 

think that would probably be about right.  See if there's any other information. (5.5) ((shuffling of 
papers)). .hhhhhh O-ka:y, (5) I’m sure all this a::hum (1) helps in getting some income to help with your 
needs. (1) Did they give you a lump sum↑ from all this do they↑ 

64. P Yeh, yeah. I didn't even know I had↑ it until my boss↑ phoned me up and told me↑ 
65. GP Well that's umm ((shuffling of papers)) 
66. P Apparently everybody gets- they take so much money outa ya pay each week (.) it’s compulsory sorta 

thing (2) 
67. GP O:h well that’s u::m certainly nice to know. 
68. P A::h (.) I’m not (.) countin’ on it↑ if I do I do if I don’t I don’t↑ (2) If I do I ‘spose it’s some security if I can’t 

work for pay↑ 
69. GP Well that’s true yeah.  
70.   (4) 
71. P Why’s↑ the leg and arm ache (.5) at night (.) is it to do with the cold↑ 
72. GP yeah↑ the temperature (.) the- not just the temperature but the u:m atmospheric (.5) pressure drops and 

this often creates an – ache in the sen - sors around the (.) joints that causes pain. 
73. P Yeah that’s where it is↑ 
74. GP yeah, yeah. 
75. P It really aches. 
76. GP And you get a bit of help with anti-inflammatories and heat (.5) and that sort of stuff helps a bit .hh so 

umm (2) it all .hhh he:l∧ps but it's u::m (6) but it's sort of gunna hhh- (.2) be better as the summer (.) 
comes on. 

77. P I know I was hospital (.) in November of 85 (2) I dunnow when I got ou:t (.) it was December (.) 
some∨pun 
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78. GP °Ri::ght°  
79.   (30 pages turning, writing) 
80. P °Still givin’ up drinkin.° 
81. GP Have you↑ he he heh he 
82. P Yeah. for a while↑ (.) coupla months. (3) Tried ta give up smo:kin’ but I can’t↑ (1) tried everything. 
83. GP (4) .hhh What about (.) patches. 
84. P ar:h no, they lasted about a day I felt like rippin’ ‘em off an’ chewin’ on ‘em. 
85. GP Hey↑hhhehheh Not good enough↑ 
86. P Naw::. 
87. GP Some people use a combination of a patch and the che:wing – gum. the special Nico-ret gum 
88. P Yeh↑ 
89. GP Ta get them over the initial (.) pa:rt .hhh so that sometimes may be necessary if you wanted to try↑ that 

or I’ve got a few (.) of those gums there. 
90. P Yeah. 
91. GP What you do with the chewing gum is you just bite into it (.5) and chew it a couple of times and it 

releases some of the nicotine. 
92. P Nicotine awh. 
93. GP and each time you chew it releases a bit more so that’s often a good wa:y.  
94.   (2) ((noise – loud crack)) 
95. GP There ya go (.) they come with a – ah (1) little (1) tape as well that ya’ c’n listen to if you want to.  

Certainly (.) just to try those (1) out and see what you think of them. (1)  A:::hh with combination of the 
patch and often ya’ need it in the initial phase, it's worth↑ a try↑ We c’n use hypnotherapy 
approaches,(.5) the quit program (.) has also been successful,  

96.   (14) 
97. P Sometimes if I (.) concentrate on something I get- I get a headache from it too↑   
98. GP .hh The umm (1) problem with concentration is that the muscles tighten up 
99. P uh 
100. GP And they pull and ya’ often get a little bit a pain (.) there's no doubt about that (1) .hhhhhh so umm (.) it’s 

a-gen management of the (.) tension and pressure. 
101.   (54) ((slight noise of handwriting)) 
102. GP Well I think possibly now what we’ve gotta do is umm (2) keep the area warm and keep that ahh relaxed 

as much as possible and from the cold and tension= 
103. P =it hurts at night my foot really hurts (.) it really does it’s terrible. 
104. GP Just check you're blood pressure cause it was up a little bit last time.(8) I’ll just u::m get ( ) ((noise of 

door opening)) 
105.   (14)  
106. GP Righto. so↑ (2) with that rubbing of that splint on the leg if you try a little bit of u:m foam just sort of stuck 

on the leg [first and see if that works. 
107. P  [yeah. 
108. P It’s a full leg↑ thing (.) it’s hard ta explain it’s like a big splint.  
109. GP Is ut. 
110. P It’s ah (.) made of hard plastic an inside’s all foam= 
111. GP Might have to go back to wearing it (.) mightn’t you. 
112. P It comes in two pieces so ya put the back, 
113. GP Orh yeah. 
114. P piece on first and then the front piece goes on this side. 
115.   (23) ((blood pressure pump sounds))  
116. GP Now↑ the top↑ pressure's alright↑, one twenty-six, the bottom one is still up bit=last time it was up a bit 

too. ((pumping sound again throughout the remainder of this)) The blood – pressure – is – measured - 
by using (.2) the pressure on the- cutting off the blood flow in the arteries. and measures how much 
pressure is required to pump the blood through so, (.) the idea is we use the mercury column to find out 
how much pressure is involved. and when we hear the blood starting to flow that's the (.) first (.) point 
where the pressure coming off (.) there, one thirty-six. (3) and when the ((sound of air releasing)) 
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pressure (1) ahh is released and the ahh blood starts to flow freely and the sound disappears .hhh and 
that’s the bottom pressure, that's the pressure when the heart relaxes. Now, you’re up to thirty-six over a 
hundred which means the lower pressure is up↑.   

117. P So what’s that me::an. 
118. GP Well the lower pressure should be below ninety-five. At that level now that can put more strain on the 

head ‘nd so we really need to bring that down.  And certainly smoking has a bearing on it but it’s not the 
source of the problem more or less it's likely to be due to (.2) some things within the system of you’re 
body which may be causing your blood pressure to go up. And maybe you're up tight or tense or maybe 
coming in here brings your blood pressure up. Sometimes coming to the doctor ‘ud bring anyone’s blood 
pressure up I think. .hhh  So we have ways of measuring blood pressure at home.  You can take home 
your own little machine and you can measure it at home (.) just by wrapping it around and it does it 
electronically. and ya write down the numbers, that's not a bad way if it's out there I'll get you to take one 
home and try it out.  

119. P °Okay.° 
120. GP and measure your blood pressure at home.  If it's still up at home we should be talking possibly at 

bringing it down. .hhhh because it does wear out yer arteries and you’ve already got hassles in there so, 
121. P m::m 
122. GP anything we can do t[o decrease that.  
123. P  [don’t want any more. 
124. GP That's right. A::h (1) cholesterol's been good in the past (1) but ah they’re not too bad↑ So it's really just 

that as well (.) and the headaches may have something to do with it as well. 
125. (6) 
126. GP All right. well umm we'll get you to pop back and umm, (4) in a little while for a:::r re-checking blood 

pressure meanwhile lend you a machine. Okay↑ (2) 
127. P I’m havin’ trouble with me water works too. 
128. GP Are you. 
129. P Ya know like dribbling. (.) Just started ta happen last week. 
130. GP Ri::ght. 
131. P °Not too good° 
132. GP No::: 
133. P (3) 
134. GP So it’s about a week is it since the dribbling’s been coming o:::n. 
135. P Yeah when I wake up in the mornin and find maself  (.) wet. 
136. GP A::h Okay↓ hhhh. 
137. P Speech uz (.) not too good↑ Marg says I’m startin’ ta mumble word. 
138. GP °So:↓°  
139. P (8)   
140. GP So there is a bit of extra pressure on the (.) body at the moment and ar::hh that’s compounding. 
141. P °Hope I don’t fall apa:r:t° 
142. GP Well that's why I think we need to bring that (2) bring that blood pressure down. 
143. P °Right.° (5) 
144. GP The chewing gum, just remember just to put it in there and chew it slo:wly, to release the stuff and then 

when you get the urge to chew again (.) with the patch on as well as that.  
145. P °I’ve got some patches at home.° 
146. GP Good.  
a. (1) 
147. GP Okay, so we'll do the- we'll do that BP monitor (1) and a::h see what that does, for measuring you for the 

next few days and come back and I'll check it again and then (.) see if we can bring that under control. 
148. P Okay. 
149. GP So I’ll see you again. 
150. P Yeah. 
151. GP Bye 
152. P Thanks. 
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1. GP How are you today↑ 
2. P Just filled this form out and the lady said to give it to you. I filled out another questionnaire out there for her 

too↑ ha ha ha heh 
3. GP So that's enabled us to find out a:ll about you. ha ha ha  
4. P Ho ha ha 
5. GP So you look a bit b[reathless at the moment 
6. P  [I think you should know by now. 
7. GP Oh I don't kno::w (.) everything about you. You haven't told me the whole story↑ 
8. P There's nothin’ else worth know↑ing: heh heh [heh heh 
9. GP  [heh heh heh , (.5)  
10. GP .hhhh O::h I guess. (.) I think you'd have lots to tell. (1.5)  
11. GP So, what we've got then is ah little bit of puffing. mm::↑ 
12. P Happens to us all. 
13. GP Ri::ght. 
14. P I ache↑ I hurt↑ .hhh, I've got pain↑ Pai- pain across here↑  .hhhhh hhhh. (1) 
15. GP When did that start. 
16. P February↑ (2) I think↑ 
17. GP Yeah. (3) 
18. P Or do you mean now↑ 
19. GP Yes.  
20. P Oh. Came about Friday. 
21. GP What happened on Fri↑day. 
22. P Nothin' 
23. GP Just suddenly became more breathless did you↑ 
24. P It just hurts. 
25. GP Just hurts.  
26. P Across me here. 
27. GP M::mm (1)  Have you been coughing at all. 
28. P Yep. (1) Trouble is once I cough, (1) I cough so much I think I'm gonna throw up. (1) 
29. GP And that hurts too I guess↑ (3)  Yes// 
30. P //and I've been taking me (1.5) pills↑ and the puffers↑ (2) 
31. GP Seems to be sort of (.) getting a bit (.) worse↓ do you think. (3) Have you had aching you said all over↓  

You mean in the arms and legs as well↑ 
32. P Yeh, and in me feet.  Me legs, ‘n me shou::lders. (2) Mind ya, as I been sayin' I've'ad that flu↑ (.)a- a lo::ng 

time, it doesn't seem to want to go. (1) So whether that's part and parcel of the flu↑ (1) °I don't know.° 
33. GP Is there any flegm coming up↑ when you cough↑ 
34. P No. (2) °no::↑° (1)  It did and then it just stopped. 
35. GP It did. 
36. P Mm::: 
37. GP When was that? 
38. P E::r. (1) just after I star↑ted with the flu actually↑  And it was rea::lly rattly↑ (2) But it's- I've had this flu for 

a- for a month↑ 
39. GP Yeah↑ 
40. P And ahh (2) and then all of a sudden it went↑ and I got the cough (1) very bad, very bad cough. (1) which 

I could't get rid of, couldn't get rid of it. (5) 
41. GP What sort of sleep are you getting? 
42. P I go to sleep all right↑. yea= 
43. GP =So you can get off to sleep= 
44. P =Oh yeh↑ 
45. GP It's when you start moving around [ . ] that's when it seems to get on to you. 
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